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SECTION I 

GENERAL 

Introductory remarks concerning transposition ciphers .._ ..~..~..~~~..~ ~.~~~~~~~..~ .__._.__......... .._........ 1 
Basic mechanism of transposition ciphers _................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._ 2 
Monophase and polyphase transposition_ _..... ~~~ .~ ..~.. . . . ..____._.._. ..___..____.._.....__.. __________ 3 

1. Introductory remarks concerning transposition ciphers.--a. -4s stated in a previous text, 
transposition ciphers are roughly analogous to “jigsaw puzzles” in that all the pieces of which 
the original is composed are present but are merely disarranged. The pieces into which the 
picture forming the basis of a jigsaw puzzle may be divided are usually quite irregular in size 
and shape; the greater the amount of irregularity, as a rule, the greater the difficulty in reas- 
sembling the pioces in proper order. In this respect, too, transposition ciphers are analogous to 
jigsaw puzzles, for the greater the amount of distortion to which the plain text is subject,ed in 
the transposition process, the more difficult becomes the solution. 

b. In jigsaw puzzles there is usually no regularity about the size of the individual pieces 
into which the original picture has been cut, and this feature, of course, materially contributes 
to the difficulty in reconstructing the picture. There are, to be sure, limits (dictated by con- 
siderations of practicability) which serve to prevent the pieces being made too small, for then 
they would become unmanageable; on the other hand, there are also limits which must be ob- 
served in respect to the upper magnitude of the pieces, for if they are made too large the puzzle 
becomes too easy to solve. These features of jigsaw puzzles also have their analogies in trans- 
position methods. In the latter, if the text.ual units to be subjected to transposition are made 
quite large, say entire sentences, t.he difficulties a cryptanalyst will have in reconstructing the 
text are practically nil; on the other hand, if these textual units are made quite small, even 
smaller than single letters,’ then the reconstruction of the transposition text by a cryptanalyst 
often becomes a very difficult matter. In between these two extremes there may be various 
degrees of fragmentation, limited only by considerations of practicability. 

c. It is fortunate, however, that the cryptanalyst. does not, as a rule, have to contend with 
problems in which the size of the textual units varies within the same message, as is the case in 
jigsaw puzzles. It is perhaps possible to devise a transposition system in which the text is 
divided up in such a manner that entire sentences, whole words, syllables, individual letters, and 
fractions of letters form the units for transposition; but it is not difficult to imagine how imprac- 
tical such a scheme would be for regular communication, and it may be taken for granted that 
such irregularity in size of textual units will not be encountered in practical communication. 

d. The days when the simple methods of word transposition were sufficient for military 
purposes have long since passed by, and it is hardly to be expected that cryptograms of such 
ineffectual nature will be encountered in the military communications of even the smaller armies 
of today. However, in time of emergency, when a counter-espionage censorship is exercised over 
internal communications, it is possible that isolated instances of simple word transposition may 
be encountered. The solution of such cases should present no diEculties, unless numerous code 
names and nulls are also used in the cryptograms. Mere experimentation with the cryptograms, 
trying various types and sizes of rectangles, will usually disclose the secret text. If code names 

1 Reference is here made to so-called fractionating systems. See Special Text No. 166, Adoanced Military 
Cryptography, sec. XI. 

(1) 
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are used and the context gives no clur to the identity of the persons or places mentioned, it rnnF 
be necessary to wait until additional messages become available, or, lacking such a possibility, 
there is usually sufficient justification, under the exigencies of war, to compel the correspondents 
to reveal the meaning of these code names. 

e. Although transposition ciphers, as a general rule, are much less complex in their mechanics 
than are substitution ciphers, the cryptanalyst usually experiences a feeling of distaste and 
dismay when confronted with unknown ciphers of this category. There are several reasons for 
his dislike for them. In the first place, although transposit,ion ciphers are admittedly less intricate 
than substitution ciphers, as a general rule there are not nearly so many cryptanalytic t’ools and 
“tricks” to be used in the solution of the former as there are in the latter, and therefore the 
mental stimulus and sat’isfact,ion which the cryptanalyst usually derives and regards as part of the 
reward for his hard labor in solving a cipher is often missing in the case of transposit,ion ciphers. 
In the second place, despite their lack of comple.xity, the solution of transposition ciphers often 
involves a tremendous amount of time and labor most of which commonly turns out to be 
fruitless experimentation. Thirdly, in modern military communication, transposition methods 
are usually not employed alone but in conjunction with substitution methods-and then the 
problems may become difficult indeed, for usually before the substitution can be attacked it is 
necessary first to uncover the transposition. Finally, in working with transposition ciphers a 
much higher degree of accuracy in mere mechanical operations is required than in working with 
substitution ciphers, because the accidental omission or addition of a single letter will usually 
necessitate rewriting the work sheets applying to entire messages and starting afresh. Thus, 
this sort of work calls for a constant state of concentrated attention, with its resulting state of 
psychological tension, which takes its toll in mental wear and tear. 

2. Basic mechanism of transposition ciphers.+. Basically, all transposition ciphers involve 
at least two processes: (1) Writing the plain-text units (usually single letters) within a specific 
regular or irregular two-dimensional design called a “matrix,” “cage,” “frame,” “rectangle,” 
etc., in such a prearranged manner that the said units are distributed regularly or irregularly 
throughout the various cells or subsections of that design; (‘2) removing the plain-text units 
from the design in such a prearranged manner as to change the original sequence in which they 
followed one another in the plain text, thus producing cipher text. Since the first process consists 
of inscribing the text within the design, it is technically referred to as the process of inscription: 
and since the second process consists of transcribing the text from the design, it is technically 
referred to as that of transcription. Either or both processes may be repetitive, by prearrange- 
ment of course, in which case the intermediate steps may be referred to as processes of rescription, 
or rescriptive processes. 

b. It is hardly necessary at this point to give the student any indications as to how to 
differentiate a transposition from a substitution cipher. If a review is necessary, however, he 
is referred to Section IV of Military Cryptanalysis, Part I. 

3. lldonophase and polyphase transposition.-u. As may be inferred from the foregoing 
definitions, when a transposition system involves but a single process of inscription, followed by 
a single process of transcription, the system may be referred to as monophuse transposition, 
commonly called single tran.spos&on. When one or more rescriptive processes intervene between 
the original inscription and the final transcription the system may be referred to as polyphase 
transposition. As a general rule, the solution of the latter type is much more difficult than the 
former, especially when the successive transpositions are theoretically correct in principle. 

b. Any system which is suited for monophase transposition is also usually suited for polyphase 
transposition, the processes of inscription, rescription and transcription being accomplished 
with the same or with different keys. 
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SECTION II 

SOLUTION OF SIMPLE TRANSPOSITION CIPHERS 

Simple types of transpo4tion . .._..__________. 
Paragraph 

..~~ ~~.~~~ .~~ . . . . ..__.._......_..........._ .__....._ 4 
The princip1e.s of solution of uniliteral route-transpoeitioll ciljhers .._________ ___.______.__. -- .____________...____ 5 
Keyed columnar transpo.qition with completely-filled rectangles ..____________...._..________________ _ _______.. ..___ .___ 6 
Example of solution .--_. _ ._-.--_.__.______-----.-------------------.---.--.----------~-- _ ______: __.__.._.___________---..-------..____ 7 
The probable-word method of solut,ion __.________ _ _____ _ ____________________--.----------- ____ ___________.._.._.___________...___ 8 
General remarks on solution ______________._________________________ _ ________________ -- ____________________________ ___.__.____ ____ 9 
Reconstruction of literal key ____________________.---.----.--------------------------- ___...._____________-----------------.. -_ ..__ _ 10 
Column and row transposition. _______________.__..____________________- _ _________________........---------------.----------....___ 11 

4. Simple types of transposition.--a. The simple cases of reversed writing, vertical writing, 
or rail fence writing hardly require serious attention, since they may be solved almost by inspec- 
tion. These methods are included here only because they may be encountered in censorship 
operations. 

b. The low degree of cryptographic security afforded by these methods may be increased to 
a slight degree by adding nulls or by disguising the original word lengths, and regrouping into 
false words or into groups of regular length. 

c. Some examples of these simplest types of transposition follow. Let the message be: 
BRIDGE DESTROYED AT ELEVEN PM. 

(1) Reversing only the words and retaining original word lengths: 
Cipher--- E G D I R B D E Y 0 R T S E D T A N E V E L E M P 

(2) Reversing only the words and regrouping into false word lengths: 
Cipher--EGDIRB ,DEYORT SEDTA NEVE LEMP 

(3) Reversing the whole text and regrouping into fives: 
Cipher--- M P N E V E L E T A, D E Y 0 R T S E D E G D I R B 

(4) Reversing the whole text, regrouping into fives, and inserting a null in every fifth position: 
Cipher--.. T R I M M P N E V P E L E T A A D E Y R 0 R T. S L 

EDEGU DIRBM 
(5) Writing the text vertically in two columns and taking the resulting B S BR. 

digraphs for the cipher text, as shown at the side. The cipher mes- R T I D 
sage becomes: IR GE 

DO DE 
GY ST 

BSRTI RDOGY EEDDE,or EE RO 
BIGDS RYDRD EETOE DD YE 

E D 
These simple types can be solved merely by inspection. 

5. The principles of solution of nniliteral route-transposition ciphers.--a. The so-called 
uniliteral route-transposition methods are next to be examined. The solut,ion of cryptograms 
enciphered by these methods is a matter of experimenting with geometric figures, usually rec- 

(3) 
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tangles, of various dimensions suggested by the total number of letters in the message, then 
inspecting these rectangles, searching for whole words or the framents of words by reading 
horizontally, diagonally, vertically, spirally, and so on.’ (See Special Test So. 165, Elementary 
Military Cryptography, 1935, pars. 20, 21.) 

b. The amount of experimentation that must be performed in the solution of ciphers of this 
type may be materially shortened by means of formulae and tables constructed for the purpose. 
But because ciphers of this t,ype are of infrequent occurrence today, these formulae and tables 
are only occasionally useful and hence they have not been included in this text .’ 

6. Keyed columnar transposition with completely-filled rectangles.-a. In practical cryp- 
tography, the dimensions of the transposition rectangle, as a general rule, cannot vary between 
large limits; that is, it can be assumed in practice that rectangles based upon lines of writing 
containing less than 5 letters or more than 25 letters will not commonly be encountered. If the 
width, that is, the number of columns, is determined by a key, t,hen the number of rows becomes 
a function of the length of the message to be enciphered. If the latter is very long, longer than 
can be conveniently handled without too many errors, it is a common practice to break up a 
message into two or more parts and treat each part as though it were a separate communication. 
Such parts are commonly termed sections. 

b. When the last row of a transposition rectangle is completely filled, the solution of the 
resulting cryptogram is considerably more simple than when this is not the case.3 Conse- 
quently, this will the constitute first case to be studied. 

1 It is interesting to observe that Daniel, of Biblical fame, was apparently the firat cryptanalyst in history 
(as well as one of the earliest interpreters of dreams), for he solved the cryptogram in the “handwriting on the 
wall,” obtaining as his decipherment words which he interpreted as predicting the downfall of BclGhazzar and 
his dynasty (Daniel V: l-28). The following partial account of the episode is not, as enlightening as one might 
wish, but it is probably the best explanation available. It, is taken from Dr. Max SelipFohn’s article on the sub- 
ject in The Jeuish Encyclopedia, vol. 8, pp. 490-491 (1925): ‘%ENE. m, TEKEL, UPHARSIN (~O~Dl 3pn X22 WD) 
Words written by a mysterious hand on the walls of Belshazzar’s palace, and interpreted by Daniel as predicting 
the doom of the King and his dynasty. The incident is described as follows: Once when King Belshazzar was 
banqueting with his lords and drinking wine from the golden vessel5 of the temple of THWH, a man’s hand was 
seen writing on the wall certain mysterious words. Frightened by the apparition, the King ordered his: astrol- 
ogers to explain the inscription; but they were unable to read it. Daniel was then summoned to the Royal 
Palace, and the King promised him costly presents if he could decipher the inscription. Daniel read it “ Mene, 
mene, tekel, upharsin,” and explained it to mean that God had “numbered” the Kingdom of Belshazzar and 
brought it, to an end; that the King had been weighed and found wanting; and that his Kingdom was divided 
and given to the hledes and Persians. 

The first question which presents itself to the critic, namely, why could the inscription be deciphcted by 
Daniel only-engaged the attention of the Talmudists, who advanced various answers. Certain of them 
concluded that the Hebrew writing had been changed in the time of Ezra, so that even the Jews that were 
found in the royal court could not read an inscription written in archaic characters. But those who followed 
R. Sirneon in maintaining that the writing had not changed found other solutions for t.he problem; e. II. it was 
written in the cryptographic combination m m, each letter of each pair being substituted by its companion, 
e. 9. aan 1X ttx M nU’; or the words were written thus: ~~~ ‘Dpll PVIIJO, one above the other, having to be 
read vertically; or lWO9 np5 BM “, each word backward; or again, VW 5nP Xm XP the first two letters of 
each word being transposed (Sanh. 22~). It is evident that the author of the Book of Daniel meant that the 
inscription was written in characters familiar to the King and wise men of Babylon, but that, as often happens 
with ancient inscriptions, the transposition of certain letters baffled every attempt to decipher them. . . .” 

’ See Lohr, Lenox R. and Friedman, William F., Formulaefor the solution of transposition ciphers. Riverbank 
Publication No. 19, Geneva, Illinois, 1918. 

* See Special Text No. 165, Elementary Military Cryptography, 1935, Sec. V. In this text the term “trans- 
position rectangle” wilI be used to designate t,he matrix, frame, cage, or design regardless of whether the latter 
is completely filled or not,. 
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c. In solving a cryptogram of this type the first step taken by the cryptanalyst is to ascertain 
the dimensions of the rectangle. Clues for this are usually afforded by finding the factors of 
the total number of letters in the cryptogram. Suppose the cryptogram contains 132 letters. 
The dimensions of the transposition rectangle may be 4x38 or 8X 19, by which is meant that 
four hypotheses may be made w-ith respect to it,s dimensions. The rectangle may consist of: 

(1) 4 columns with 38 rows, or 
(2) 38 columns with 4 rows. or 
(3) 8 columns with 19 rows, or 
(4) 19 columns with 8 rows. 

In practical work it is rather unlikely to encounter a rect,angle t’hat conforms to hypothesis (1) 
or (2), and for the present these may be discarded. As to choosing between hypotheses (3) and 
(4), a rather simple test to be described presently will disclose which is the more probable. 

.d. It is obvious that if the cryptogram is transcribed within a rectangleof thecorrect dimen- 
sions, the letters in each row will be the ones which actually were in those rows in the original 
transposition rectangle and formed good plain text therein. In fact, the rows of letters in the 
correctly-dimensioned rectangle would read plain text were it not for the transposition which they hare 
undergone within the TOWS. Therefore, the rows of a correctly-dimensioned rectangle are more 
likely to manifest the expected vou-el-consonant proportions of normal plain text than are the 
rows of an incorrectly-dimensioned rectangle, because in the latter case there are brought into 
some of the rows letters which belong to other rows and which are likely to disturb the normal 
vowel-consonant proportions of plain t,ext . That is, in an incorrectly-dimensioned rectangle 
some of the rows will have too many consonants and not enough vowels, in other rows this 
relationship will be reversed; whereas in a correctly-dimensioned rectangle each row u-ill have the 
proper number of vowels and consonants. Hence in solving an unknown cryptogram of this 
type, if a count is made of t’he vowels and consonants in t.he rows of rectangles of various probable 
dimensions, that rectangle in which the rows show the best proportions of vowels and consonants 
is most likely to be correct, and the one that should be tried first. 

e. Having ascertained the correct dimensions of the rectangle by the foregoing procedure, 
the next step is to experiment with the columns of the rectangle, trying to bring together several 
columns which will then show “good” digraphs, trigraphs, or polygraphs in the TOWS formed by 
juxtaposing the columns. This process of combining or matching columns in order to build up 
these fragments of plain text will herein be referred to as anugramming.’ 

j. The procedure is to select a column which has a good assortment of high-frequency letters 
and fmd another column which may be placed before or after the selected column to build up 
high-frequency digraphs in the rows; when such a pair of columns has been found, attempt is 
made to add another column before or after this pair to build up high-frequency trigraphs, and 
so on, gradually building up longer and longer polygraphs until entire words begin to appear in the 
respective rows of the rectangle. In this process of anagramming, advantage may be taken 
of simple mathematical considerations such as adding the normal plain-text frequency values of the 
digraphs in the rows to assist in discarding combinations which are on the borderline of choice. 
However, it must be noted that the totals obtained by simple addition of the frequency values of 

4 The Standard Dictionary defines the word anagram as follows: “(noun) 1. The letters of a word or phrase so 
transposed as to make a different word or phrase; as, ‘time’ and ‘mite’ are anagrams of ‘emit’. 2. A transposition; 
interchange.” As a verb, it is defined as “to anagrammatize; to make an anagram of; make anagrams.” (The 
construction of anagrams w-as a very widespread pastime in previous centuries. See Wheatley’s Of Anagrams, 
London, 1862.) A strict interpretation of the word would therefore confine it to cases wherein the letters to be 
rearranged already form bonafide words or intelligible phrases. However, this would hardly be broad enough for 
cryptanaWic purposes. As used in cryptanalysis the word is commonly employed as a verb to refer to theproc- 
es.8 of rearranging the disordered letters of cipher text so as to reconstruct the original plain test. 
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the digTaphs should be considered only as rough approximations or guides in weighing probabil- 
ities in favor of one hypothesis as against another, for theoretically the probability of the simul- 
taneous occurrence of two or more independent’ events is the product, and not the sum, of their 
respective probabilities. In most cases the calculation of products involves an amount, of labor 
unwarranted by the results to be expected, so that simple addition of probabilities is usually 
sufficient. However, if tables of the logarithms of the probabilities are readily available, the 
addition of these logarithms becomes a simple matter and affords a more accurate guide in selec- 
tion of combinations produced in the anagramming process.’ Once a set of four or five columns 
has been correctly assembled it is usually the case that, the process may be completed very quickly, 
for with the placement of each column the number of remaining columns possible for selection 
diminishes; t,oward the close of the process, when only two or t,hree columns remain, their place- 
ment is almost automatic. 

g. It is desirable, as a final st,ep, to try to reconstruct, if possible, the literal key from which 
the numerical transposition key was derived. 

7. Example of solution.--a. Given the following cryptogram, the steps in solution will be 
set forth in detail: 

CRYPTOGR.4M (126 khXS) 

ILHHD TIEOE UDHTS ONSOO EEEEI OEFTR 
RHNEA TNNVU TLBFA EDFOY CAPDT RRIIA 
RIVNL RNRWE TUTCU VRAUO OOFDA ONAJI 
UPOLR SOMTN FRANF MNDMA SAFAT YECFX 
RTGET A 

b. The cryptogram contains 126 letters (factors of 126: 2, 3, 6, 7,9, 14, 18,21), suggesting 
rectangles of 7X 18 or 9X 14. If the former dimensions are taken, the rectangle may have 7 
columns a.nd 18 rows or 18 columns and 7 rows; if the latter dimensions are taken, it, may have 9 
columns and 14 rows or 14 columns and 9 rows. The factors of 126 do not, of course, preclude 
the possibility tbat the rectangle may be 6X21, that is, with 21 columns and 6 rows or 6 columns 
and 21 rows. If no good results were obtained by testing rectangles of the dimensions indicated 
(7x18 or 9X14), t,hen one would proceed to test rectangles 6X21. In the event that all tests on 
the basis of a completely-med rectangle failed, then it would be assumed that the rectangle may 
be incompletely filled. In making the vowel-consonant test described in paragraph 6d, it is 
advisable to base the count on the columns as well as on the rows of a rectangle, since it is possible 
that the cryptogram was prepared by inscribing the plain text in rows and transcribing the text 
from the columns, or vice ~ersu. After examining a rectangle both horizontally and vertically, 
it is often possible to discard various arrangements without further tests. For-example, at A 
in figure 1 there is shown a rectangle of 7 columns and 18 rows. Now in a row of 7 letters there 
should be (7X40 percent=2.8) either 2 or 3 vowels; but rows 12 and 15 contain no vowels at all 
and rows 8 and 9 contain 5 vowels, row 16,6 vowels. It is concluded at once that this arrange- 
ment is highly improbable. If the plain text had been inscribed vertically in this same rectangle, 
and then the rows had been transposed in forming the cipher text, then in each column (18 letters) 
there should be (18X40 percent=7.2) about 7 vowels; but column 2 contains 11 vowels and col- 
umn 6 only 4. This likewise indicates that it is highly improbable that the message was inscribed 
vertically apd the cryptogram formed by transposing the rows. But when the arrangement at 

6 A suggestion for which the author is indebted to Mr. A. W. Small, junior cryptanalyst in this office. The 
principle makes practicable the use of tabulating machinery for the purpose of speeding up and facilitating the 
matching of columns in the anagramming process. 
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B in figure 1 is studied, it is not so easy to say at once that it is improbable. For in 18 letters 
there should be about 7 vowels and none of the rows of this arrangement shows too great :I 
departure from this expected number. This possibility will have to be esplored further and it 
is for the moment put aside. If it be assumed that the message was inscribed verticnlly in the 
rectangle 18X7 and the rows subjected t,o transposition, there should be (7X40 percent=3.8) 
2 or 3 vowels in each column. But since several of the columns show rather considerable depar- 
tures from this expected number, it may be concluded that a vertica.1 inscription ant1 horizontal 
transcription is not probable and this assumption may be eliminated. Then the arrangements 
at C and D in figure 1 are studied in the same manner, with the result that at the end of the study 
t,he situation as regards the various assumptions is aummerized as follows: 
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t 
E c 

i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Number o 
vowels 

IONTTUM 
LONRCPA 
HEVRUOS 
HEUIVLA 
DETIRRF 
TELAASA 
IIBRUOT 
EOFIOMY 
OEAVOTE 
EFENONC 
UTDLFFF 
DRFRDRX 
HRONAAR 
THYRONT 
SNCWNFG 
OEAEAME 
NAPTJNT 
STDUIDA 
.i 11 6 6 10 4 7 

A 

9 x 14 

i 
2 
3 
4 
2 
4 
4 
5 s 
; 
1 
0 
3 
2 
0 
6 
1 
3 

z 
18 x 7 g 

5s 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 I2 13 14 15 16 17 16 t 

IESETTBYRNTAAPTMFX 
LOOERNFCILUUOONNAR 
HENERNAAIRTONLFDTT 
HUSIHVEPANCOARRMYG 
DDOONUDDRRUOJSAAEE 
THOEETFTIWVFIONSCT 
ITEFALORVERDUMFAFA 

“~$~“‘}...- 2 4 4 6 2 1 3 2 4 1 2 5 5 2 1 2 A 2 

B 

c 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 % 

i ISTBRTATF 
2 LORFIUONA 
3 HNRAITNFT 
4 HSHEACARY 
5 DONDRUJAE 
6 TOEFIVINC 
7 IEAOVRUFF 
8 EETYNAPMX 
9 OENCLUONR 

10 EENAROLDT 
11 UIVPNORMG 
12 DOUDROSAE 
13 HETTWFOST 
14 TFLREDMAA 

";y~p'}- 1 
6 10 3 5 5 7 7 3 5 

C 

i 
i 
$ 

5 c 
2 
4 i 
4 2 
4 3 
5 4 
4 5 
4 6 
4 7 
3 8 
5 9 
2 Ni2LYf 
3 

b 
L + 

14 i: 9 {E => 
1 7. 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 z 

IEOFNETNTOUNMC 6 
LUOTNDRLCFPFAF 3 
HDERVFRRUDORSX 3 
HHERUOINVALAAR 7 
DTEHTYIRRORNFT 4 
TSENLCAWANSFAG 4 
IOIEBAREUAOMTE 10 
ENOAFPITOJMNYT 6 
OSETADVUOITDEA 8 

.4 3 9 2 2 4 4 2 5 3 3 1 5 2 

D 

FIOVU 1. 
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7 columns and 18 rows: 
Rectangle 7 X 18 

(1) Horizontal inscription, columnar transcription _...._....____._. -_.-_._ Very improbable. 
(2) Vertical inscription, horizontal transcription . . . .._ -~.- . . .._._.._._ ..__ Very improbable. 

18 columns and 7 rows: 
(3) Horizontal inscription, columnar transcription _______......._. _... . Possible. 
(4) Vertical inscription, horizontal t,ranscription _..__... . . .._.__.__ Improbable. 

Rectangle 9 X 14 
9 columns and 14 rows: 

(5) Horizontal inscription, columnar transcription _............ .~ _.. ._ Possible. 
(6) Vertical inscription, horizontal transcription-...-.. ~. ~...~.~._ Improbable. 

14 columns and 9 rows: 
(7) Horizontal inscription, columnar transcription.. --. .- .- _. _ _. _ Improbable. 
(8) Vertical inscription, horizontal transcription.. ____ --.--- . ..____....___ Very improbable. 
c. Discarding all assumptions except (3) and (5), the latter are subjected to further scrutiny. 

Suppose the average amount of deviation from the expected number of vowels in each row is 
calculated by finding the difference between the actual and expected numbers in each row, 
ad&g these differences (neglecting signs), and dividing by the total number of rows. For as- 
sumptions (3) and (5) the results are as follows: c Ii 0s. 

! ai% 
18 X 7 ‘- 8s -2 

4 z 1 2 3 $ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1 ‘5 g 
P 

1 IESETTBYRNTAAPTMFX; 12 
2 LOOERNFCILUUOONNAR 9 I:8 
3 HENERNAAIRTONLFDTT 6 1.2 
4 HUSIHVEPANCOARRMYG 7 .2 
5 DDOONUDDRRUOJSAAEE 9 1.8 
6 THOEETFTIWVFIONSCT 6 1.2 
7 ITEFALORVERDUMFAFA 8 .8 

F~onsr le. 

Total deviation=S. 2 
Average deviation = 1.2 
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9x14 

12345eJ739g 

lISTBRTATF2 
2LORFIUONA5 
3HNRAITNFT2 
4H.SHEACARY4 
5DONDRUJAE4 
6TOEFIVINC4 
7IEAOVRUFF5 
SEETYNAPMX4 
9OENCLUONR4 

lOEENAROLDT4 
llUIVPNORMG3 
12DOUDROSAE5 
13HETTWFOST2 
14TFLREDMAA3 

1.6 
1.4 
1.6 

.4 

.4 

.4 
1.4 

.4 

.4 

.4 

. 6 
1.4 
1.6 

.6 

Total deviation = 12. 6 
Average deviation= . 9 

The average amount of deviation for assumption (5) is only ;.9 as against 1.2 for assumption 
(3); therefore the former assumption is considered to be somewhat better than the latter and it will 
be tried first. 

d. The columns of the rectangle shown in figure lf are now to be cut apart and the procedure 
of anagramming applied. (For this it is best to have the cryptogram written on cross-section 
paper preferably with >44nch squares for ease in handling.) Consider column 7, with the letter 
J in row 5; this letter, if it is a part of a word, must be followed by a vowel, which eliminates 
columns 1, 3, 4, and 5 as possibilities for placement on the right of column 7. Here are the 
digraphs formed b y combining column 7 with columns 2,6,8, and 9, respectively, and the totals 
obtained by adding the frequency values of the digraphs formed in the rows: 
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( The frequencies shown are as given in table 6, appendix to Military Cryptanalysis, Part I.) 

(1) 

r; 

is __________ Zl 
0 0 __________ 6 
N N __________ 8 
AS __________ 41 
J 0 __________ 2 
10 _________- 41 
U E __________ 11 
P E __________ 23 
0 E __________ 3 
L E __________ 37 
R I __________ 30 
s 0 ____--____ 15 
0 E __________ 3 
M F __________ 1 

A T __________ 47 
0 u __________ 37 
N T __________ 82 
A C __________ 14 
J U __________ 2 
I V __________ 25 
U R _________ 31 
P A __________ 14 
0 u __________ 37 
L 0 -_________ 13 
R 0 __________ 28 
s 0 ----______ 15 
0 F __________ 25 
M D ______ --__ 1 

A T _____ -_--_ 47 
0 N ____...___ ii 
N F _________ _ 9 
A R _______._. 44 
J A _____.____ 1 
IN- __.______ 75 
U F ___.______ 1 
P M ..________ 4 
0 NW-.. ______ 77 
L D... ._... -- 9 
R M __________ 9 
S A __________ 24 
0 s --____--_- 14 
M A __________ 36 

Total--- 262 Total-----.. 371 Total---- 427 

d k _.________ 
i: 

4 
0 A __________ 7 
N T __________ 82 
A Y __________ 12 
J E __________ 2 
I c _-________ 22 
U F __________ 1 
P x -.________ 0 
0 R __________ 64 
L T __________ 8 
R G __________ 7 
S E __________ 49 
0 T _________ _ 19 
M A __________ 36 

Total_--.. 313 
FIGURE 2. 

Combination (3) gives the highest frequency value for the digraphs and an attempt is made to 
add a column to it. Here are some of t,he combinations tried: 

7 a 1 7 a a 7 a 3 7 a 9 

AT1 ATS ATT ATF 
ONL ON0 ONR ONA 
NFH NFN NFR NFT 
ARH ARS ARH ARY 
JAD JAO JAN JAE 
INT IN0 INE INC 
UFI UFE UFA UFF 
PME PME PMT PMX 
ON0 ONE ONN ONR 
LDE LDE LDN LDT 
RMU RMI RMV RMG 
SAD SAO SAU SAE 
OSH OSE OST OST 
MAT MAF MAL MAA 

FrauRI 3. 

e. Each of these combinations shows at least one “impossible” trigraph and several “poor” 
0nes.O After more or less work along these lines, the cryptanalyst begins to get the feeling that 
“something is wrong,” for, as a rule, once a correct start has been made in cases of this kind, 
solution comes rather quickly. Hence, the cryptanalyst decides here that possibly his first 

a Following the steps taken in subpar. d, frequency weights may be given the various trigraphs in fig. 3 and 
the sums obtained taken as indications of the relative probability of each of the four trials. These steps are here 
omitted, for they are obvious. 
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choice of combination (3) was a bad one, even though it gave the greatest total when frequency 
values for the digraphs were summed. The second greatest total was for combination (2) in 
which columns 7 and 6 were put together. The infrequent digraph J U suggests a word such as 
JUST or JUNCTION. If it were the former there should be a column containing an S in the 5th row, 
and there is no such column. If the word is JUNCTION, there should be a column containing an N 
in the 5th row, and there is only one such column, the 3d. Placing column 3 after columns i-6 
gives the trigrnphs shown in figure 4-A. ,%ll of these trigraphs are excellent except the last, and 
that one may be either an abbreviation of a signature, or possibly nulls added to complete the rec- 
tangle. If the word JUNCTION is correct then there should be a column with a C in the 5th row;but 
none is found. However, column 9 has a C in the 6th row, and if it happened that the last column 
on the right is So. 3, then column 9 would be the 1st column. Thus, as shown in figure 4-B, the 
arrangement of columns becomes 9 . . . . . 7 6 3. 

i 6 3 9 P ? 7 ? ? 7 6 3 915234 i 6 3 

ATT F.. . . .ATT FIRSTBATT 
OUR A.. . . .OUR ALIONFOUR 
NTR T.. . . .NTR THINFANTR 
ACH Y.. . . .ACH YHASREACH 
JUN E.. . . .JUN EDROADJUN 
IVE C.....IVE CTIONFIVE 
URA F.. . . .URA FIVEFOURA 
PAT X.. . . .PAT XENEMYPAT 
OUN R.. . . .OUN ROLENCOUN 
LON T.. . . .LON TEREDALON 
ROV G.. . . .ROV GUNIMPROV 
sou E.. . . .SOU EDROADSOU 
OFT T.. . . .OFT THWESTOFT 
MDL A.. . . .MDL ATEFARMDL 

FIGCRE 4-A. FICCBE PB. FIGCRE 5. 

.f. It is believed that the procedure has been set forth with suftlcient detail so as to make 
further demonstration unnecessary. The rectangle can be completed very quickly and is found 
to be as shown in figure 5. 

g. It will be interesting to see if a calculation based upon the sum of the logarithms of the 
probabilities given in figure 2 would have given the correct combination as the first choice. 
Note the results shown in figure 6. This calculation gives the correct combination as first 
choice, viz, 7-6, with a logarithmically-weighted value of 17.35 as against a value of 16.51 for 
combination 7-8, which was the first one tried on the basis of merely the sums of the frequency 
values of the digraphs. 
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i 2 

A S.--- *4 l 
0 O--me 6 
N N---- 8 
A S..--- 4 1 
J 0-b--- 2 
I o--_- 4 1 
U E.-e-.- 11 
P E--- 23 
0 E:--- 3 
L E-.-- 317 
R I.--- 30 
s o-- 15 
0 E-.-e 3 
M F-.-- 1 

Total--- 262 

2 s 
e 

1.61 
. i8 
.90 

1.61 
.30 

1.61 
1.04 
1.36 

.48 
1.57 

.48 
1.18 

.48 

.oo 1 
/ / , 13.40 

59 
7 6 

t> 

A T--. :i 
0 u--- 3 7 
N T-.. 82 
A C----. 14 
J U-e._-. 2 
I v..---- 25 
U R-..- 3 1 
P A--- 14 
0 u.-. 37 
L o.--- 13 
R 0-m-... 28 
s o-- 15 
0 Fe---- 25 
M D-_- 1 

Total.-_ 3 i 1 

; 
s 
z 2 

1:6i 
1.57 
1.91 
1.15 

.30 
1.40 
1.49 
1.15 
1.57 
1.11 
1.45 
1.18 
1.40 

.oo 

17.35 

(3) 
x L 
Eg 
E.3 
E> 

7 8 L 

A T---e ;7 
0 N-e-m ii 

N F.-m-- 9 
A R-.-..- 44 
J A--.- 1 
I N..-.-. 75 
U F---_ 1 
P M.--. 4 
0 N..- 7T 
L D.-e.- 9 
R Me..--- 9 
S A--..- 24 
0 s..- 14 
M A---- 36 

2 
Z 
p 
gc 

2 

1.6; 
1.89 

-95 
1.64 

.oo 
1.88 

.oo 

. GO 
1.89 

. 95 

.95 
1.38 
1.15 
1.56 

PP 

Total--- 427 16. 51 

L A 
I Le. 4 
0 A--.. i 
N T--m 82 
A Y---- 12 
J E--.-e. 2 
I c.--. 22 
U Fe--. 1 
P x---.. 0 
0 R--e-. 64 
L T.--e 8 
R G.--- 7 
S E--e. 49 
0 T-.-. 19 
M A--.-- 36 

0 :‘sO 
.85 

1.91 
1.08 

.30 
1.34 

.oo 
-1.00 

1.81 
-90 
.85 

1.69 
1.28 
1.56 

Total--- 3 13 13.17 
FIGURE 6. 

As a matter of interest, it may be observed that the combination i-6 IS 7 times more probable 
than combination 7-8, since the difference between 17.35 and 16.51 is .84, which is the logarithm 
of 7. Likewise, combination 7-6 is roughly 15,000 times more probable than combination 7-9, 
since 17.35-13.17=4.18. 

8. The probable-word method of solution.--a. The probable-word method of attack is as 
important in the solution of transposition ciphers as it is in the solution of substitution ciphers, 
and if the cryptanalyst is able to assume the presence of such probable words as are usually 
encountered in military communications, the solution, as a rule, comes very quickly. 

b. As an illustration, looking at the first row of letters in the rectangle shown in figure lj, 
the letters I S T B R T A T F almost at once suggest FIRST BATTALION as the initial words of the 
message. A rearrangement of the columns of the cryptogram to bring the necessary letters 
into juxtaposition at once discloses the key. Thus: 

915284763 

FIRSTBATT 
ALION 

It will be noted that this assumption requires that there be a column headed by F A, another 
headed by I L, another headed by R I, and so on. Had such columns not been found, then the 
word BATTALION would not be possible. In that case the word FIRST would still remain as a 
point of departure for further experimentation. 

c. In the foregoing illustration, the probable word was assumed to appear in the first line 
of text in the rectangle. If the probable word being sought is in the interior of the message, the 
steps must be modified somewhat but the basic principle remains unchanged. The modifications 
are of course obvious. 

9. General remarks on. solution .--a. In solving transposition ciphers advantage should be 
taken of all the characteristics and idiosyncrasies which are applicable to the language of the 

- . 
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enemy, because they often afford clues of considerable assistance to the cryptanalyst. In all 
languages there arc certain letters, usually of medium or low frequency, which combine with 
other letters to form digraphs of high frequency. For instance, in English the letter H is of 
medium frequency, but it combines with T to form the digraph T H, which is of highest frequency 
in literary test; it also combines with C, a letter of medium frequency, to form the fairly frequent 
digraph C H. The letter V is almost in the low-frequency category yet it combines with E to 
form the digrnph V E, which in military text is the 14th in frequency. The low-frequency letter 
K often combines with C to form the digrsph C K. Consequently, in working with transposition 
ciphers in English, when there is an H, attempts should be made to combine it first with a T or 
with a C; a V should be combined first with an E; a K should be combined first with a C; and so on. 

b. There is usually in every language at least one letter which can be followed by only a 
certain other letter, forming what may be termed an obligatory sequence, or an invariable digraph. 
In all languages having the letter Q, the combination Q U constitutes such an invariable digraph.’ 
In bon&de words of the German language the letter C is never used by itself; when present the 
letter C is invariably followed by an H, except on rare occasions when the digraph C K is employed. 
In English, the letter J can be followed only by a vowel; the letter X can only bc preceded by a 
vowel and, esccpt at the end of a word, can only be succeeded by a vowel, or by one of a limited 
number of consonants (C H P T), and so on. Letters which behave in this manner, that is, 
letters which hare what may be called a limited nfinity in combining with other letters t,o form 
digrnphs, constitute good points of departure for solution and arc therefore of sufficient impor- 
tance to warrant their being designated by the more or less descriptive name of pilot letters. 

c. The presence of pilot letters in a transposition cipher often forms the basis for the assump- 
tion of probable words. Obviously, a special lookout should be kept for words of rather high 
frequency (in military correspondence) which contain letters of low or medium frequency. 
The frequent word CAVALRY, for example, would suggest itself if the cryptogram has the letters 
C, V, L, and Y, which are all of medium frequency. The important word ATTACK suggests 
itself if the cryptogram has a K, a letter of low frequency, and a C, one of medium frequency; 
and so on. 

d. The mechanics of simple columnar transposition make possible the production of rather 
long sequences of vowels and long sequences of consonants in the text of the cryptogram. h’ote, 
for esample, in the cryptogram on p. 6, the sequence of vowels 0 0 E E E E I 0 E, and the 
sequence of consonants V N L R N R W. If the enciphering or plain-text rectangle is con- 
sulted, it will be seen that these two sequences belong together, that is, they are in adjacent 
columns in that rectangle. It is a characteristic’of plain text that consonant-vowel or vowel- 
consonant digraphs are much more frequent than consonant-consonant or vowel-vowel digraphs,8 
and therefore when long sequences of consonants and of vowels are found in transposition 
ciphers, a good start toward solution may result from assuming that such sequences come from 
adjacent columns. 

e. It should, however, be noted in connection with tell-tale letters such as Q (entering into 
the composition of Q U) and C (entering into the composition of C H), that astute cryptographers 
yho realize the clues which such letters afford often replace invariable digraphs by single char- 
acters, usually those rarely used in the language in question. For example, C H in German may 
be replaced by Q, Q U in French, by K, and so on. When this is done, solution is made more 
difficult; Lut only in those cases where it is dependent upon finding letters forming obligatory 
sequences in plain text does this sort of subterfuge become a factor of importance. 

7 The letter Q may, of course, be part of an abbreviation, such a.~ SQ for “square,” or it may be used as a null, 
ar as a sign of punctuation. However, unless there are good reasons for believing that thie letter is used for such 
purpo~+,~QU may be cpnsidered to be aninvariable digraph. 

8 The kV and VC digraphs constitute about 62 percent of all digrapha. 
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f. The presence of many Q’s, or K’s, or X’s in a transposition cipher should not, however, be 
taken as primafucie evidence of the type of replacement noted in the preceding subparagraph. 
It is possible that such letters may bc used as sentence separators or other punctuation; possibly 
they may bc nulls, aithough the alert cryptographer would either use nulls not at all or, if he 
had to, ~~~iltl use letters of medium or high frequency for this purpose. 

g. Because it is important that the cryptanalyst take advantage of every peculiarity specifi- 
cally applicable to a cryptogram to be solved, especially as regards the presence of low-frequency 
letters, it is advisable that a uniliteral frequency distribution be prrparccl, just as though he 
were going to deal with a substitution cipher. This is probably the quickest way of bringing to 
light the peculiarities which may be helpful in solution. 

10. Reconstruction of literal key.--a. The reconstruction or recovery of the literal key 
from which the numerical transposition key xvas derived is naturally the last step in the solution 
of cryptograms of this type. It is often of more than merely academic interest, because if it is 
found that the enemy is employin, v for this purpose some well-known book, or words or phrases 
of a simple nature associated with the locale of operations, this fact may be of highest importance 
in subsequent woi k. 

b. In this process there are only a fer guiding principles to be noted and much must be left 
to the ingenuity and imaginative powers of the cryptanalyst. Taking as an esample the numer- 
ical key uncovered in the solution of the cryptogram in paragraph 7, the procedure will be set 
forth below. 

c. The numerical key referred to was found to be 9 1 5 2 8 4 ‘7 6 3. Assuming that this 
sequence was derived in the usual manner, by assigning numbers to the letters of a key word in 
accordance with their relative positions in the normal alphabet, the sequence forms the basis for 
the key-word reconstruction diagram shomn in figure 7-A, in which the individual key numbers are 
mitten from left to right on different “levels” so that each level contains only numbers normally 
in succession. 

9jl;Sj2;8i4j7 I 6 I 3 

FWJRE +A. 

1 8 --- -,----- 
R-Z 

9 I i 
F~cwe 7-B. 

d. It is likely that the digit 1 on the first 1eveI in the key-word reconstruction diagram 
represents a letter at or at least close to the beginning of the alphabet. Since the digits 2 and 3 
are on the same level as the digit 1, it is likely (1) that the letter represented by 1 occurs 2 m&e 
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times in the key word, or (2) that the digit 2 represents another letter, also near the beginning of 
the alphabet, and that this letter is repeated, or (3) that the digits 2 and 3 represent 2 different 
letters both near the beginning of the alphabet, or (4) that all three digits represent different 
letters but all near the beginning of the alphabet. The digit 4, on the second level in the recon- 
struction diagram, must represent a letter beyond the letter represented by the digit 3; the digit 
5 must represent one beyond the letter represented by the digit, 4, and the digit 6 may represent 
the same letter as 5, or a letter not much beyond that represented by 5. Assuming that the 
letters composing the key word are fairly well distributed over the entire alphabet, the digit 7 
must represent a letter near or slightly beyond the middle of the alphabet, the digit 8 must repre- 
sent one further toward the end of the alphabet than does the digit 7, and so on. Assigning 
several values to the digits, in accordance with the foregoing principle, the results are as shown 
in figure 7-B. 

e. It is perhaps possible that some students may find the process of reconstructing the literal 
key somewhat easier if the variant possible letters are merely listed under the respective key 
numbers as shown in figure 7-C. The candidates for the successive positions in the literal key 
thus appear in a rather condensed space and the eye is able to pick up “good” combinations 
very quickly. 

015284763 

RAKAMFLKA 
SBLBNGMLB 
TCMCOHNMC 
UDNDPIOND 
VEOERJPOE 
w 
X 
Y 
Z 

F~OIJXE 7-O. 

f. NOW comes the trying process of finding a “good” word in this assemblage of lett,ers. The 
beginning and end of the word are the easiest points of attack, and it’is useful to keep in mind the 
relative frequency order of letters as initial and final letters of the language in question. For 
English, the datn are as follows: Q 

As initial letters- _____________ T S A F C 0 R D N P E M I W B H L U G Y V J Q K Z X 
As final letters _ _ ______________ E T D S N Y R 0 H L A F G P M X C K W U B I Z Q J V 

Studying the candidate letters at the end of the key, it is seen that E is one of the possibilities. 
If that is correct, then a good ending would be one of the type vowel-consonant-vowel, with E as 
the final letter. There is but 1 vowel in the fourth level in the column under the digit 7, the 
letter 0. This gives 0 K E, 0 L E, 0 M E, 0 N E as- possible terminal trigraphs, the best of which 
from a frequency standpoint is ONE. Seeing the letters P and H in columns 8-4, the ending 
PHONE and then the word TELEPHONE suggests itself. 
sistencies, none is found and the solution is: 

Checking to see if there are any incon- 

Numerical key------ 915284763 
Literal key ___________ T E L E P H 0 N E 

-oTaken-frarn T&es 2-D (0) and 2-E (2), p. 111, Military Cryptonalysio, Part I. 
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g. In future studies, cases u-ill be encountered wherein the reconstruction of the numerical 
key is an essential or, at least, a useful element after the solution of one or more cryptograms has 
been achieved by cryptanalysis. This is done in order that subsequent cryptograms in the same 
key can be read directly without cryptanalysis. The reconstruction of the numerical key is, 
however, a different process than the one illustrated in this paragraph, wherein the problem is 
solely one of building up a literal key from its numerical equivalent. The purpose in reconstruct- 
ing the literal key is to give clues as to the source from which keys are derived or taken. Some- 
times this may lead to ascertaining a book which is used for this purpose and which may be 
available by purchase at, bookshops; or it may be a well-known document, a telephone directory, 
etc. Obviously, if the source document or book can be located the solution of future Crypto- 
grams in the same system becomes merely a matter of decipherment and such cryptograms no 
longer form the material for cryptanalytic efforts. The method of reconstructing the literal 
key is, obviously, easier to apply in the case of long numerical keys than in the case of short. ones; 
in general, the longer the numerical key the easier is the recovery of the literal key. 

11. Column and row transposition- It, should be obvious that when the rows as well as 
the columns of a completely-filled rectangle undergo transposition the increase in security- is 
hardly worth mention, since the underlying procedure in solution aims simply at assembling a 
few columns on the basis of “good” digraphs and trigraphs brought to light by juxtaposing 
columns. After three or four columns have been properly juxtaposed, the placement of addi- 
tional columns becomes easier and easier, merely by cont,inuing to build upon the fragments of 
words in the TOWS. Hence, the cryptanalyst is, during a large part of the process, not particularly 
interested in the intelligibility of the test he is building up; only at the end of the process does 
this become a factor. When all of the columns have been assembled in proper order, then the 
text will read continuously in the normal manner (left to right, top to bottom). If it does not, 
then it is usually a very simple matter to rearrange the rows of the rectangle to bring this about, 
since t,he letters at the ends and beginnings of the rows give the necessary clues for continuity. 
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SECTION III 

INCOMPLETELY-FILLED RECTANGLES 

General principles underlying solution ________________________________^_______-------------..---------.-.------------- _ _._______ -1-2 
Delimiting the lengths of the col?mms of the rectangle; constrillting the “hat” diagram _._____.._........_..---. 13 
Solution of example ________________________________________---------------------------------- ____________ _ ___________________________ 14 
Alternative method of solution ________________________________________--------------------------- _ ____ _ ____ _ ____.._.__ _ ___________ 15 
Conc!uding remarks on simple columnar transposition ________________________________ _ _____________________________.________ 16 

12. General principles underlying solution. --a. In the system designated keyed columnnr 
transposition the feature which differentiates an incompletely-filled rectangle from one that is 
completely filled is a very simple one from the cryptographic point of view: The bottom row of 
the rectangle in the former case merely lacks one or more letters, a feature which only very 
slightly complicates the system in practical operation. But the consequences of this simple 
difference between the two types are, from the cryptanalytic point of view, quite profound, and 
the cryptanalytic effect of this small change in cryptographic procedure is seemingly all out of 
proportion with the simplicity of the difference. 

b. Cryptograms involving completely-filled rectangles are rather easy to solve because of two 
circumstances. In the first place, since the rect-angle is completely filled, the various possible 
dimensions of the rectangle can be ascertained by noting the factors of the total number of letters. 
Usually only a few possibilities are indicated and therefore this materially reduces the amount of 
experimentation that would be required in the absence of this situation, since it is obvious that 
when working with incompletely-filled rectangles a good many rectangles of various dimensions 
become possibilit,ies for trial. In the second place, the columns in a completely-filled rectangle 
all contain the same number of letters, and therefore the anagramming process (matching and 
assembling of columns) can be performed without any mental reservations such as must’ be made 
in working with incompletely-filled rectangles because of uncertainty as to whether the letters 
which are juxtaposed to form digraphs and trigraphs really come from the same row in the plain- 
text rectangle. The latter statement calls for a bit more explanation. 

c. The columns of an incompletely-filled rectangle arc of two sorts which may conveniently 
be designated as long and short. The long columns are at the left of the rectangle and each one 
contains just one more letter than the short columns, which are at the right. This follows, of 
course, from the fact that it is only the last row in such a rectangle which lacks one or more letters 
to complete the rectangle. The term width, as applied to a transposition rect.angle, will be con- 
venient to designate the number of columns, which is, of course, determined by the length of the 
numerical key or the number of letters in the literal key. Given the width of the rectangle and 
the total number of letters in the cryptogram, the length and number of t’he long and the short 
columns may be found by a simple calculation: Multiply the width of the rectangle by the 
smallest number which will yield a product greater than the total number of letters in the 
cryptogram. The multiplier gives the length of the long columns; this multiplier minus 1 gives 
the length of the short columns; the excess over the total number of letters gives the number of 
short columns; the latter deducted from the width gives the number of long colum.ns. Thus, 
with a cryptogram of 287 letters and a rectangle 15 columns in width: [(15X20)-113=287] the 

(18) 
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long columns n-ill have 20 Iet’ters, the short ones, 19 letters; there will be 13 short columns and 2 
long ones. 

d. Sow if the cryptanalyst were able to cut up the test of a cryptogram produced from an 
incompletely-filled rectangle into sections corresponding in length with the actual long and short 
columns, he could handle these columns in exactly the same manner that he hnntllcs the equal- 
length columns in the solution of a cryptogram produced from a complctcly-filled rcctsngle. In 
fact, the solution would bc easier because he kno1v-s that all the short columns fall at the right, 
all the long columns at the left of the transposition rectangle, and therefore the amount of esperi- 
mentation he must undertake in his attempts to justapose columns in the anagramming process is 
considerably reduced. But, unfortunately, there is usually no way in wluch, at the initial stage 
of solution, the cryptanalyst can find out, from a single cryptogram, which arc the long columns 
and rvhich the short, This is obviously a matter directly connected with the specific trunsposi- 
t.ion key, and the latter is the sole unknown factor in the whole problem. 

e. If it were practicable to transcribe a cryptogram of this type according to all the possible 
transposition keys for a given width of rectangle, solution would obviously merely consist in 
scanning the various rectangles to find the one which is correct- for there will be only Oht? such 
rectangle. A rectangle 15 columns in width may have been enciphered by any one of factorial 
15 transposition keys.’ TF?tile it is conceivable that machinery might be devised for this purpose, 
so that the production of the millions of possible rectangles could be effected in a rclatirely short 
time, in the present st,ate of the art no such machinery has yet been devisctl. Furthermore, it is 
problematical whether a solut.ion by such means could bc achieved in a reasonable length of time 
even if the machinery were available, because of the immensity of the task it would have to 
perform.* 

f. However, this question may be asked: Given a cryptogram of t letters and a rectangle of 
n columns in width, is it possible to transcribe the test within a single rectangle so that’ the latter 
will show what letters will constitute the respective columns for all possible transposition keys of 
7t elements? If so, then such a rectangle would be useful in t,rying to solve the cryptogram, 
because the rectangle would then limit t,he amount of experimentation that would have to be 
performed by the anagramming process, since it would show whether or not two letters which 
are brought together in t,hat process to form a digraph could possibly have been in the same row 
in the plain-test rectangle. If not, then of course there would be no use in forming such digraphs, 
and thus the number of trials becomes much reduced. Another way of indicating what is meant 
is to say that such a rectangle would show the maximum amount that one column may be shifted 
up or down in trying to match it with another column in the anagramming process. This will be 
made clearer in a subsequent paragraph. At this point it will merely be stated that it is easy to 
prepare a rectangle of the nature indicated above for any keyed, columnar-transposition 
cryptogram. 

* Factorial 15, or 15X14X13X. . .X 1, equals 1,369,944,576,000 different transposition keys. 
1 It is nevertheless pertinent to indicate that machinery for facilitating the “matching” or snagramming of 

columns has bean devised and found to be quite prac;tical in the solution of problems involving columnar trans- 
position. 
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13. Delimiting the lengths. of the columns of the rectangle; construcaing the “hat” dia- 
gram.-a. Given the following cryptogram of 224 letters and nn nssumed width of 12 columns 
i the enciphering rectangle: 

ODNNP TIRNT 
DSTEO ITDMA 
MSCLC SOEFC 
FMBIE HBVTB 
TNDAH IRHQI 
EAOOT HEACN 
AENEE M Y T F I 
ALODI RORYN 

CRYPTOGRAM 

DTURO EXALN 
NLNOE BOUHE 
FFTEE E M’I A I 
ESRSY LXROR 
ETETN OTRAA 
SHEEV TRESR 
TANLN NUACL 
NRGY 

IETGN 
NLESE 
TEAIJ 
UMETY 
VRIRS 
AIIEA 
RENRT 

WTTME 
AACTR 
NSOIV 
OIKNK 
TGSEF 
TEEAL 
RATS0 

DISTRIBUTION 

s&G? ,:ZXXZ,,XZX~~,2Z 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
14 4 6 6 31 6 3 6 16 1 2 9 7 20 15 1 1 15 12 25 4 4 1 2 5 0 C??4) 

b. A cryptogram of 224 letters and a rectangle of 12 columns [(12X 19)-4=224] indicates 4 
short columns of 18 letters and 8 long columns of 19 letters. The outlines of a rectangle of this 
specification nre drawn on a sheet of cross-section paper and the text is transcribed within it, 
for the moment assuming only that the transposition key consists merely of the straight sequence 
of numbers 1 to 12. Thus: 

1 2 3 4 5 a 7 s 9 10 11 la 

ONMCMHYTOAFA 
DIATIBONOIIT 
NENRAVIOTITS 
NTLMITKTHEAO 
PGNSTBNREANA 
TNOCEEKAATLL 
IWELASTACENO 
RTBCIRNVNEND 
NTOSJSDRSAUI 
TM’UONYAIHLAR 
DEHESLHREACO 
TDEFOXISEELR 
USNCIRRTVNRY 
RTLFVOHGTEEN 
OEEFFRQSRENN 
EOSTMUIEEMRR 
XIEEBMEFSYTG 
ATAEIETERTRY 
LDAEETEA 

howr8. 
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c. The rectangle shown in figure 8 is the same as though it had been assumed that the key 
numbers 9: 10, 11, and 12 happened to fall at the extreme right in the numerical transposition 
key, Columns 1 to 8, inclusive, would then be long columns, and columns 9, 10, 11, and 12 would 
be short columns. But suppose that the key numbers on the extreme right happened to be 1, 2, 
3, and 4, instead of 9, 10, 11, and 12. 
5 to 12 the long ones. 

Then columns 1, 2, 3. and 4 would be the short columns, 
In this case, making reference to figure 8, the final letter of column 1 

would pass to the top of column 2; the final 2 letters of column 2 would pass to the top of column 
3; the f?nal 3 letters of column 3 would pass to the top of column 4; the final 4 letters of columns 
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 would pass to the top of columns 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9; the final 3 letters of column 
9 would pass to the top of column 10; the final 2 letters of column 10 would pass to the top of 
column 11; and the final letter of column 11 would pass to the top of column 12. The results of 
the foregoing reasoning are embodied in the matrix or diagram shown in figure 9. 

1 2 3 4 5 A 7 R 9 10 1112 

1 tmuie 
2 eebmefe 
3 taeietesy 
4 ldaeeteartr 
5 ONMCMHYTOAFA 
6 DIATIBONOIIT 
7 NENRAVIOTITS - 
8 NTLMITKTHEAO 
9 PGNSTBNREANA 

10 TNOCEEKAATLL 
11 IWELASTACENO 
12 RTBCIRNVNEND 
13 NTOSJSDRSAUI 
14 TMUONYAIHLAR 
15 DEHESLHREACO 
16 TDEFOXISEELR 
17 USNCIRRTVNRY 
18 RTLFVOHGTEEN 

23 LDAEETEA 
F~owr 9. 

d. Now the capital letters in this matrix or diagram, which is often called a crown or hat 
diagram,3 figure 9, represent the latters which are in the columns in case tbe fir& hypothesis 
(key numbers 9, 10, 11, 12 at the extreme right) is true. The capital letters above the heavy 
blclck line together with t.he lower-case letters at the top of the diagrn.m represent the letters 
which are in the columns in case the second hypothesis (key numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 at tho extreme 
right) is true. Therefore, since the hat diagram covers the two possible extremes with reference 
to the positions occupied by the short columns and embraces all possible intermediate conditions 
by showing what letters may be in the respective columns under any possible arrangement of long 

* Because the lower-case letters at the top form what is usually called the cmwn or hat. 
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and short columns, the hat diagram is a,ppEicable to any possible numerical keyjor the cryptogram 
in quc.stion. and “for the asslcmcd width qf rectangle. Therefore, in the anagrammkg process the 
hat diagram shows the maximum possible amount that any column may be shifted up or down 
in juxtaposing two columns to form digrnphs of letters assumed to come from the same ro\r 
in the plain-text recta&. This is because all the letters of the first row of the actual enci- 
phering rectangle will be found in rows 1 to 5, inclusive, of figure 9; all the letters of the second 
ro\\- of the rectangle will be found in IOWS 2 to G, inclusive, and so on, as indicated by the braces 
at the right in figure 9. 

e. Thus there arises the following important principle: Designating the number of short 
columns in a specific diagram by n, only such letters as fall within (n+l) consecutive rows, will 
be letters that may hate appeared in the same row in the actual transposition rectangle. Or, 
another way of stating the principle is this: Both members of any pair of letters actually in the 
same row in the transposition rectangle will be found only among the letters appearing in (n+l) 
consecutive rows in the correct hat diagram. In the case under discussion, if the first letter 
of such a pair is located in row 8, for example, the other letter cannot be in rows 1, 2: 3, or 13 to 
23 of figure 9. 

j. The usefulness of this principle in connection with the construction and employment of 
the hat diagram will soon become apparent. For example, again referring to figure 9, take the 
let.ter Q in row 19, column 7; it must be followed by a U in t,he plain text. There are 4 U’s in the 
message; they are in row 13 column 11, row 14 column 3, row li column 1, and row 20 column 6. 
Sow the question is, can nny of these 4 U’s follow the U, or may one or more of them be eliminated 
from consideration at’ once’? Since the U’s in rows 13 and 14 fall outside the 4 consecutive rows 
above that in which the U is located, it follows that neither one of these U’s can be the one that 
succeeds the U. Thus two candidates are automatically .eliminated from consideration. The U 
in row 17 and the U in row 20 are both possible candidates. 

14. Solution of example.-a. With the foregoing preliminaries out of the way, the solution 
of the cryptogram can now be carried forward with rapid progress. It has been indicated that 
the Q in row 19, column 7 (fig. 9), may be combined with either the U in row 17 column 1: or the 
U in row 20 column 6. Suppose the columns of figure 9 are now cut apart for ease in anagramming. 
Juxtaposing the indicated columns yields u-hat is shown in figure 10. Since the combination 
shown at a in figure 10 involves column 1, it obviously begins with the letter 0 and ends with the 
letter A or L; no ot’her letters can be added to this column. Since column 7 is already the maxi- 
mum length this column can be under any circumstances, no letters can be added to it at the 
bottom. Therefore, all the digraphs -possible to form by juxtaposing these two columns are 
indicated in figure lOa. There are only 17 digraphs in all, whereas there should be at least 18. 
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MOV 
SIT 
CKB 
LNE 
CKS 
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CHX 
FIR 
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1 la I 7 6 10 

aub 
amie 

Orcees 
DATtHr 
NTRYBA 
NSMOVI 
POSIT1 
TACKBE 
ILLNEA 
ROCKST 
NDSTRE 
TIONSE 
DREDYA 
TOFALL 
URCHXA 
RYFIRE 
ONERON 
ENTHEE 
XREQUE. 
AGEIMhj 
LYEEEY 

TTT 
E 

d 

Hence, combination 7-l is impossible, and combination 7-6 is the only one that needs to be 
considered furt’her. There are many excellent digraphs in it, and only one which admittedly 
looks rather bad, the H X. Seeing the digraphs K B and K S in these columns, a good assumption 
to make is that the K’s are preceded by the letter C. Is there a column with 2 C’s in approximately 
the correct region ? Column 4 meets this requirement. Note the excellenttrigraphs it yields, 
as shown in figure 10~. It now becomes fairly easy to add columns to this nucleus. For instance, 
the trigraph R Y B suggests a word ending in R Y, such as INFANTRY, ARTILLERY, CAVALRY: 
the trigraph M 0 V suggest MOVING; the trigraph C K B suggests the word ATTACK; followed by 
a word beginning with B, and so on. Trial of only a few columns soon yields what is shown in 
figure lOd, from which it soon becomes probable that the long colunms end with column 12, since 
the letters after L Y yield an impossible sequence (E E E Y). Since it was originally assumed 
that there are only 4 short columns in the transposition rectangle, and since 4 columns have 
already been placed at the right (4-7-6-lo), the rectangle, with the columns thus far placed, 
must be as shown in figure 10e. This, then, at once tells what the limits of columns 2,3, 5,8,9, 
and 11 must be, nnd the rectangle can now be fl.lled in without further delay. The completed 
rectangle is shown in figure 11. 
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b. The last step, recovering the lite?al key, is then taken. The key is to be found among 
be letters of the literal key rcconstruct,ion diagram in figure 12. 

8 ( 2 / 5 
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.- 
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4) 7 ( 6 110 
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FIGUBE 12 

The termination ATIONS seems a likely possibility. If this is correct, assignment of letters 
becomes modtied as shown in figure 13: 

7 
8 2 5 3 119 1 12 4 7 6 10 

I I _--------P-P 
A 
1 

------Pi----- 
2iF 8E I 

2 3 4 
__--__-------- 

‘2; N 

5 6 
----- -------- 

0 
7 

--- -v------- 
PRS PRS 
8 9 l”C I 

-- -------- -- 
l?l / 1’2 

- 
FIQWP 13. 

The word PENETRATIONS will fit and it is taken to be presumabIy correct. There is no absolute 
certainty about the matter, for it is conceivable and possible that there are other words which 
can be made to fit the sequence of key numbers given. 

15. Alternative method of solution.-u. The foregoing solution will no doubt appeal to the 
student as being straightforward and simple-+ the original assumption as to the width of the 
ti-ansposition rectangle is correct. But, unfortunately, there is no way of knowing whether such 
an original asstiption is cbrrect until &lution is well’tider way. In practice, of course, what 
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might be done within a well-organized cryptanalytic unit would be to divide up the work among 
the individuals constituting the.unit, each being assigned one or more specific hypotheses to try 
out with respect to width of rectangle. Then one of these individuals n-ould find the correct 
rridth and he would be joined by the others as soon as an entering wedge had been found in this 
Kay. Of, if the cryptanalyst is working alone, he must try out successive hypotheses as to 
Kiclth of rectangle until he hits upon the correct one. In making these hypotheses he must be 
guided by previous experience with enemy correspondence, which may all’ord clues as to minimum 
and maximum widths of rectangles. 

b. However, there is another method of attack which does not necessitate making any 
definite initial assumptions with respect to the width of the transposition rectangle. This method 
is a modification of the method set forth in the preceding paragraph. The text of the crypto- 
gram is written out columnwise on cross-section paper, every fifth letter being numbered for pur- 
poses of reference. Plenty of space is left between the columns, and about 10 or 15 letters at the 
bottom of each column are repeated at. the top of the next column so that at any point in the 
transcription there will be in a single unbroken string at least. one complete column of letters from 
the transposition rectangle. Then a section of consecutive letters of text is written on a separate 
strip of cross-section paper, columnwise of course, and by juxtaposing this strip against. the n-hole 
text, sliding it to various points of coincidence against the text, an attempt is made to find that 
position in which the best digraphs are formed of the letters on the movable strip and the fixed 
sequence. Of course, if there is a Q in the cryptogram, the sliding-strip section is made to contain 
this letter, and the strip is then placed against the text where a U is found, so as to form the digraph 
QU. The digraphs formed above and below the QU are then studied; possibly a written record is 
made of the digraphs found. Then the same thing is done with the Q and all other U’s in the 
text, to insure that a correct start is made. It’ is this initial step which is likely to give the most 
difficulty (if there is anything difficult, at all in the procedure) and it is important that it be cor- 
rect. If this first step is easy, then solution follows quite rapidly; if the cryptanalyst is unlucky 
and makes several false starts, the process is likely to be a slow one. In choosing from among 
several possible juxtapositions it may be advisable to calculate the probability value of each 
possibility by adding the logarithms of the -frequenci vaiues of the digraphs, as explained in 
paragraph 7g. In the absence of any Q’s in the text, recourse must be had to the formation of 
other probable digraphs, based upon the presence of certain other telltale low-frequency letters, 
such as C, H, J, K, V, and X. The cryptanalyst is fortunate if there are two or three of these low- 
frequency letters close to one another in a series of letters, for in this ca.se he can search for a 
place where there are high-frequency letters (in a corresponding sequence) that might be com- 
bined with them. For example, suppose that a text shows a sequence . . . V E H H K . . . . 
Asequencesuchas. .-.ART-CC. . . would be excellent to try, for it will yield the digrahhs 
AV, RE, TH, CH, CK. Or if there is a long sequence of consonants, the cryptanalyst should 
look for a correspondingly long sequence of vowels, since these make the best combinations and 
are therefore most probable. For these reasons it pays to study the text quite carefully before 
choosing a starting point, to find all such peculiar sequences as might be useful in affording a 
good point of departure. It should also be noted that there are at least two correct positions at 
which,.he sliding strip can be juxtaposed against the text, since in the enciphering rectangle the 
letters in one column form digraphs with the letters in the column not only on the right but also 
on the left. In the absence of any Q’s, or other low-frequency letters suitable for a point of depar- 
ture, the very &st 20 or 25 letters of the cryptogram may be used as the starting point, since 
these letters come from column 1 of the transposition rectangle and therefore there is no uncer- 
tainty at least as to the letter which is at the top of that column; or, the last 20 or 25 letters of 
the cryptogram may be used as the starting point, since these letters come from the last-num- . . . 
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bered column of the rectangle and therefore there is no uncertainty at least as to the letter which 
is at the bottom of that column. 

c. Suppose that n good initial justnposition hns been found for the portion of the test that 
has been written on the sliding strip, nnd that a series of excellent digrnphs has been brought to 
light. The nest step is, of course, to ndtl to these digraplrs on eithir 
side by finding sections of test, that kll yield “good” trigraphs and 
tetragrnphs. For example, suppose that the initial juxtaposition has 
yielded what is shown in figure 14. The rligrnph P R suggests thnt it 
must be followcd by a ro\vel: preferably E, A, or 0; the digr:iph A V 
might be port of the kvord CAVALRY, in lvhich case it will be followed 
by A; the digrnph C R su . ggcsts that it might, bc followed by the vowel 
A or E. A place is therefore sought, in the rest of the text, n-hrrc 
there is a sequence of the letters here desired, and, qf court<e, a2 the 
proper kfeTcals. Suppose such n scqucnce is found and yields n-hat is 
shown in figure 15. The skeletons of words are now beginning to 
sppear. Assuming that A V A is indeed part of the word CAVALRY, 
there should be an L to follow it; the trigrnph T I N suggests the ttr- 
minntion G; the tiigraph Z E R suggests the word ZERO. A section of 
text is therefore sought, which will have the letters L, G, and 0 in the 

. . . . . 
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order L . . . . . G . . 0. Enough has been shown to demonstrate 
the procedure. In the course of the work it soon becomes cvidcnt 
where the ends of columns are, bccnuse the digmphs above and below 
the nuclear or “good” portion become “bad” quite suddenly, just as 
soon as letters belonging to nonadjacent columns in the original rec- 

. . 

. . 
FIGURE 14. 

. . . 

. . . 
FIGURE 15 

tangle are brought together. For example, in figure 15 it is observed t.hst the trigraph at the 
top, R R S, is highly improbable, as is likewise the trigraph at the bottom, E-A 0. This suggests 
that these letters have been brought together erroneously, that is, that they do not belong in 
adjacent columns in the enciphering rectangle. If this is true then the “good” portion is com- 
posed of the 13 letters between these two extremities and therefore the columns are about 13 
letters long. Additional work will soon show exactly how long each column really is, and when 
this has been ascertained the problem has been practically completed, since at the same time 
that this becomes evident the sequence of columns has also become evident. 

d. An example of solution by this alternative method may be helpful. Using the crypto- 
gram of paragraph 13 as an example, figure 16 shows how the text might be transcribed on a sheet 
of cross-section paper. Noting that the message contains a Q as the 129th letter, a section of 
text to include the Q is transcribed on a strip of cross-sect,ion paper and this strip is then juxta- 
posed against the remaining text to bring the Q in front of a U. How many letters should be 
included in this strip? The message contains 224 letters; if a width of say 10 to 20 columns is 
assumed, the columns of the rectangle will be about 12 to 22 letters in length. It will be safer to 
assume o, convenient length closer to the maximum than to the minimum; consequently a length 
of 20 letters will be tentatively assumed. Now the Q may be at, the top of a column, at the middle, 

I 
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Flousr 17-A. 
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or at the bottom-there is no way of telling at this point. Hence, to make sure that nothing 
is overlooked, suppose a section of 41 letters is taken, with the Q at the center. There are 4 U’s 
in the message, and 4 trials are to be made. The results are as indicated in figure 17-A. Examin- 
ing combination 1 in fiaure 17-A. the digraphs formed both above and below the Q U are not at all 

SIO 
CKD 
LNN 
CKN 
STP 
ONT 
ED1 
FAR 
CHN 
FIT 
FRD 
THT 

+ EQU 
EIR 
EEO 
MTE 
IEX 
ATA 
INL 
TON 
ET1 
ARE 
IAT 
JAG 
-i- 

SOF 
ERM 
AUB 
AM1 
CEE 
TTH 
RYB 
MOV 
SIT 
CKB 
LNE 
CKS 
STR 
ONS 
EDY- 
FAL 
CHX 
FIR 
FRO 
THR 
EQU 
EIM 
EEE 
MTT 
IEY 
AT0 
IN1 
TOK 
ETN 

IAT 
JAN 
3 

bad. In fact,-noi one of those above the Q U is impossible and the same 
is true of those below the Q U until the digraph V N is reached. Hence, 
combination 1 is possible. As for combination 2, this at once appears 
to br bad. Digraphs such as I I, and I H nrc highly improl)ablr, aud 
this combination may be discarded with safety. Combination 3 is 
possible from the top digraph, 0 F, to the 12th digraph below the Q U, 
alt,hough the digraph H X looks very bad. However, the X might be a 
sentence separator, so that this combination cannot, be discarded. 
Combination 4 looks very improbable, with the digrnph H N occurring 
twice, and other equally bad digraphs showing. Of the four possibil- 
ities then, combinations 2 and 4 are discarded, leaving 1 and 3 for 
further study. It is very difficult to choose between these two possi- 
bilities. All the digraphs in combination 1 down to digraph V N are 
possible; many of them are excellent. As for combination 3, all the 
digraphs doun to V D are also possible and many of them are excellrut. 
There does not seem to be much use to add the frequency values of the 
digraphs (or logarithms thereof) in each combination because it is hard 
to know with what digraphs to begin or end, although as a last resort 
this could of course be done. Howetqer, perhaps it is not essential that 
a choice be made at once; possibly further work along #he lines now to 
be demonstrated will show which combination is correct. 
Pu’oting the 2 K’s (in the digraphs K B and K S) among 
the combinations before the Q, assume that t.hese K’s are 
parts of the digraph C K. Is there a sequence C . C in 
the text? There is but one such place, at the 63d letter. 
Suppose the corresponding section is placed in front of 
the combinations 1 and 3 of figure 17, as shown in figure 
17-B. It immediately becomes evident that combina- 
tion 3 is the correct one, for note the excellent tri- 
graphs it gives, as compared with those in combination 
1. Also note that the second trigraph below the E Q U 
in combination 3 consists of 3 E’s, indicating that the 
end of the columns has been reached just before this 
trigraph. As for the top trigraphs of figure 17-B they 
are good all the way up. But now the skeletons of 

SOFV 
ERMT 
AUBR 
m 
CEES 
TTHR 
RYBA 
MOVI 
SIT1 
CKBE 
LNEA 
CKST 
STRE 
ONSE 
EDYA 
FALL 
CHXA 
FIRE 
FRON 

FIOUEE 17-B. 

words are beginning to appear. The T H R immediately above the E Q U sug- 
gests either THREE or THROUGH; the F R 0 above the T H R suggests FROM or 
FRONT. Suppose the word REQUEST is assumed for the E Q U, and the word 
THREE is assumed for the T H R above it. This requires a section with 2 E’s in 
succession. 

e. There are several such places in the text, and further limitation is advisable. 
The 8th trigraph from the top is certainly suggestive of the word MOVING, which 
requires an I to follow the V. Is there a place in the text where an I occurs 12 
letters before a succession of two E’s? There is one such place, and the corres- 
ponding section is juxtaposed at the proper place, yielding what is shown in 

EQUE + 
m 
EEEY 

Fraosr 17-C. 
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figure 17-C. The upper and lower limits of the columns are now fairly definite and are 
marked by the horizontal bars; tet,ragraphs E E E Y at the bottom and A M I E at the top 
are very improbable. The ftetragraph C E E S below the top bar is possible, because it may 
represent the end of a word like FORCE followed by the beginning of the word ESTIMATED; the 
tetmgraph above the bottom bar suggests a word ending in E followed by the word IMMEDIATE. 
It, seems hardly necessary to continue with the demonstration; in a few moments the entire 
diagram is reconstructed and yields the solution. During this process, as soon as a section of 
text in figure 16 has been used it is crossed off, so as to prevent its letters from being considered 
as further possibilities for addition t.o the reconstruction diagram. Thus, as the work progresses 
the number of available sections becomes progressively less, and the choice for successive sections 
for addition to the diagram becomes a quite easy matter. 

j. When two or three operators are assigned to work upon a cryptogram by this method, 
solution can be reached in a very short space of time, especially if each one of the operators takes a 
different point of attack. After a few minutes the fragments of texts obtained may be assim- 
ilated into one message which is then completed very speedily. 

g. This and t,he next four subparagraphs will be devoted to some remarks of a general nature 
concerning columnar transposition of the foregoing type. The degree of cryptographic security 
afforded by simple columnar transposition methods, especially when incompletely-filled ma- 
trices are employed, is considerably increased if some of the cells of the matrix are occupied by 
nulls instead of significant letters. If nulls are employed judiciously their presence serves to 
confuse the cryptanalyst by introducing unusual digraphs, trigraphs, and polygraphs which 
may lead him to discard correct combinations of columns in the anagramming process and thus 
retard solut’ion. Obviously, the use of low-frequency letters such as J, Q, X, or Z as nulls does 
not commend itself for this purpose, as such letters would not only distort the normal frequency 
distribution and thus give clues to the presence of nulls, but also they would be quickly 
“spotted” in the anagramming process. 

h. Another subterfuge, and a good one, to put stumbling blocks in the way of a quick 
solution is to leave “blanks” within the transposition matrix, that is, certain cells are left un- 
occupied by letters of the text. If only a few cells distributed irregularly within the columns 
of the transposition matrix are designated as blanks, the disturbing effect upon the anagram- 
ming process is quite marked. This more or less effectively hinders the cryptanalyst’ in his 
attempts to ascertain the lengths of the columns and considerably increases the difficulty of 
the anagramming process. 

i. In order to fix definitely the positions of the nulls or of the blanks in the transposition 
matrix, definite prearrangements between correspondents are necessary. These may be in the 
nature of “forms” outlining the matrix, showing the number of columns and the positions of the 
cells to be occupied by nulls, or of the cells to be left vacant in the inscription process; or the 
positions of these cells may be derived from the elements of the transposition key itself. If 
“forms” are employed, they may be used with varying transposition keys, so that even thougb 
there may be only relatively few different forms, the use of varying transposition keys serves to 
increase cryptographic security to a rather marked degree. 

j. If nulls, or blanks, or both, are distributed irregularly but symmetrically throughout the 
transposit,ion matrix (as, for example, blanks are distributed in cross-word puzzles) solution 
of single messages produced by simple keyed-columnar transposition from such a matrix 
becomes an extremely difficult if not impossible problem. Naturally, if nulls and blanks are 
distributed irregularly and assymmetrically the matter becomes hopeless, as far as a single 
message is concerned. 

k. Of course, if several messages of identical length and in the same key are available for 
superimposition, the presence of the nulls or blanks then makes little difference, because the 
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gen.eral snlutinn to be explained in a subsequent paragraph (par. 26) can be applied. Or if mes- 
sages with similar beginnings or similar endings are available, solution is facilitated here as in the 
simpler case where nulls or blanks are not employed, as will be explained in subsequent para- 
graphs (pars. 23-24). Considerations of space prevent going into detail in the solution of an 
example, and the student should undertake a study of these cases for himself. 

16. The C-+P and the P-+C sequences-a. Two numerical sequences which constitute the 
bases for several very important cryptanalytic operations and procedures in the solution of 
transposition ciphers map be derived from, and are applicable to, most ciphers of this class. They 
are as follows: 

(1) A sequence the successive terms of which indicate the position numbers that the 
successive letters of the plain text occupy in the cipher text. This sequence will hereinafter be 
designated the plain-cipher sequence, or P-C sequence. 

(2) A sequence the successive terms of which indicate the position numbers that the 
successive letters of the cipher text occupy in the plain test. This sequence will hereinafter be 
designat,ed the cipherjplain sequence, or C-P sequence. 

b. These two sequences are obviously related, one being the imerse or indexed version of the 
other. Given one of the sequences, the other can be derived from it by the simple operation of 
indexing, in a normal sequence, the positions occupied by the numbers constituting the sequence 
on hand. An example will be given presently. 

c. TC’ote the encipherment shown in Figure 18--i. 
TRANSPOSITION 
12 9 1 4 X0 8 6 II 2 13 3 7 S 

THEQUICKBROWN 
FOXJUMPSOVERT 
HELAZYDOG 

Term No.....1 23456; 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 I5 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2.5 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

Cipher-..EXLBOGOEQJANTCPDWRIMYHOEUUZKSOTFHRV 
FIGKXE 18-A. 

Now, if, instead of letters, the successive numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . are inscribed in the cells of the 
matrix, in normal order of writing, the “cipher text” becomes the P-+C sequence and is as 
follows: 

12 9 1 4 10 8 6 11 2 13 3 i 5 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

Term number-.. ____________ __ 1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 m 

P+C equences-----. 03 16 29 09 22 35 11 24 04 17 30 13 26 07 20 33 12 25 06 19 

2x 22 23 24 2s aa 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

32 02 15 28 05 18 31 08 21 34 01 14 27 10 23 
~GUBX 18-B. 

The student may easily verify that. the P+C sequence is what it purports to be by noting that, 
according to it, the 1st letter of the plain text of the illustrative message, T,, becomes the 31st 
letter of the cipher text (since the number 01 occupies position 31 in the P-& sequence shown 
above), and that in the cryptogram the 31st letter is T, ; the 2d letter of the plain text, H,, becomes 
the 22d letter of the cipher text and that in the cryptogram the 22d letter is H,; and so on. In 
connection with the P-+C sequence, it is to be noted that successive terms in the sequence, 
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in the case of single transposition, show a constant difference except when passing from a greater 
to a smaller number, which happens every time a transition is made from a term applying to 
the bottom element of one column to a term applying to the top element of the next column. 
For example, in the case of the 1st three terms in the sequence: 16-03= 13; 29-16=13. 
However, in the case of the 3d term of the sequence (29) and the 4th (09) the passage is from 
a greater to a smaller number and the constant difference, 13, no longer is evident. The cause of 
the constant difference is, of course, obvious and follows directly from the mechanics of the trans- 
position system itself. The point to be specially noted is that the existence of such a constant 
difference (with the exceptions noted above) may be taken as one of the identifying characteristics 
of single columnar t,ransposition; double columnar transposition or other types of complex trans- 
position will show no such constant difference throughout, the P+C sequence. 

d. Given the P+C sequence in subparagraph c, its inverse, the C-P sequence is established 
merely by preparing an indexed version of the former. Thus: 
Term number ______ _ _________ -- _____ 01 02 03 CM 05 06 07 06 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 xl 

P+C sequence ______.__ ___ 03 16 29 09 22 35 11 24 04 17 30 13 26 07 20 33 12 25 06 19 
3? 02 22 15 23 28 24 05 25 18 26 31 27 08 28 21 29 34 30 01 31 14 32 27 33 10 34 23 35 

Term number ______________ -_-_-__-_ 01 02 03 04 05 04 07 08 04 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 

C-+P sequence._--.---_--- 31 22 01 09 25 19 14 28 04 34 07 17 12 32 23 02 10 26 20 15 
21 22 23 24 25 20 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

29 05 35 08 18 13 33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 
e. The C!+P sequence can also be produced in a.nother way. Suppose that numbers are 

inscribed in the cells of the transposition matrix, not in the normal manner of writing from left to 
right and form the top downward, but according to the route followed in transcribing the numbers 
to form the “cipher text,” that is, in key-number order in the columns of the mat,rix. Thus: 

12 9 1 4 10 8 6 11 2 13 3 7 5 
31 22 01 09 25 19 14 28 04 34 07 17 12 
32 23 02 10 26 20 15 29 05 35 08 18 13 
33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 

F~owr 16-C. 

If these numbers are now transcribed according to the normal manner of writing (from left to 
right and from the top downward), the sequence produced is 31 22 01 09 25 . . ., which coin- 
cides with the C+P sequence shown in subparagraph d above, which in turn was derived from the 
P-AZ sequence. 
Termnumber .__._____..__ ____ _____ 01 02 03040505070809 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 13 19 20 

C+P sequence ____________ 31 22 01 09 25 19 14 28 04 34 07 17 12 32 23 02 10 26.20 15 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 83 34 35 

29 05 35 08 18 13 33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 
f. The C-+P sequence may also be called the artugrunz seqmnce because it can be established 

as a result of a solution accomplished by anagramming superimposed messages of identical length. 
It is clear that what is accomplished in such a solution is to rearrange the letters of the cipher 
text to bring them back into their original order in the cipher text, that is, the solution involves a 
C+P conversion. 

g. The P+C sequence is called by a recent French author the KP sequence (from the Greek 
word kryptos) because it gives the order of the plain-text letters as they occur in the cryptogram. 
The P+C sequence is also termed the encipher sequence by another writer, and still another has 
called it the transposition sequence. The present author believes that the terminology adopted 
herein, viz, P+C sequence and C-P sequence, is less confusing and serves more accurately to 
identify or characterize these sequences than the other designations herein indicated. 
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h. The term number is useful merely to facilitate finding and referring to specific terms or 
numbers in a sequence, whether the latter be a C+P or a P-+C sequence. The number simply 
indicates the locus or position a t’erm occupies in the sequence. In connection with a plain- 
text message the consecutive term numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . may be used as loci for the successive 
letters of the message; in connection with a cryptogram the c,onsecutive term numbers 1, 2, 3, 
. . . may be used as loci for the successive letters of the cipher text. 

i. In single, keyed-columnar transposit’ion an interesting relationship exists between sections 
of the C+P sequence. Consider the C-+P sequence given in subparagraph (I above, and note 
that by adding the integer 1 to the successive numbers thereof, sections of the original sequence 
show certain identities with sections in CdP sequence + 1. Thus: 
Term number __________________ 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1; 18 19 20 21 22 

C+P sequence--+-- 31 22 01 09 25 19 14 28 04 34 07 17 12 32 23 02 10 26 20 15 29 05 
C?+Psequence+l-- 32 23 02 10 26 20 15 29 05 35 08 18 13 33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 

23 24 25 20 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 36 

35 08 18 13’33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 
36 09 19 14 34 25 04 12 28 22 17 31 07 

In fact, if the successive numbers of the C-P sequence are set down in rows to produce sequent 
numbers in coZumns, t,he following interest.ing diagram is obtained: 

31 22 01 09 25 19 14 28 04 34 07 17 12 
+l 32 23 02 10 26 20 15 29 05 35 08 18 13 
+l 33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 

Rawr 18-D. 

Reference to figure 18-C will show the identity of this diagram with that figure. Such an 
arrangement of course indicates at once the number of columns in the transposition rectangle, 
from which it follows that if the C+P sequence is available it is an easy matter to establish the 
outlines of the transposition matrix. The phenomena dealt with in this subparagraph are but 
a reflection of those discussed in subparagraph c above. 

j. The phenomena just indicated may, however, be employed to advantage in another 
manner in the solution of an unknown example. Referring to the illustrative cryptogram in 
subparagraph c above, suppose that the cryptanalyst has reason to suspect the presence of the 
probable word QUICK. The letters necessary to produce this word (and their term numbers in 
the crypt,ogram) are as follows: 

2s 

iiv”;‘:K” 
The sequence 9-i:- 19-14-28 now constitutes a portion of the C+P sequence. Adding the 
integer 1 successively to those C+P numbers, let the corresponding letters be set down along- 
side the numbers. Thus: 

25 Base ___________________ 9 26 19 14 28 = Q U I C K 

Derivative l_-_-___ 10 2”; 20 15 29 = J ; M P S 

Derivative 2 ____-__ 11 3;: 21 16 30 = A f Y D 0 

Derivative 3----, 12 ii 22 17 31 = N ; H W T 
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Here it will be seen that portions of “good” plain text become manifest, viz, JUMPS and AZYDO. 
The 3d derivative no longer is “good” because the rectangle has but 3 rows and consequently 
only the 1st and 2d derivatives from the “base” are valid. It is obvious that the foregoing 
method of deriving plain-text’ sections from a correct probable word offers considerable possi- 
bilities as a cryptanalytic tool, especially in the case of matrices with more than 2 or 3 rows. If 
sections of text can be reconstructed in this manner and then combined ir proper seqllence the 
reconstructicn of the complete matrix and the transposition key is a relatively simplta mtltter. 
The application of the foregoing principle t,o t,he solution of unknown esamplcs is, of course, 
obvious. 

k. There is also an interesting relationship betw-een the sections of t,he P+C sequence for a 
cryptogram, though it is somewhat different from that discussed is iubparagraphs i and j in t,he 
case of the C+P sequence. Consider the P-+C sequence set forth in subparagraph d above end 
note how, by adding the integer 1 to the successive numbers, sections of the P+C sequence become 
identical with sections of the P+C+l sequence. Thus: 
P-+C sequence ___________ 03 16 29 09 22 35 11 24 04 17 30 13 26 07 20 33 12 25 

1 2 3 4 5 TV 
06 19 32 02 15 28 05 18 31 08 21 34 01 14 27 10 23 

& 9 10 11 Iz 13 

P+C! sequcnce+l---- __ 04 17 30 lC)z3 36 12 25 05 18 31 14 27 08 21 34 13 26 07 
1=4 3=7 4=10 5p12 B=ll ;=5 

20 33 03 16 29 06 19 32 09 22 35 02 15 28 11 24 
8=8 9=1 lo=8 11=2 12=9 13=3 

The equivalencies between identities, as indicated above, indicate not only that the enciphering 
matri.. has 13 columns, but also they may be used to establish the actual transposition key or 
at least a cyclic permutation of the key, by constructing a chain of equivalents. Thus: 

1=4, 4=10, 10=8, 8=6, 6=11, 11=2, 2=13, 13=3, 3=7, 7=5, 5=12, 12=9, 9=1 
This yields, by eliminating the term common to successive equivalents, the following chain or 
transposition key: 

1 4 10 8 6 11 2 13 3 7 5 12 9 
Reference to figure 18-A will show that the foregoing key is a cyclic permutation of the actual key. 

1. There remain only some minor remarks which, being of a general nature arising from the 
mechanics of simple keyed-columnar transposition, are worth noting. They are.discussed in the 
subsequent two subparagraphs. 

m. An appreciation of the difEculties introduced by employing only incompletely-filled 
rectangles indicates that it would be very useful if there were some method whereby in the initial 
stages of solution the cipher text could be divided up correctly into its component long and short 
columns, for the subsequent steps of rearranging the colunins by the anagramming principle are 
quite simple. If, for example, there were some feature which provided a means of ascertaining 
when in encipherment a transit was made from the bottom of one column to the top of the next 
column, then the location of these transition points or “breaks” would obviously permit of break- 
ing up the cipher text into its correct long and short columns. In later studies cases of this kind 
will be encountered. 

n. It is useful sometimes to be able to ascertain just where breaks cannot occur, that is, 
where a passage from the bottom of one column to the top of the next one cannot occur in the 
cipher text, for this will limit the field for experiment. A consideration of the mechanics of the 
system will afford an excellent clue to the fact that this determination is easy to make. In any 
transposition rectangle involving simple keyed-columnar transposition the interval, in the cipher 
text, between two consecutive letters which are in the same row in the matrix is the sum of a 
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multiple of the length of the short columns and a multiple of the length of the long columns. FOI 
example, consider the adjacent letters C K in t,he plain-text rectangle in figure 18-A. In the cipher, 
C, is the 14th lett,er, K, is the 28th and the interva.1 is 28-14=14. The message has a total of 
35 letters and the matrix has 13 columns, 9 long ones of 3 letters and 4 short ones of 2 letters. 
An interval of 14 can therefore be brought about in only one way: (4X3)+(1X2)=14, which 
means that 4 long columns and 1 short one intervene between the C and the K in the plain text, 
and that the key numbers applicable to the two columns are 5 apart in sequence, that is, if the 
column in which C is located has key number 1, the column next to it on the right is 6, or if the 
former is 2 the latter is 7, and so on. Reference to figure 18-A will show that these deductions 
are correct and that, the key numbers involved are 6-l 1. However, a more general treatment is 
possible. Given a cryptogram of 26 letters and an assumed 1 2 3 4 5 6 
width of 6 columns, for example, the matrix can have only 2 7 8 9 10 11 12 
columns of 5 letters and 4 columns of 4 letters. Setting down 

L--l 

13 14 15 16 17 18 
the multiples of the two lengths in tabular foxm, for conven- 19 20 21 22 23 24 
ience, the following is obtained: 25 26 

5 4 
0 multiple _______________ 0 0 
1st multiple _______.________ 5 4 
2d multiple _______________ 10 8 
3d multiple _______________ - 12 
4th multiple ______ - ________ - 16 

All the possible positions of breaks in the cipher t.ext, that is, transits from the bottom of one 
column to the top of the next column, may now readily be ascertained by finding the totals result- 
ing from making all the possible combinations of the indicated multiples taken in pairs. It is 
convenient’ to draw up a table to show directly the sums of the combinations. Thus: 

NO. d 
hlg CO]- 

LepKtth 0” : ; 1; 
4--------So. of short columns 

l6--------length in letters 

umns l&& 

0 0 0 4 8 12 16 
--- 

1 5 5 9 13 17 21 
--- 

2 10 10 14 18 22 26 

If, now, diagonal lines are drawn from the lower left-hand corner to the upper right-hand corner 
of the diagram, the locations of all possible breaks are given. Thus, there can be a ‘break be- 
tween the 4th and 5th letters (passing from a short column to the next column, which may be 
long or short, of course); there cannot be a break between the 5th and 6th letters, nor between 
the 6th and i’th, nor between the 7th and 8th; there can be a break bet,ween the 8th and gth, as 
well as between the 9th and lOth, but not between the 10th and llth, and so on. Suppose that 
for one reason or another the cryptanalyst has good reason to suspect that a break occurs imme- 
diately after the 13th letter. This means that there are 2 short columns (of 4 letters) and 1 long 
column (of 5 letters) up to that break. The diagram shows that there remain only 2 short 
columns and 1 long one, a.nd the only breaks that are possible beyond the one at the 13th letter 
are: Between the 17th and 18th, or between the 21st and 22d letters. 

O. The importance of the various principles set forth in this paragraph will become evident as 
the student progresses in his studies of transposition ciphers. 
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SECTION IF- 

OPPORTUNITIES AFFORDED BY STUDYING ERRORS AND BLUNDERS MADE BY 
ENEMY CRYPTOGRAPHERS 

Paragraph 

Importaltce of the study of errors and blrmders in early work upon an unknown system . . ..____....... _ _......__. 17 
Significance of terms “special solution” and “general solution” _.____._.....__...__---..--.-..-..--.-...............-...-- 18 
Esamp1e.s to be studied.- ..____. . ..____.__._. .___ __.____.. -- ____...____ -- . . ..__....____ _ ._____._.____.._..__.....-..-..-.-----..--. 19 

17. Importance of the study of errors and blunders in early work upon an unknown 
system.-a. Blunders and mistakes made by cryptographic clerks in the esecution of cryp- 
tographic clerks in the execution of cryptographic instructions should be rare in a well-trained and 
well-disciplined cryptographic service. Nevertheless, blunders and mistakes are committed 
despite all that can be done to prevent their occurrence. Especially in the excitement prior to 
or during an important action or movement do such instances take place and these afford golden 
opportunities for the enemy cryptanalytic service. This situation exists in respect to all types of 
cryptographic systems and no cryptanalytic instruction would be complete if cognizance were not 
taken of the advantages which may be reaped from the blunders, the mistakes, and, occasionally, 
the downright ineptitude of the adversary’s cryptographers. 

6. Practically every cryptographic system affords opportunities for the commission of errors 
in its application, and each system more or less presents a separate case. That is, the errors which 
may be made in one type of cryptographic system may be peculiar to that type alone and to no 
other type; hence, the astute cryptanalyst is constantly on the lookout for instances of crypto- 
grams containing the specific type of error by which that system is handicapped. Furthermore, 
t,he general types of blunders or errors that may be committed are nearly as numerous as are the 
general types of cryptographic systems, so that no complete list of such as may be encountered in 
practice can be drawn up. 

c. After the cryptanalyst has by painstaking and more or less arduous labors solved a system 
and has become thoroughly familiar with its mechanics, he should carefully review the details of 
the mechanics to learn what things can go wrong, what sorts of mistakes the enemy cryptographic 
personnel are likely to make, and then study the external manifestations of these aberrations so that he 
may be able to recognize instances of their occurrence in subsequent cryptograms. This sort of study 
has no value in itself particularly; its importance lies in the fact that the effects of erroneous 
treatment may lead to very rapid solution or to quick recovery of keys to subsequent messages. 

d. Khen an unknown system is under investigation and the cryptanalyst is striving to iscer- 
tain just how it operates (which is often the most dficult step in solution), a study of the crypto- 
grams representing corrections to previous messages containing errors is a most fruitful source of 
data. Indeed, at times this sort of intensive study will yield clues for solving a system which 
might otherwise resist all efforts to break it down for a very long time. 

18. Significance of terms “special solution” and “general solution.“-a. Now the importance 
of the comments made in the foregoing paragraph will be clear if it is noted that a study of the 
blunders and errors often leads to the elaboration of methods for the rapid breaking down of 
cryptographic systems. But it must also be realized that in some cases no blunders or errors are 
essential to a rapid solution of the type alluded to above. Sometimes the very mechanics of 

(37) 
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the sl-stem itself WE such that unavoidable or unpredictable circumstances arise so that special 
solutions become possible. The latter term calls for a bit of explanation. 

b. When the circumstances surrounding a specific cryptogram or set of cryptograms arc such 
as to present peculiar or unusual conditions that make a solution possible when in the absence of 
these conditions solution is either impossible or improbable, the methods employed in rc~aching a 
solution in such cases constitute u-hat is commonly termed a special solution. Some examples 
will be demonstrated very soon. Systems of which this may bc true are, of course, crpptographi- 
tally weak but’ it. may be observed that it is perhaps impossible to devis(x a system whicbh may be 
considered to be absolutely free from this source of weakness. 

c. The advantages of a special solution for any type of cryptographic system are, as a nlle, 
two in number. First, it often makes a solution possible when otherwise this might not be the 
case. Secondly, if often affords a method of achieving a very rapid solution in the case of a 
problem which otherwise might require a long time. But a special solution presents one basic 
disadvantage: It is by its very nature dependent upon the existence of unusual circumstances; in 
other words, upon chance or good fortune bringing about a set of circumstances favorable for a 
solution. Khen these unusual conditions or circumstances do not obtain, then solution may be 
impossible. Therefore, it is desirable to have, if possible, for every type of system A IMJIY or less 
general solution which may be applied in the absence of the unusual conditions necessary for the 
application of a special solution. In other words, a general solution in cryptanalysis implies a 
method or procedure which if applied in ordinary cases and under normal conditions will yield 
the solution. However, the term general solution in cryptanalysis must not be taken too literally. 
The situation in cryptanalysis is not exactly analogous to that which obtains in the field of pure 
mathematics, for the circumstances are often quit.e different in the two sciences. A general 
solution in mat’hematics is expected to, and will, solve every case that falls within its province; 
a general solution in cryptanalysis is likewise intended to solve every case that falls within its 
province but this usually partakes more of the nature of a prayer or hope than an espectation. 
PIIuch depends upon the amount of traffic available for study, the length of individual crypto- 
grams, and t,he indefinable element called luck, that is, a set of fort8uitous circumstances which 
happen to make a solution easy or diflicult, such as the presence of many or exceptionally long 
repetitions, etc. Furthermore, whereas in mathematics a general solution prescribes the exact 
steps to be followed in arriving at the solution and the latter can be applied in all instances 
without variation or deviation from a fixed procedure, in cryptanalysis a general solution merely 
outlines a broad path that may be followed in order to arrive at a solution. Application of a 
general solution in cryptanalysis in specific instances may involve minor detours to circumvent 
unexpected obstacles, or it may involve qdite large changes or modifications in the general 
procedure. 

19. Examples to be stadied.-u. As stated above in paragraph 17, a complete list of the 
specific blunders that cryptographic clerks are prone to perpetrate cannot be drawn up’. Certain 
of them may be described in general terms and examples given of some which have already been 
encountered in this and in preceding texts. Commonly it is the case that these blunders do not 
become evident until two or more cryptograms are available for comparison. One of the most 
frequent sources of circumstances leading to the transmission of cryptograms affording rich 
material for cryptanalytic comparison is the following: A cryptographic clerk prepares a crypto- 
gram, in the course of which he makes a mistake of such a nature as to render the cryptogram 
difllcult or impossible to decipher by the cryptographic clerk serving the addressee. A request 
for repetition ensues, whereupon the enciphering clerk reexamines his original work and finds that 
he has made amistake. He then commits the grave blunderof reenciphering the identical message 
(without paraphrasing) and transmitting what to the enemy cryptanalysts is obviously a second 
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version of the original message. The consequences are often fatal t’o cryptographic security, 
The least that can happen is that the key for this particular message may be disclosed very 
quickly; more serious, the basic or primary elements for the entire day’s traffic may be wrested 
from the blunder; but most serious are the consequences if it happens that the blunder has been 
committed immediately or soon after a new cryptographic system has been instituted and the 
enemy cryptanalysts are exerting strenuous efforts t,o learn its mechanics, for then is n-hen the 
information to he gained is most valuable. 

b. In his previous studies the student has observed the many opportunities for quick 
cryptanalytic success afforded by enemy addiction to the use of stereotypic phraseology, espe- 
cially at the beginnings and endings of messages. Stereot,ypic phraseology affords even more 
golden opportunities for cryptanalytic success in the case of transposition systems than it does 
in the case of substitution systems. 

c. In the next few paragraphs some specific examples of the consequences of cryptographic 
blunders and ineptitude in the case of transposition systems will be studied. These are intended 
to give the student some idea of the far-reaching effects such studies may have. It is import,ant 
that he grasp the fundamental principles, for they will enable him to develop for himself the 
methods that he may find necessary in practical work. Incidentally, it may be added that the 
student should not get the idea that these instances are purely theoretical. It is sometimes almost 
unbelievable that cryptographic clerks with any common sense would perpetrate the stupid 
blunders that they do occasionally commit. 
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SECTION V 

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS FOR TRANSPOSITION CIPHERS 
Paragraph 

Solution when the beginning or end of the plain test is known ._________..___.__..-------.-- _ ___......__....._. . . . . .._. 20 
The case of an omitted column _.__._._..______.___---...-..----------------...-.------------..-------...-..--.-......_.__..._._.. 21 
The case of an interchanged pair of columns ____._______. ___________._____ -- _..____._.______ _.__._____..______..._..__..... 22 
Messages with similar beginnings .._____ -- ______ _._________________ ---________ _____ _________________._..------- ________...___. 23 
Messages with similar endings....--..-....---..-------....--------~--------.--------------.--------------.-.--.-.--.-..-------.--. 21 
The solution of a single message containing a long repetition _.___ -_.- ____ _________ __________._______.. .______...___.. 2.5 
Solution when several cryptograms of identical length and in the same key are available..~~~.........~~~~..~~.~ 26 
Reconstruction of the keys in double transposition ____________________-------.--.---.________ __._________________ ________. 27 
Special cases of solution of double transposition ciphers ______ _.._____.____ _ ___.. .______________.. _______...___._.....-. 28 

20. Solution when the beginning or end of the plain text is known.--a. It often happens, 
when correspondents have fallen into the bad habit of sending stereotyped communications, 
that the beginnings or the endings of messages become so fixed in their form and content that 
the enemy can with a fair degree of certainty guess what these w-ill be in specific cases. If so, 
a quick solution can be reached, the key reconstructed for one message, and this will, of course, 
enable him to read all other messages in the same key. This is particularly true of simple, 
keyed-columnar-transposition ciphers. It is only necessary that the cryptanalyst cut the test 
up in such a manner as to bring the letters composing the assumed text, all within the same TOW 
or rows of t’he transposition rectangle. 

b. Suppose that the enemy frequently uses the introductory espression REFERRING TO YOUR 
NUMBER. Here is a crvptogram assumed to begin with this phrase: 

CRYPTOGRAM 

IMAOD RMGRN ERNIN TUSFS DRYEP BRCFT 
OIRNW TMOIS OIEGE DHOPN CHLFU ESEPQ 
ERIAR UHIAG PAUOO SSSCI 0 NR R,E OVOEY 
EMEVG TRIAF HTEPB NBTNE AEETA 

c. Assuming that previous experience has indicated that the enemy uses keys varying 
from 10 to 20 letters in length, the arrangement of the letters in the tops of columns under a 
key length of 10 would be as shown in Fig. 20. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

REFERRINGT 
OYOURNUMBE 
R 

~GCRE 20. 
The first group of the cryptogram begins with I M. The arrangement shown above gives I U 
as the top of a column; hence a key length of 10 is not correct. A key length of 11 is then tried. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

REFERRINGTO 
YOURNUMBER 

FIOWS 21. 

(40) 
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Here a column is headed by I M, SO that t.his is a possible arrangement. 
rectangle is 11, its outlines are as shown in figure 22. 

If the width of the 
There are 5 columns of 11 letters and 6 

r I 
_. 

_‘. 

G(T/O 
--- 
E / R I 

/ 
I 

__ -/- I I I -_,-‘_ 

/ / -- -,-_ 

~-- 

--- 

--- 

- -,- 

columns of 10 letters. The text can now be marked off into sections of proper lengths and, more- 
over, guided by the letters which must be at the heads of columns, the text can be inscribed in 
the rectangle in key order. For example, column 1 must end with the second group, R M G R N; 
column 2 therefore begins with E R. There is only one possibility, viz, the fourth column. 
This is a long column, and must therefore have 11 letters, making column 3 begin with R Y. 
This definitely fixes the position of the number 3 in the key, and so on. The solution is reached 
after only a very few moments and is as shown in figure 23. 
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a s 6 2 4 7 1 11 5 10 8 

R EiF EIR R 
--_---- 
YOURNU 
---,--- 
EVENWH 
F---F- 
POSIT1 

-l-/-,-j-/- 

C E,Q;U/I/p 
---‘-_j__- 
FlM/EIS/S A 
_,-I~,---A----.~ 

I 

_- 

_- 

_- 

.- 

._ 

./- 

.I- 

.- 

.- 

A T D I S 
----- 
0 N H A S 

----- 
D E 0 F C 

----- 
R A P H I 

---__.- 

G E C E N 
----- 
R T H P R 

----- 
NIAIL B R 

Fronsr 23. 

d. The same general principles, modified to suit the circumstances, may be followed in the 
case involving known or suspected endings of messages. The probable words are written out 
according to various assumed key lengths and the superimposed letters falling at the bottoms 
of columns are sought in the cryptogram. 

21. The case of an omitted colnmn.-u. Sometimes a very careless clerk omits a column in 
transcribing the text from the enciphering rectangle and fails to check the number of letters in 
the final cryptogram. Obviously such a cryptogram will be difficult if not impossible to decipher 
at the other end, and a repetition is requested and sent. If now the identical plain text is en- 
ciphered correctly, two cryptograms are at hand for comparison. This will disclose the length 
of one column, which can be assumed to be either a long one or a short one. The position, in 
the correct cryptogram, of the column omitted from the incorrect one will often afford direct 
clues as to the exact dimensions of the enciphering rectangle. For example, suppose the crypto- 
gram in paragraph 2Ob had first been transmitted as follows: 

CBYPTOQBAM 

IMAOD RMGRN RYEPB RCFTO IRNWT MOISO 
IEGED HOPNC HLFUE SEPQE RIARU HIAGP 
AUOOS SSCIO NRREO VOEYE MEVGT RIAFH 
TEPBN BTNEA EETA 

B. The column which was omitted is E R N I N T U S F S D, and falls between columns 
1 and 3. Since the omitted column contains 11 letters and column 1 contains 10, the dimensions 
of the rectangle immediately become known. Thus, uncertainties as to the dimensions of the 
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rectangle are dissolved and a large step forward has been made in the solution. Also, the 
general whereabouts of ~01umn~ 1 and 2 are now known, since the former is a short one, the 
latter a long one. 

22. The case of an interchanged pair of columns.--a. The keying element in the case of 
columnar transposition is simply a practical means of controlling the order in which the columns 
of t.he enciphering rectangle are transcribed in forming the cipher t,ext. Commonly this numerical 
key is derived from a literal key. Suppose that a cryptographic clerk makes a mistake in the 
latter step. For example, suppose that the literal key is ADMIRATION and t’hat as a result of a 
slight relaxation in attention he assigns the number 5 to the letter N and the number 6 to the 
letter 1f. A pair of columns will become interchanged as regards their order of selection in the 
transcription process, and likely as not a repetition will be requested by the addressee. If a 
second version is sent, enciphered by the correct key, a comparison of the two versions will dis- 
close the width of the enciphering rectangle and possibly the general position (left or right) of 
the columns that were interchanged. 

b. An example will serve to make the matter clear. Assume the two cryptograms to be as 
follows: 

FIRST VERSION 

ODNIL NTTHD GSOHA OOQSG TERPS 
INENE NFWEH RWRRI RATPE DETAN 
oocoo ROGIO S 

SECOND VERSION 

ODNIL NTTHD GSOHA OOQSG TERNF 
UEHRW RPSIN ENERI RATPE DETAN 
oocoo ROGIO S 

c. The two cryptograms are superimposed as shown in figure 24 and their points of similarity 
and difference noted. 

First version__. 0 D N I L N T T H D G S 0 H A 0 0 Q S G T E R[ P S I N E N E] 
Secondversion-ODNILNTTHDGSOHAOOQSGTER[NFUEHRW 

[NFUEHRWR]RIRATPEDETANOOCOOROGIOS 
R]PSINENE]RIRATPEDETANOOCOOROGIOS 

d. The two versions are alike except for a pair of interchanged sequences; the bracketed 
sequence P S I N E N E in the first version is matched by the same sequence in the second 
version, but at a different position in the message; likewise the bracketed sequence 
N F U E H R W R in the first version is matched by a similar sequence in the second version, 
but at a different position in the message. The various deductions which can be made from the 
situation will now be set forth. 

e. One of these sequences contains 7 letters, the other contains 8. It follows that the col- 
umns of the enciphering rectangle are probably 7 and 8 letters in length; hence, with 61 letters, 
the width of the matrix is 8. Since there are 23 letters from the beginning of the messages to the 
first point of their difference, it follows that there are 2 columns of 8 letters and 1 column of 7 
letters involved in this section [(2X8)+ (1 X7)=23], and that the error made in encipherment 
does not involve columns 1,2, or 3, which are therefore properly placed in the first version. Since 
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the sequences which are interchanged are consecutive in the text it means that the numbers 4 
and 5 were interchanged in t.he key for the first version. Since one of these sequences is of 7 
letters, the other of 8 letters, one of the numbers, 4 or 5, applies to a long column, the other, to 
a short column. Since the second version is presumably the correct version, and since in the 
second version the S-letter sequence comes first, the key number 4 applies to a long column, the 
key number 5 to a short column in the correct version. Tvith the foregoing deductions in mind, 
the solution and the reconstruction of the numerical key becomes a simple matter. 

j. The text of the correct version is written out as seen in figure 25,. Seeing a Q in column 3 
and a U in column 4, these two columns are made adjacent by sliding column 3 one interval down- 
ward, as shown in figure 25b. In the latter, column 7 has also been placed at the second interval 
to the right of column 5, because the latter yields good trigraphs with columns 34. Seeing the 
trigraph T R 0 near the bottom of columns 3-4-5 and the letters 0 and P in the same row, sug- 
gests the word TROOP. The columns are to be rearranged to make this word TROOP. There are 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 fi 7 8 

a C C ;G;; ;1;;;::;; 
t 0 do d OFTHI OFTHIRDS 

OHONPREO 0T;NERP: QUADR QUADRONI 
DDQFSITR DHOFTISR SENGA SENGAGIN 
NGSUIRAO NDQUARIO GHOST GHOSTILE 
ISGENANG IGSENANG TROOP TROOPONN 
LOTHETOI LSGHOTEI EWCHE EWCHESTE 
NHERNPOO NOTROPNO RR0 D RROAD 
TARWEECS THEWCEES 
TO R DO ARROD 

a b C d 
FIGUBE 25. 

two columns which have an 0 in the proper row, columns 2 and 8. The trial of combination 
34-5-8-6, while producing TROOP in the proper row, gives bad pentagraphs in the other rows; 
but the combination 34-5-2-6 shows excellent pentagraphs, as will be seen in figure 25~. The 
words SQUADRON and HOSTILE are clearly evident; the completion of the rectangle is now a 
very simple matter. The result is shown in figure 25d. The recovery of the numerical key now 
will enable other cryptograms to be read directly. 

23. lldessages with similar beginnings-u. In military correspondence it is often the case 
that somewhat similar instructions or information must be conveyed by a superior commander 
to several subordinate commanders simultaneously. Such a situation frequently results in the 
circumstance that two or more cryptograms addressed to diBerent stations will begin with exactly 
t,he same words. When simple columnar transposition is the system used for encipherment, 
then it will result, in such cases as the foregoing, that the first two or more rows of the transposi- 
tion rectangle will be identical in the messages which begin alike. Therefore, the cryptograms 
will show identical sequences of two or more letters, distributed throughout the texts and by 
studying these identities the cryptanalyst is able at once not only to ascertain the width of the 
rectangle but also to divide up the cipher text into sections corresponding with the exact columns 
of the rectangle, thus eliminating the only real difliculty in solution, tiz, the determination of 
which are the long columns, which the short. An example will demonstrate the short cut to 
solution which such a situation provides. 

b. Here are two cryptograms which are assumed to have been intercepted within a few min- 
utes of each other, the messages being addressed to two battalion commanders by the regimental 
commander. 
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CRE.PTOGR.IM 1 

BNTSEARKCL CETTNBITERROTAELTN.NONNENO 
OTOKMSZTGNYITDKLANAEFTFSNPGNPARWOIA 
OFGTFCTOTDNINOEWXERFASIOSTIDRRRMMAO 
ARPAT OUTIOBIEOAGAAPNEIK 

CRYPTOGRAM 2 
BNTSE INDOTLCETSAFPLERROMO ISOENNONST 
IIUTOKMFEYKPCYI TDVSI NTAEFTFSTONTNAR 
WOARO EEKTF CTTLT AEANO EWXPVTITIO STTTF 
OCMMAOOSCANROUT IEELS OAGAA ABITRT 

c. The cryptanalyst, noting the similarities in the first few letters of the two messages, care- 
fully compares the two texts, looking for additional identical sequences of letters between the 
cryptograms. For example, Xo. 1 begins with B N T S E and so does Xo. 2; after an interval 
of 4 letters in Xo. 1 and 5 letters in so. 2 he notes the identical sequences L C E T; after an 
interval of 5 letters in h’o. 1 and 5 letters in No. 2 he notes the identical sequences E R R 0, 
and so on. The identities are underlined or marked in some distinctive manner throughout the 
texts, as shown in figure 26. 

CRYPTOGRAM 1 

BNTSE ARKCLCETTNBITERROTAELTNNONNENO 
OTOKM SZTGNYITDKLANAEFTFSNPGNPARWOIA 
OFGTF CTOTDNINOEWXERFASIOSTIDRRRMMAO 
ARPAT OUTIOBIEOAGAAPNEIK 

CRYPTOGRAM 2 
BNTSE INDOTLCETSAFPLERROMO ISOENNONST 
IIUTO KMFEYKPCYITDVSI NTAEFTFSTD'NTNAR 
WOARO EEKTFCTTLTAEANOEWXPVTITIOSTTTF 
OCMMA OOSCANROUT IEELSOAGAAABITRT 

FIOUXE 28. 

d. Now it is obvious that these identities exist because the two messages begin alike, and 
by taking advantage of the identical portions in the cryptograms it will be possible to transcribe 
the texts of the latter into transposition rectangles which will not only have the identical por- 
tions in homologous positions, but also will show which are long columns, which are short. 
All that is necessary is to begin transcribing the texts on cross-section paper, in columns, arranging 
matters so that the identical sequences will fall at the tops of the columns. Thus, the first 
column of No. 1 will contain the letters B N T S E A R K C and the first column of No.2 will 
contain the letters B N T S E I N D 0 T; the second column of No. 1 will contain the letters 
L C E T T N B I T and the second column of No. 2will contain theletters L C E T S A F P L, -- 
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and so on. It appears that the identical portion embraces the first four roes of the rectangle and 
runs over a number of letters on the fifth row. This is because the identical sequences consist 
of 4 and j letters. Figure 27~ sh ows the identities between the first 5 columns of the two trans- 
position rectangles. Only once in the case of this particular example does any uncertainty arise 
as to exactly where an identical sequence begins or ends, and that is in connection with the 
seventh pair of identities, involvin, p the series of letters A E F T F S N P G N P in No. 1, and 
A E F T F S T 0 N T N in Il’o. 2. These sequences contain 6 identical letters, but even here 
the uncertainty is of only a moment’s duration: The initial letter A does not belong to the iden- 
tical portions at the top of the transposition rectangle because the A’s are needed to complete 
columns 6 in both rectangles. (If the A were placed at the head of column 7 in No. 1, then 
column 6 would lack a letter at the bottom.) Cases of “accidental identities” of course com- 
plicate the process of cutt,ing up the text into the respective columns, but they only serve to 
add a small degree of interest to what would otherwise be a purely cut and dried process. 
The final results of the transcription into columns are shown in figure 2ib. 

1 2 
BLENT BLENT 
NCRNO NCRNO 
TEROK TEROK 
STONM S T 0 N-i 
ETTNS E S M ST 
ANAEZ IAOTE 
RBENT NFIIY 
KILOG DPSIK 
CTTON OLOUP 

T E C 
FIGW~ 27a. 

e. It is obvious from a comparison of these two skeletonized matrices, and a consideration 
of the fact that the long columns must of necessity go to the left side, that the numbers 7 and 10 
occupy the first two positions in the key, and that the numbers 2, 4, 11, and 13 occupy the last 
four positions in the key. By segregating and anagramming columns 7 and 10 as one group, 

. 
1 2 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 2 3 4 5 B 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

ALENTYEATNIMOA BLENTYEATNIMoA 
NCRNOIFRFOOMUG NCRNOIFRFOOMUG 
TEROKTTWCESATA EROKTTWCESATA 
STO.NMDFOTWTOIA STONMDFOTWTO1.A 
ETTNSKsIOXIAOP ESMSFVsATXTOEA 
ANAEZLNATEDRBN IAOTESTRLPTSEB 
RBENTAPODRRPIE NFIIYIOOTVFCLI 
KILOGNGFNFRAEI DPSIKNNEATOAST 
CTTONANGIARTOK OLOUPTTEEICNOR 

P S T E CANKAT R T 
FIOUBE 27b. 

and columns 2, 4, 11, and 13 as another group, the exact positions occupied by these 6 columus 
are easily ascertained, as shown in figure 27~. 
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1 2 
7 10 2 11 13 4 i 10 . 2 11 13 4 

EN........LION EN........LION 
FO........COUN FO........COUN 
TE........ESTO TE........ESTO 
FW........TTIN FW........TTIN 
SX........TION SX........STES 
NE . . . . . . . . NDBE TP . . . . . . ..ATET 
PR........BRIN OV........FFLI 
GF........IREO NT....:...POSI 
NA........TROO TI........LCOU 
P s . . . . . . . . NT 

FIGURE 27~. 

f. The remaining columns 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 14 form a third group of columns to be 
anagrammed, but this is rather easy now that the columns on either side are fixed. 
pleted rectangles are shown in figure 2id. 

The com- 

1 2 
: 10 3 12 6 11 4 9 5 8 2 11 13 4 i 10 3 12 fl 11 4 9 5 8 2 11 13 4 

ENEMYBATTALION ENEMYBATTALION 
FORMINGFORCOUN FORMINGFORCOUN 
TERATTACKWESTO TERATTACKWESTO 
FWOODSATMOTTIN FWOODSATMOTTIN 
SXTAKEPOSITION SXMOVEATFASTES 
NEARLANTZANDBE TPOSSIBLERATET 
PREPAREDTOBRIN OVICINITYOFFLI 
GFLANKINGFIREO NTSANDTAKEPOSI 
NATTACKINGTROO TIONTOREPELCOU 
PS NTERATTACK 

Frnwr 27d. 

24. Messages with similar endings.--o. What has been said at the beginning at the pre- 
ceding paragraph with respect to the nature of military correspondence and the presence of 
identical phraseology in the messages sent by a superior commander to his subordinates also 
operates to produce messages in which the endings are identical. It has been noted that when 
two messages with similar beginnings are available for comparison, the reconstruction of the 
transposition rectangles and the recovery of the transposition key is an easy matter. It will 
now be shown that solution is an even easier matter when two messages having identical endings 
are available for study. 

b. Given the following two cryptograms: 
No. 1 

ETRTE EESOAAEUNI VAFLN IAMNDRYHRVMENRI 
EETROUDCCC OHTCYMRREARHITNDEYENRNERV 
SRBENIGSKAILNRANFNADALOLTXOMAHHRREI 

No. 2 
TLVSX OPNREMEFDS KYENRUEERB TSREHTIANT 
IVYMRVESIREENEI NOLTMNNEDE TROOPUNARA 
CIAAI NSCWNA 
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The cryptanalyst now carefully compares the two tests, searching for identical sequences of 
letters, but in this case instead of trying to locate identities in what may be termed a parallel 
progression (as in the preceding case) he searches for identical sequences of two or more letters 
appearing in both messages. For example, in t.he present case, he notes the sequence T R 0 
forming the final trigraph of the 8th group of XO. 1 and finds a similar sequence forming the 
initial trigraph of the 13th group of I%o. 2. Going through both cryptograms in this way, all the 
identities ore marked off in some fashion, by colored crayon or underlining, as shown below. In 
this search for identities the cryptanalyst bears in mind that when all have been found they 
should be distributed at quite regular intervals throughout the text. For example, note in the 
following that the identities in Eo. 1 fall at int,ervals of 6 letters, with one exception; in T\‘o. 2 
they fall at intervals of 4 letters, with one exception. The intervals between identities serve 3s a 
guide in finding them. After they have all been located, the identities in the cryptograms are 
numbered serially. 

No. 1 

ETRTE EYOA AEUNVAFLN IAGD RTHRV VNRI 
3 

EETRO UDCCC OHTCYMRREARHITNDEYENRNERV 
6 - 

SRZN IGSKA ILNRA NFN+D’ALOLT &OMiH HRR.EA 
0 10 13 

No. 2 

TLVSXPNREh+FDS KY;NR UEERB TSREHIANT 
4 

IVYMR VEIR EENE+ NOLTMNEDE TROOOP UNSA 
B 
CIA6 NS’CWN A 

11 

13 

c. The identities between the two cryptograms may now be equated, using for this purpose 
the numbers below the identities. For instance, identity 1 in cryptogram 1 matches identity 7 
in cryptogram 2; identity 2 in crytogram 1 matches identity 6 in cryptogram 2, and so on. Thus: 

Cryptogram l__________________ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ‘11 12 13 
Cryptogram 2 __________________ 7 6 9 2 10 5 11 3 4 12 13 1 8 

d. Now cryptogram 1 has 105 letters; since the key consists of 13 numbers (indicated by the 
13 identities), the rectangle for cryptogram 1 contains 12 columns of 8 letters and 1 column of 9 
letters. Cryptogram 2 has 81 letters, and its rectangle contains 10 columns of 6 letters and 3 
columns of 7 letters. The rectangle of cryptogram 1 has but 1 long column, whereas that of 
cryptogram 2 has 3 long columns. Relative to the position the last letter in each rectangle occu- 
pies in the last row of the rectangle, it is obvious that the last letter of the rectangle for crypto- 
gram 2 is 2 letters in advance of the last letter of the rectangle for cryptogram 1. Using this 
difference, viz, 2, a cyclic sequence is generated from the series of equivalencies given above. 
Thus, the equivalent of identity 1 of cryptogram 1 is identity 7 of cryptogram 2, and the number 
7 is placed two intervals to the right of the number 1; the equivalent of identity 7 of cryptogram 
1 is identity 11 of cryptogram 2, and the number 11 is placed two intervals to the right of number 
7, and so on until the following sequence is obtained: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 7 11 13 8 3 9 
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e. The equivalent of ident,ity 9 of cryptogram 1 is identity 4 of cryptogram 2, and the num- 
ber 4 is plnced between the numbers 1 and 7 in this sequence, for the sequence may be regarded 
as partaking of the nnture of a cycle or a continuous series. From this point on, the process is 
the same 3s before, and finally the following is obtained: 

1234 56 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 7 2 11613 5 810 3 12 9 

f. dfter little experiment it becomes obvious that column 8 belongs on the extreme left 
because in cryptogram 1 there is only one long column, number 8, ascertained by counting the 
number of letters between successive identities in that message. The number 8 being at the 
extreme left the final actual transposition key is 8 10 3 12 9 1 4 i 2 11 6 13 5. The completely’ 
deciphered messages are shown in figure 28. 

No. 1 No. 2 
8 10 3 12 9 1 4 7 2 11 6 13 5 8 10 3 12 9 1 4 7 2 11 6 13 

HEADREDCOLUMN INFANTRYPOINT 
INFANTRYANDAR REDCOLUMNPASS 
TILLERYMARCHI EDSILVERRUNCR 
NGNORTHREACHE EEKATSEVENTWE 
DSILVERRUNCRE NTYAMXREMAINH 
EKATSEVENFORT EREINOBSERVAT 
YAMXREMAINHER ION 
EINOBSERVATIO 
N. FIGURE Z% 

g. The possibility of the rapid solution of columnar transposition ciphers by means of the 
method of similar beginnings and endings, constitutes one of the most serious drawbacks to the 
use of transposition ciphers in military cryptography, because it is almost impossible to avoid 
such cases where many messages must be sent in the same key each day. 

25. Solution of a single message containing a long repetition.--a. Sometimes a lengthy phrase 
or a series of numbers (spelled out in letters) is repeated within a message and if the message ij 
enciphered by a transposition rectangle of such narrow width (in comparison with the length of 
the repetition) that the repeated portion forms identical sequences within the text of the crypto- 
gram, a solution somewhat similar in principle to that explained in paragraph 24 may be achieved 
within a few minutes. 

5. Note the following cryptogram, in which identical portions have been underlined. 

CRYPTOGRAM (169 letters) 

OEAEL TRSED HNUFF RlJRYF NTAED ILSMY 
T 

NCETS LSTOC”AWIA0 TSLSS LEDHN ORIIS 
.2b 

FEBNN U*;PWE SStYE RC-NNO RVTaTA OGNUG 

GTIFE RSEOM SWERN RASTB OSAA; OSNOO bb 
IBOSD CAY;L HONE$SETFY ;LAUX TAOGG 

PR:VL YEEgG TISSO U\PV 
84 c 
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c. There are 18 segments of underlined letters, which means in this case that the rectangle is 
9 columns wide, because the repeated portion in the text. will give rise to two repeated sequences 
in each column. This means that the rectangle has 7 columns of 19 letters and 2 columns of 18 
letters. The first two segments may t,herefore be assigned the numbers la and lb, since they 
come from column 1; the next two segments may be assigned the numbers 2a and 2b, since they 
come from column 2, and so on, as shown above. Identical segments may now be equated. 
Thus: 

la 2a 3a 4a 5a 6a 7a 8a 9a 
3b 4b 2b 9b 8b lb 6b 7b 5b 

This gives rise to the cycle l-3-24-9-5-8-7-6, which is a cyclic permutation of the actual 
transposition key. 

d. By transcribing the text into a rectangle of proper width, “cutting” the columns so as to 
bring t,he identical portions within the same rows, the result shown in figure 29 is obtained. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 tl 4 6 9 1 5 3 8 2 7 

OFTRREAOP REPORTOFA 
ENOICRANR IRRECONNA 
ATCINSOES ISSANCETO 
EAASNESMV SEVENAMAS 
LEWFOONSL FOLLOWSEN 
TDIERMOEY EMYTRIEDO 
RIABVSOTE BSERVATIO 
SLONTWIFE NWESTOFLI 

pqqqgq 5 Ii; 5 ; 5 f p 

NNSPGRDAI PRINGSAND 
UCSWNACUS WASUNSUCC 
FELEUSAXS ESSFULXEA 

@~@iyqi 

STOFGETTY 
SBURGD.ASH 
MOUNTHOLL 

RSNYISHGP YSPRINGSH 
G V EAVYFOG 

Flowr 29. Flowr 39. 

e. Study of figure 29 shows that columns 2 and 7 are the short, columns and belong on the 
right, either in the sequence 2-7 or 7-2. The cyclic permutation of the transposition key obtained 
in subparagraph c is l-3-24-9-5-8-7-6. In order to bring the 2 and 7 adjacent in a sequence 
2-7 or 7-2 one must take intervals of 5 and 4, respectively, and “decimate” the cycle, giving the 
following: l-5-3-8-2-74-6-9 or 1-9-64-7-2-8-3-5. Since columns 2 and 7 belong on 
the right, the key must be: 4-6-9-l-5-3-8-2-7 or 8-3-5-1-9-64-7-2, Only a few moments are 
necessary to establish the correctness of the former alternative and the solution is at hand. It is 
as shown in figure 30. 

f. A good understanding of the principles elucidated in this and the preceding paragraph 
will enable the student to derive for himself the procedure applicable to cases of somewhat 
similar nature, such as that wherein a single letter or a whole group has been omitted from the 
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fist version of a message and a second (correction message) is sent without paraphrasing the 
original test; or that wherein two messages are alike except. for a difference in a single word (such 
as a number) and are cryptographed by identical transposition keys, or that wherein the numeri- 
cal key has been incorrectly derived from :he lit,eral key and two versions of the same plain text are 
available for comparison, one based on a transposition by means of the incorrect key, the second 
based on a transposition by means of the correct key, both keys, however, being of the same 
length. 

26. Solution when several cryptograms of identical length and in the same key are avail- 
able--u. Although the method to be described in this paragraph is included within the category 
of special solutions, it is of such general applicability that it might well be treated as a general 
solution for all transposition systems. It is based upon the very mechanics of transposition as a 
cryptographic scheme, viz, that the essential feature of the transposition method consists merely 
in the alterations in the positions of the elements (letters, groups of letters, or words) composing 
the plain text, according to a specific key. It follows, therefore, that the respective elements of 
two or more messages of identical lengths, when transposed according t,o the same key, will undergo 
identical alterations in position in the course of encipherment, and therefore all plain-text ele- 
ments occupying homologous positions in t&? original messages will emerge in homologous posi- 
tions ‘in the cryptograms. The sit,uation is very much like that which may be observed in the 
movements executed by t’wo symmetrical groups of dancers in a chorus. Suppose each group 
consists of 8 dancers starting originally in definite positions relative to one another. V&en a 
movement. is executed each dancer in each group performs certain evolutions; at the conclusion 
of the movement the 8 dancers in each group may be in quite different positions relative to one 
another than they were at the beginning of the movement, but the correspondingly numbered 
dancers in both groups End themselves in identical positions relative to their neighbors. Of 
course, the fact that in this analogy the groups are based upon 8’s is of no significance; if the 
groups consisted of many more t’he principle would still apply. Another way of looking at the 
matter is to call attention to the fact that in any type of transposition the position which a specified 
letter or element of the plain text will occupy in the final cryplogram is quite de$nitely a junaion of the 
number of letters or elements in the plain text itself. For example, suppose that a plain-text message 
contains exactly 100 letters, and suppose that the transposition system and specific key is duch 
that the 1st plain-text letter appears as the 17t,h cipher-text letter, the 2d plain-t.ext letter, as the 
68th, and so on; in another message of exactly 100 letters, enciphered by the same general system 
and specific key, it is obvious that the 1st plain-text letter must also appear as the 17th cipher- 
text let,ter, the 2d plain-text letter, as the 68th, and so on. In short., all corresponding!y num- 
bered plain-text letters in both messages will appear in iden tical positions in the crypt,ograms. 

b. Granting the obvious truth of the foregbing, to what use can it be put in the solution of 
transposition ciphers? Simply this: It enables the cryptanalyst to reconstruct the plain texts of 
cryptograms of identical length without even knowing what the transposition key or system w&s that 
produced them. The process is not. at all complicated and if there are several messages the 
process is very easy. It consists in superimposing the several cryptograms and anagramming 
the columns formed by the superimposition, for it is obvious that any circumstances which can 
be used as a guide for rearranging the letters in one of the lines of superimposed text in order 
to form plain text will require, and can be checked by, the results of an identical rearrangement 
of the corresponding letters of the other lines of superimposed text. 

c. An example of the method involving the application of this general solution will now 
be given, using as a basis five messages assumed to have been enciphered by an unknown but 
complex type of transposition. It will now be shown how the security of such a system is demol- 
ished when it is used by a large number of i.ntercQmmunicating commands. 
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d. Let the following be five cryptograms isolated from among many messages intercepted 
on the same day and therefore suspected of being in the same key. These five cryptograms 
have been isolated because they all contain exactly the same number of letters. They are here 
shown superimposed (fig. 31) and therefore all the letters in one column have undergone exactly 
the same evolutions or changes in position in the course of encipherment. 
ColumIl No ___.-_-. 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 IO 11 12 13 14 1s I6 1; 16 19 20 ?l 2? 23 24 25 26 ?i ?8 2’3 30 31 32 

~essgeso. I . . . ..I A A L N E 0 F S G T 0 G V E R A N 0 L N D U 0 D E I H I S A T 
~esssgeso. 2...-.T D N M R G R E 0 N A R I E U E T N Y I T C 0 F E A I E U T T A 
~esageso.3 ._____ A N E L N E X E H G I L A C E M E E N L F X T E E E I S I G A 0 
MessageNo. .._._. E E N E T S L N N F T C 0 I D 0 S E A I L F I G D W I A A R N 0 
Me.wgeNo.5 . ..___ R A M E T M I 0 N 0 D I U M A L L I N X 0 A T G T N N A I B T N 
Column iK0..-..--~33 34 35 36 3i 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 4f1 47 4E 49 50 51 

messagexo.1______ F T D N R L V 0 R 0 D S W E E R 0 R Q 
Message No. z ._.___ R D T E D N S 0 E I P E C M F E A R N 
MessageNo. 3 ..-..R W L L D L V V 0 R D E L 0 C H 0 T H 
MesageNo.4 _.____ 1 H N L L N R F V W L R E M R A I E A 
Me.mgeNo.5 ..____ H I T N I A S D R M S E C U I 0 V S A 

FIOCBE 31. 

e. Noting a Q in message 1 column 51, the obligatory sequence Q U is assumed to be present 
in that message. There is in message 1 but one U, which is fortunate. Combining columns 51 
and 23, the results are found to be fair (fig. 32~). The H T in the third row suggests a word 
ending in G H T, such as FIGHT, MIGHT, EIGHT, etc. Searching in message 3 for a G, two candi- 
dates are found: columns 10 and 30. The t,rigraphs yielded by each combination are shown in 
figure 32b. The second of the two possibilit,ies looks much the better. The trigraph in the 

51 23 IO 51 23 30 s1 23 30 51 23 31 30 51 23 31 22 

ov GQU SQV SQUA SQUAD 
NO NNO TN0 TNOT TNOTC 
HT GHT GHT GHTA GHTAX 
AI FAI RAI RAIN RAINF 
AT OAT BAT BATT BATTA 

Fl0VP.k a20. FIOVBE 326. FIGWEE 33s. FIOCRE 336. 

first row suggests the word SQUARE or SQUADRON; that in the last row suggests BATTLE or 
ATTALION. This means that a column with an A at the top and a T at the bottom should be 

sought. There is only one such column, 31. Adding it to the 30-51-23 combination gives 
what is shown in figure 33~. Looking for a column with a D at the top (for SQUAD) and either an 
A (for BATTALION) or an L (for BATTLE), there is only one candidate, column 22, yielding the 
sequences shown in figure 33b. Enough has been shown of the procedure to make further demon- 
stration unnecessary. Once a good start has been made, progress is quite rapid, unless the 
cryptanalyst is unfortunate and arrives at a point where all the messages simultaneously ter- 
minate in complete words, without a clue as to what follows or precedes in any one of the mes- 
sages. In such a contingency the only thing he can do is to try all sorts of possible continuations, 
either “fore” or ‘[aft,” that is, in front of the original starting point or after it, until he picks up 
another word which will enable him to continue. Or he may have to search for a new point of 
entry and build upon that, later joining this structure with the other. In the case under ex- 
amination no serious di@iculties are found and the entire set of five messages is reconstructed. 

f. In the course of this reconstruction the numbers applicable to the columns become assem- 
bled in proper sequence, that is, in the correct order to reproduce the plain text. This sequence, 
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constituting the C-+P sequence, is shown in figure 34 as the second row of numbers. 
Term numhl’r..... .._-_ I 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 In II 12 13 14 15 lfi I: 18 19 %I 21 22 23 24 2.5 26 27 !B 29 3n 

C+Psequence .._._._ -_ 2.5 3 14 49 19 37 25 47 45 26 35 41 2 34 27 12 36 45 Ii 13 40 1S 9 24 33 8 1 $50 44 11 

Message so. I________.- HAVEORDEREDRATIONWAGONSOFFIRST 
~lessage so.z~~~-.~~. E N E M Y D E F E A T E D D I R E C T I 0 N 0 F R E T R E A 
message so. 3-.---w.-- S E C 0 N D E C H E L 0 N W I L L L E A V E H E R E A T E I 
hfessage x0.4...---.- A N I M A L D R A W N V E H I C L E S 0 F E N G I N E E R T 
~essagexo.5--.-mu-. A M M U N I T I 0 N T R A I N I N C L U D I N G H 0 R S E D 
TWIO number __________ 31 32 33 34 35 36 3i 3R 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 

C+P sequence ____.____ 30 51 23 31 22 16 7 21 32 42 10 49 4 43 15 5 39 29 20 38 6 

~essageso. I.-..-._- S Q U A D R 0 N T 0 G 0 L D E N V I L L E 
>Iessage SO. 2.---.- T N 0 T C E R T A I N A M P U R S U I N G 
h~essage SO.L--..-- G H T A X M X F 0 R G 0 L D E N V I L L E 
Message No.L-_..-- R A I N F 0 L L 0 W F I E L D T R A I N S 
Message ~o.L--..- B A T T A L I 0 N M 0 V E S A T S I X A M 

FIOUBE 34. 

g. The solut,ion by superimposing and anagramming equal-length messages in the case of 
transposition constit,utes a gsned so,!&ion which is applicable in all cases without exception. 
Indeed, the possibility of solution by this method constitutes the most serious, if not fatal, weak- 
ness of transposition as a cryptographic method, for not only is it applicable to the most complex 
as well as to the most simple types of transposition, but, what is much more serious, the pro- 
cedure is very simple, requiring very little cryptanalytic ingenuity or expertness. The chief 
disadvantage of this general solution is, of course, that it is dependent upon the more or less 
fort,uitous availability of messages of identical lengths, and while t,his f0rtunat.e contingency is 
quite frequent in a voluminous correspondence, it would naturally be better from the point of 
view of the cryptanalyst if this requirement were not essential in all cases. Deeper study of 
the subject will show that the method can still be applied in a modified way to the case of mes- 
sages of almost the same lengths when the transposition is not too involved. To illustrate, 
a case of simple keyed-columnar transposition will be used and it will be assumed that several 
messages of approximately identical lengt,hs are at hand. 

h. First, take the case of two messages which have been enciphered by completely-filled 
rectangles, one meswge having, for example, one more row of letters than the other. In the 
discussion, the consecutive numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . will be employed as though they constituted 
the successive letters of a plain-text message that is being enciphered. This method of treat- 
ment is very useful in connection with studies of the mechanics of transposition ciphers in 
general, and especially so in the case of double transposition. Note the P+C! sequences that 
result from the transposition: 

6257413 6257413 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 
08 09 10 11 12 13 14 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 B 

A 
P-+C sequence for A---- 06 13 20 27 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 28 05 12 19 26 03 10 17 24 01 

08 15 22 04 11 18 25 
P+C sequence for JL- 06 13 20 02 09 16 07 14 21 05 12 19 03 10 17 01’ 08 15 04 11 18 

FIOVU a&a 
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It is obvious that the two sequences may be superimposed so as to bring identical sections into 
superimposition. Thus: 

A____- 06 13 20 27 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 28 05 12 19 26 03 10 17 24 01 OS 15 22 04 11 1s 35 
B_--__ 06 13 20 0 02 09 16 0 07 14 21 0 05 12 19 q 03 10 17 0 01 08 15 0 04 11 18 0 

The T, blank spaces in the B line mark the ends of the columns in the transposition rectangle. 
The regularity in the distribution of the blank spaces follows from the mechanics of encipherment. 
If two messages were superimposed in this manner it is clear t,hat a solution by anagramming 
becomes perfectly feasible. Moreover, anagramming of columns is perhaps unnecessarv, for 
anagramming merely the lett,ers that would occupy in line ,4 the positions marked by the blanks 
in line B will yield the transposition key direct,ly. Extension of these principles to the case in 
which the two rectangles differ by 2, 3, 4, . , . complete rows is obvious. 

i. Taking next a case wherein two rectangles differ by one or two letters in the bottom row, 
it is clear that by shifting the letters of one message one or two spaces to the right (or left) from 
a given point will bring most of the text into proper superimposition for a solution by anagram- 
ming. Note the P-X! sequences applicable to the following t’ranspositions: 

6257413 6257413 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 
08 09 10 11 12 13 14 08 09 10 II 12 13 14 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 22 23 24 25 

A B 

P-C sequence for -4--.. 06 13 20 27 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 05 12 19 26 03 10 17 24 01 OS 
15 22 04 11 18 25 

P+C sequence for B--- 06 13 20 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 05 12 19 03 10 17 24 01 08 15 22 
04 11 18 25 

FIGURE 366 

It is possible to superimpose these two sequences by shifting the sections in line B after certain 
numbers. Thus: 

A-s-06 13 20 27 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 05 12 19 26 03 10 17 24 01 OS 15 22 04 11 18 25 
B-e-06 13 20 0 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 05 12 19 0 03 10 17 24 01 08 15 22 04 11 18 25 

In the case of actual messages corresponding to the foregoing P+C sequences, superimposition 
of the two texts in the manner indicated would at once permit of a solution by anagramming of 
columns. The unknown factor, of course, is the location of the blank spaces. Where the two 
messages differ in length by only one or two letters brief experimentation would tell the story; 
where the messages differ in length by a good many letters the process would be much more 
difI?cult but not at all hopeless of fruitful results. Only a small section of text reconstructed by 
anagramming will soon lead to complete solution. Hence, it follows that by regulating the num- 
ber of blanks to be left here and there and judicious shifting of sections of text, solution by super- 
imposing and anagr amming homologous sections of text from several messages in the same trans- 
position key will often be possible. 
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j. The foregoing principles will naturally not be applicable to cases where two messages diff cr 
in length by but one letter and this small difference brings about a profound difference in the P-4’ 
sequences applicable to the messages. This is what happens often in the case of true double 
transposition,l but the principle can nevertheless be applied even here. An e.xplanation of the 
procedure lies beyond the scope of the present text, however, and no more will be indicated herein 
concerning the matter in the case of true double transposition. However, in certain cases of 
combined substitution-transposition to be discussed in a later portion of this text the principles 
elucidated in these last. few subparagraphs may be found to be applicable. 

27. Reconstruction of the keys in double transposition-u. Having reconstructed the plain 
texts of the messages solved by superimposing and anagramming, as esplained in paragraph 
26 d, e, can the transposition key be found? First, it is necessary to ascertain whether a single 
columnar transposition had been used and, if not, then the assumption will be that a double 
transposition had been used. 

b. If a single transposition were the case, the relationship pointed out in paragraph 16c, con- 
cerning the existence of a constant difference between successive elements of the P+C sequence, 
should obtain. Having the C-+P sequence, the P+C sequence may readily be established by 
inversion of the former. Hence, the P-4 sequence is constructed by inversion, as shown in 
figure 36a. 

Term numbereemm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
c-+p sequence-_- 28 3 14 46 19 37 25 47 48 26 35 41 2 34 27 12 36 45 17 13 40 

1”s z 2u4 G z 27 1 50 28 44 29 11 30 30 31 51 32 ?3 33 31 34 22 35 16 35 37 7 21 38 32 39 42 40 10 41 49 42 

43 44 43 46 47 48 49 50 61 

4 43 15 5 39 29 20 38 6 

Term number---- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

P-G sequence--- 27 13 2 43 46 51 37 26 23 41 30 16 20 3 4.5 36 19 22 5 49 38 

22 23 24 25 243 n 23 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 

3-S 33 24 7 10 15 1 48 31 34 39 25 14 11 17 6 50 47 21 12 40 

4’: 2”9 : 46 4 47 8 48 9 42 49 28 50 32 51 

c. (1) Since there appears to be no constant difference between successive terms in the 
P ---, C sequence in figure 36a, single columnar transposition is ruled out and double transposition 
is assumed to have been employed. In passing, it is worthwhile noting that the reconstruction 
of the keys employed in the case of true double transposition,is quite important, because it is 
often the case that concentrated effort directed toward the cryptanalysis of one or more messages 
and the subsequent recovery of the transposition keys will, of course, greatly facilitate the 
reading of all other messages in the same keys. 

(2) There are at least four methods suited to the purpose and they will be dealt with in an 
order most conducive to their comprehension by the student. 

(3) A preliminary to the reconstruction of the keys in the case of each of the four methods 
to be studied consists in establishing or ascertaining the width of either the T-l or the T-2 
matrix, usually the former, because it is easier to do. 

1 See Special Text No. 166, Advanced Military Cryptography, sec. IV. 
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(4) As in paragraph 26h,, the exposition will employ matrices in which the consecutive 
numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . take the place of the successive plain-text letters in the T-l matrix, 
because in such handling significant facts arising from the mechanics of encipherment are brought 
to light. 

d. In order to study the effects of true double transposition on this matter of reconstructing 
the keys an example will be employed, involving transposition with two different keys. Let 
the “message” and the keys be as shown in figure 37a: 

tl 2 7 1 5 3 a 4 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 
09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 1 

T-l 

3 9 1 i 4 2 11 8 10 6 5 

Term number ____________________--------.------.--.--.- 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 

P + C sequence ____________________________ 20 06 48 33 15 44 30 
14 1.5 16 17 18 19 P 

17 51 36 22 13 49 31 
27 28 20 430 31 32 33 

01 35 28 14 05 41 23 
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 

40 25 07 18 08 45 27 

08 09 10 11 

21 03 39 04 

;4 2nq ;9 :3 
34 35 35 37 

10 46 37 19 
47 48 49 50 

02 38 29 11 
Term number _____.____________...--- _ _____ -_- ___.______ 01 02 M o( 05 06 07 

C -+ P sequence __..__________________ - _____ 27 47 09 11 31 02 42 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

30 05 26 14 43 37 01 
27 26 20 30 31 32 33 

46 29 49 07 20 13 04 
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 

40 32 12 24 06 45 35 
FIowr 370. 

08 09 10 11 12 13 

44 23 34 50 38 18 
21 22 23 24 25 26 

08 i7 33 22 41 25 
34 35 36 37 38 39 

21 28 16 36 48 10 
47 4a 40 50 51 

51 03 19 39 15 

12 13 

42 32 
25 26 
26 16 
38 39 

12 50 
51 

47 

Nothing in the nature of a series of constant differences between successive terms is now discernible 
in the P + C sequence. But there is, as can readily be seen, a fairly constant relationship 
betKeen segments or sections of this sequence. For example, take the 1st to 6th terms of this 
P + C sequence (20 06 48 33 15), set them under the 29th to 34th terms (28 14 05 41 
23), and fmd the dserence between superimposed numbers. (When the minuend is less than 
the subtrahend the superimposed terms are disregarded.) Thus: 

29th to 34th terms _____________________________________ 28 14 05 41 23 
1st to 6th terms ________________________________________- 20 06 48 33 15 
Differences -.*--_--*-_.___.------------------------------- 8 8 8 8 
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There is a constant difference between the superimposed terms. The reason for its appearance 
is not hard to understand if reference is made to figure 37a and the matter is studied in the light 
of the mechanics of the method of encipherment. As for the two terms 28 and the 20, while 
they come from different columns in the T-2 mat,rix, both come from the same column of the 
T-l matrix, as do 14 and 06, 41 and 33, 23 and 15. But the 05 and the 48 not only come from 
different columns in the T-2 matrix, but also from different columns in the T-l matrix, this 
representing a case where there is a transit from the bottom of one column to the top of the next 
column in the transposition process. &‘ow the constant difference is in this case 8 because 
the superimposed terms happen to be sequent in t’he columns in which they fall in the T-l matrix. 
If the superimposed terms are in the same column in the T-l matrix but separated by one row, 
the constant difference will be 16; if separated by two rows, the constant difference will be 24, 
and so on. Thus, for example: 

6th to 11th terms ________________ -_--_- ..___.__________ 2 44 30 21 03 39 
29th to 34th terms ___________ -__------- . . . ..____________ 28 14 05 41 23 

16 16 16 16 
Here the difference, 16, is a multiple of 8 because the superimposed terms are separated by one 
row in the T-l matrix, as can be seen by referring to figure 37a. 

e. The foregoing phenomena afford a method of ascertaining the width of the T-l matrix 
in an unknown case, and, as noted above, this constitutes the first step in recovering the transposi- 
tion key or keys. For if a study be made of the terms of the P + C sequence in figure 36a, 
based upon finding sections thereof which show a constant difference, the latter will correspond 
to either the width of the T-l matrix or a multiple of the width. An easy way to make this 
study is to take a section of the P + C sequence in figure 36a, add 5, 6, 7, . . . (in successive 
steps) to each term of the selected section, and then look for repetitions between t,he original 
P + C sequence and tbe P + C sequence plus the additive. A beginning will be made with an 
assumption of a T-l matrix of 5 columns. Since the cryptograms contain only 51 letters, all 
totals greater than 51 will be disregarded. Hence it is best to take a section which has a long 
series of low numbers, so that when the additive is applied the majority of the totals will not 
exceed 51. Such a series is the following (only one term in it, the 29th, is close to the maximum): 
Term number ___________ ___._ -___ 21’ 22 23 24 25 26 27 23 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 

P + C sequence.-.---- 38 35 33 24 07 10 15 01 48 31 34 39 25 14 11 17 06 
P + C +5--- sequence 43 40 38 29 12 15 20 06 36 39 44 30 19 16 22 11 
Searching for repetitions between the P+C sequence and the P+C sequence $5, the results are 
negative. Trial is then made of additives 6 to 11, inclusive, with similar negative results. When 
an additive of 12 is applied, however, the results obtained give positive indication that the T-l 
matrix is 12 columns in width. Thus: 
Term nUlllber __-__________-____ --- 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 ‘36 37 

P+C ___________ sequence 38 35 33 24 07 10 15 01 48 31 34 39 25 14 11 17 06 
P+C! sequence+12----- 50 47 45 36 19 22 27 13 43 46 51 37 26 23 29 18 
It will be seen, on referring to figure 36a, that the following repetitions (with the term numbers in 
each of the sequences indicated) are present: 
Term no. in P-G Sequence + 12- 21 22 

II 

23 24 25 26 

/I , 
27 28 29 30 3l 32 33 34 35 36 3i 

Repetitions ________________ 50 47 45 36 19 22 27 13 02 43 46 51 37 26 23 II 29 18 
Temno.h P-C sequence.-..--.. 38 39 I/ 15 16 17 18 11 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 06 09 I/ 44 45 

The width of the T-l matrix is therefore 12 and its outlines may at once be drawn, since the total 
number of letters in each message, 51, indicates that there are 3 long columns of 5 letters and 9 
short columns of 4 letters. 
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f. (1) There is another method of ascertaining the width of the T-1 matrix, which is perhaps 
a bit shorter and more direct thnn that described above. Basically both methods are the same, 
the one now to be presented being but another way of looking at the matter. Suppose that the 
differences between successive t,erms in the P-X sequence of figure 3ia arc calculated and set 
down as shown below, and then repetitions are sought in the series of differences, the latter 
constituting what will hereinafter be termed the P-4 intemal sequence. Thus: 

Term number.... _....__...___ 01 20 03 04 OS 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 

P-C sequence .._..._________ 20 06 48 33 15 44 30 21 03 39 04 42 32 17 51 
P-K! interval sequence ___ -14+42-15-18+29-14 -9918+36-35+38-lo-15+34-15 

Term number _______________._ 16 
P-C sequence.. _____________ 36 2’; 1’: 4’; iY 42 2Y i!Ei 42 
PA! interval sequence--- -14 -9936-188 +3-lo-15+34--17 

Term number _____________________________ 25 
P-X sequence ___________________________ 26 ;; o’f ;; ;; ;; 0”; 4”; 2”; 1”;1 g; 5; ;g 
P-C interval sequence _______.________ --IO--15+34 -7-14 -9+36-18-13+36 -9-12 -7 

Term number- .________________._______ 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 48 47 48 49 50 

P-+C sequence __________ -_-_-- _______ - 12 50 40 25 07 18 08 45 27 02 38 29 11 4”: 
P-4 interval sequence _____________ +38-lO-l5-l8+11-lO+37-l8-25+36 -9-18-r-36 

Several repetitions are noted and underscored, in the same manner that ordinary repetitions are 
indicated in analogous cryptanalytic procedure. Now take the longest repetition, -14-9+36 
- 18, and find the terms from which it origina,tes in the P+C sequence; a constant difference of 
8 u-ill be found. Thus: 

(Term numbers 16-20) _______________.________________ 36 22 13 49 31 , 
(Termnumbers 29-33) ____ -_- __.______________________ 28 14 05 41 23 
Differences ________________________________________------- 8 8 8 8 8 

The other repetitions will show the same constant difference. The terms which produce the 
repetitions will be found to be located in the same columns of the T-2 matrix in figure 37a, and 
reference to that figure will show that the constant difference between the sets of terms producing 
repetitions in the P+C interval sequence is merely the result. of the mechanics of encipherment. 

(2) In similar manner, if the interval sequence is constructed for t,he P-C sequence of 
figure 36a, the repetitions underscored in figure 36b are noted: 
Term number _________________ 01 
P+C sequence _______________ 27 1”; 0”; 4”; 4”; 5”; 3”; 2”: 2”; 4’; 3’; ;i iFI di 4’; 
P-4 interval sequence ___ -14-11+41 +3 $5-14-11 -3+18-11-14 +4--7+42 -9 

Term number _________________ 10 17 I8 19 20 21 22 23 24 

P-& sequence _______________ 36 19 22 05 49 38 35 33 24 
P+Cinterval sequence--- -17 +3-17+44-11 -3 -2 -9-17 ’ 

Term number _________________ 25 26 27 28 29 30 

P+C sequence _______________ 07 10 15 01 48 31 ;: 3”; 2”; l? 1”; 1”; 0”; 5”; 4”; 
P+C interval sequence ___ +3 +5-14+47-17 f3 +5-14-11 -3 +8-11+44 -3-26 

Term number _________________ 40 

P+C sequence _______________ 21 I% ii 1;: 4 ;;; 6 $4 0’; 2? ii 3”; 
P-tC interval sequence ___ -9+28 +4-15-11-14 +4 +1+33-16 +4 

Fumur 36b 
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Taking the sections of the P -X sequence from which the longest repetition arises and finding 
the constant difference between the terms involved, a widt,h of 12 for the T-l matrix is indicated. 
Thus: 

(Term numbers 04-09) _______________ __________ 43 46 51 37 26 23 
(Term numbers 30-35). _____._.________ -- .______ 31 34 39 25 14 11 

- 
Differences __.. ---.--_- ___. --.--- ._._______ -_- ______ 12 12 12 12 12 12 

This is identical with the results found by the other method. The T-l matrix for the messages 
of paragraph 26d is therefore 12 columns in width. 

g. Having ascertained the width of the T-l matrix, the next step is to ascertain whether 
the width of the T-2 matrix is the same as that for the T-l, or different. If the same, the sus- 
picion is warranted that the transposition keys for both matrices may be identical, in which case 
it is necessary to recover but one key. If the widths of the two matrices are different, then 
it is obvious that tsvo different transposition keys are involved. Having ascertained the widths 
of both matrices, one can proceed to reconstruct the transposition key or keys which apply 
thereto. There are, as stated once before, at least four methods suitable for this purpose. They 
will now be taken up in turn, and each method will be explained in detail. 

h. (1) In explaining the first method the discussion will be initiated with a reconsideration 
of figure 37~. If the C-+P sequence established in that figure is treated as though it were plain 
text and enciphered by the double transposition method, using the same two transposition keys 
as before, an interesting phenomenon is observed. & ot the following (fig. 37~) : 

R 2 7 1 5 3 8 4 

27 47 09 11 31 02 42 44 
23 34 50 38 18 30 05 26 
14 43 37 01 08 17 33 22 
41 25 46 29 49 07 20 13 
04 21 28 16 36 48 10 40 
32 12 24 06 45 35 51 03 
19 39 15 

T-l 

3 9 1 7 4 2 11 8 10 6 5 

11 38 01 29 16 06 47 34 43 25 21 
12 39 02 30 17 07 48 35 44 26 22 
13 40 03 31 18 08 49 36 45 2’7 23 
14 41 04 32 19 09 50 37 46 28 24 
15 42 05 33 20 10 51 

FIGWEE 37~. 
T-2 

Here it is seen that the numbers in the columns of the T-2 matrix are consecutive. Obviously, if 
the columns of this T-2 matrix were retranscribed in a matrix of the same outlines as the T-l 
matrix, the numbers would be consecutive in rows and would represent the plain-text sequence 
1, 2, 3, . . . , inscribed within a T-l matrix in the normal fashion. Thus (fig. 37dj: 

6 2 7 1 3 3 8 4 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 
09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
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The result of these three steps has been to effect a return to the original T-l matrix containing 
plain text in normal sequence. The principal point to be noted here is the appearance of the 
T-2 matrix in figure 37c, for it is the basis of the first method for recovering the transposition 
key-s, as well as for other operations in connection with double transposition. 

(2) To demonstrate the procedure, the data afforded by figure 37~ again will be employed. 
Let the C+P sequence be inscribed within a matrix of 8 columns (the width having been estab- 
lished by one of the methods set forth in subpars. d-f). Thus: 

27 47 09 11 31 02 42 44 
23 34 50 38 18 30 05 26 
14 43 37 01 08 17 33 22 
41 25 46 29 49 07 20 13 
04 21 28 16 36 48 10 40 
32 12 24 06 45 35 51 03 
19 39 15 

Find the column in which term 01 appears and set that column down horizontally; placing a 
vertical bar before and after the series of numbers to set them off as belonging to one column. 

Step (1) j 11 38 01 29 16 06 i 
FIGUP.E 37f (1). 

Then !ind t,he column in which the term 02 appears and set it down under the row of numbers 
given in Step (1). Thus: 

Step (2) 1 11 38 01 29 16 06 1 
1 02 30 17 07 48 35 / 

FIWJBE 37f (2). 

Kate the ascending superimposed numbers 01, 02; 29, 30; 16, 17; 06, 07. Continue to build up 
on this structure in the manner depicted in successive steps as follows: 

{ 11 38 01 29 16 06 1 
Step (3) 1 02 30 17 07 48 35 1 

1 44 26 22 13 40 03 1 
( 11 38 01 29 16 06 1 

Step (4) 1 02 30 17 07 48 35 1 . 
1 44 26 22 13 40 03 1 

) 27 23 14 41 04 32 19 1 
1 11 38 01 29 16 06 1 

1 02 30 17 07 48 35 [ 
Step. (5) 1 44 26 22 13 40 03 1 

1 27 23 14 41 04 32 19 1 
, 142 05 33 20 10 51 1 

FlGnaE 371(3) (4) (5). 

The numbers 01 to 05, inclusive, here have formed the basis for building up the structure shown 
as Step (5). The next te.rm in the sequence is 06 but it is already in the structure, as is also 07. 
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In the column iii which 00 and UT appear there is just room enough for 08 and 09, since the term 
10 is nlrcutl~ shown at the bottom of the column. Hence: 

,I1 38 01 29 16 06, 
jO2 30 ii 07 4X 35; 

stq, I ci I 144 26 2” 13 40 03131 1s OS 49 36 43’ 
/3T 23 14 41 04 32 19; 

I42 05 3.3 20 10 51 

Step (7) 

111 38 01 29 16 O(il 
102 30 li 07 48 35, 

144 26 22 13 40 03j31 18 OS 49 36 45 
127 23 14 41 04 32 19109 50 37 46 28 24 15 

142 05 33 20 10 51: 
ill 38 01 29 16 06: 

147 34 43 25 21 12 39102 30 17 07 48 35; 
Step (S! j44 26 22 13 40 03131 18 OS 49 36 451 

.,I *,- 23 14 41 04 32 19109 50 3i 46 28 24 15 
j-I2 05 33 20 10 511 

FIGCRE 37f(6) (7) (8) 

The process is continued in this rnanner until, as shown in figure 37j(9), alI the numbers of the 
C!+P sequence have been placed. (Here the last number is 51.) 

ill 38 01 29 16 06147 34 43 25 21 12 391 
147 34 43 25 21 12 39102 30 17 07 48 35,44 26 22 13 40 031 

SW (9) 144 26 22 13 40 03131 18 OS 49 36 45127 23 14 41 04 32 191 
127 23 14 41 04 32 19109 50 37 46 28 24 15; 

109 50 37 46 28 24 15142 05 33 20 10 511 
FIGCBE 37/ (9). 

The T-2 matrix may non- be drawn within the confines of the structure shown in this last figure. 
The positions of vertical lines to be placed at the left and right to mark the exact.outlines of the 
matrix may now readily be found by referring to the matrix in figure 3ie. It is obvious that the 
column with the terms 11-15 belongs at the extreme left of the T-2 matrix, the coltnnn with the 
terms 21-24 belongs at the extreme right. The transposit’ion key for the matrix may then be 
established directly from the matrix itself, by following the sequence of numbers in the columns. 
Thus: 

3 9 1 7 4 2 11 8 10 6 5 

11 38 01 29 16 06147 34 43 25 21 12 391 
Iii 34 43 25 21 12 39102 30 17 07 48 35144 26 22 13 40 031 

144 26 22 13 40 03131 18 OS 49 36 45127 23 14 41 04 32 191 
127 23 14 41 04 32 19109 50 37 46 28 24 151 

109 50 37 46 28 24 15142 05 33 20 10 51 1 
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Reference to figure 3ic will show the exact corrvspondence between the T-2 transposition kcp 
and the T-2 matrix of figure 379 with these same elements indicated in figure 37~. The trans- 
position key for the T-l matrix in figure Xie can now easily be derired from figure 3ig. It 
must, be a,s follows: 

6 2 7 1 5 3 a 4 

27 47 09 11 31 02 42 44 
23 34 50 38 18 30 05 26 
14 43 3; 01 08 17 33 22 
41 25 46 29 49 07 20 13 
04 21 28 16 36 48 10 40 
32 12 24 06 45 35 51 03 

19 
FlGCRE 3%. 

This transposition key and T-l mntris are identical with the key and T-l matrix of figure 3ic. 
i. r\;otc the application of the foregoing method to the C -+P sequent shown in figure 36~ 

in connection with the messages solretl in paragraph 26d-e. It has ahead- been found that the 
width of the TT1 matrix is 12. The C+P sequence of figllre 36n is thcrcbforc‘ inscrihcd within a 
matrix of 12 collimns. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

28 08 14 46 19 3i 25 47 48 26 35 41 
02 34 2; 12 36 45 17 13 40 18 09 24 
33 08 01 50 44 11 30 51 23 31 22 16 
07 21 32 42 10 49 04 43 15 05 39 29 
20 38 06 

FIGURE 36~. 

The process explained in subparagraph h (2) above is now applied. The successive steps have 
been omitted but the final result is shown here\vith: 

I 14 27 01 32 06 1 19 36 
23 15128 02 33 07 20 i 37 
24 16 29 1 03 34 08 21 38 

I 48 40 
I 41 

1 25 17 30 04 1 35 09 22 39 
/ 26 18 31 05 1 

FIGLXE 36d 

44 101 
4511491 
46 12 50 42 / 
47 13 51 43 / 

All thtx numbers from 01 to 51, inclusive, are contained within this structure. Extending it to 
the left or right to make the T-2 matrix complete, by referring to the T-l matrix, it is found 
that the structure must be made as shoffn herewith: 
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The transpositioii key for the T-1 matrix is now found to be as indicated at the top of figure 36e. 
j. ,1 secontl method for reconstructing the kc-s will now be explained. To demonstrate 

this mctllod the clnta afforded by figure 3ia will again be employed. Going back to the point 
where the P-c’ interval sequence for this example was established in subparagraphf(1) above, 
the terms. iri fipr~r~ 37b. which gave rise to the thrice-appearing repetition in the interval sequence 
(-10 -1.5 f. ‘1-l) art’ fount1 to be as follo~vs: 

1st uppcarniic~c (term numbt~rs 12-16) . . . ..__. __...._ -_ 42 32 17 51 
2tl appearance (term numbers 21-25) _____.__.._.__ 34 24 09 43 
3d appearance (term numbers 25-29) _.___._____________ 26 16 01 35 

FIGCRE 371 

These sequences may be rearranged so as to bring the numbers in ascending order within 
columns. Thus: 

26 16 01 35 
34 24 09 43 
42 32 17 51 

FIGURE 37J. 

The constant difference, 8, within the columns of this structure is, of course, the same constant 
difference as was found before, and corresponds with the width of the T-l matrix. It derives 
from the T-l matrix, as may be seen on referring to figure 37~. The columns of the structure 
in figure 37.j are seen to be portions of the T-l matrix, lying in the following positions in that 
matrix: 

01 ......... 
09 ........ 16 
li ........ 24 

26 ....... 32 
:34 35 ....... 

. 42 43 . . . . . . 

. . 51 
FIGUBL 3ik. 

In the T-2 matrix these numbers fall in the following positions: 

......... 26 34 
42 ........ 16 24 
32 ........ 01 09 
17 ........ 35 43 

I 51 . . . . . . 

hGUEE 371. 

Kow if the dimensions of the T-2 matrix were unknown, these numbers could nevertheless be 
placed in a. skeletonized T-2 mntris as follows: 

26 34 42 
16 24 32 
01 09 17 
35 43 51 
FIGUFS 37m(l). 
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and the block of numbers could be est,ended on both sides by referring to the T-l matris in figure 
37a. Thus: 

IO2 10 18 26 34 42 50 
( 08 16 24 32 40 48 j 

01 09 17 25 33 41 49 j 
/ 03 11 19 ‘i 35 -43 51 

FIGURE 3im(2:. 

This structure may nest be extended by referring to the P-+X’ sequence in figure 37a, by com- 
pleting the partial columns of the structure. 

44 I02 10 18 
30 38 46 1 08 
21 29 37 45 

103 11 19 27 

26 34 42 
16 24 32 
01 09 17 
35 43 51 

FIOVBK 37m(3). 

50 06 14 22 
40 48 1 05 13 
25 33 41 49 
07 15 23 31 

Again the structure may be estendecl by referring to the T-l matrix. Thus: 

04 12 20 28 36 44 02 10 18 26 34 42 50 06 14 22 30 38 46 
06 14 22 30 38 46 08 16 24 32 40 48 05 13 21 29 37 45 

05 13 21 29 37 45 01 09 17 25 33 41 49 
03 11 19 27 35 43 51 07 15 23 31 39 47 

FIGURE 3im(4!. 

Noting the appearance of the t,erm 06 in the 1st. row and also in the 2d row of the structure, the 
latter-may be‘transcribed as follows: 

04 12 20 28 36 44 02 10 18 26 34 
42 50 06 14 22 30 38 46 08 16 24 
32 40 48 05 13 21 29 37 45 01 09 
Ii 25 33 41 49 03 11 19 27 35 43 
51 07 15 23 31 39 47 

I 42 32 51 17 40 25 07 50 48 06 33 15 05 41 23 14 22 49 31 13 30 21 39 38 29 47 46 37 45 

I 

Fmuse 3im (5). 

By referring to the T-l matrix of figure 37~ and the foregoing structure, the key for T-1 can be 
recovered. It is 6-2-7-l-5-3-8-4. By referring to the P-K! sequence in figure 3ia t,he key 
for the T-2 matrix just constructed may be established. It is 3-9-l-74-2-11-8-10-6-5. 

k. Applying this method to the messages solved in paragraph 26d-e, the steps are. as follows: 
The width of the T-l matrix has been established as being 12. The P+C interval sequence in 
figure 36b shows the repetition $3 +5 - 14 -11 -3 appearing two t,imes; the repetition 
$3 +5 - 14 appearing t.hree times; and the repetition - 14 - 11 appearing three times. The 
terms giving rise to these repetitions are arranged in a structure with ascending numbers within 
the columns. Thus: 

0; 10 15 01 
27 13 02 

31 34 39 25 14 11 
43 46 51 37 26 23 
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The consmnt diffcreuce, 12, inclicutcs a T-I matrix of 12 columns. The matris is prt>pared: 
1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

01 02 03 04 0.5 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 
13 14 I5 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 2i 2s 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 3G 
3; 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 4s 
49 50 .il 

FIGURE 36~. 

The ttrms within the columns of thlb structure in figure 3qf are transcribed into rows (of tile 
skeletonized T-2 matrix): 

0; 31 43 
10 34 46 
1.5 2i 39 51 
01 13 25 37 

03 14 26 
11 23 

Frcrm 36h(l). 

This structure is extended by referring to the T-l matrix (figure 36g): 
1 2 3 4 6 6 ? 

07 19 31 43 
10 22 34 46 

03 15 27 39 51 
01 13 25 37 49 

02 14 26 38 50 
11 23 35 47 

FIOURE 3OhC2). 

Koting that the initial terms of the P-AZ sequence in figure 36~ (27 13 02) are present in 
this structure (in the 3d column) this gives t.he top of the T-2 matrix as coinciding with the 3d 
row of the structure. The P-+C sequence in figure $6a reads 27 13 02 43 46 . . .; the 
43 and 46 are also in the skucture in figure 36h (2) in the 1st and 2d rows, column 5; hence the 
structure in figure 36h(2) can be rearranged t’hus: 

03 15 2i 39 51 
01 13 25 37 49 

02 14 26 38 50 
07 19 31 43 11 23 35 47 
10 22 34 46 

Fxorrlr 3&(3) 

The structure may now be extended by referring to the P+C! sequence in figure 36a: 
35 03 15 27 39 51 05 17 
33 45 01 13 25 3i 49 06 
24 36 48 02 14 26 38 50 
07 19 31 43 11 23 35 47 
10 22 34 46 

Frocnr 36h(O. 
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3 :3 
24 
0; 
10 

i: 

FIGURE 3Ah(5). 

to the following: 
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Thus, b>- referring altcrnatclv to the P+C sequence and the T-l matris the structure is cstentlrcl 

It will be noted that the first numbw to the right of ewl: v-crtical b:rr is one of tllc numhrrs from 
1 to 12, indicating thllt all the columns of the T-I matris are now reprcseutctl in the T-2 structure. 
It is now easy to u-rite the transposition key over the T-l matris: 4-i-l-S-2-5-9-1 1-3-12-10-G. 
By following the numbers in the P+C sequence the transposition kty for tlie T-2 ma tris is 
given directly; it is the same as for the T-l matrix. 

1. (1) A third method for reconstructing the transposition ktys will now bc stit forth. It 
will first be rsplnincd in connection with the artificial c~m~plc in figure 3ia. It has been noted 
hole the width of the T-l matrix can be ascertained from a stud-y of the P--X sequence; the \l-orli 
in connection with figure 37~ and subpnragraph e give an indicated width of 8 for the T-l matris 
in this case. 

(2j Let the additive 8 (found in subpars. d andf) be applied to the entire P-X stqucnw of 
figure 3ia, and then let the identities between the two sequences be underscored and numbcrcd, 
as shown in figure 37n: 
(A) P-+C sequence ._______________ 1 20 06 48 33 15!44 30 21 03 39 (04 142 32 17 51 / 

36 22 18 49 31/34 24 o%l 431 26 16 01 35: 

28 14 0; 41 23 !I0 46' 37 191 12 j5064n 25 07 / 

:5 29 1"l 
9 

18 08 271 02 38 471 
10 11 

(B) P+C! sequence+8 ___________ I 28 14 56 41 23 1.32 38 29 11 4i 112 150 40 2.5 59 / I 
44 30 2'1 57 39 142 32 1; 51 1 34 24 09 1 47’ 

36 22 ;3 49 31 /18 545 45 2il 20 :8 48 33 15 1 

26 16 573 37’ 19 
9 

35 (10 46 55 I 
10 11 

FIGURE 377~ 

If now the procedure explained in paragra,ph 16k, 24~ tof, and 25~ to e is applied to the repetitions 
noted in figure 37n, it becomes clear that the T-2 matrix in this case must have 11 columns. The 
transposition key for that matrix is then established, as follows: * 

B ___.._________ _________ 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10 11 
A -___.___________________ 7 11 9 2 3 5 4 10 1 6 8 
Chain-----.-- __________ 1 i 4 2 11 810 6 5 3 9 

* It is to be noted that the B sequence (that is, the P-+C sequence plus the additive) must be used as the 
base, othewise the chain of equivalents n-ill be a rerwsal of the correct chain. 
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i 3) The rc~covery of thch triinsposition key for the T-l nnitris is uo\v a sinlpl(s mtittor. Its 
witlth having been t~stablishcti iis 8 columns, a mere trxnscription of tlie P-K seqlit’iict’ uumbcrs 
from tile T-2 matrix into the T-l mntris gives the key 6-2-7-1-5-3-P-1. The two ktys and 
m;itriccs arc\ foliutl to be different. 

(4‘) The procedure set. forth in this subparagraph is applicablc~ without motlification to the 
case where the two transposition matrices are the samr and have the same transposition key. 
This n-ill b(a noted in the following demonstration of the recovery of the matrice< md kc;vs for 
the messages solved in paragraph 26d and c by anagramming. It has already been show-n how 
the width of t~he~T--.l mntris was ascertained as bring 12 columns (subpar. ,f,. The additive 12 
is then applied to the entire P+C sequence, identities arc established between sections of the 
original sequenw and sections of the sequence $ 12, and these ident.icnl sections arc t~qunted in 
the usual manner, leading to t.he establishment of a cyclic permutation of the transposition key 
for the T-2 matrix. Thus (fig. Xi): 

1 2 3 
A. (P-+-C sequence) __________.___________ 27 13 02 43 46 51 37 26 23 41 30 16 20 
B. (P-‘C sequence+ 12). ____ ______ ____ 39 25 14 5.5 58 63 49 38 35 53 42 28 32 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 
03 4.5 3fi 19 22 05 49 38 35 33 24 07 10 
15 57 48 31 34 17 61 50 47 45 36 19 22 

4 3 6 

7 8 9 
15 01 48 31 34 39 25 14 11 17 06 50 47 
27 13 60 43 46 31 37 26 23 29 18 62 59 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 
21 12 40 44 29 18 04 08 09 42 28 32 
33 24 52 56 41 30 16 20 21 54 40 44 

10 11 12 
FIGURE 36i 

B- ___________ _____ --___-- 1 2 345 67 8 9 10 11 12 
A ______.______.._. --.--___ 8 5 12 7 9 4 1 2 11 6 3 10 
Chain .___._.....___ ____ 1 8 2 5 9 113 12 10 6 4 7 

Since sections 1, 4, and i of the PAZ! sequence contain 5 terms ( = long columns), the other 
sections only 4 (= short columns), it follows that the key numbers 4-7-l go to the left and the 
actual key for t,he T-2 matrix is 4-7-l-8-2-5-9-11-3-12-10-6. Since the number of elements 
in this key is the same as in the key for the T-l matrix, it is likely that the same key is employed 
for both transpositions. Simple experiment will quickly verify this assumption and the trans- 
position matrices for the first of t,he 5 messages of pa.ragraph 26d may be seen in the following 
(figure 36j) : 
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T-l 

T-2 

Cryptogram ____.__________ I A A L N E 0 F S G etc. 
P+C sequence-.- _____ -- 27 13 2 43 46 51 3'7 26 23 41 etc. 

FIGURE 34j. 

m. (1) A fourth and possibly the most elegant solution to the problem of reconstructing 
the keys for double transposit.ion will now be prescnted.3 Reference will be made to the two 
matrices and keys shown in figure 36j. Let, the P---C1 and P+C, sequences-resulting from the 
first, and the second transpositions, respectively, be shoxn, as seen below: 
1. Term number ______ 01 02 03 04 05 OS 07 OS 09 IO 

2. P+C, sequence---. 03 15 27 39 51 05 1’7 29 41 09 ;i ,1; 4’: d; 1’: ;g i5 
P--C, sequence-..- 2i 13 02 43 46 51 37 26 23 41 30 16 20 03 45 36 19 

;“9 ;I; ;“s ;; f’z 1"; ;'4 ;; Lg ;; I'; ;"s f"s & ;; 1"; ;"s 
22 05 49 38 35 33 24 Oi 10 15 01 48 31 34 39 25 14 

4”; 0”; ;; 3”; ;; 1’; 2’; :;; 4’; a’;c 2’; 3’; ;; :; 2’; ;; 4”; 
11 17 06 50 47 21 12 40 44 29 1s 04 OS 09 42 28 32 

FIGURE 36k 

J The baGc principles underlying this fourth and most important method were discovered and first presented 
1934 by Solomon Kullback, Ph. D., then Junior Cryptanalyst, S. I. P. 
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:i casual examination of these three rows of numbers discloses an intcrcsting inrarinnf relntinu- 
sllip hct\vccn any pair of superimposed numbers in rows 1 nnd 2 nntl in rows 2 ant1 3. I’01 
instance, tnkc the very first pnir, 03 O1 in rows 1 nnd 2; in rows 3 nnd 3 the same pair of s~lpcr- 
imposed numbers will be found (under term Xo. 14). This same relationship exists bctn-ceil :111 
the superimposed pairs in 1’0~s 1-2 and 2-3. 

(2) Given only the third row of numbers in figure 36k. that is? the I’-&‘, S~II~‘I\CC (n-hieh 
has heretofore been designated merely as the P-4 sequence). obtnincd as a result of a solution 
by superimposing and anagramming several messages, it is not difficult to reconstruct the second 
row! the P--C1 sequence. The width of the T-l matrix can be ascertained by either of the two 
methods indicated in subpnragraphs e and j. It is now known to be 12. A 12-col~unn matrix 
is therefore constructed, containing 51 cells numbered in the normal manner. This will, of 
course, give the T-l matrix seen in figure 36j. but nithout the transposition key or the letters 
.n the cells. Thus: 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 IO 11 12 

01 02 03 04 05 06 0’7 08 09 10 11 12 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 

49 

The invariant relationship pointed out in subparagraph (1) above may now be used to est,ab- 
lish the T-l key. Since the key is known to contnin 12 elements, a stnrt map be made with 
any one of 12 possibilities. Suppose that’ the key begins with 1. The first five terms in the 
P-&i sequence would be as indicated herewith: 

1. Term number ____________________________ 01 02 03 04 OS 

2. P+C1 sequence __________________________ 01 13 25 37 49 
3. P+Cz sequence __________________________ 27 13 02 43 46 

Two “conflicts” or contradictions are at once manifested: ii in rows 1 and 2, ii in rows 2 and 3; 

also, yi in rows 1 and 2, :i in rows 2 and 3. The conclusion is obvious that the key number 1 
does not occupy the 1st position in the transposition key. Suppose key number 1 belongs in the 
2d position in the keg. The superimposed sequences are then as follows: 

1. Term number ____________________________ 01 oz 03 04 05 
2. P+CI _________________________ sequence 02 14 26 38 50 
3. P+C2 sequence __________________-______ 27 13 02 43 46 

01 . 26 02 Here again two conflicts are noted: o2 m rows 1 and 2, o2 in rows 2 and 3; yi in rows 1 and 2, 2T 
in rows 2 and 3. Only a single contradiction is suflicient to permit of discarding an hypothesis. 
The key number 1 does not occupy the 2d position in the key. A trial is made of t,he 3d position 
for key number 1. The results are as follows: 

1. Term number ____________________________ 01 oa 03 04 05 
2. P-C, ________________________ sequence 03 15 27 39 51 
3. P-X2 ________________________ sequence 27 13 02 43 46 
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IIvr(~ tIlc,re :IW 110 contri~~lictions and one check or corroboration: 2T 111 rows I and 2, 94 03 in row 
2 nncl 3. If kc- rlilnll)cr 1 rc~;rll?- occupies tile 311 position in the key, then t11c superimposition 
clata given in tllcl last scbt of ran-s of supwimposrtl numtwrs ma\- be cmployetl, by transferring the 
clnta to the proper positions in the skclctonized figure 36m (1) : 
1. Term number..- 111 02 n.7 n4 05 06 07 ox OY 10 II 12 13 14 15 18 
2. P-c, sequcIlcc’~~-- 03 15 2T 39 51 05 

17 
01 

3. P-c2 scqllrnre~~.. 27 13 02 43 46 51 3; 26 23 41 30 16 20 03 iti 36 19 
18 ICI 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 

02 04 
22 05 49 36 35 33 24 0; 10 15 01 4s 31 34 89 25 14 
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 4; 48 49 50 5 1 

11 1’7 06 50 47 21 12 40 44 29 IS 04 08 09 42 28 32 
FIGGRE 36m (1) 

It then bccomw at once possible, by rrfrrrin, w to the T-1 matrix, to insrrt more nrlmbcrs in thcl 
PAC’~ sequcnw. Thus: 
1. Term number.---.- 01 02 03 04 05 06 Oi 06 09 10 11 12 13 (I; ;; ;; ;; 

2. P-AZ1 sequence---- 03 15 2T 39 51 05 li 29 41 
3. P-X2 sequence---. 2i 13 02 43 46 51 3i 26 23 41 30 16 20 03 45 sfi 19 

1’7 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 

‘ii 02 14 26 38 50 04 10 28 
22 05 49 35 35 33 24 Oi 10 15 01 48 31 34 39 25 14 

36 3: 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 

:;1 

11 li 06 50 4i 21 12 40 44 29 1s 04 08 09 42 28 32 
FIGURE 36m (2) 

The new placements now permit of placin g numbers in the P+C, sequence. For esample, 7; 
in rows 1 and 2 permit of placing the number 07 above the number 17 in the P-+C2 sequence; ii 
in row 1 and 2 permit of placing the number OS above the number 29 in the P-K’, sequence, 
and so on. In only a fern moments the entire P--AZ1 sequence can be established. Thus: 
1. Term number---_-- 01 02 03 04 05 06 oi 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

2. P+C1 sequence---_ 03 15 27 39 51 05 17 29 41 09 21 33 45 01 13 25 37 
3. P-C2 sequence---_ 27 13 02 43 46 51 37 26 23 41 30 16 20 03 45 36 19 

4’; ;; ;; ;A ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; 3”; $) ;; 1”; ;; 
22 05 49 38 35 33 24 07 10 15 01 48 31 34 3’9 25 14 

35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 4i 48 49 50 51 

40 07 19 31 43 11 23 35 47 08 20 32 44 10 22 34 46 
11 17 06 50 47 21 12 40 44 29 18 04 08 09 43 28 32 

Fuxma 36n. 

(3) The determination of the T-l key is now a very simpld matter. Since it is known that 
the key has 12 numbers, it is only necessary to note in the P+C1 sequence the relative order of 
the numbers 1 to 12. It is as follows: 

.; : ; ; ti 1; ; s ; i”l: 1’: 
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Tliis is ni,lrc>ly tlic invcrsc of the actual key; the latter may be obtaint~d by inversion. Thus: 

; 
2 7 f ; ; ; ; T1 ; ;; I’; ; 

(‘omparison of this key with the T-l key shown in figure 363 w-ill establish the i(lentit- of t11c‘ two. 
The dctcrmination of the T-2 key is obvious, having the T-l at hand. In tliis cast’ both matrices 
and keys arc identical. 

n. =ittention w-ill be directed to a further interesting phcnomcnon in tlris case. l<vf~~rring t 0 
figure 3tin. if chains of equivalents are constructed betv-ecn clrmrnts of the 1st an(l 31 rows OI~IJ-. 
the following two chains are obtained: 

01 2T 15 4.5 1s 2” 35 11 30 31 34 14 03 02 13 20 49 42 40 21 3s 50 2S 
04 43 44 29 48 09 23 33 25 OT 37 06 51 32 39 47 OS 26 10 41 12 16 36 IT 19 0.i -tB 

FIGVRE 380. 

All the terms of the P+C, sequence are represented, except the number 24, which stands by 
itself. If now each of these chains is slid against itself, when properly jnstapostd, the supcr- 
imposed pairs are identical with those in rows 1 and 2 in figure 36n. Sotc the following: 

(I){ 01 03 27 02 15 13 45 20 49 18 42 22 40 35 21 11 30 38 31 50 34 28 01 14 03 37 02 15 45 13 20 18 49 22 42 33 40 11 21 30 38 31 34 50 28 14 

iw{ 04 39 43 4; 44 OS 29 26 48 10 09 41 23 12 33 16 25 36 07 17 37 19 06 05 46 51 32 04 39 43 47 44 OS 29 26 48 09 10 41 23 33 12 25 16 36 Oi 37 17 06 19 05 51 46 33 
FIQUBI! 3Bp. 

The application of the foregoing phenomena in the case under study is obvious. Here it is not 
even necessary to ascertain the width of the T-l matrix before proceeding to try to establish 
the T-l key. Of course, the number of chains which may be established will vary with the 

6 2 i 1 5 3 8 4 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 
09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 

1 
A (=T-1) 

3 9 1 i 4 2 11 8 10 6 5 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 OS 09 10 11 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30.31 32 33 
34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 

B 

3 9 1 7 4 2 11 8 10 6 6 

04 12 20 28 36 44 02 10 18 26 34 
42 50 06 14 22 30 38 46 08 16 24 
32 40 48 05 13 21 29 37 45 01 09 
17 25 33 41 49 03 11 19 27 35 43 
51 07 15 23 31 39 47 \- 

C (=T-2) 
FlGWl 370. 
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specific matriccbs and keys, but the general principles herein presented may nevertheless bc 
npplicd. In sornc C:IWS it may be necessary to justaposr two different chains obtained by 
cxqunting terms from rows I and 3, rather than juxtaposing one chain against itself. Only a 
few minutes csperimcntation will be necessary to establish contradictions which will permit of 
discarding fallacious h>-pothcses. 

0. (1) In the foregoing esplnllation, the two transposition keys and matrices were identical. 
Even n-hrn they arc tliffercnt the same principles, with minor modifications, may be applied. 
The matrices and kc-s of figure 37~. will again bc employed to dcmonstmtc the ncccssary modi- 
lications. 

(2) First, prcparc the two matrices with consecutive numbers in the cells of both matrices, 
as shown at A ant1 B in figure 370 and then prepare the T-2 matrix, shown at C. 

(3) Kritc the P-+-C1 sequence for T-l, under it write the P-C, for T-2, and under 
the latter write the P-+Cz sequence for the final cgptogram. Thus: 

1. Term number ______________________ 01 02 
2. P-+C, sequence for T-l _____._ 04 12 
3. P-X?, sequence for T-2 .______ 03 14 
4. P+C2 sequence __.__._.___...____ 20 06 

lYi ;1 
45 05 
51 36 

2’: 33; 
04 15 
28 14 

2 4”: 
09 20 
18 08 

2”; 2”; 3”; 4”: 0”; 1”; 1”; ;; 3’; 4’; ;2 (;‘G 
25 36 47 06 17 28 39 50 01 12 23 34 
48 33 15 44 30 21 03 39 04 42 32 1; 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
30 38 46 OS 16 24 32 40 48 05 13 21 
16 27 38 49 11 22 33 44 10 21 32 43 
22 13 49 31 34 24 09 43 26 16 01 35 

4”; 0”; 0”; 1”; 2365 3”: 43; 4”; 0”; I’; :kl ;:- 
26 37 48 08 19 30 41 02 13 24 35 46 
05 41 23 10 46 37 19 12 50 40 25 07 

j; ;; ;; 2’; 3’; 3”; ;; 
31 42 07 18 29 40 51 
45 27 02 38 29 11 47 
AGWEE 3ip. 

Xote, now, the invariant relationship between rows l-2 and 3-4. The same phenomenon is 
here manifested as was encountered in the preceding case where the T-l and T-2 matrices and 
keys were iden tical. It follows, therefore, that the principles elucidated under subparagraph m 
map be applied, with some modifications, also to. the case where different keys and matrices are 
employed for double transposition. The width of the T-l matris may be ascertained in the 
manner already indicated; an assumption is made as to the position occupied by key number 1 
of the T-l key; this assumption provides data for making an assumption as to the width of the 
T-2 matrix. When the correct pair of assumptions is made, the data in rows 1 and 2 are cor- 
roborated by t.hose in rows 3 and 4. From that point on t.he rest is eas7 and follows along the 
same lines as before. 

p. (1) The procedure will be illustrated by employing the P-X! sequence in figure 37b 
(which is the same as tha.t labelled P-C, sequence in figure 37~), it being assumed that nothing 
is known about the matrices, and that t,he sequence was obtained from a solution by superim- 
posing and anagramming scverd mrssagfls of identical length. 
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(2j The width of the T-l matrix is estnhlishctl as 8 nllcl the T-l mtrtris set ~10~11: 
1 a 3 4 5 6 7 0 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 
09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
li 1s 19 "0 21 22 23 23 
35 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
33 34 35 36 3i 35 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 

T-l 
F1ccsE. 37p. 

(3) Assuming that key number 1 occupies the first position in the T-l key, the numbers arc 
inserted in row 2, representing the beginning of the P--G, sequence for T--l. The superimposed 
pairs in rows 1 and 2 are distributed in rows 3 and 4, with the results shown in figure Sir(l). 

1. Term number-_.- __________________ or oz 03 04 05 06 07 ob 09 10 11 12 13 14 

2. P+CI sequence for T-l _.______ 01 09 17 25 33 41 49 
3. P-+Cr sequence for T-2 ________ 05 03 
4. P+C, sequence ____._______.______ 20 06 48 33 15 44 30 21 03 39 04 42 32 17 

15 16 li 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 20 2; 28 

07 02 01 
51 36 22 13 49 31 34 24 09 43 26 16 01 35 

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 38 37 3S 39 40 41 42 

06 04 
28 14 05 41 23 10 46 3i 19 12 50 40 25 Oi 

43 44 45 43 4i 40 49 50 51 

18 08 45 27 02 38 29 11 47 
WQmu 37r (1): 

(4) An attempt is now made to construct a T-2 matrix which will produce the distribution 
and spacing of the numbers in row 3. For example, from the position of the number 05 the matrix 
would have to be of such dimensions that there are short columns of 2 letters and long columns of 
3 letters; or short columns of 3 letters and long columns of 4 letters. The former hypothesis 
can be discarded at once, for the intervals between the numbers 03, 07, 02, 01, and 06 in row 3 
make it untenable. The latter hypothesis may a.lso be discarded, for the intervals between 03 
and 07 and between 01 and 06 make it impossible. Hence key number 1 cannot, occupy the first 
position in the T-l key. Position 2 is assumed for key number 1 and the procedure repeated, 
also without good results. Note what happens u-hen position 4 is assumed for key number 1 in 
the T-l key: 
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1. Tcml tlumbc~r -. ~~... . . . . ~1 07 Ob UQ 10 11 12 13 I4 
2. I’+(‘, vq:len(~e for T-L _...... 04 1”; 2”; & 3”; 4”; 
3. P+C2 squc~nce for T-2.--....-_ 03 06 01 
4. I’bC, sequr11cc!.- _..____.__.--._ 20 06 48 33 15 44 30 21 03 39 04 42 32 1; , 

IS I6 Ii 18 1Y ?lJ 21 2? 23 24 L’s 20 23 ?S 

05 
51 36 22 13 49 31 34 24 09 x3 26 lti 01 35 

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 3; 36 39 40 ,I 42 

04 02 
28 14 05 41 23 10 46 37 19 12 50 40 25 07 

43 44 4s 48 47 48 40 so 51 

18 08 45 27 02 38 29 11 47 
FIGURE 371 (2). 

(5j Here there are found no c.ontrndictions of t,he nature of those pointed out above. The 
T-2 matrix appears to hare columns of 4 and 5 letters, since the interval between 04 and 02 in 
row 3 C:II~ accommodate a short column of 4 and a long column of 5 letters; the intcrral between 
0.5 and 04 (*an nccommoda te 2 short columns of 4 letters and 1 long column of 5; the intervals 
between 0:3 and 06, 06 and 01, 01, and 05 can accommodate long columns of 5 letters each. 
Only 2 matrices cm be constructed of 51 lett.ers with long columns of 5 and short columns of 
4 letters. They are: 

Key of ll-.---- __.__ 7 (long) X5=35 
4 (short)X4=16 51 

Key of 12 . .._._______ 51 

Each of these T-2 matrices is tested as a possibility. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

01 02 03 04 05 06 0’7 08 09 10 11 
12 13 13 15 16 li 18 19 10 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 

A 

1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 19 10 11 12 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 
13 i4 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 511 

B 
Fmvrrr. 37r (3). 

(6) If matrix A is correct, then the numbers in columns 3, 6, 1, 5, 4, and 2 can be transferred 
to row 3 in figure 37r (2); these will permit of inserting numbers in row 2. No contradict,ions 
and many checks aw found. Here is the diagram: 
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I. Term number- ___._____..........._ 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 oq 10 11 12 13 I4 
2. P-43, sequence for T-l _________ 04 12 20 28 36 44 4” 3 0 
3. P-4, sequence for T-2-..----_- 03 14 25 36 47 06 17 2S 39 3) !I1 1: 23 34 
4. P-4, sequence _.._.._.._....__.__ 20 06 48 33 15 44 30 21 03 39 04 42 32 17 

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 3ti 37 38 39 40 41 42 
17 2.5 4 1 49 03 

04 15 26 37 48 02 13 24 35 46 
28 14 0.5 41 23 10 46 3; 19 12 50 40 25 07 

43 44 45 46 4i 48 49 50 51 

51 07 23 31 39 
18 08 45 2T 02 38 29 11 4i 

FIGL’RH 3;r (4). 

(‘7) In the first place note, in row 2, the c,onstant difference 8 , giving manv corroborations 
that the width of the T-l matrix is 8; in the second pluce no conflicts whatever become manifest 
between the pairs of rows. Thus, the validity of the assumption of a T-2 matrix with 11 columns 
is well tsta blished. The rest follows quite readily, with the final result that figure 37r becomes 
completccl, and the recovery of both keys is a simple matter. In fact, both keys may be rstab- 
lished from a simple study of rows 2 and 3 of the final figure (which would, of course, be identical 
with that shown in fig. 37~ and need not here be repeatedj. 

Q. A careful study and good grasp of the principles and methods elucidated in this paragraph 
will be sufficient to indicate to the student that, when, as a result of a close study of several 
messages in tbc same keys, partial C-+P sequences become available, the entire C-+1’ sequence 
or sequences can usually be reconstructed from the partial sequence or sequences and the mes- 
sages solved without too much difficulty. For instance, suppose it has developed that the 
enemy 1la.s become addicted to stereotypic beginnings, so that the first fen- letters of a message 
or of several messages can be reconstructed with some assurance of certainty. The construction 
of partial C-+P sequenc,es and their completion by means of the principles set forth, especially 
those presented in subparagraphs m-p, may result in reconstruction of the completr C-+P 
sequences and ultimate recovery of the transposition key or keys. 

28. Special cases of solution of double transposition ciphers.--a. When the double trans- 
position system is employed in the field and is used for a voluminous traffic it is almost inevitable 
that certain situations will arise which make possible a rather easy solution. Aside from the case 
in which several cryptograms of identical length and in the same key are intercepted, other cases 
of a special nature may arise. Some of these will be discussed in this paragraph. 

b. First, there is the case in which an inexperienced cryptographic clerk fails t,o execute the 
double transposition properly and causes the transmission of a cryptogram which is only a single 
transposition. The solution of this message will be a simple matter and will, of course, yield the 
key. If the key is the same for both transpositions it is obvious that t’his will permit the reading 
of all other messages even though the latter have been correctly cryptographed. The only 
difficult part of the matter is to find among a large number of intercepted cryptograms one which 
involves a blunder of this sort. When the cryptanalyst has, as a result of considerable e.xperi- 
ence, become adept in the solution of transposition ciphers the work of testing cryptograms to 
ascertain whether or not they involve single columnar transposition is not difficult and goes quite 
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rapidly. For only a few minutes are sufficient to give him the “feeling” that the cryptogram is 01 
is not solvable b)- single transposition. He might not be able to point out any specific indicztions 
which give him this feeling if asked to do so; nevertheless it must be recognized that his intuition 
is nlonc sttfficient to tell him when there is hope of solution along this line and when furthtar work 
11p0n the> hypoth&s of single transposition is useless. 

c. (1) X;est comes the case in which the encipherin g rectangles of a double transposition 
cryptogram happen to be perfect squares (that is, both T-1 and T-2 rectangles arc pcrfcct 
squarcsj . In this case, not only is such a cryptogram detectable at once, since the total number of 
letters is the square of the number of elements in the key, but also the cryptogram can be solved 
in a very simple manner. For the cryptogram now represents a case in K-hich a completely-filled 
rectangle has been employed, and moreover there is no need even t,o assume various widths. 

(2) Given the following cryptogram of 49 letters (7X7) as an example, the text is tran- 
scribed as shown in figure 39a and retranscribed as in figure 39b. 

Cryptogram- _.....______.____ U C T R N 0 E S H I E T 0 L R G A S 0 E D U W D D 
NOEOE RDNDI RFENC OEEEM NNVE 

123456; 2615374 26153i4 

USRUORE COUNTER HOSTILE 
CHGWEFE SHIETOL HOSTILE FORCEEN 
TIADREM RGASOED GEROADS COUNTER 
RESDDNN UWDDNOE WOUNDED EDONRID 
NTONNCN OERDNDI EDONRID GEROADS 
OOEODOV RFENCOE FORCEEN EVENMEN 
ELDEIEE EEMNNVE EVENMEN WOUNDED 

FIGVRH 3%~. FIGURE 39b. FIQURP 39~. FIGURE 39d. 

(3) The columns of figure 39b are now anagrammed, as in figure 39c, and the rows rearranged, 
as in figure 39d. 

d. men the enciphering rectangle is not, a perfect square but nevertheless a complete rec- 
tangle, solution of a single cryptogram becomes somewhat, more dif&ult. Here the columns are 
all equal in length, since the last row of the rectangle is completely filled. Two cases will be 
considered; first, when the width of the rectangle is a multiple of the depth, or number of letters 
in the columns, and second, when the denth is a multinle of the width. 

e. (1) Taking up the first case, note the following encipherment: 

6 2 101 7 4 9 8 3 5 '6 2 10 1 7 

RSTSQUADRO 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

---------- 

NREACHGOLD 
l I 

21 22 23 24 2s 26 27 28 29 30 

----/------ 

T-l Rectangle T-2 Rectangle 

A I 24 34 
-- 

L 0 29 39 
-- 
D N 30 40 

-- 
c L 25 35 

-- 

G E 27 37 

T ’ 
44 

-. 

S 
49 

-. 

E 50 
-. 
A’ 
45 

-. 

V 
47 

4 9 8 3 5 

I U H L D 6 16 26 36 46 

W/R N E I 
I I I 

1 / 11 21 31 41 
----- 
L D 0 T I 8 I I ! i 18 28 38 48 
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P+C sequencem.m.-e 34 39 40 35 3i 14 19 20 15 li 32 36 31 36 33 2 6 1 8 3 42 46 41 48 43 

Crvpto,oram.----_--- I 0 N L E S R 0 Q A N L E T V H I W L E G D I I H 
4 9 10 5 7 44 49 m 45 4i 22 26 21 28 2.3 12 16 11 18 13 24 29 30 25 2i 

NFIWLTSEAVRHNOESURDTALDCG 
If the P-K sequence is examined it will be found that sections thereof fall into two cate- 

gories, as follows: 
Section Section 

l- 

Category A_.-_- : 3 - 

4 910 5 7 6-2 618 3 
2 - 14 19 20 15 17 7 - 12 16 11 18 13 

24 29 30 25 27 26 21 28 23 
4 - 34 39 40 35 37 9 - 32 36 31 38 33 
5 - 44 49 50 45 47 

Category B._-_ ( 8 - 22 

10 - 42 46 41 48 43 
(2) There is obviously a definite regularity in the composition of the sections whereby, if the 

letters cprresponding to the numbers in one section can be assembled properly, all the letters 
corresponding to the numbas in the other sections belonging to the same category (A or B, 
respectively) will be assembled correctly too. For example, in category B the letters correspond- 
ing to the numbers occupying the third, first, and fifth positions in each section,are sequent in 
the plain-text rectangle; in category A the let.ters corresponding to the numbers occupying the 
first and fourth positions in each section are sequent. Moreover, all the letters in each section 
come from the same row in t’he T-l rectangle. Consequently, if two sections coming from the 
same row can be identified, there will be 10 letters which may be rearranged by experiment to 
form plain text, and the key for this rearrangement will apply to all other pairs of sections. 
For example, the message in this case has a Q and only one U. The Q (P+C sequence Xo. 
15) is in the second section, the U (P+C! sequence No. 16) is in the seventh section. These two 
sections come from the same row and the letters may be anagrammed: ’ 

7 8 9 10 

and ~JRDT 
2 1 6 8 

or or 8 6 10 9’ 4 i 5 9 “2’ 3 

RS~TSQUADRO 
Experiment may now be made with two other sections, applying the same transposition. Thus: 

1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 8 9 10 

IONLE and NLETV 
2 1 6 8 

01 N E 
ENVILLETON 

Obviously the proper key for rearrangement is 8-6-10-1-4-7-5-g-2-3. By continuing this 
procedure the following additional rows of the T-l rectangle are reconstructed. 

IiFIWL 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 8 I5 10 1 4 7 5 9 2 3 

and HIWLE yields-----W H E N W ILLFI 
TSEAV and GDIIH yields~~~~~~1 G H T A DVISE 
ALDCG and RHNOE yields------ NREAC HGOLD 

’ The fact that the length of the sections corresponds to 5-letter groups has, of course, no bearing on the 
validity of the method. In this case it just happens that the rectangle contains 5 letters per column. 
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The various rows are now assembled in sequence, giving the following: 
WHENWILLFI 
RSTSQUADRO 
NREACHGOLD 
ENVILLETON 
IGHTADVISE 

The transposition key can now be reconstructed with ease. 
(3) The cryptanalyst, in this case must , cf course, make an assumption as to the width of 

the enciphering rectangle before he can apply the method. JYith a number such as 50, the 
dimensions 10X5 or 5X10 suggest themselves. The process of finding cipher groups which 
form pairs on the same row is one of “cut and try,” If there is a single Q and a single U in the 
message, the initial pair of groups is obvious. 

f. P;hen the depth of the rectangle is a multiple of the width, solution follows along the 
lines of the preceding case. Taking the same message as before, note what happens in enci- 
pherment with a rectangle of 5 columns containing 10 letters each: 

2 5 1 4 3 

21 22 23 24 / 25 

N R E AjC ----- 
i fi ; E “D ----- 
ii ii ; Y it ----- 
z ii ; “0” “N ----- 
41 42 43 u 45 

I G H T A ----- 
iY ‘; T z i 

2 5 1’4 3 

3 I 8 13 I 18 23 

E/L T/D,E ----‘- 

---I-- 

-‘- -,- __ 
26 I 31 

H/E 

‘36 / 41 46 

L/I D -:---- 
5 i 10 15 / a, ’ 25 

W/I QlO C ----- 
30 I 35 

DIL “NI; ; ----- 
1; i kl ii “A l i ---I-- 

-I---- 

----- 

T-l T-2 
P+C? sequence- _ -13 38 11 a6 15 40 14 39 12 37 3 23 1 2s 5 30 4 29 2 n 3 48 21 46 25 50 24 49 22 47 

Cryptogram-----TTRLQNSOSEEOWHWDNLHGEINDCEASRV 
18 43 16 41 !a 45 19 u 17 42 R 33 6 31 10 35 9 34 7 32 

DHUIOARTAGLVIEILFILN 

Taking the numbers of the P+C sequence and arranging them in sections of 10, the results 
al-0 as follows: 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 2s 1 "6 5 30 4 29 2 27 
8 33 6 31 10 33 9 34 7 3 - " 

13 38 11 36 15 40 14 39 12 3i 
1s 43 16 41 20 45 19 44 Ii 42 
23 48 21 46 25 50 24 49 23 47 

It is obvious that if the 3~1. 9th. lst, ith, and 5th columns are made sequent, good test will be 
produced within the 5 rows. Thus: 

12345678910 \ '39 17 5 
TTRLQNSOSE RSTSQ 
EOWHWDNLHG,-,WHENW 
EINDCEASRV NREAC 
DHUIOARTAG UADRO 
LVIEILFILN/ JLLFI 

The subsequent steps are obvious. Here again in solving an unknown example it would be 
necessary to test out various assumptions with respect to the dimensions of the rectangle before 
attempting to apply the method outlined. 

g. Whenever this simple relationship betlveen the width and depth of the rectangle obtains, 
that is, when one dimension is a multiple of the other, solution of a single cryptogram is relatively 
easy. The reason for this is not hard to see. When the enciphering rectangle is a perfect square, 
every column of the T-2 rectangle is composed of letters which all come from the same row of 
the T-l rectangle. Hence solution is in this case the same as though a false double transposition 
were in effect, with merely the columns and the rows of a single rectangle shifted about. When the 
width of the transposition rectangle is twice the depth, a column of the T-2 rectangle contains 
half the letters appearing on one row of the T-l rectangle; two columns therefore contain all the 
letters belonging in the same row of the T-1 rectangle. If the width were three times the depth, 
then three columns of the T-2 rectangle would contain all the letters belonging in the same row 
of the T-l rectangle, and so on. When the width is half the depth, a column of t,he T-2 rectangle 
contains all the letters appearing in two rows of the T-l rectangle; when the width is one-third 
the depth, a column of the T-2 rectangle contains all the letters appearing in three rows of the 
T-1 rectangle, and so on. But rrhen this multiple relationship no longer obtains, solution becomes 
more diEcult because each column of the T-2 rectangle is composed of letters coming from sev- 
eral columns of the T-l rectangle, in an irregular distribution. Solution is, of course, most difli- 
cult when incompletely filled rectangles are used. However, although solvable, even in the case 
of a single message, the solution will not be dealt with in this text. 
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SECTION VI 

PRINCIPLES OF MATRIX RECONSTRUCTION 
Pamgraph 

Special designs or geometric figures ________________._____ .__.______.____._.__-.- ..______..__________---.----.-.-----.--------- 29 
Reconstruction of transposition matrix __.____...___.... . . .._...___.. .___..__ _-_...____.... ___.....__._. _ .___..________.___ 30 

29. Special designs or geometric figures-u. It is impossible here to elucidate and demon- 
strate by esample all the methods which may be used for the solution of cryptograms produced 
by the many various types of transposition designs or geometric figures other than the simple 
rectangular ones thus far treated. ,Reference may be made to such matrices as triangles, trape- 
zoids, and polygons of various symmetrical shapes. Alost of these matrices, however, are imprac- 
tical for military correspondence in any case, so that no attention need be given them in this test. 

6. If such designs were used, although it might be difficult to solve a single or even a few 
messages in the same key, the general solution described in paragraph 26 is applicable whenever 
two or more messages of identical lengths but in the same key are available for study. Since 
most of these designs are of a fixed or inflexible character with regard to the number of letters 
that can be accommodated with one application of the design to the plain text to be enciphered, 
the production of several cryptograms of identical length in the same key is by no means an un- 
usual circumstance. The general solution can usually be depended upon to yield the answer to 
cryptograms of this category but it then becomes advisable to try to ascertain the exact nature of 
the specific design or geometric figure employed, t,hat is, to reconstruct the transposition matrix. 
For this purpose a general method will be indicated by means of a specific example, leaving other 
cases to the ingenuity of the student after he has learned t,he general method. 

30. Reconstruction of transposition matrix.--a. Assume that t,he enemy is employing an 
unknown geometric figure of rather small dimensions so that it appears from a study of the traffic 
that it accommodates a maximum of 85 letters. A long cryptogram has been intercepted a.nd it is 
broken up into sections of 85 letters, which sections are t,hen superimposed, as shown belox. 
It will be noted that there are 3 complete sections of 85 letters each, plus a Canal section of but 
49 letters. The final section will be dealt with later. 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 TDNFR 
2 WRTDL 
3 MAISV 
4 GRUTS 

31 32 33 34 35 

1 ANNCT 
2 WDHEB 
3 ATUAC 
4 MOOCE 

81 62 63 64 65 

1 RFVST 
2 MAION 
3 LTYEX 

6 7 8 9 10 

AOISJ 
UOSFC 
ITSOT 
OEBRM 
36 37 33 39 40 

SYOAA 
RNDTT 
ODPOB 
OIBRS 
66 87 88 69 70 

NNRUI 
VOTOT 
AEUOA 

11 12 13 14 15 16 1: 18 19 20 

FEROE. EARYO 
NNTUI NMOSX 
HLTES RIOVI 
LRMOO ETCNN 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

CEMEH IEIBI 
DIYAF ADAGR 
IMNRT INESH 
EPYCS SSSF 
il 72 73 74 75 76 7: 78 79 80 

NOURT FFENV 
TRNOI EUANH 
EFRTE XYRVR 

(80) 

21 22 23 24 25 2627282930 

IEPTL THAVN 
LNONP ATSIF 
YVWNG PEOOI 
DYEEH TQCNT 
51 52 53 58 55 56 57 58 59 60 

HADEX TCTUR 
DOEOA AJTRE 
OYNFL IHNRO 

81 82 83 84 85 

ELNOE 
ROCTA 
AUINT 
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b. The anagramming process is applied to the superimposed complete sections, using the 
letter J in the first section as a starting point and building up text on either side, until the follow- 
ing partially reconstructed text is obtained: 

40 34 45 85 2 61 20 26 53 10 69 79 41 35 46 84 3 62 21 29 54 11 

ACHEDROADJUNCTIONFIVEF 
TEFARMXSECONDBATTALION 
BATTALIONTOVICINITYOFH 

c. Esnmining the numbers forming this partial C+P sequence, note the following scrtions 
of the sequence: 

40 34 45 85 2 61 20 28 53 10 . . . 
41 35 46 84 3 62 21 29 54 11 

They show a quite definite relationship, lradin p t.o the suspicion that the C-P sequence is 
systematic in its composition. The numbers are then written down on cross-section paper so that 
consecutive numbers appear on the same level, as shown in figure 40--i: 
C-bP sequence ____________________----- 40 34 45 85 2 61 20 2.3 53 10 69 i9 41 35 46 E4 3 62 21 29 64 11 

I 

TeZt.---.....-..-------------------- ( 

\ 

I 3 
Matrix reconstruction diagram..-.- 4 

FU.XXIE 49-A. 

d. From this skeleton of what may be termed the matrix-reconstruction diagram it is possible 
to derive direct clues for the continuance and completion of the C+P sequence and the text of 
the message. For example, it would appear that the very next column to the left should be 78, 
the one to the left of 78 should be 68, the one to the left of 68 should be 9. Trial gives the 
following: 

9 68 78 40 34 45 8.5 2 . . . 

SREACHED... 
FTATEFAR... 
OURBATTA... 

To the right of column 11 should come columns 70 80 42 36 47. Thus: 
29 64 11 70 80 42 36 47 . . . 

VEFIVESE... 
IONTHIRD... 
OFHARMON.. . 
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This, of course. speeds up the work involved in the anagramming process and when completed the 
test, the C-+P sequence, the P-K sequence, and the matrix reconstruction diagram are as 
shown in figure 40-B. In the cells of the diagram there have been inserted in the upper left 
hand corner small numbers in italics, the latter numbers being merely the term numbers 
applying to the C+P sequence. 

e. The matrix-reconstruction diagram in figure 46-B shows a total of i lrrcls of numbers. 
Let t,he term numbers corresponding to the conswutire C-+P sequence numbers on the 
same level in the diagra.m be set down. Thus! for the C-P sequence numbers 4 to 16, inclusivcx, 
on the first level the term numbers are: 

C-+P sequence number- _ _ _ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Term number----- ____ -_- 1 3 7 13 21 31 43 55 65 i3 79 83 85 

On the second level there are two sets of consecutive C--+P sequence numbers, those from 48 
to 58, inclusive forming one set, those from 64 t.o 74, inclusive forming the other set. Two series 
of term numbers are therefore derived: 

C!+P sequence number _____________ 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
Term number _________________________ 2 6 12 20 30 42 54 64 72 78 82 

C!+P sequence number _____________ 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 
Term number _______ -_-- _____________ 4 8 14 22 32 44 56 66 74 80 84 

Fhat has been said of the 2d level applies also to the remaining levels, and the term numbe:s 
are therefore set down in the following tabular form: 

1 1 3 7 13 21 31 
2 2 6 12 20 30 42 
3 4 8 14 22 32 44 
4 5 11 19 29 41 53 
5 9 15 23 33 45 57 
6 10 18 28 40 52 62 
7 16 24 34 46 58 68 
8 17 27 39 51 61 
9 25 35 47 59 69 

10 26 38 50 
11 36 48 60 
12 37 
13 49 

43 55 65 73 79 83 85 
54 64 72 78 82 
56 66 74 80 8’4 
63 71 77 
67 75 81 
70 
76 

c+P sequence 
numbers to which 

applicable 

(4-16) 

(48-58) 
(64-74) 
(24-32) 
(75-83) 
(17-23) 
(38-44) 
(59-63) 
(33-37) 
(l-3) 
(45-47) 
(85) 
(84) 

f. There are in all 13 sets or series of consecutive C+P sequence numbers, indicating 
that the transposition matrix has 13 columns, the number of letters in each column corresponding 
with the number of different terms in each series. Thus, there is a column of 13 letters, 2 
columns of 11 letters, 2 columns of 9 letters, and so on. This leads directly to the idea of a 
very symmetrical matrix of the form shown in figure 42-A. 
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83 83 

l-l 1 

~- 

i-1- 

--- -- -- - 

---~-- 
61 62 63 64 65 66 ----- 

FIGURE 42-A. 

9 

13 16 

23 24 25 __-- 
33 34 35 36 ~--~ 
45 46 47 48 49 ---- 
5i 58 59 60 -- , 
67 68 69 -- 
75 76 

81 
- 

g. The rec.overy of the transposition key (for the columns of figure 42-A) is now a simple 
matter. Referring t.o the P+C! sequence shown in figure 40-B, and noting the various columns 
in figure 42-A in which successive numbers of the P-C sequence fall, the key number 1 of the 
transposit,ion key obviously applies to the column containing P+C sequence numbers 26-38-50; 
the key number 2 obviously applies to the colunm containing P+C sequence numbers 1-3-7-13- 
21--31-43-5%65-73-79-83-85;snd so on. The complete transposition key and the matrix are 
shown in figure 42-B. 
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13 1 9 3 4 8 2 

j 126 27 1 28 --- 

--- 
50 51 52 

29130 31 -~- 
41 42 43 --- 
53 54 55 --- 
63 64 65 --- 
71 i2 73 --- 

I 85 J 
FIGURE 42-B. 

10 11 6 

.‘. 

. 

. 
_. 

14 j 1- a / 16 -:-..--.A- 
22 1 23 24 --- 
32 33 34 --- 
44 45 46 -- -- 
56 57 58 --- 
66 67 68 

~-- 

_ 
._ 
.- 

5 ‘7 

i 

h. The solut’ion of the incomplete section of the message (the last 79 letters) now becomes a 
simple matt.er, since the matrix and the transposition key are both know-n. The matter can be 
handled as if simple transposition were involved, by outlining the matrix t’o contain exactly 79 
letters and inscribing the cipher text in the columns in key-number order. 

i. The foregoing principles and procedure will be found quite valuable not only in facili- 
tating the anagramming of the text in its initial stages (as in subparagraph d) but also in recon- 
structing various types of matrices based upon symmetrical designs used with single transpo- 
sition (subparagraphs e-g). It should be not’ed that the number of levels in the reconstruction 
diagram corresponds with the number of different-length columns in the matrix; the number of 
different c&go&s of term numbers (as in figure 41) corresponds with the number of columns 
in the matrix. 
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SECTION VII 

SOLUTION OF GRILLES 

Revolving grilles .___________________...----. ____ ____________________.---......----- _ .__....._____.._.....--.--.----.------ _ ____________ 31 
Solution of example .______ ____________________.--. ____.____ ________________________________________-----------..-- _ ._______________ 32 
Concluding remarks on the solution of revolving grilles.-....... _______ _ ______._____._______-.----------------------.--..--- 33 
Indefinite or continuous grilles- ______..._____ _____________________________. -__.-___-- . . . . .._...._ -- ___.__...... -.._- .__.__.______ 34 

31. Revolving grilles.--+ In this type of grille l apertures are distributed among the cells 
of a square sheet of cross-se&ion paper in such a manner that when the grille is placed upon a 
grid (a sheet of cross-section paper of the same size as the grille) certain cells of the grid are dis- 
closed ; then when the grille is turned three times successively through angles of 90’ from an 
initial position upon the grid, all the remaining undisclosed grid cells (or all but t,he central 
grid cell) are disclosed in turn. Correspondents must, of course, possess identical grilles and they 
must have an understanding as to its initial position and direction of rotation, clockwise or 
counterclockwise. There are two procedures possible in usiug such a grille. (1) The letters of 
the plain text may be inscribed successively in the grid cells through the apertures of the grille; 
when the grid has been completely filled the grille is removed and the letters transcribed from 
the grid according to a prearranged route. (2) All the letters of the plain text may first be 
inscribed in the grid cells according to a prearranged route and then the grille applied to the 
completely-filled grid to give the sequence of letters forming the cryptogram. The two methods 
of using the grille are reciprocal; if the first-described method is used to encipher a message, the 
second is used to decipher the cryptogram, and vice versa. The first of the two above-described 
methods, the one in which the plain text is inscribed through the apertures, will here be referred 
to as the alpha method; the second method uill be referred to as the beta method. 

b. The number of letters in a cryptogram enciphered by such a device is either a perfect, 
square, when the grille has an even number of cells per side, or is 1 less than a perfect square, 
when the grille has an odd number of cells per side, in which case t,he cent’ral cell of the grid is 
not disclosed and hence remains unfYled.2 

c. The manner of construction and the method of use of a grille entails certain consequences 
which can be employed to solve the cryptograms and to reconstruct the grille itself. The student 
who wishes to get a thorough grasp of the underlying principles to be explained will do well to 
prepare a grille 3 and study the properties which characterize cryptograms produced by its use. 
Three principles will be brought to bear in the solution of grille ciphers of this type and they 
will be demonstrated by reference to the grille and message shown in figure 43. 

r See Special Text No. 166, Adoanced Military Cryptography, sec. V. 
a Of course, the cryptogram may consist of the letters produced by several applications of the same grille. 

For example, if a message of 170 letters is to be enciphered by a grille accommodating only 36 letters at a time, 
the message is divided up into 5 sections of 36 letters each (10 nulls being added to make the total a multiple of 
36). The total number of letters (180) here shows no properties of the type noted. Again, if the grille has a 
capacity greater than the number of letters to be enciphered, certain of the grid cells may be cancelled, so that 
the number of letters in the final cryptogram will not be a perfect square or 1 less than a perfect square. 

a Detailed instructions for the construction of revolving grilles will be found in Special Text No. 166, Ad- 
vanced Military Cryptography, sec. V. 

(35) 
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YOUR LINES TO THIS COMMAND POST CUT BY SHELL FIRE REQUEST YOU CHANGE 
THE ROUTE. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 & 
a b 

Grille: 8XS. 
1 

POSITIOS 

B 

Y 

d 

---____-~- 
82 15 4g@j?j17 _~-----_ 
1 3% 654321 

A 

b a POSlTION 2 

C 

H I s 
49 so 51 52 53 54 55 56 

w---p--- 

C 
57 53 59 60 61 62 63 64 

d C c) 
Fvmar 43 

D 
25 26 27 

- -‘- 

S T 
33 34 35 

C U T 
41 42 43 44 45 48 47 43 

------____ 

40 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 
-------- 

B Y S 
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 84 

C 

o- 
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POSITIOS 3 

87 

POSITION 4 0 

?i213~41W~7~8 
9 10 , 11 12 1 13 1 14 ! 15 16 / I 1 ’ ’ ’ / 

1; / E / e, / 20 I 21 i 22 / : I 34 

I I I 
41 i 42 43 / 44 / 45 I 46 I 47 I 48 

51 I 54 I 55 1 U6 

8 Q 

a FINAL GRID 

i i i 1 IfI:/, 57 58 : 59 60 / 61 

d 
CRYP!rOQFtAM 

b 

0 

OOMYU CHOMU ELARN LFHAI RLNER IDNPG 
EOTST HEEQE SCUTO UTTHR EOISS UTCBY 
YTES 

Frouar 43-Contimed. 

d. The first principle may be termed that of symmetry. When a revolving grille is in position 
1 a certain number of cells of the underlying grid are disclosed (uncovered). For each such 
disclosed cell of the grid there is a symmetrically-corresponding cell on the same grid which is 
disclosed when the grille is turned to positions 2, 3, and 4, because the apertures of the grille 
remain fixed-only their positions change as the grille .is turned in the process of encipherment. 
Now two success&e apertures in position 1 will, of course, be occupied by a plain-text digraph (alpha 
method of encipherment). When the grille reaches position 3, after a turn of 180°, the two 
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apertures concerned n-ill disclose two cells which will also be occupied by a plain-text digraph, 
but the letters composing the digrcrph u-ill be in reverse order in the plain ttst. This property is true 
also of two succes.sire apertures in position 2 when they turn up in position 4. Let the student 
verify this by means of the grille which he has constructed. Thus, referring to figure 43, at A 
is shown the grille in position I. In the first row are show-n 2 apertures, at coordinates 1-4 and 
1-8. At B are shown the results of the first application of the grille to the grid. Sotc the letters 
Y 0 (first 2 letters of message) in cells 4 and 8. Sow note that the symmrtrically-corresponding 
cells disclosed when the grille is in position 3 are ceils 57 and 61 and these correspond to cells 4 
and 8 in the reverse order. The letter T in cell 57 therefore symmetrically corresponds with 
letter 0 in cell 8; the letter Yin cell 61 corresponds with letter Y in cell 4. The same is true of all 
other letters in positions 1 and 3. -4s a consequence of this property of grilles, a single cryptogram 
can be handled as though it were really t,wo cryptograms of identical length having certain 
characteristics by means of which an assumption made in one text may be verified by what it 
yields in the other text. That is, when the cryptogram is transcribed as a series of letters in one 
line and the same text is written in another line under these letters but in reversed order, then the 
superimposed letters will bear the symmetrical relationship pointed out in this paragraph. If 
two letters in the upper line of such a transcription are taken to form a digmph, the two corre- 
sponding Ithtters in the lower line must form a digraph but in reversed order in the plairl.test. 
For example, if the cryptogram of figure 43 is writt’en out as explained above, the result is as 
shown at figure 44. T\‘ow the presence of the Q in position 39 suggests that it bc combined with 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1; 19 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 2; 2M 29 30 RI 32 

%l;;&lOM”ELARNLFHAIRLNERIDNPGEO 
SETYYBCTUSSIOERHTTUOTUCSEQEEHTST 
33 34 35 36 3; 35 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 4fi 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 53 56 5i 58 59 60 61 02 63 E4 

TSTHEEQESCUTOUTTHREOISSUTCBYYTES 
OEGPNDIRENLRIAHFLNRALEUMOHCUYMOO 

FICCRE 44. 

a U. If the U in position 43 is taken, then the symmetrical digraph corresponding to Q U would 
be L I; if the U in position 56 is taken, the symmetrically-corresponding digraph would be M I. 
Furthermore, two apertures which are in the same column and which do not hate an intervening 
aperture between them, will yield a good digraph in all 4 positions of the grille. For example, not,e 
apertures 2-6 and 3-6 at B in figure 43. Vihen the grille is turned to positions 2,3, and 4 they will 
disclose two sequent letters in eac.h case. An analysis of the symmetries produced by an 8X8 
grille yields the following table, which shows what cells are disclosed in the other 3 positions when 
an aperture is cut in any one cell in 1 of the 4 positions of the grille. For example, an aperture 
cut in cell 11 (position 1) will disclose grid-cell 23 when the grille takes position 2, grid-cell 54 when 
the grille takes position 3, and grid-cell 42 when t’he grille takes position 4. 

Positions: l-3 2-4 1-3 2-4 1-3 2-4 l-3 2-4 

1 8 5 25 11 23 19 22 
64 57 60 40 54 42 46 43 
2 16 6 17 12 31 20 30 

63 49 59 48 53 34 45 35 
3 24 7 9 13 26 21 27 

62 41 58 56 52 39 44 38 
4 32 .lO- 15. -14. - - 18 28 29 
61 33 55 50 -51 -47 37 36 

Flaosr 45. 
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The second principle may be termed that of exclusion. On account of the system upon which 
the construction of a revolving grille is based, a knowledge of the location of an aperture in one 
of the bands brings with it a knowledge of 3 other locations in which there can be no apertures. 
For example, referring to A in figure 43, the presence of the aperture at coordinates 14 precludes 
the presence of apertures at coordinates 4-8, 8-5, and 5-1. By virtue of this principle of exclu- 
sion, the number of possibilities for choice of letters in solving a cryptogram prepared by means 
of a revolving grille becomes much reduced and the problem is correspondingly simplified, as 
will bc seen presently. 

f. The third principle may be termed that of sequence. Rhen trying to build up text, the 
letters which follow a given sequence of plain-text letters n-ill usually be found to the right and 
below, that is, if the normal method of writing u-as used (left to right and from the top down- 
ward). For example, referring to figure 44, if the trigraph Q U E is to be built up, neither the U 
in position 5 nor the U in position 10 is wry likely to be the one that follows the Q; the U in position 
43 is the most likely candidate because it is the first one beyond the Q. Suppose the U in position 
43 is selected. Then the E for Q U E cannot be the one in position 40, or in any position in front 
of 40, since the E must, be beyond the U in the diagram. 

g. In solving a grille, it will be found advisable to prepare a piece of cross-section paper of 
proper size for the grille and to cut each aperture as soon as its location in the grille becomes 
quite definite. In this way not only will the problem be simplified but also when completed the 
proper grille is at hand. 

32. Solution of example.--a. Suppose the cryptogram shown in figure 43 is to be solved. It 
has 64 letters, suggesting a grille 8X8. The cryptogram is first transcribed into a square 8x8, 
yielding n-hat has already been obtained at F in figure 43. The Q in position 39 suggests that it 
is part of a word inscribed when the grille was in posit,ion 3, since there will be 16 plain-text letters 
inscribed at each position of the grille. Then a piece of cross-section paper is prepared for 
making the grille as shown in figure 45-A, and an aperture is cut in the proper position to dis- 
close, in position 3, cell 39. It will be found that this is the aperture located at coordinates 4-2 
of the grille shown in figure 45-A. At the same time the other 3 cells numbered 4 in the second 
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FIGUBE 45-A. FIGURE 45-B. 

band of the grille are marked so that t,hey cannot become apertures. The result is shown in 
figure 45-B. Conforming to the principle of sequence, the U to be combined with the Q is 
sought to the right of the Q in figure 43-F. There are three candidates, in positions 43, 46, and 
56. They yield: 
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(Orille in position 3) 

t ;’ t ;” E b 

I L(=L I,) I A(=A ID) I M(=M I,) 
All of the symmetrical correspondents of these 3 Q U’s are good digraphs and it is impossible to 
eliminate any of the three possibilities. The U in position 43 would place an aperture at coordi- 
nates 6-3 in figure 45-B; the U in position 46 would place an aperture at coordinates 6-6; and the 
U in position 56 would place an aperture at coordinates i-8. All of thrsc> are possible, none being 
excluded by principle 2. Suppose the Q U is followed by E. There are only two possibilities: 
an E in cell 51 and E in cell 63. The following possibilities are presented: 

1;: 

39 43 63 39 46 51 39 58 63 

Q U E Q U E : ;3 bt Q U E 

I L R I L 0 I A R I A 0 I M 0 
(=R L I) (=O L I) (=R A I) (=0 A I) (=0 M I) 

None of the symmetrical correspondents of the Q U E’s are impossible sequences in plain text, 
although 0 A I is not as probable as the others. (The 0 could be the end of a word, the AI 
the beginning of the word AID, AIM, AIR, etc.) Each of these possibilities would be tested by 
principle 2 to see if any conflicts would arise as to the positions of apertures. -4s in all cases of 
transposition ciphers, the most difficult part of the solut.ion is that of forcing an entering wedge 
into the structure and getting a good start; when this has been done the rest is easy. Sote what 
the results are when the proper apertures are assumed for QUEST in this case, as shown in figure 
45-C. In position 1 this yields OUR LI . . .; in position 2 it yields two digraphs AN and UT; 
in position 4 it yields two digraphs H A and R 0. The student should note that the indicated 
digraphs A N and R 0 in positions 2 and 4, respectively, are certain despite the fact that there is 
a space between the two apertures disclosing these letters, for the principle of exclusion has per- 
mitted the crossing off of this cell as a possib<ity for an aperture. 

FIGURE 45-C. 
(Orille in position 3) 

b. Enough has been shown of the procedure to make further demonstration unnecessary. 
Given the sequence OUR LI one begins t,o build on that, assuming a word such as LINE. This 
yields possibilities for the placement of additional apertures in the grille; these are tested in 
positions 2, 3,4, and so on. When any 16 consecutive letters of plain text have been established 
all apertures have been ascertained and the problem has been completed. Subsequent crypto- 
grams prepared by the same grille can be read at once. 
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c. If attempts at solution on the basis of the alpha method of using a grille have failed, the 
obvious modifications in procedure on the basis of the beta method can readily be made. 

33. Concluding remarks on the solution of revolving grilles-a. There is nothing about the 
mechanics of revolving grilles which prevents their employment in enciphering complete words 
instead of individual letters. However, the assembling of whole words in intelligible sequences 
and thus the reconstruction of the original plain text is a much easier matter than assembling 
single letters to form the words of the original plain text 

b. In case the same grille has been employed several times with separate grids to encipher a 
message that is considerably longer than a single grid will accommodate (see footnote 2, par. 31b), 
the several sections each reprcscnting the set of letters enciphered on one grid may be super- 
imposed and the general solution described in paragraph 26 may then be applied. 

c. In case the capacity of a grille is in excess of the number required by the length of the 
text to be enciphered, either of two procedures may be agreed upon. The grid cells which would 
otherwise be unoccupied may be filled by nulls, or the grid may be left incomplete. As regards 
the former procedure, little more need be said than that the presence of a few nulls will only 
delay solution a bit until the fact that nulls are being employed for this purpose becomes estab- 
lished. But the second type of procedure calls for more comment. If the grid is to be left’ 
incomplete it is necessary, before applying the grille, to count the number of plain-text letters 
and to cancel from the grid a number of cells equal to the number of cells in excess of the 
total number required. The posit,ion of the cells to be cancelled must be agreed upon: commonly, 
they are those at the end of the grid. Such cells are marked so that when they become exposed 
during the rotations of the grille they will not be used. Thus, for example, the grille shown in 
figure 43-A is intended for a grid of 64 letters; if the message to be enciphered contains only 53 
letters, 12 cells of the grid must be canceled, and by agreement they may be cells 53 to 64, inclusive, 
The solution of a single cryptogram of this sort, or even of several of them of different lengths, 
may become a rather difficult matter. First of all, clues as to the dimensions of the grille are no 
longer afforded by the total number of letters in the cryptogram, so that this information can 
be obtained only by more or less laborious experimentation. Grilles of various dimensions must 
be assumed, one after the other, until the c.orrect dimensions have been found. In the second 
place, the symmetrical relationships pointed out in paragraph 31 no longer obtain, so that a 
single cryptogram cannot be handled as though it were constituted of tFo messages of identical 
length. Of course, in trying out any assumed dimensions, t,he 64 letters of t’he cryptogram may 

be written out in t1v-o superimposed lines, blanks being left. for those positions which are unfilled. 
The procedure then follows the normal lines. About the most hopeful clues would be obtained 
from a knowledge of the circumstances surrounding the t.ransmission and affording a basis for 
the assumption of probable words. However, were such a system employed for regular com- 
munication there would undoubtedly be cases of cryptograms of identical lengths, so that the 
type of solution given in paragraph 26 will be applicable. Once a solution of this sort has been 
obtained, the dimensions of the grille may be ascertained. Subsequent, crypt,ograms may then 
be attacked on the basis of the normal procedure, with such modifications as are indicated by 
the absence of the number of letters needed to make a completely-filled grid. 

34. Indefinite or continuous grilles-a. In his Manual of Cryptography, Sacco illustrates 
a type of grille which he has devised and which has elements of practical importance. An ex- 
ample of such a grille is shown in figure 46. This grille contains 20 columns of cells, and each 
colunm contains 5 apertures distributed at random in the column. There are therefore 100 
apertures in all, and this is the maximum number of letters which may be enciphered in one posi- 
tion of the grille. The plain text is inscribed vertically, from left to right, using only as many 
colunms as may be necessary to inscribe the complete message. A 25-letter message would require 
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but 6 columns. To form the cryptogram the letters are transcribed horirontally from the rows, 
taking the letters from left to right as they appear in the operturcs. If the total number of 
letters is not a multiple of 5, sufficient nulls are added to make it so. In decryptographing, the 
total number of letters is divided by 5, this giving the number of columns employed. The cipher 
text is inscribed from left to right and top downwards in the apertures in the rows of the indicated 
number of columns and the plain text then reappears in the apertures in the columns, reading 
downvvard and from left to right. (It is, of course, not essent.ial that nulls be added in encipher- 
ment to make the length of the cryptogram an exact multiple of 5, for the matter can readily 
be handled even if this is not done. In decipheimcnt the total number of letters divided by 5 

FIGCRE 46. 

will give the number of complete columns; the remainder left over from the division will give 
the number of cells occupied by letters in the last column on the right.) 

b. Such a grille can assume 4 positions, two obverse and two reverse. Arrangements must 
be made in advance as to the sequence in which the various posit’ions will be employed. 

c. The solution of a single cryptogram enciphered by one and only one position of such a 
grille presents a practically hopeless problem, for the apertures being distributed at random 
throughout the grille there is nothing which may be seized upon as a guide to the reconstruction 
of either the grille or the plain text. It is conceivable, of course, that a person with an infinite 
amount of patience could produce an intelligible text and a grille conformable to that text, the 
grille having a definite number of columns and a fixed number of apertures distributed at random 
throughout the columns. But there would be no way of proving that the plain text so obtained 
is the actual plain text that was enciphered; for it would be possible to produce several “solutions” 
of the same character, any one of which might bc correct.* 

d. However, suppose a grille of this sort were employed to encipher a long message, requiring 
two or more applications of the grille. For example, in the case of the grille shown in figure 46, 
having a capacity of 100 letters per application, suppose n message of 400 letters were to be 
enciphered, requiring two obverse and two reverse applicat,ions of the grille. It is obvious that 
symmetrical relationships of the nature of those pointed out in paragraph 31 can be established. 
Of course, if the grille is used several times in the same position to its full capacity, producing 
cryptograms of multiples of 100 letters, then the sections of 100 letters may be superimposed and 
the general solution elucidated in paragraph 26 applied. 

4 In this connection, see Military Cryptanalysis, Part III, sec. XI, footnote 8. 
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e. If the grille shown in figure 46 were used to encipher two messages, one of 80 letters, the 
other of 85, it would be possible to solve these messages. For bp eliminating 5 letters from the 
longer message, the two cryptograms can be superimposed and handled as in paragraph 26. The 
difficulty would be in finding the 5 extra letters. Of course, if it should happen that one of the 
messages required 3 or 4 nulls and letters such as J, X, or Z were employed for this purpose, the 
nulls would be likely characters for elimination. But regardless of this, even if letters of medium 
or high frequency were used as nulls, patient experimentation would ultimately lead to solution. 
The latter, it must be conceded, would be diEcult but not impossible. 
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SECTION VIII 

COMBINED SUBSTITUTIOX-TRANSPOSITION SYSTEMS 

Reasons for combining trancposition with sulxtitutio!, ._._____________. ____._.._____.______.-.--....____....___._________ 33 
Other tapes of combined substitution-tramposition q! steno ________ ---_- _____ -- . . ..____ ____________.._____._______.__.___ 36 

35. Reasons for combining transposition with substitution.--a. Transposition methods are, 
from the cryptographic point of view, rather highly regarded because they are, as “hand methods” 
go, rather rapid in operation and usually quite simple. However, from their very nature they 
entail the disadvantage that a single-letter omission or addition may render their decryptograph- 
ing difficult if not impossible for the average cryptographic clerk. But from the standpoint of 
modern cryptography the principal disadvantage of transposition methods is that t,hey can be 
mechanized only with great difficulty-certainly with greater difficulty than is the case of sub- 
stitution methods. Only one or two attempts have been made to produce machinery for effecting 
transposition, and these have not been successful. 

b. Pure transposition, that is, transposition by itself, without an accompanying substitution 
or other means of disguise for the letters of the plain text, hardly affords sufficient guarantees for 
cryptographic securit_v in the case of a voluminous correspondence which must be kept really 
secret for any length of time. For no matter how complex the method, or how many trans- 
positions may be applied to the letters of a single message, sight must never be lost of the fact 
that F-hen there are manymessages in the same key there arc bound to be two or more of identical 
length; and when this is the case the type of solution described in paragraph 26 may be applied 
to these cryptograms, the transposition keys recovered, and then all other messages in the same 
key translated. 

c. A message may undergo monoalphabetic substitution and the resulting test passed through 
a simple transposition. When this is the case a uniliteral frequency distribution will, of course, 
exhibit all the characteristics of monoalphabcticity, yet the cryptogram will resist all attempts 
at solution according to,straight,forward simple substitution principles. It is usually not difficult 
to detect that a transposition is involved because there will not only be long strings of low- 
frequency letters or high-frequency letters but .what is more important, there will be very few or 
no repetitions of digraphs, ir;graphs, and t&agTaphS, since these will be broken up by the trans- 
position. F\Then a uniliteral distribution presents all t’he external evidences of monoalphabeticity 
and yet there are no repetitions, it is almost a positive indication of the presence of transposition 
superimposed upon the substitution, or vice versa. (The former is usually the case.) 

d. When confronted with such a situation the cryptanalyst usually proceeds by stages, 
first eliminating the transposition and then solving the substitution. It is of course obvious 
that the general solution for transposition ciphers (cryptograms of identical length in the same 
key) u-ill not be applicable here, for the reason that such a solution is based upon anagramming, 
which in turn is guided by the disclosure of good digraphs, trigraphs, and polygraphs. Since the 
letters of a combined substitution-transposition cipher are no longer the same as the original 
plain-text let.ters, simple anagramming of columns formed by superimposing identical-length 
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cryptograms can yield no results, because there is nothing of the nature of plain text to guide the 
cryptanalyst in his juxtaposition of colunms.1 

e. Of course, if it’ should happen that the substitution process involves knom alphabets, 
the cryptanalyst can remove the effects of the substitutive process before proceeding to elim- 
inate the transposition, even if in the encipherment the substitution came first,. For example, if 
a standard cipher alphabet were employed for the substitution the uniliteral frequency distri- 
bution would give indications thereof and the cipher letters could immediately be converted 
to the normal plain-text equivalents. The latter may then be studied as though merely trans- 
position had been applied. But if unknown mixed cipher alphabets m-ere employed, this initial 
step can not be accomplished and a solution must usually wait upon the removal of the trans- 
position before the substitution can be attacked. The latter may be very difficult or impossible 
where a good transposition method is used; where simple columnar transposition is used the 
removal of the transposition can be effected if the message is long enough. 

j. Of course if nothing is known about the system of transposition that has been employed, 
there is hardly anything to do but experiment with various types of transposition in an attempt 
to bring about such an arrangement of the text as will show repetitions. If this can be done, 
then the problem can be solved. For example, suppose that a message has been enciphered by a 
single mixed cipher alphabet and the substitution text has then been inscribed within a rectangle 
of certain dimensions according to one of the usual routes mentioned in paragraph 5 of this text. 
Repetitions in the plain text will of course be preserved in the substit.ution text, but will be 
destroyed after the transposition has been applied. The cryptanalyst, however, in his attempts 
to eliminate the transposition, may experiment n-ith route transpositions of the various types, 
employing rectangles of various dimensions as suggested by the total number of letters in the 
cryptogram. If he perseveres, he will find one route which he will know is correct as soon as he 
tries it because it will disclose the repetitions in the plain text, although the latter are still covered 
by a substitution. 

g. Practically all the methods of transposit,ion which may be applied to plain text may also 
be applied to a text resulting from an initial transformation by substitution. As already men- 
tioned, route transposition may be used; reversed and rail-fence vziting, columnar transposition 
rrith or without, keying and with complete or incomplete rectangles are also possible. From a 
practical standpoint, keyed-columnar transposition applied to a monoalphabetic substitution is 
not only a popular but also a fairly secure combination because in this case the elimination of the 
transposition is a rather difficult matter. If the rectangle is completely filled the problem is not 
insurmountable in the case of a long message transposed by means of transposition with a rec- 
tangle of fairly small dimensions. For by assuming rectangles of various dimensions suggested 
by the total number of letters, cutting the columns apart, and then combining columns on the 
basis of the number of repetitions produced within juxtaposed columns and between different 
sets of juxtaposed columns, it is possible to reconstruct the rectangle and thus remove the trans- 
position phase. This, however, is admittedly a slow and difficult process even under the most 
favorable conditions; and if the rectangle is incompletely filled the process is very difficult. For 
in the latter case the lack of absolutely clear-cut knowledge as to the lengths of the columns, the 
juxtaposition of columnar material becomes replete with uncertainties and engenders feelings 
of confusion, hopelessness, and inadequacy in the mind of the cryptanalyst. However, he need 

1 It should, however, not be inferred that snagramming processes are entirely excluded in the crrptanalvis 
of all combined substitution-transposition systems. In certain cases the anagramming process may be guided 
by considerations of frequency of letters or fragments of letters. A case of this kind will be encountered in the 
solution of the ADFGVX cipher, par. 40. 
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not be It-holly in despair if he is confronted with a problem of this nature in war time, when 
many cryptograms become available for study. For there arc special methods of solution suitable 
to the occasion, created by specinl circumstances attendant upon the interception of a voluminous 
traffic. In subsequent paragraphs the student ~-ill come to understand n-hat is here meant by 
the special circumstances and n-ill learn of these special solutions. 

36. Other types of combined substitution-transposition systems-u. There is no technical 
obstacle to the application of a transposition to the test resulting from any t\-pe of substitution, 
even if the latter is polyalphabetic or polygraphic in nature. The obstacles, or rather objc!ctions. 
to such combinations are practical in their cl~racter-they are too complex for ordinary use and 
the prevalence of errors makes them too difficult to handle, as a general rule. However, they 
have been and are sometimes used even as field ciphers. For instance, on the southeastern front, 
during the World Kar, the Central Powers made use of a somewhat irregular polyalphabetic sub- 
stitution involving four standard alphabets and a keyed columnar transposition with incom- 
pletely-filled rectangles of a relatively large number of columns. Severthrless. messages in this 
system were solved by taking advantage of the possibility of devising special solutions. 

b. A few remarks may be made in regard to the order in which the two processes, sub- 
stitution and transposition, are employed in a combined system. It is clear that n-hen the 
substitution is monoalphabetic it is immaterial, so far as cryptographic security is concerned, 
whether substitution is followed by transposition or vice versa, because the equivalent of each 
plain-test letter remains fixed regardless of the order in which the plain-text, letters appear in 
the plain text. However, if the substitution is polyalphabetic in character it is better that the 
transposition process precede the substitution process, and that the number of alphabets em- 
ployed be different from the number of elements in the transposition key, if columnar trans- 
position is the case. The best situation, from a cryptographic security standpoint, is when 
the two key lengths (substitution and transposition) have no common factor. If the t1v-o kr?-s 
are of the same length, the letters in each column are enciphered by the same cipher alphabet 
and thus the cryptogram would contain a certain number of sections of approximately equal 
length, composed of letters falling in the same cipher alphabet. 

c. Digraphic substitution, such as that produced by the Playfair Cipher, may be combined 
with transposition to yield cryptograms of fair security. But here again the elimination of the 
transposition phase by taking advantage of special circumstances or by rearranging the next so 
as to uncover the repetitions which are inevitable in the Playfair Cipher, will result in solution. 

d. A particularly fruitful source of combined substitution-transposition is to be found in those 
methods generally designated as fractionating systems, in which in the substitution phase each 
plain-text letter is replaced by an equivalent composed of two or more components or “fractions” 
and then these components are subjected to transposition in a second phase. This latter may be 
followed by a third phase, recombination of distributed components, and a fourth phase, the 
replacement of the recombined components by letters. Thus, such a system comprises a first 
substitution, a transposition, a recombination, and a second substitution.2 In the subsequent 
paragraphs certain systems of this sort will be dealt with in detail. They are interesting examples 
of practical systems of cryptography which have been used in the field of military operations in 
the past and may again be used in the future. The first one to be discussed is particularly inter- 
esting for this reason alone; but it is also of interest because it will serve as a model for the student 
to follow in his study of methods for the solution of combined substitution-transposition ciphers 
in general. 

1 See Special Text No. 166, Advanced Military Cryptography, sec. XI. 
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37. Introductory remarks.--a. One of the most interestin g and practical of the many 
methods in rrhich substitution and transposition are combined within a single system is that 
known in the literature as the ADFGVX cipher.’ In this system a 36-character bipartite substitu- 
tion checkerboard is employed, in the cells of which the 26 letters of the alphabet and the 10 
digits are clistribnted in mixed order, often according t,o some key word. The row and column 
indicators (coordinates) are the letters ADFGVX, and, taken in-pairs, t,he latter are used as substi- 
tutes for the letters of the plain test. These substitutive pairs are then inscribed within a rec- 
tangle and a columnar transposition takes place, according to a numerical key. The cipher test 
consists then merely of the 6 letters A, D, F, G, V, and X. 

b. The ADFGVX cipher system was inaugurated on the Western Front by the German Army 
on March 1, 1918, for communication between higher headquarters, principally between head- 
quarters of divisions and corps. m’hen first instituted on hiarch 1, 1918, the checkerboard con- 
sisted of 25 cells, for a 25-letter German alphabet (J was omitted), and the 5 letters A, D, F, G, and 
X used as coordinates. On June 1 the letter V was added, the checkerboard having been enlarged 
to 36 cells, to take care of a 26-letter alphabet plus the 10 digits. Transposition keys ranged from 
I 5 to 22 numbers, inclusive, and both the checkerboard and the transposition key were changed 
daily. The number of messages in t’his system varied from 25 a day upon the inception of the 
system to as many as 150 per day, during the last days of May 1918. The first solution was made 
on April 6 by the French. The cipher continued in use rather extensively until late ;1 June but 
from that time until the Arm&ice the volume of messages diminished very considerably. 
Although only 10 keys, covering a period of as many days were ever solved, the proportion of 
solved messages in the whole intercepted traffic was about 50 percent. This was true because of 
the fact that the keys solved were those for days on which the greatest number of messages was 
intercepted. The same system was employed on the southeastern front from July 1918 to the 
end of the war. Keys were in effect at first for a period of 2 days and beginning on September 1, 
for a period of 3 days. In all 17 keys, covering a total of 44 days, were solved. 

c. At the t,ime that the Allied cryptanalytic offices were working with cryptograms in this 
system only three methods were known for their solution and all three of them a.re classifiable 
under the heading of special solutions, because certain conditions had to obtain before they 
could be applied. No general solution had been developed until after hostilities had ceased.a 

1 Special Test So. 166, A&xznred Milifary Crypfography, sec. XI. 
1 The general solution to be described in paragraphs 4143 was not established until after the Armistice. 

Had it been elaborated earlier there would no doubt have been many more solutions than were actually effected 
by the methods then available. 
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Because they are interesting and useful some attention n-ill be devoted to both the general and the 
special solutions. Since the special solutions are easy to understand and serve as a good introduc- 
tion to the general solution: they will be taken up first. 

38. Special solution by means of identical endings.-a. In paragraph 24 it ~-3s demonstrated 
how the solution of keyed-columnar transposition ciphers can be facilitated and simplified by t,he 
comparison of t\vo cryptograms which are in the same key and the plain-text endings of which 
are identical. It was noted in that case that a study of the irregularly distributed cipher-text 
identities between the tsvo crypt.ograms permits of not only cutting up the text into sections 
that correspond with the long and the short columns of the transposition rectangle but also of 
establishing the transposition key in a direct manner almost entirely mathematical in nature. 
‘&hen this has been accomplished the plain texts of these two messages are at once disclosed, and 
all other messages in the same key may be read by means of the key so reconstructed. 

b. The same method of solution is applicable t.o the similar situation, if it can be found, in 
the case of the ADFGVX system, except that one more step intervenes between the reconstruction 
of the transposition rectangle and the appearance of the plain text in the rectangle: A mono- 
alphabetic substitution must be solved, since the text in the rows of the rectangle does not 
consist of plain-text letters but of pairs of components representing these letters as enciphered by 
means of a bipartite substitution alphabet. Moreover, this latter st,ep is comparatively simple 

- when there is a sufficient amount of text.in the two rectangles; if not, additional material for use 
in solving the monoalphabet can be obtained from other cryptograms in the same key, if they are 
available, since the t,ransposition key, having already been reconstructed from the two crypto- 
grams with identical endings, will permit of inscribing all other cryptograms in the same key 
within their proper rectangles. 

c. A demonstration of the application of the principles involved in such a solution will be 
useful. The following cryptograms have been intercepted on the same date, the 20th: 

No. 1 
To CG 22d Brigade: 

XVAA;: VDDA: DADV; ADAD; FXGF; XFAX; 

XVAV: AVXAtOD GFFX; FGAG?’ DGDG: DGAF: 

AADD: XDAV: GAAD; ADFV; FDFX; GFGA; 

A F A F : F F X F1: F V D Vi; A F F G1! A A A Vi: V A F A? 

DDFA’: VFAD’; FAVVl; GVAA? FDFAl; XFAAl: 

DX 
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To CG 23d Brigade: 
No. 2 

1 i ?o 10 

FDFFF FVFAD DVFVD GAFDF DAGA; FDFA: 
35 60 

VAXGD VXGF; VXDX; AAAA': GXFF5; VFAAG 
6s i0 is 50 35 80 

VGVFF FDAFF FXDAF XGAFD VFVXV DDFAD 
95 1M 105 I!0 115 120 

DAAAX AAFFA FVFXF FAXXA ADVXA VDAVF 
1% 130 135 140 145 

DFAVX VADXF AXFFX XAAVX XADXA AAVV'; 
155 lw) lb5 170 17.5 190 

AGDXX FDFAX FDGDF FXDGX FAGDF FDDVD 
165 IW 

DXDAF AGXXA FGAV 
d. The delimitation and marking of identities between these two cryptograms is a procedure 

similar to that explained in pa.ragraph &lb, except that a little more study may be necessary in 
this case because occasionally there may be considerable uncertainty as t,o esact.ly where an 
identity begins or ends. The reason for this is not difficult to understand. Whereas in para- 
graph 24b the process involves “unfractionated” letters and t,here are about 18 or 20 different 
letters to deal with, so that an “accidental identity ” is a rather rare occurrence, in the present, 
problem the process involves fractions of letters (the components of the bipartite cipher equiva- 
lents), and there are only 6 different cha.racters to deal with, so that such “accidental identities” 
are quite frequent. Now the cryptanalyst is not able at. first to distinguish between these acci- 
dental identities and actual identities and this is what makes the process somewhat difficult. 
What is meant will become perfectly clear presently. 

e. Taking the two illustrative cryptograms, the first st,ep is to ascertain what identities 
can be found between them, and then mark off these identities. For example, it is obvious that 
if the messages end alike the last several letters in No. 1 should be found somewhere in ?r’o. 2, 
and likewise the last several letters in No. 2 should be found somewhere in No. 1. The number 
of let,ters in identical sequences will depend upon the length of the identical text and the width 
of the transposition rectangle. Searching through No. 2 for a sequence such as A G D X, or 
G D X, or at least D X, the tetragraph A G D X is found as letters 151-54. The last column of Ko. 2 
ends with F G A V; searching through No. 1 for a sequence F G A V, or G A V, or at least, A V, the 
t,etragraph F G A V is found as lett,ers 87-90. These identities are underlined or marked off in 
some fa.shion, and search is made for ot,her identities. It would be a great help if the width of 
the transposition rectangle were known, for then it would be possible to cut up the text into 
lengths approximately corresponding to column lengths, and this would then restrict the search 
for identical sequences to those sections which correspond to the bottoms of the columns. Sup- 
pose the key to contain 20 numbers. Then the rectangle for No. 1, containing 152 letters, 
would consist of 12 long columns of 8 letters and 8 short ones of 7 letters; that for 30.2, con- 
taining 194 letters, would consist of 14 long columns of 10 letters and 6 short ones of 9 letters. 
If that were correct t.hen in No. 1 the end of the first column would be either X V D D, or X V D. 
Searching through ,“o. 2 for either of these a sequence X V D D is found as letters 84-7. Column 
1 is probably a long column in No. 1: The word probably is used because the identity may 
extend only over the letters X V D, and the next D may be an accidental similamty, since the chances 
that D will appear by pure accident are 1 in 6, which is not at all improbable. It must also be 
pointed out that a certain number of telegraphic errors may be expected, and since’there are 
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on]- 6 different letters the chances that an F, for example, will be received or recorded as a D 
are fairly good. Column 1 of So. 2 ends either with V F A D or V F A. Searching through So. 1. 
a sequence V F A D is found as letters 14-l;; a sequence V F A is found as letters 34-6 ; a sequence 
V F F D is found as letters ‘79-82; a sequence V F A D is also found as letters 126-130; a sequence 
V F A is found as letters 130-2. Here are several possibilities; which is the one to choose? Two 
of these possibilities coincide exactly with the full sequence being sought, V F A D. Can one of 
them be eliminated as a possibilitv? Perhaps tables to facilitate the loca.tion of possible ‘Lbreaks” 
n-ill be helpful in making the elimination (see para.graph 1671). “Break twblcs” are t,hcrcforc 
constructed for the messages on the basis of rectangles of 20 columns, and are as shown bclon-. 

0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 8s 96 

28 

35 

42 

49 

56 

0 

9 

18 

27 

36 

45 

54 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 

“Break” table for x’o. 1 (152 letters) 

19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99 109 119 129 / 139 149 
-____-------- ---- - 

18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98 108 118 128 138 148 158 
-------------- -------------- 

27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97 107 117 127 137 147 157 167 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97 107 117 127 137 147 157 167 
--------------- --------------- 
36 46 56 66 76 86 96 106 116 126 136 146 156 166 176 36 46 56 66 76 86 96 106 116 126 136 146 156 166 176 

------P-P ------P-P -------- -------- 
45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 135 145 155 165 175 185 45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 135 145 155 165 175 185 

-----P----P---- -----P----P---- 
54 64 74 84 94 104 114 124 134 144 154 164 174 184 194 54 64 74 84 94 104 114 124 134 144 154 164 174 184 194 

“Break” table for No. 2 (194 letters) 
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From these tables it follows that as regards message So. 1 there can be a break after the ith, 8th, 
14th, 15th, 16th . . . letters but not after the 6th letter, nor after the 9th to 14th letters, nor 
after the lith to 21st letters, and so on; as regards message Ko. 2 there can be a break after the 
gth, lath, lsth, 19th, 20th, . . . letters but’ not after the 8th letter nor after the 11th to 18th 
letters, nor after the 21st to 27th letters, and so on. Referring again to the two VFAD sequences 
in T\‘o. 1 which may correspond with the VFAD sequence in Ko. 2, it was found that the first 
candidate would require a break immediately after the 17th letter. But the break table for So. 1 
precludes this possibility; hence the first VFAD sequence in No. 1 in position 14-17 may be climi- 
nated as a candidate, leaving the second VFAD, in position 126-130, as a candidate. This would 
require a break after the 130th letter and reference to the break table for No. 1 shows this to be a 
possibility. Hence, the VFAD in position 126-130 in So. 1 will tentatively be accepted as 
matching the VFAD sequence in So. 2. bother section of the text of one or the other crypto- 
gram is next selected, with a view to establishing additional identities. To go through the 
whole process here would consume too much space and time. Jforeover, it is not necessary, 
for the only purpose in carrying the demonstration &is far is t.o indicate to the student the 
general procedure and to show him some of the difficulties he will encounter in the identificn- 
tion of the similar portions when the test is composed of only a very limited number of different 
letters. In this case, after more or less tedious experiment,ation. the hypothesis of a key of 20 
columns is established as correct. whereupon two sets of 20 identities are uncovered and the 
identities are found t.o be as shown below. 

No. 1 

XVAAi VDDA; DADV; ADAD? FXGF? XFAX; 
1 i 3 4 

XVAV: AVXA;OD GFFX! FGAG?OF DGDG?SD DGAF; 
T -ii- 7 8 

AAD D”D XDAV; GAADi); ADFV?‘FDFX? GFGA? 
9 10 -i-r -x- 

AFAF; FFXF!? FVDV? AFFG? AAAVi5 VAFA? 
T --i-i- 15 Is 

DDFAF VFAD? FAVV!? GVAA? FDFA? XFAAl; 
17 18 19 

- 

DX 
20 

FIGURE 47. 
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No. 2 

FDFFf FVFA: DVFV: GAFD; DAGA: FDFA; 
i 2 -T- 

VAXG: VXGF; VXDX? AAAA! GXFF% VFAA60G 
-i- 5 6 

VGVF; FDAF; FXDACXGAF; VFVXf DDFA; 
i 8 9 

DAAASjt AAFF? FVFXI’; FAXX? ADVXlf VDAV? 
-TIT -ii- --r- 

125 
DFAVX VADX? AXFF? XAAV? XADX? AAVV? 

--x-- ---iT- -5 
155 

AGDXX FDFA? FDGD? FXDG?I FAGD? FDDV? 
-iii-- ---E- ---ET-- 

DXDA? AGXX? FGAV 
--ET- 20 

FIGURE 47-Continued 

j. A table of equivalencies 3 is then drawn up: 
so. l________.._ 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
So. 2 __________. 9 6 8 10 13 11 17 2 19 15 7 20 14 12 5 18 1 4 3 16 

Since the rectangle for No. 2 has 2 more letters in the last row than the rectangle for No. 1, 
two chains of equivalent,s at t,wo intervals are construct’ed. Thus: 

1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

1 9 19 3 8 2 6 11 7 17 
4 10 15 5 13 14 12 20 16 18 

These chains must now be united into a single chain by proper interlocking. Since cryptogram 
No. 1 has 12 long columns, and since the identities of these 12 columns aTe now known (1, 3, 
5, 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20), the interlocking of the two chains and hence the transposition 
key must be this: 

12 3 45 67 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
7 5 17 13 1 14 9 12 19 20 3 16 8 18 2 4 6 10 11 15 

g, The two cryptograms may now be transcribed into their proper transpositiori matrices, 
as shown in figure 48, 

1 It is necessary to remark that in setting up the table of equivalencies, after determining the width of the 
rectangle, that message which has the lesser number of long columns is used as the basis for the normal sequence 
1, 2, 3, . . . . If the one having the greater number of long columns is employed as the base, the reconstructed 
key n-ill be reversed. 
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so. 1 No. 2 
7 5 17 13 1 14 Q 12 19 20 3 16 8 18 2 4 6 10 11 15 7 5 17 13 1 14 9 12 19 20 3 16 8 18 2 4 6 10 11 15 

FXDAXFAFVXAVGVAFAVAF AFXVFVAFFFFAAFDFAFAX 
GVFFVXAXAXDADFGVDGDF AXFDDAFAFADAFFVVDAFA 
AAAAAFDFAFAVDADXGGFG GVDAFDDXDGAAFXFAGDFA 
GVGFAVDGAADAGVAFFAVX VXFVFXVXDXGVFDVXXDAV 
FFVXXDDFFAAFAVDAFAFA GDAFFFFAVXAVXGDGFAFX 
DAFFVVXGDGFAFXVXXDFA VXXDFAVADADGDXGDFAVX 
GVAFDXDAFDXGDGFAFXDA FVFFVXXDDFFAAFAVDAFA 
DXDXDAAVAXGD FADAFFVVXGDGFAFXVXXD 

FAGVAFDXDAFDXGDGFAFX 
DADXDXDAAVAXGD 

FIGUBE 48. 

h. A frequency distribution is now made of all the bipartite pairs, so as to solve the encipher- 
ing checkerboard. There is no necessity for going through this part of the solution, for it falls 
along quite normal lines of monoalphabetic substitution. The two plain-test rectangles are 
shown in figure 49. The checkerboard 4 is found to be as shown in figure 50~. 

so. 1 
7 5 17 13 1 14 9 12 19 20 316 818 24 0 10 11 15 

H A V E 0 R D E R E 
FX DA XF AF VX AV GV AF AV AF 

D C 0 M M A N D I N 
GV FF VX AX AX DA DF GV DG DF 

G G E N E R A L 2 3 
AA AA AF DF AF AV DA DX GG FG 

D B R I G A D E T 0 
GV GF AV DG AA DA GV AF FA VX 

C 0 U N T E R A T T 
FF VX XD DF FA AF AV DA FA FA 

A C K W I T H 0 U T 
DA FF VV XG DG FA FX VX XD FA 

D E L A Y W I T H A 
GV AF DX DA FD XG DG FA FX DA 
L L A R M S 

DX DX DA AV AX GD 
FIGUB~ 48. 

4 Since the second cryptogram is addressed to the CG 23d Brigade and the first cryptogram mentions that 
the commander of that brigade has been ordered to do so and so, the solution of the groups GG (-2) and FG 
(~3) is made by inference. This gives the placement of these two digits in the cipher square. 
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so. 2 

i 5 1: 13 1 14 B 12 19 20 3 16 616 24 6 10 11 15 

E X P E C T E N E M 
AF XV FV AF FF FA AF DF AF AX 

M Y A T T A C K A T 
AX FD DA FA FA DA FF VV DA FA 

D A Y L I G H T S T 
GV DA FD DX DG AA FX FA GD FA 

0 P H 0 L D Y 0 U R 
VX FV FX VX DX GV FD VX XD AV 

S E C T 0 R W I T H 
GD AF FF FA VX AV XG DG FA FX 

0 U T F A I L S T 0 
VX XD FA VA DA DG DX GD FA VX 

P C 0 U N T E R A T 
FV FF VX XD DF FA AF AV DA FA 

T A C K W I T H 0 U 
FA DA FF VV XG DG FA FX VX XD 

T D E L A Y W I T H 
FA GV AF DX DA FD XG DG FA FX 

A L L A R M S 
DA DX DX DA AV AX GD 

2nd component 

ADFGVX 

FIGWEE 49-Continued. 

ADFGVX ADFGVX 

G/ /E' 'R/M 

FIGURE Xh. 

A G/ IEl IEi /RjM 

S/B/ -- 
l I -'- 

+I 
FIGUBE Sob. FIGCRE X)C. 

i. Speculating upon the disposition of the letters within the enciphering checkerboard, it 
becomes evident that the key phrase upon which it is based is GERMAN MILITARY CIPHERS. 
The fact that the digit 2 follows B and the digit 3 follows C suggests that the digits are inserted 
immediately after the letters A, B, C, . . .) as they occur in the mixed sequence. xote the cells 
which still remain vacant after the key word mixed sequence is fully developed in the checker- 
board, and all the letters which do occur in the two messages are inserted in their correct cells 

G/G!E!j(R[M ---,-I---.__ 

-m---/-- 
T 1??~ C / 3 j P/H -I--!--- 
71SiBi2iD/4 

-;-l--~__(__ 
F[G!J;DK;O 

-/----- 
QjU/V~WiX~Z 
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(fig. sobj. The complete checkerboard ma>- therefore be taken almost certainl>- to be as shown 
in figure 5Oc. The date (20th) indicates that the transposition key x-ill have 20 numbers in it. 
The transposition key was evidently derived from the first 20 letters of the mixed sequence: 

GERMANILTYCPHSBDFJKO 
7 5 Ii 13 1 14 9 12 19 20 3 16 8 18 2 4 6 10 11 15 

39. Special solution by means of identical beginnings.--a. In paragraph 23 u-as demon- 
strated the nn~thocl of solution bawl upon finding two cryptograms which are in the same key 
an(l the plain tests of which begin n-it11 the same words. The application of this method to the 
corresponding situation in the case of the ADFGVX system should by this time be obvious. The 
finding of identical sequences is somewhat easier in this case than in the case of identical endings 
because the identities can be found in parallel progression from the beginning to the end of the 
two crvptograms being compared. SIoreover, the discovery of two cryptograms with similar 
beginnings is easier than that of two with similar endings because in the former case the very 
first groups in the two cryptograms contain identities, whereas in the latter case the identities 
are hidden and scattered throughout the texts of the two cryptograms. On the other hand, the 
complete solution of a case of identical endings is very much more simple t’han that involving 
identical beginnings because in the former case the establishment of t’he identities carries with it 
almost automatically the complete reconstruction of the transposition key, whereas in the latter 
this is far from true and additional cryptograms may be essential in order t.o accomplish this 
sine qua non for the solution. 

b. The following represent 8 cryptograms of the same date, assumed to have been enciphered 
by the same key. 

x0. 1 
VDDFA XFAAX DXGGF FVFXF GXDXG DGAGF 
AGDAD VGGDA AADXX DXAFF AADAF DFFDA 

No. 2 
GXDDA DDGDF VGXAX XXGXG AAAAD FADDX 
AVDXF XAD 

No. 3 
XDAAA GXDDX VFFVD GADFD XAAAG DFADG 
AFDAD GVGDV FDFXA GFXAF AFAXD DDDFD 
XAXVA DXFXF DGAGF GGADD AGDGX AVGDG 
ADAFA XFAAG VAAGA FDVDV DXFDA XFDFF 
GDXDV DADAV DADDD GADAG AAAFG GDXAX 
FGVXD DGDDF AFAGV AFGXG VDDAX XDVFF 
FFDXG VGDFG AVADA XDAFA AFDGF VFXXX 
AAGAG AFDGX AFAFX XGGAG AAFFA AFDGA 
GAFVX DGGFG DAAAF DADAD XVVAX FVADD 
GAFFF GXAXD FDDFX AAAAA 

No.4 
AFGFX AGXAG XDDAF AAXAV GDDDD FAFGV 
DGDXA FDXAX GFGDD VADXA XGFAX FDADD 
GD 

No. 5 
XAAAD DGAAG DDDXF FAVGA XDGGD FFAVA 
DAAXA GDXDX XXXDG VFADA DFFFF VVGFD 
XFDGG DAXDG ADFD 
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No. 6 

XDAAV DXDGF XVGDD AVGXA DXAAD XGGAA 
GDFDA AAGAX DVFDF DFFDD FDDFX FXXFD 
FDXAX GAXFF VDVAF GVDVD DDAGD GGDAA 
GGFDD DVFFV VAGVA XAAGG XGXDD DADXF 
ADFFG DGFDA AFGAX FFDVD DDAGA FADAV 
DDDAV GAVAD FGDDF FDGDV DGGXA XAXDA 
DXDVF FXVAX GFDAG XFFFF AAXDA FVDXG 
XFDAG AGAVD VAGAF DGDAV VDDDD DFXGV 
AFFAA FFFDV DFFAF DAGDG GAAAF DXAXA 
VAXDA GADXD VFAFF FGDDA DDDFA GDFAX 
DG 

No. 7 
AGFGV DDDDF DDFXF DDGDF AXVDD VDVXA 
DDAXX AADDF AGGFF AXDDG XDFAD DFDGD 
DVAXA XFXDA FXDDG FXGDV GFFGX DADFA 
DDAFF VDGXA ADXFX GVADA XGXAG AGDGV 
XDDV 

No. 8 

DFGFX DFAFF XDXAG ADGGG DDFGA XGVDF 
VVFDA AAXGD AVDVA DDGVD AFAG 

The cryptograms have been exsmined for identical beginnings, and xos. 3 and 6 apparently 
begin alike, identical portions being underlined as shown in figure 51. Now the number of 
identical sections in the two cryptograms is 15; this indicates that the width of the transposition 
rectangle is 15. Therefore, No. 3 (290 letters) has 5 long columns of 20 letters and 10 short 
columns of 19 letters [(15X20)-10=290]. Il’o. 6 (302 letters) has 2 long columns of 21 letters 
and 13 short columns of 20 letters [(15X21)-13=302]. The identical sections in No. 3 and 
No. 6 having been marked off as shown in figure 51, the next step is to transcribe the texts into 
their correct column lengths as given by the study of identical sections, writing them merely 
in their serial order, as shown in figure 52. In this transcription no serious difficulty is usually 
encountered in the division into correct column lengths, this process being guided by the identical 
sequences, the number of letters between the identical sequences, and the maximum and minimum 
lengths of the columns as calculated from the dimensions of the rectangle. Whenever difficulties 
are encountered in this process, they are brought about by accidental identities of letters before 
and after the true or actual identical sequences. In the present case no such difficulties arise 
except in going from column 12 to column 13. The identical sections for column 13 here consist 
of the sequence A F F A A F; if these sections are placed at the head of column 13, it leaves column 
12 one letter short at the bottom in each diagram. This means that the initial A's in these 
identical sequences represent an accidental identity; these A’s belong at the bottom of column 
12 in each diagram, and the true identical sequences are F F A A F, and not A F F A A F. In 
some cases there may be many more instances of such accidental identities before and after the 
true identical sequences. Another thing to be noted is that the identical beginnings in this 
case run along for at least 4 complete rows and part of the fifth row in the transposition rectangle. 
Therefore, the identical sequences should consist of not less than 4, and not more than 5 letters; 
any letters in excess of 5 in any identical sequence are accidental identities. There are several 
such accidental identities in the case under study, viz, in columns 5 and 12, 
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x0. 3 
XDAAA GXDDX VFFVD GADFD XAAAG DFADG 
i 2 
AFDAD GVGDV FDFXA GFXAF AFAXD DDDFD 

3 4 
XAXVA DXFXF DGAGF GGADD AGDGX AVGDG - 5 
ADAFA XFAAG VAAGA FDVDV D.XFDA XFDFF 

6 7 
GDXDV DADAV DADDD GADAG AAAFG GDXAX 

s- 
FGVXD DGDDF AFAGV AFGXG VDDAX XDVFF 

-F-- 10 
FFDXG VGDFG AVADA XDA'FA AFDGF VFXXX 

11 
AAGAG AFDGX AFAFX XGGAG AAFFA AFDGA 

12 13 
GAFVX DGGFG DAAAF DADAD XVVAX FVADD 

14 
GAFFF GXAXD FDDFX AAAAA 

15 

No. 6 
XDAAV DXDGF XVGDD AVGXA DXAAD XGGAA 
--i-- z 
GDFDA AAGAX DVFDF DFFDD FDDFX FXXFD 

FDXAX GAXFF 
4 

GGFDD DVFFV 

ADFFG DGFDA 
7 

- DDDAV GAVAD 

DXDVF FXVAX 
10 

XFDAG AGAVD 

AFFAA FFFDV 
13 

VAXDA GADXD 

3 
VDVAF GVDVD DDAGD GGDAA 

5 
XGXDD DADXF VAGVA XAAGG 

6 
AFGAX FFDVD DDAGA FADAV 

FGDDF FDGDV 
9 

GFDAG XFFFF 

s 
DGGXA XAXDA 

AAXDA FVDXG 

VAGAF DGDAV 
1-1 

VDDDD DFXGV 
12 

DFFAF DAGDG GAAAF DXAXA 

VFAFF FGDDA 
15 

14 
DDDFA GDFAX 

DG 
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x0. 3 
1 2 a 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 I4 15 

DAFXVDDGVXDFGDD 
----- __-------__- 
XDXFGVADAGGAAXF 
---__----------- 
VGAXDDDXFVFFFVD 
---- ----------- 
---- 

----- 
D A A 
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So. 6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

X~DiD~FiD/AiDiDiG;XiA(AiF,A!A 

AXADXA 

V V A D 

D D G X V D V D 

F D F A D 

D A/X F DDFGXXADDGD 

FIGURE SZ-Continued 

c. Now comes the attempt to place the columns in proper sequence in the respective trans- 
position rectangles, Since No. 6 has only 2 long columns, viz, 5 and 14, it is obvious that these 
two columns belong at the extreme left of the rectangle. Their order may be 5-14 or 14-5; 
there is no way of telling which is correct just yet. Since No. 3 has 5 long columns, z%z, 3, 4, 5, 
7, 14, and since from No. 6 it has been ascertained that 5 and 12 go to the extreme left, it is 
obvious that columns 3, 4, and 7 occupy the third, fourth, and fifth positions in the rectangles. 
Their order may be any permutation of the three numbers 3,4, and 7; their exact order must be 
ascertained by further study. 
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d. In this study, to fix the exact order of the columns and thus to reconstruct the tmnsposi- 
tion key, advantage can be taken of the diverse lengths of other cryptograms that may be 
available in the same key. In this case there are 6 additional cryptograms, Xos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 
and 8, suitable for the purpose. The following calculations are made: 

60 4 
38 3 aud 2 
6? 5 and 1 
i-i 5 and 4 

124 9 and 8 
34 4 and 3 

.\ll samk length 
8 7 / 

I 2 13 

I ‘: 1: 
I 
I 

9 6 

Now So. 7 has 4 long columns, and these must consist of 4 columns from among the 5 already 
a.scertnined as falling at the extreme left, z’iz, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 14. Columns 5 and 14 have further- 
more been placed in positions l-2, leaving columns 3, 4, and 7 for positions 3-4-5. Which 
of these three possibilities is t,o be omitted as a long column in No. 7? A means of answering 
this question involves certain considerations of general importance in the cryptanalysis of this 
type of system. 

e. Consider a transposition rectangle in which the number of columns is even, and consider 
specifically the first pair of columns in such a rectangle. The combinations of bipartite compo- 
nents formed by t’he juxtaposition of these 2 columns correspond to plain-text letters, and there- 
fore the distribution of the bipartite digraphs in these columns will be monoalphabetic in char- 
acter. The same is true with respect to the bipartite components in the third and fourth columns, 
the fifth and sixth columns, and so on. Hence, if a long cryptogram of this nature is at hand, 
and if the 2 columns which belong at the extreme left can be ascertained, then a distribution of 
the bipartite digraphs formed by juxtaposing these columns should not only be monoalphabetic, 
but also this distribution, ij it is at all normal, will a2ord a basis for matching other columns which 
11311 produce similar distributions, for the text as a whole is monoalphabetic. In this way, by 
proper matching of columns, those which really go together to form the pairs containing the 
bipartite equivalents of the plain-text letters can be ascertained. From that point on, the solu- 
tion of the problem is practically the same as t,hat of solving a columnar transposition cipher 
with nonfractionated letters. 

j. But now consider a plain-text rectangle in the ADFGVX system, in which the number of 
columns is odd, and consider specifically the first pair of columns in t’he rectangle. Now only the 
alternate combinations of bipartite components in these columns form the units of plain-text 
letters. The same is true of the bipartite components of the third and fourth, the fifth and sixth 
columns, and so on. In all other respects, however, the remarks contained in subparagraph e 
apply equally to this case where the width of the rectangle is odd. 

g. Returning to the problem under study, it has been ascertained t,hat columns 5 and 14 fall 
at the extreme left. Whether their correct order is 5-14 or 14-5 cannot at the moment be ascer- 
tained, nor is it essential. The thing to do is to make a distribution of the bipartite pairs and 
see what it is like. Since the width of the rectangle here is odd, only the lst, 3d, 5th, . . . pairs 
down the columns can be distributed in a frequency square. The results are shown in Fig. 53. 
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So. 3 
Cd. Cd. 
5 

1 D A 
D A 

3 A A 
G F 

5 D D 
G A 

7 X D 
A A 

9 V D 
G X 

11 D V 
G V 

13 A A 
D X 

15 A F 
F V 

17 A A 
X D 

19 F D 
A G 

x0. 6 
Cd. cot. 5 

1 D A 
D A 

3 A A 

11 G A 
G X - 

G F 21, COMPOSEST DMPOSEST 
5 D D 

G X G X AIJFGVX ADFGVX 
7 G A / 

D X D X 
A AIN; )/I ; /& )/I 

I ---- ---- -- -- 
9 A A 

A V -- -- 
11 G A BF 

G X g -- -- 
* T, I 

13 F D 
D A . 

15 15 D D G G -- -. -- -. 
D A D A X 

17 V D 
F X F X 

19 F D 
v v 

31 V F 
Frorrss 53. 

h. The distribution is fairly good. Five occurrences of AA a.re noted, 3 of FD. These must 
represent high-frequency letters. The 4 (Phi) test for monoalphabeticity may be applied. 

Expected value of C#J for plain text=.0667X21 X20=28.01 
Expectedvalueof(bforrandomtext=.0385~2lX20=16.1i 
Observed value of 9 in this case=(5X4)+(2X1)+(2Xl)+(3X2)+(2Xl)+(2X1)=34 

The observed value of 4 is considerably greater than the expected value for plain text and more 
than twice as much as the expected value for random text. Using the distribution in figure 53 as 
a basis, an attempt is made to add to the 5-14 combination a column selected from among columns 
3,4, and i, so that the second, fourth, sixth . . . pairs down the second and third columns in the 
rectangle w-ill give bipartit.e pairs that will conform to the distribution noted in figure 53. Since 
the results sought will be very materially affected if the combination 5-14 should really be 14-5, 
all possible combinations of 5-14 and 14-5 with 3,4, and 7 must be tried. The various combina- 
tions tested are shown in figure 54. 
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(1) 
3 14 3 

1 DAD 
2 DAV 
3 AAF 
4 GFD 
5 DDF 
6 GAX 
7 XDA 
8 AAG 
9 VDF 

10 GXX 
11 DVA 
12 GVF 
13 AAA 
14 DXF 
15 AFA 
16 FVX 
li AAD 
1X XDD 
19 FDD 
20 AGD 

(1) 
5 14 3 

1 DAD 

2 DAV 
3 AAF 
4 GFD 
5 DDF 
6 GXD 
7 GAF 
8 DXF 
9 AAD 

10 AVD 
11 GAF 
12 GXD 
13 FDD 
14 DAF 
15 DGX 
16 DAF 
17 VDX 
18 FXX 
19 FDF 
20 VVD 
21 VF 

(2) 
5 14 4 

DAF 
DAD 
AAX 
GFA 
DDX 
GAV 
XDA 
AAD 
VDX 
GXF 
DVX 
GVF 
AAD 
DXG 
AFA 
FVG 
AAF 
XDG 
FDG 
AGA 

(2) 
5 14 4 

DAF 
DAD 
AAX 
GFA 
DDX 
GXG 
GAA 
DXX 
AAF 
AVF 
GAV 
GXD 
FDV 
DAA 
DGF 
DAG 
VDV 
FXD 
FDV 
VVD 
VF 

112 

(3) 
5 14 7 

DAD 

DAF 
AAF 
GFG 
DDD 
GAX 
XDD 
AAV 
VDD 
GXA 
DVD 
GVA 
AAV 
DXD 
AFA 
FVD 
AAD 
XDD 
FDG 
AGA 

No. 6 

(3) 
5 14 7 

DAD 

DAF 
AAF 
GFG 
DDD 
GXG 
GAF 
DXD 
AAA 
AVA 
GAF 
GXG 
FDA 
DAX 
DGF 
DAF 
VDD 
FXV 
FDD 
VVD 
VF 

FIOUBE 54 

(4) 
14 5 3 

ADD 

ADV 
AAF 
FGD 
DDF 
AGX 
DXA 
AAG 
DVF 
XGX 
VDA 
VGF 
AAA 
XDF 
FAA 
VFX 
AAD 
DXD 
DFD 
GAD 

(4) 
14 5 3 

ADD 

ADV 
AAF 
FGD 
DDF 
XGD 
AGF 
XDF 
AAD 
VAD 
AGF 
XGD 
DFD 
ADF 
GDX 
ADF 
DVX 
XFX 
DFF 
VVD 
FV 

(5) 
14 5 4 

ADF 
ADD 
AAX 
FGA 
DDX 
AGV 
DXA 
AAD 
DVX 
XGF 
VDX 
VGF 
AAD 
XDG 
FAA 
VFG 
AAF 
DXG 
DFG 
GAA 

(5) 
14 5 4 

ADF 

ADD 
AAX 
FGA 
DDX 
XGG 
AGA 
XDX 
AAF 
VAF 
AGV 
XGD 
DFV 
ADA 
GDF 
ADG 
DVV 
XFD 
DFV 
VVD 
FV 

(6) 
14 ‘5 7 

ADD 
ADF 
AAF 
FGG 
DDD 
AGX 
DXD 
AAV 
DVD 
XGA 
VDD 
VGA 
AAV 
XDD 
FAA 
VFD 
AAD 
DXD 
DFG 
GAA 

(6) 
14 5 i 
ADD 
ADF 
AAF 
FGG 
DDD 
XGG 
AGF 
XDD 
AAA 
VAA 
AGF 
XGG 
DFA 
ADX 
GDF 
ADF 
DVD 
XFV 
DFD 
VVD 
FV 
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(1 I [S-14- :<] 

ADFGVX 

MH/I ’ ,‘I/ j / li I 
-----i- -,- 
II !/i 1 / / / I 1 - - -‘-.m+- - 

M;’ 
_----i- 

II I 
_-__-__- 

l/l/ II 

I I 

I 
___---- 

ill ii II 

(4) [ 14-5-31 

ADFGVX 

I 

(2) [S-14-4] 

ADFGVX ADFGVX 

(5) [14-S-4] 

ADFGVX 

__--,--- 
G II II li I I 

---.---_ 
V II 

-----~- 
X I 

A 

D 

F 

G 

V 

X 

A 

D 

F 

G 

V 

X 

(6) [14-s] 

A D F G V 

T 
( I _i. 
I 

j. These distributions are now tested for monoalphabeticity, by applying the 4 test Tllf~ 

number of occurrences in each distribution is 4 1. Then 41 X40X .0667= 109.4 is the expected 
value of 9 for plain t,ext; 41X40X.0385=63.1 is the expected value of + for random text. 
Here are the calculat,ions for the first distribution (combination 5-14-3) yielding the observed 
value of I# as 82: 

(5X4)+(3X2)+(1X0)+(2X1)+(1X0>+ 
(2X1)+(3X2)+(1X0)+(1X0)+(5X4)+(2X1)+ 

(1X0)+(4X3)+(2X1)+(1X0)+(3X2)+(2X2)+(2X1)=82. 

The observed values of 4 for all 6 frequency distributions are shown herewith: 

(1)=82 (4)=120 
(2)=76 (5)= 70 
(3)=78 (6)=110 
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Only two of these distributions give close approsimations to 109, the expected value of 4, and 
the\- may be retained for further esperiment. They are the ones for combinations (4) and (6), 
with values of 120 and 110, respectively. 

k. Selecting combinations (4) and (6) z’iz, 14-5-3, and 14-5-i, since columns 14. 3, 4, 5 a.nd 
7 form the group of 5 columns at the left of the transposition rectangle. the folfoa-ing combina- 
tions are possible: 

(1) 14-5-3-4-7 (3) 14-5-7-3-4 
(2) 14-5-3-T-4 (4) 14-5-7- 4-3 

1. The following sets of columns correspond to these 4 combinations in the 2 cryptograms 
(fig. 56): 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

(1) 
14 5 3 4 7 

ADDFD 
ADVDF 
AAFXF 
FGDAG 
DDFXD 
AGXVX 
DXAAD 
AAGDV 
DVFXD 
XGXFA 
VDAXD 
VGFFA 
AAADV 
XDFGD 
FAAAA 
VFXGD 
AADFD 
DXDGD 
DFDGG 
GADAA 

(2) 
14 5 3 i 4 

ADDDF 
ADVFD 
AAFFX 
FGDGA 
DDFDX 
AGXXV 
DXADA 
AAGVD 
DVFDX 
XGXAF 
VDADX 
VGFAF 
AAAVD 
XDFDG 
FAAAA 
VFXDG 
AADDF 
DXDDG 
DFDGG 
GADAA 

so. 3 
(3) (4) 

14 5 7 3 4 14 5 7 4 3 

ADDDF ADDFD 
ADFVD ADFDV 
AAFFX AAFXF 
FGGDA FGGAD 
D D D,F X DDDXF 
AGXXV AGXVX 
DXDAA DXDAA 
AAVGD AAVDG 
DVDFX DVDXF 
XGAXF XGAFX 
VDDAX VDDXA 
VGAFF VGAFF 
AAVAD AAVDA 
XDDFG XDDGF 
FAAAA .FAAAA 
.V F D X G VFDGX 
AADDF AADFD 
DXDDG DXDGD 
DFGDG DFGGD 
GAADA GAAAD 
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11.; 

(0 
14 5 3 4 i 

I ADDFD 
2 ADVDF 
3 AAFXF 
-i FGDAG 
5 DDFXD 
6 XGDGG 
7 AGFAF 
8 XDFXD 
9 AADFA 

IO VADFA 
11 AGFVF 
12 XGDDG 
13 DFDVA 
14 ADFAX 
15 GDXFF 
16 ADFGF 
17 DVXVD 
18 XFXDV 
19 DFFVD 
30 VVDDD 
21 FV 

SO 

(21 

14 5 :i 7 4 

ADDDF 
ADVFD 
AAFFX 
FGDGA 
DDFDX 
XGDGG 
AGFFA 
XDFDX 
AADAF 
VADAF 
AGFFV 
XGDGD 
DFDAV 
ADFXA 
GDXFF 
ADFFG 
DVXDV 
XFXVD 
DFFDV 
VVDDD 
FV 

ti 
(3) 

14 5 7 3 4 

ADDDF 
ADFVD 
AAFFX 
FGGDA 
DDDFX 
XGGDG 
AGFFA 
XDDFX 
AAADF 
VAADF 
AGFFV 
XGGDD 
DFADV 
ADXFA 
GDFXF 
ADFFG 
DVDXV 
XFVXD 
DFDFV 
VVDDD 
FV 

(4) 
14 5 i 4 3 

ADDFD 
ADFDV 
AAFXF 
FGGAD 
DDDXF 
XGGGD 
AGFAF 
XDDXF 
AAAFD 
VAAFD 
AGFVF 
XGGDD 
DFAVD 
ADXAF 
GDFFX 
ADFGF 
D VD V X 
XFVDX 
DFDVF 
VVDDD 
FV 

m. The additional bipartite pairs given by adding columns 4-7 to the basic combination 
14-5-3 are distributed in the 4th frequency distribution square of figure 55, yielding the distri- 
bution shown in square (1) of figure 57. The other squares in figure 57 are constructed in the 
same wa..y. for the other combinations of figure 56. 

(1) [ 14-5-34-71 

ADFGVX 

(2) [14--S-3-74] 

D F G V X 
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(3j [14-5-Y-3-41 

ADFGVX 

116 

(4) [14-5-i4-31 

ADFGVX 

FIQ~RE S-Continued 

n. Again applying the +-test, the expected value of $I is 81 X80X.0667=432. The observed 
values for the four combinations of figure .!ii are as follows: 

(1) For combination 14-5-34-i, 4=436 
(2) For combination 14-5-3-74, 1#1=276 
(3) For combination 14-5-7-34, cp=344 
(4) For combination 14-5-7-4-3, +=318 

The combination 14-5-34-7, giving the greatest value for 4 (a little better than the expected 
value), is very probably the correct one. 

o. Examining t.he other cryptograms that arc available, it is seen that No. 7 is the third 
longest one of the entire set, with 124 letters; moreover, t,he dimensions of the rectangle [ (15 X 9) - 
11= 1241 are such as to bring about 4 long columns of 9 letters and 11 columns of 8 letters. The 
first 5 columns are definitely fixed in position, since it is known that the first 5 key numbers are 
14-5-3-4-T. The resulting diagram is shown in figure 58. There is now a section consisting of 

14 5 3 4 7 1 2 6 3 9 10 11 12 13 1.5 

-I-lljllll-l-!-l-l/l- 
A A V D~D/D~F/G/x/D/FIA!G G/D -------__,--/--l-‘--- 
G G D A/GID[D[XIFiGiFID/X,VjV --- 
A G(D X 
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11’7 

10 columns which are to be anagrammed to ascertain their correct sequence. The column t,o 
follow column 7 is ascertained on the basis of the repetitions which are brought about when the 
selected column is placed on the right. These repetitions should fall into those cells of frequency 
distribution (l), figure 57, which are of high frequency. In other words, the process is one of 
selecting from among columns 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15 that column which will yield 
the most repetitions of bipartite digraphs with the digraphs given by the juxtaposition of columns 
14-5-34-7, as dist’ributed in frequency square (1) of figure 57. The column thus selected turns 
out to be Ko. 10. Then other columns are added by proceeding along the same lines, the work 
becoming progressively more easy as the number of available candidates decreases. Sometimes 
the discovery of what appears to be a long repetition within one of the cryptograms or between 
two cryptograms facilitates the process. In this case the results obtained from the 3 crypto- 
grams under study are shown in figure 59. 

1 No. 3 
. 14 5 a 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 6 0 11 

AD 
AD 
AA 
FG 
DD 
AG 
DX 
AA 
DV 
XG 
VD 
VG 
AA 
XD 
FA 
VF 
AA 
DX 
DF 
GA 

DF 
VD 
FX 
DA 
FX 
xv 
AA 
GD 
FX 
XF 
AX 
FF 
AD 
FG 
AA 
XG 
DF 
DG 
DG 
DA 

DX 
FD 
FV 
GF 
DF 
XF 
DF 
VD 
DX 
AG 
DV 
AG 
VD 
DF 
AG 
DA 
DV 
DA 
GD 
A 

AA FX 
FG FD 
FA AA 
FF AA 
GD FA 
XG DG 
AX GX 
XA AD 
DF GD 
FA AX 
DF FV 
DX VF 
FX XF 
XG DV 
AG GD 
AA GG 
AG FA 
AA GD 
AA DF 

DD 
XA 
AG 
AA 
AA 
GA 
DF 
FG 
AG 
DD 
GX 
AA 
FX 
DF 
AG 
DV 
GX 
VD 
GD 

AG 
GD 
VD 
AF 
AA 
GF 
AA 
FG 
DV 
VA 
DF 
VG 
DX 
XG 
FV 
DD 
AD 
XA 
FX 

A 
X 
D 
A 
F 
A 
A 
F 
D 
G 
F 
V 
F 
X 
X 
X 
A 
A 
G 
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11s 

so. 6 
,I 5 3 4 i 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 6 9 11 

AD 
AD 
AA 
FG 
DD 
XG 
AG 
XD 
AA 
VA 
AG 
XG 
DF 
AD 
GD 
AD 
DV 
XF 
DF 
vv 
FV 

14 A 

DF 
VD 
FX 
DA 
FX 
DG 
FA 
FX 
DF 
DF 
FV 
DD 
DV 
FA 
XF 
FG 
xv 
XD 
FV 
DD 

3 4 

DX 
FD 
FV 
GF 
DF 
GX 
FV 
DA 
AX 
AG 
FF 
GD 
AA 
XG 
FX 
FF 
DF 
VF 
DF 
DA 

AA 
FG 
FA 
FF 
CD 
DG 
DD 
AA 
DV 
DV 
DD 
FD 
AD 
GD 
DD 
FF 
AX 
XG 
DV 
GA 

FX 
FD 
AA 
AA 
FV 
FD 
FX 
DD 
VG 
DF 
FX 
FV 
AG 
FD 
DD 
AA 
GV 
DG 
GX 
GA 

DD 
XA 
AG 
AA 
DF 
XA 
GD 
GA 
AV 
AD 
GD 
DD 
FA 
DV 
AG 
AA 
AV 
GA 
AD 
XF 

No. I -7 
i 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 

AG 
GD 
VD 
AF 
XF 
AD 
AG 
GD 
GV 
XD 
GG 
XG 
DX 
DA 
DX 
AA 
DX 
XD 
FA 
AD 

R 0 

A 
X 
D 
A 
F 
V 
D 
X 
G 
X 
F 
D 
A 
G 
A 
G 
A 
V 
D 
V 

11 

AX DV DF GD AA DD FX G 
DA GD FX DA AG FD FD X 
AA DV AG GF DF DV AA D 
XD FX DD VF XG DA XF A 
GD AA DV XV FV FX DX D 
XF XD FG DD XD XA DD F 
AA VD DF DG GD FX GD 
GG, DA GF VX VD DF XG D" 
AG DX 

FIWXB 59-Continued. 

p. What t,he cryptanalyst now has before him is a monoalphabetic subst’itution cipher, the 
solution of which presents no difficulties. The cipher square is reconstructed as completely as 
possible, blanks being left where there are no occurrences to give clues as to the character involved, 
usually some of the digits and the very infrequent letters. 
not occur in the plain text are Q, X, and Z. 

In this case the only letters which do 
The digits 5 and 7 are recovered from the context, 

in message No. 6, where the caliber of a gun is mentioned and the digits are confirmed at other 
places in the message. The square that is obtained is seen in figure 60. Examination of the 
mixed sequence discloses that it is based upon the phrase THE FLOWERS THAT BLOOM IN THE 
SPRING. This permits of the establishment of the transposition key and of the position of the 
digits in the checkerboard (as in par. 38i). 
solved messages are shown in figure 62. 

The results are shown in figure 61. The completely 
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119 
9 10 11 12 13 1.4 15 

Literal lie:- .._... ;;k;&&ABMINPGCDJKQUVXYZ 
Kumericsl key __.. II 5 3 4 7 10 15 I? 13 1 2 6 fi 9 II 

2D CONPONEST 

ADF G V X 
2D COMPOSEST 

ADFG VX 

V 

X 
Frcr-se 60. 

T Hi8jE:51F -__ ~_ 

Frr.vss 61. 

14 5 3 4 i 10 1s 12 13 1 2 8 a 9 

R E G I M E N ;: 
DV AG GG FX FV AG GD A 

I N P 0 S I T 
AF XG DG FD FD XF XA A 

I 0 N S H A L L 
FX DF GD DX AD FA DD D 

I A T T A C K 
DF XF AA AA AF AG XV X 

No. 2 
14 5 3 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 69 11 

R E Q U E S T I 
DV AG XA XD AG DX AA F 

N S T R U C T 
XG DD XA AD VX DG XA A 

I 0 N S 
FX DF GD DX 
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120 

. 

so. 3 
14 5 3 4 i IO IS 12 13 1 2 8 6 9 11 

H 0 S T I L E T 
AD DF DX AA FX DD AG A 

R 0 0 P S E S 
AD VD FD FG FD XA GD X 

T I M A T E D 0 
AA FX FV FA AA AG VD D 

N E B A T T A 
FG DA GF FF AA AA AF A 

L I 0 N A T T A 
DD FX DF GD FA AA AA F 

C K I N G E A 
AG XV XF XG DG GA GF A 

S T 0 F C 0 T T 
DX AA DF AX GX DF AA A 

E R S T 0 -P P 
AA GD VD XA AD FG FG F 

R I S 0 N E R S 
DV FX DX DF GD AG DV D 

C A P T U R E 
XG XF AG FA AX DD VA G 

D F R 0 M C 0 M 
VD AX DV DF FV GX DF F 

P A N Y A 5 7 
FG FF AG DX VF AA VG V 

T H D I V I. S I 
AA AD VD FX XF FX DX F 

0 N I N D I C 
XD FG DF XG DV DF XG X 

A T E E 'N E M Y 
FA AA AG AG GD AG FV X 

I N T E N D S 
VF XG DA AA GG DV DD X 

T 0 R E A C H H 
AA DF DV AG FA GX AD A 

U N T E R s T 
DX DG DA AA GD VD XA A 

0' w N T 0 N I G 
DF DG GD AA DF GD FX G 

H T 
GA DA A 

FIGURE 62-ContInned. 
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121 

so. so. 4 4 
14 14 5 5 3 3 4 4 7 7 10 10 15 15 12 12 13 13 1 1 2 2 8 8 6 6 9 9 II II 

T T H H I I R R T T Y Y S S I I 
AA AD FX DV AA XV DX F AA AD FX DV AA XV DX F 

X T H F A L E 
XX GA AA DA XF AD DA G 

A V I N G G 0 L 
FA XF FX GD GG GG DF D 

D E N V I L L 
DV DA GG DX FF XD DD D 

E 
AG 

x0. 5 
14 5 3 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 a 6 9 11 

C 0 R P S w I L 
GX DF DV GF DX DG FX D 

L T A K E 0 V 
DD DA AF AV XA GD ,FX F 

E R T R A F F I 
AG DV AA DV FA AX AX F 

C C 0 N T R 0 
XG XG XD FG DA AD VD F 

L A T 0 N C E 
DD FA AA DF GD GX AG 

FIQUBE (II?-Continued. 
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122 

14 5 3 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 6 9 II 

H 0 S T I L E T 
AD DF DX AA FX DD AG A 

R 0 0 P S E S 
AD VD FD FG FD XA GD X 

T I M A T E D 0 
AA FX FV FA AA AG VD D 

N E B A T T A 
FG DA GF FF AA AA AF A 

L I 0 N M 0 V I 
DD FX DF GD FV DF XF F 

N G U P S T R 
XG DG GX DG FD XA AD V 

E A M L I N E S 
AG FA FV DD FX GD AG D 

0 U T H w E S 
XD FX DA AA DD GA GD X 

T 0 F R J 5 7 7 
AA DF AX DV VG AV GV G 

H A N D A S S 
VA DF AG DV DF AD XD X 

E M B L I N G I 
AG FV FF DD FX GD GG F 

N w 0 0 D S N 
XG DD GD FD FV DD XG D 

0 R T H E A S T 
DF DV AA AD AG FA DX A 

0 F G 0 L D E 
AD FA XG GD FD DV DA G' 

N V I L L E S 
GD XF FX DD DD AG DX AT 

0 P B A T T E 
AD FG FF FF AA AA AA G 

R Y 0 F 7 5 S F 
DV XV DF AX GV AV DX A 

I R I N G F R 
XF XD VF XG DG GA XD V 

0 M 0 R C H A R 
DF FV DF DV GX AD FA D 

D L E E F A R 
VV DD DA GA GA XF AD V 

M 
FV 

Flowr w-contInned. 
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123 

14 5 3 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 A 5 II 

F R 0 N T L I N 
AX DV DF GD AA DD FX G 

E 0 U T P 0 S 
DA GD FX DA AG FD FD X 

T R E P 0 R T S 
AA DV AG GF DF DV AA D 

0 U R I N F A 
XD FX DD VF XG DA XF A 

N T R Y M I S S 
GD AA DV XV FV'FX DX D 

I 0 N S S H 0 
XF XD FG DD XD XA DD F 

T D 0 w N I N E 
AA VD DF DG GD FX GD A 

N E M Y L I N 
GG DA GF VX VD DF XG D 

E S 
AG DX 

No. 8 
4 5 3 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 6 9 11 

w I R E L I N E 
DG FX DV AG DD FX GD A 

T 0 B R I G A 
GA AD FF FD VF XG GF A 

D I N T E R R U 
VD FX GD AA AG DV DV X 

P T E D 
DG FA AA GV D 

FIQURE 62-Continued. 

40. Special solution by the exact factor method.-u. The student who has comprehended 
the successive steps in the solution of the example discussed in the preceding paragraph is in a 
position to grasp at once the mechanics of the special solution by the exact factor method. The 
latter is based upon the interception of a number of cryptograms, preferably lengthy ones, which 
have been enciphered by rectangles in which the last row is completely filled with letters. The 
total number of bipartite components in the case of such a cryptogram will yield clues as to the 
dimensions of the kansposition rectangle. Then the text is transcribed into columns of appro- 
priate length, all being equal in this respect, and the process of combining columns, as explained 
in paragraph 39e, is applied in order to produce the best monoalphabetic distribution of bipartite 
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digraphs down the juxtaposed CO~UIKUS. There is nothing to prevent the simultaneous use of 
all cryptograms that have been enciphered by completely filled rectangles, for it is clear that 
if, for example, columns 15 and 4 are to be paired in one cryptogram, the same columns will be 
paired in all the other cryptograms. Hence, even if the rectangles are small in depth they can 
be used in this process; it is necessary only that all columns of any rectangle be of the same 
length. Now if only two or three such pairs of columns can be set up correctly, solution follows 
almost as a matter of course. No additional or new principles need be brought into play, beyond 
those already possessed by the student. 

b. In this special solution, the important step is, of course, the initial one of experimenting 
with rectangles of various dimensions until the correct size has been hit upon. In some cases, 
excessive experimentation may not be necessary if the total number of characters is such as to 
yield only one or two possibilities with regard to the length of the columns. For example, suppose 
that previous work has established the fact that the enemy uses transposition rectangles not 
less than 15 and not more than 22 columns in width. A message totaling 703 letters would 
indicate a rectangle of 19 columns of 37 letters, since these two numbers are the only factors of 
703. If this then were corroborat,ed by other cryptograms of 76 (19X4), 152 (19X8), 190 
(19 X 10) letters, the probability that 19 is the width of the transposition rectangle becomes quite 
persuasive. Of course, there will be and there should be other cryptograms of lengths that do 
not factor exactly; these represent the ones in which the rectangles are not completely filled in 
their last row. They do not enter into the solution at first, but just as soon as the positions of 
two or three key numbers become tied, the data afforded by these messages become available 
for use in the later stages in the solution. 

c. The exact-factor method is a useful one to know. ‘For despite all instructions that 
may be drawn up insisting upon the advisability of not completing the last row of a transposition 
rectangle, the tendency to violate such a rule is quite marked, especially where a large crypto- 
graphic personnel must be employed. It is not astonishing to find that for lazy or ignorant clerks 
the temptation to fill the rectangle completely is particularly hard to resist when it happens that 
a message falls just one, two, or three letters short of forming a completely-filled rectangle: 
it is so much easier for such clerks to handle a rectangle with equal-length columns than one in 
which this is not the case. Moreover, the number of errors and therefore the number of times a 
shiftless or careless clerk must go over his work to correct errors is reduced to a minimum. 
Hence, it often happens that in such cases an enciphering clerk adds one, two, or three letters 
to complete the last row, thus leading to the transmission of not a few cryptograms enciphered 
by completely-filled rectangles. Space forbids giving an example of such a solution. 

41. General solution for the ADFGVX system.+. All three of the foregoing methods of 
solving cryptograms in the ADFGVX system fall in the category of special solutions and therefore 
are dependent upon the fortuitous existence of the special conditions required under each case. 
What is really desired in the practical situation is a method of solution which is not so dependent 
upon chance or good fortune for success. A search for a general solution was, of course, made 
during the time that the system was under minute study by the cryptanalytic agencies of the 
Allies, but no general solution was devised. All the solutions made during actual hostilities 
and for a number of weeks thereafter were of the special types described in the preceding para- 
graphs. The first published description of a general solution is to be found in Givierge’s Cows 
de Ctryptographie, 1925, but only in broad outlines. A complete general solution was inde- 
pendently conceived by a group of cryptanalysts in the office of the Chief Signal Officer 6 and 
will be described in paragraphs 42 and 43. 

b. The attention of the student is directed to the comments made in paragraph 18, with 
regard to the significance of the term general solution in cryptanalysis. He must be cautioned 

‘ See footnote 7 of this sectinn. 
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not to expect that in practical work a general solution will, in the cryptanalytic as in the mathe- 
matical field! invariably lead to a solution. If there is a sufficient amount of text and if the text 
contains no abnormalities, the attempt to apply the general solution will usually be successful. 
But the cryptanalyst must remember that the ADFGVX system is by no means a simple one to 
solve even under the best of conditions and if there is only a small amount of text, if it happens 
that the transposition key is unusually long, or if the text is abnormal, he may not succeed in 
solving the messages by the straightfor\vard method to be set forth below, and he may have to 
introduce special modifications. For the latter he can only rely upon his own ingenuity and 
intuition. 

42. Basic principles of the general solution.--a. Every transposition rectangle in the 
ADFGVX system must conform to one or the other of two and only two fundamental types: the 
number of columns must be either odd or even.” A number of important consequences follow from 
this simple fact, some of which have already been pointed out in paragraph 39e. They will be 
elaborated upon in the next subparagraphs. 

b. Consider a rectangle with an even number of columns. Each of its rows contains an 
even number of bipartite components, half of which are initial components, half, jhzl compo- 
nents, alternating in a regular order from left to right in the rows. When the transposition is 
applied, all the components within a given column are of the same class, either initial or final. 
No intermixture or alternation of t,he two classes is-possible. On the other hand, consider a 
rectangle with an odd number of columns. Each of its rows contains an odd number of bipartite 
components, t,he 1st row containing one more initial component than final components, the 2d 
row containing one more final component than initial components, and so on, this arrangement 
alternating regularly in the successive rows of the rectangle. When one studies the various 
columns of the rectangle, it is seen that in each column there is a perfectly regular alternation of 
initial and final components, the odd columns (lst, 3d, 5th, . . . ) beginning with an initial 
component, the even columns (2d, 4th, 6th, . . . ) beginning with a final component. This 
alternation in components remains true even after the transposition is applied. These remarks 
become very clear if one studies figure 63. Two transposition rectangles are shown, one with 
an even number of columns, the other with an odd number. Instead of the actual components 
(ADFGVX), the symbols G1 and & are used to indicate the two classes of component.s, initial and 
final, because in this analysis interest centers not upon the actual identity of a component but 
upon the class to which it belongs, initial or final. At the top of each column is placed a “plus” 
to denote a column occupying an odd-numbered position in the rectangle, or a “minus” to denote 
a column occupying an even-numbered position. 

EVEN NUMBEB OF COLUMNS ODD NUMBER OF COLUMNS 

+ - + - +-+-+- +-+-+-+-+ 

01 02 81 01 81 ez e1 e1 e1 e2 e1 e2 e1 ez e1 ez e1 ez e1 
el e2 e1 ez eI e2 e1 e2 el et e2 e1 e2 e1 ea e1 8, e1 ez 
el ez e1 e2 e1 et e1 e2 el e2 e1 et e1 e1 e1 e2 e1 ea e1 

c. In what follows, the term “odd column” will mean merely that the column in question 
occupies an odd position (lst, 3d, 5th; . . .) in the transposition rectangle; the term “even 
column,” that it occupies an even position (2d, 4th, 6th, . . .) in the rectangle. The odd or 
even designation has no reference whatever to the nature of the transposition key number appli- 
cable to that column, whether it is odd or even. Now when the transposition is applied to the 
even-width rectangle a, figure 63, the cryptographic text will consist of a number of sections of 
letters, each section corresponding to a column of the rectangle, and therefore the number of 
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sections in this case will be even. Moreover, all the components in a section correspondjng to 
an odd column in rectangle a will be 0, or initial components, all those in a section corresponding to 
an even column, 02 or final components. The sections or columns are completely homogeneous with 
respect to the class to which their constituent components belong. On the other hand, when the 
transposition is applied to odd-width rectangle b, the cryptographic text will consist of an odd 
number of sections, each corresponding to a column of the rectangle. The components in the 
sections consist of members of both classes of components in a regular alternation; in a section 
corresponding to an odd column the order is &+&+c& . . . ; in a section corresponding to an 
even column the order is &+e1+e2 . . . . The sections or columns are not homogeneous in this 
case as they are in the former. 

d. Now if there were some way of distinguishing between initial components as a class and 
final components as a class it is clear that it may be possible f+st of all to ascertain whether the 
transposition rectangle contains an even or an odd number of columns. Secondly it may be 
possible to identify those columns which are even and those which are odd. Finally, it may be 
possible to ascertain which are the long columns and which are short, thus yielding the exact 
outlines of the rectangle in case the last row is incompletely filled. From that point on, solution 
follows along the same lines as explained in paragraph 40, with the modification that in the pair- 
ing of columns the number of possibilities is greatly reduced, since it is useless to pair two columns 
both containing initial components or &al components. 

e. The foregoing depends then upon the possibility of being able to distinguish as a class 
between initial and fmal components of the bipartite cipher equivalents in this system, or at 
least between letters belonging to one or the other of these two general classes of components. 
Now if the substitution checkerboard has not been consciously manipulated with a view to 
destroying certain properties normally characterizing its rows and colunms, the sort of differenti- 
ation indicated above is quite possible. For example, if in the checkerboard shown in figure 61 
the normal frequencies of the letters as they appear in English telegraphic plain text E are inserted 
in the cells and totals are obtained vertically and horizontally, these totals will permit of assign- 
ing frequency weights to the letters ADFGVX as initial and as Cnal letters of the bipartite cipher 
equivalents of the plain-text letters. This is shown below in figure 64. The bipartite letter A 

2~ COMPOSENT 

ADFGVX 

A 

D 

F 
IST CONPONPNT 

G 

284 

264 

183 

153 

47 

69 

1. lm 

6 As given in fig. 3, p. 13, Military Cryptanalysis, Part 1. 
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has a frequency value of 284 as an init.ial component of the bipartite cipher equivalents of plain- 
text letters, and a frequency value of only 169 as a final component. 
Similarly, the letters V and X have frequency values of 4T and 69, respectively, as initial com- 
ponents and 120 and 198 as final components. It is obvious, then, that in this checkerboard the 
weighted frequency values of the letters A, V, and X as initial components differ considerably from 
the values of these same letters as final components, the value for G as an initial is only a little 
less than its value as a final, the values of D and F as initia.ls are only a little more than their 
values as finals. But it is the wide variations in the weighted frequency values of certain of the 
letters as initial components and as final components, exemplified in the case of A, V, and X, 
which form the basis of the general solution, because these wide variations afford a means for 
making the various differentiations noted in subparagraph d. 

f. Of course, in working with an unknown example, the composition of the checkerboard is 
unknown and t,herefore no accurate frequency weights may be assigned to the ADFGVX com- 
ponents in the cryptograms. However, it is still possible to arrive at some approximations for 
these weights in case there are several cryptograms available for study, as would normally be 
true in actual practice. How this can be done will be shown very soon, by studying an example. 
For the purposes of t,his study the set of 12 cryptograms given below will be used. 

I 
VDDGG GVFDF VDVVF VDGAD DAFFF 
VDXFD DXDVX ADVDV FXGDF VADDG 
DGDGV GDDDF XFADA VDVGD GADXV 
DADAD FXAVF VDDAA VDFFD FVGDF 
VDDGV DDDDA VADAF ADDXA DDGAD 
FVGFV DGADV FXVXD GDDAG GDDXF 
FDDXA DFGDA GXDDA VF-DAF GVFVF 
AFFVF AFXGF XDGVA DFVDG GAVGG 
D D G D V X A X F D D X (212 letters) 

II 

VDAAV DDFXF XDDAX GXFXD DFXAD 
VAGDD FAXDV AVDVD DFVFV FFGDG 
FVAXV XAVGD VDXFD XDGAX GFGGF 
VFGDF VDXAV XDDVG DDVGV AGFXF 
A A A X D D X G (108 letters) 

III 
DAGAA FGAGV DAFGG XFDXD FVVXG 
FXFDX DDAGA DDGVA DDVDD GAFGA 
VGDGX DDDAV FVDDF DAAAA DXAGD 
XAGGD DAVGV FGDVF VDGGX GGAFF 
VFDAX GDDDG’DAFDA DGGAD DGDXA 
FVDFD XFVGD DVAVF DDDVF AGDFF 
FXAAD FADGG VFDAV DGXFV DAAVG 
D X F G G D D X G D A (186 letters) 
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Iv 

ADXVF XVGGV FDDVA FGAAV FDGVD 
DDGDG FDVVA FGXFX FDDDD VGDAX 
DAXDD DAGVF FAADV GDFXG XGVGD 
DDDAD VXVFA VDAXX DFAAF AVDVG 
V D V D D A X D A A (110 letters) 

v 

DFXFD DVVVD XFXFX FFFVA GFDXA 
VDAGF DVDGF ADAAD FDVFG DADFV 
FVFXG XDDAG DVGVF DGXXD FFGDG 
XGVDD VDDFG FVGDD VFVAG XXDFV 
DXAVF GAGAG AXDVD FXGVG DADDX 
AGXDA DFDGX FDGGF VGXVV GDDDA 
GXVDG VDVGX DDFDD VAGAA DGDDF 
DGAGD FDDDD XGVGV GGGDG XDFGF 
A D (202 letters) 

VI 

GDGFX AGVFV DDXGX DVDDA XDAAX 
FAGVG DXFFV XFADG FFDXA AFVXF 
DFXFV GDGFX FDVVX VGDFV DDVFD 
FVVDV DGGVF XFGVX FFVGV DDGDD 
D D G D D A V G V X G A F F X F V D D D (120 letters) 

VII 

GAFGF FXFVF GFXAV AGGXD XXDDF 
AGVDD VDVFF ADAVA VFVGG ADAAF 
VFDFV DXFXX GDXDD FVDFF XDVFX 
VADXV AXDVX AFFVD FDGXF DGFDD 
FVDVV AAFVF FVXDG FDDVA DDFDD 
DXFFA GFXFX AAGVD GGVDF GGGXD 
FDFVA FFGFX GDAXD GDGGD DAVDX 
ADFAF VFXDD XVAGD VVDDF XDGXX 
DVFVF DDDDA AFDFX DXGDA AFVDF 
DVDDV ADDVD VAVDG AFVFX FAAVD . 
D F V D (254 letters) 

VIII 

DGVVG FXGGG ADFAF VVVAX AVGGV 
VDVGV VDAVG DGDGA VFDDA DDDXX 
DXFVF XGVGG DGDFG GDADF DDXAV 
FDDVF ADXGD ADGVA FFXAD FADXD 
GFADF DDGVD VXAVA DDXFF AGDXF 
F V F G F G F D F D V D X X D D G G D (144 letters) 
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Ix 

GDDDD XVGVD VDAVG FGDFV DVAVD 
GFAGX AVFFG VADDD AXXAX DGADG 
XAVVD GXXAA AVADA DGXDV GDDDD 
GVFXA AVGGV FXDAF DGVGA FGDDF 
AVVGD DVDFX DVDGF VAAGD XFDVA 
ADAGD AXFVG DDDAG VAVFG XXFDD 
GXFVD GGDAV DAGGF DAXDX FFVGF 
A X X A D D F (182 letters) 

X 

DGDDF VFAVD VFDAD GFVGV GGDFV 
DVVXD DFDDV GXGVD XGVGD XDGDX 
FXFDX VDAAD DFXDD AFFAA FVFAG 
DAAGG FAXGV XXFXA DGDFD GXGDA 
DAXGV VVDAA GGVFG VAVFV AAGAX 
G X D G A (130 letters) 

XI 

VFDDV AXGDA DFGGG GFGDD FXXDA 
FDDXG GAVGA GDVDF DFDDD GAFAF 
DAAAG VAVFG GVADD GDDFG FVDDA 
DFGAF DFVDD FVVVA DAGDX FXXXF 
FDXGD FDGFD DFGDA GFAAG GADXD 
GVDGA VGVDF DDFXG AGXFG VFVVD 
GVDXD FFFXG XGXAG AGVGD VVXGF 
V D X D D X F V D D X (186 letters) 

XII 

XFDFX VVDVD AVDAD VFAGD GVADD 
FDAAD XADFV GVDGF XFGDV FVDDD. 
DGDVV AVVVF ADDAX AVFVA DAXDV 
GDDFA XDDGX GVFXA VXVFD GDXDF 
DVXAD VAVAV GVDDD AFDFA DVFFV 
VGDAG FXDDF ADVXV DFXFF VVGFX 
XGFVA VFAGG DAVVD XDXGD DVVAD 
DDAGA AGXFG DDDGV FGFVG VXGVF 
DFFDA ADVDD XGDFD DVDDG AFGD 
(224 letters) 

43. Illustration of so1ntion.‘-u. Since the initial letters of all 12 cryptograms are in the 
same class, that is, either initid or final components, they may all be combined into a single 
distribution. Furthermore, since it is certain that regardless of whether the transposition rectangle 
has an odd or an even number of columns the 3d, 5th, 7th . . . letters of the cryptograms are in 

7 This illustration uses the same cryptograms and follows quite closely along the lines employed in a tech- 
nical paper of the Signal Intelligence Service entitled General Solution for the ADFGVX Cipher, prepared by 
Messrs. Rowlett, Kullback, and Sinkov, in 1934. 
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the same class as the first let,ter, the 3d, 5th, 7th . . . letters may be added to the distribution, 
so long as these odd letters come from the same section (column 1). It is, however, necessary 
to limit the number of letters taken from the beginning of any one cryptogram to a reasonable 
length of column, depending on the size of the cryptogram. Assuming it is known that the 
enemy is using transposition keys of not less than 15 nor more than 22 numbers, the latter could 
be taken as the maximum possible size. But to be on the safe side it will be here assumed that 
a transposition rectangle of not more than 25 columns is being used. Hence, so far as concerns 
cryptogram I, which has 212 letters, on the basis of a key of 25 numbers [(25X9)-13=212] 
there will be 12 columns of 9 letters and 13 columns of 8 letters. Since there is no way of telling 
which are long and which are short columns, it will be safer to work on the basis of columns of 
8 letters. Therefore, the first 8 lett,ers of cryptogram I are to be taken. In the case of crypto- 
gram II, with 108 letters, its first 4 letters will be taken, and so on, through the 12 cryptograms, 
the number of letters to be taken in each case being governed by the length of the cryptogram. 
The sections taken in the case of the 12 cryptograms are shown in figure 65. 

Cryptogram Length Letters taken 
I I 

Length Letters taken 

I 212 VDDGGGVF 254 GAFGFFXFVF 
II -&es VDAA 144 .DGWG 

III 186 DAGAAFG 182 GDDDDXV 
IV 110 ADXV 130 DGDDF 
V 202 DFXFDDW 186 

VI 120 GDGF I 224 I 

VFDDVAX 
XFDFXWD 

FIOWS 65. 

b. The odd and the even letters of these 12 sections are then distributed separately, the 
results being shown in figures 66 and 67. A consideration of the mechanics of this system leads 
to the expectation that if the transposition rectangle has an even number of columns the two d&&i- 
butions will be similar; ;;f it has an oak! number, they wiLJ be dijerent. The similarity or difference 
between the two distributions is usually discernible with as few as 20 or 25 letters. 

Odd (lst, 3d, . . .) letters 
ADFGVX 
Ill /# Ill fl pj y 

I / 

Even (2d, 4th, . . .) letters 
ADFGVX 
ruJ ia Ii Ml IllI I 

I 
FIOWZ 66. FI~UBE 67. 

c. Letters V and X are of high frequency in the odd positions (fig. 66) but of low frequency 
in the even positions (fig. 67), whereas the letter F is of low frequency in the odd positions and of 
high frequency in the even positions. There can be no question that the two distributions are 
dissimilar, and the indications are clear that the transposition rectangle involves an odd number 
of columns. 

d. Now the letters in figure 66 may be initial components, those in figure 67, final com- 
ponents, or the reverse may be the case. At the present stage of the study it is impossible to 
ascertain which of these alternative hypotheses is correct. 
immaterial at this stage. 

However, this information is really 
Suppose the letters in figure 66 are arbitrarily designated as class 1 

components, those in figure 67 as class 2 components. Class 1 components (fig. 66) are charac- 
terized by a predominance of V’s and X’s (over their frequencies in fig. 67); class 2 components 
(fig. 67) are characterized by a predominance of F’s (over its frequency in fig. 66). 
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e. The two distributions in figures 66 and 67 apply to the letters which come from column 1 
of the transposition rectangles for the 12 cryptograms understudy. In this column, the V’s and 
X’s fall predominantly in the odd positions, the F’s fall predominantly in the even positions. 
Therefore! beginning with position 1, the components in this column show an alternation of the 
type &-+ 9*+ 9,. By referring to figure 63 it will become clear that if class 1 components are 
initial components, then it must follow that column 1 occupies an odd position in the transpo- 
sition rectangle; but, if class 1 components are final components, then it must follow that column 
1 occupies an even posit’ion in the transposition rectangle. Which of these alternatives is true 
cannot be ascertained at the moment,. But the important point to be noted is that a definite reversal 
in the type of alternation of class 1 and class 2 components indicates the transit, in the transposition, 
from the end of one column to the beginning of the next column. That is, if it is found that from the 
beginning of the cryptogram the alternation of components is 01-+ @-, & and after a number 
of letters this alternation changes to &+ &-+ &, the point where this change occurs marks the 
end of column 1 and the beginning of the column 2. For the sake of brevity in reference, in the 
subsequent, paragraphs the type of alternation &+ &-J @I will be designated as the “ + type,” 
and this type of alternation characterizes columns which fall in the odd positions in the trans- 
position rectangle i. e., in the lst, 3d, 5th, P, . . . positions from the left. The other type, 
e2+@+& will be designated as the “ - type,” and this type of alternation characterizes columns 
which fall in the even positions in the transposition rectangle i. e., in the 2d, 4&, 6*, 8*, . . . 
positions from the left. 

f. With these principles in mind, let cryptograms III and XI, each containing 186 letters, be 
studied. They may be superimposed, since they have identical numbers of letters and therefore 
the columns end at exactly the same points in both cryptograms. 

XIVFDDVAXGDADFGGGGFGDDFXX 
III. ‘x ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; “d “;; ; ; ; ; ; ;; 4; ; ; 4; 4; 

XLDAFDDXGGAVGAGDVDFDFDDDG 
III. A ; ; ; ‘;1 .; ; 1 ; ; ; ; 1 “v ; ; ; ; ; ; A 6; 0; 

XI.~FAFDAAAGVAVFGGVADDG’DDF 
io 71 72 73 i4 i5 76 77 i8 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 

III. A D X A G D X A G G D D A V G V F G D V F V D 
XI.GFVDDADFGAFDF.VDDFVVVADA 

; “G ; “G : : “F ‘; ‘: *; ‘; ‘: 
105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 

III, X G D D D G D A F D A 
XLGDXFXXXFFDXGDFDGFDDFGDA 

116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 124 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 

III.DGGADDGDXAFVDFDXFVGDDVA 
XI.GFAAGGADXDGVDGAVGV-DFDDF 

139 140 141 147. 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 1.50 151 152 15.3 154 155 158 157 158 159 160 161 

III.VFDDDVFAGDFFFXAADFADGGV 
XIXGAGXFGVFVVDGVDXDFFFXGX XIXGAGXFGVFVVDGVDXDFFFXGX 

162 162 163 163 164 164 165 165 166 166 167 167 168 168 169 169 170 170 171 171 172 172 173 173 174 174 175 175 176 176 177 177 178 178 179 179 13~3 13~3 181 181 182 182 183 183 184 184 

III.FDAVDGXFVDAAVGDXFGGDDXG III.FDAVDGXFVDAAVGDXFGGDDXG 
XIGXAGAGVGDVVXGFVDXDDXFVD XIGXAGAGVGDVVXGFVDXDDXFVD 

185 186 

III. D 
XI. D X FIGVBS 68i 
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9. It has already been noted that beginning with the first letter of any one of the crypto- 
grams, the type of a.lternation for column 1 is +. It is therefore not astonishing to find, within 
the first 10 letters, an alternation of the + type. Sate bon- the V’s and X’s fall in the odd posi- 
tions, the F’s in the even. Thus: 

III. ZLEhZEtE% 
XI. lFDD!AXGDA 

It is seen that there are 2 V’s which fall in odd positions (1 and 5), but one V falls in an even 
position (10). There is an X, n-hich falls in an odd position (7) ; there are 2 F’s which fall in even 
positions (2 and 6). Unquestionably, then, the type of alternation, at least’ for the first 10 
letters in each of t,hese cryptograms, is f. 

h. Take the next section of 10 letters in these two cryptograms. The letters are as follows: 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 ?O 

III. DAFGGXFDXD 
XI. DFGGGGFGDD 

Here there are 4 F’s; 3 of them fall in odd positions (13, 17, If), and one falls in an even position 
(12). There are 2 X’s; one falls in an odd position (19)) one in an even position (16). There are no 
V’s among these letters. So far as the evidence afforded by the F’s is concerned, it would appear 
that this section of text shows the type 2 or “ - type” of alternation of components, since in 
type 1 or “ + type” t,he F’s occupy even positions and here the majority of them occupy odd 
positions. But so far as the X’s are concerned, the evidence is equally balanced: one X falls in an 
odd position, one in an even posit,ion. There being no V’s, no conclusions can be drawn from this 
letter. To be guided solely by the evidence afforded by the 3 F’s may be unwarranted. Is it 
not, possible to weight the frequencies of the letters so that it will be unnecessary t.o rely merely 
upon a few of them and the evidence afforded by all the letters can be taken into account? Khy 
not assign frequency weights according to t,he two distributions in figures 66 and 67? The figures 
then become as follows: 

Odd (lst, 3d, . , .) letters Even (2d, 4th, . . .) letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 
s x s ~igT.z~~‘ 

2 
5 g 5 x z 

Total-3 + 11 + 3 + 8 + 11 + 6=42letten 
FIGURE 69. 

Total= 4 f 10 + 11 + 5 + 4 + 1 -351etters 

Since the odd letters have a total frequency of 42, the even, a total frequency of 35, for purposes 
of equalizing the distributions in applying the weights it seems advisable to deduct one-sixth 
from the total when applying the weights to odd letters. 

i. NOW in applying these weights to the letters, it must be borne in mind that since a trans- 
position rectangle with an odd number of columns is involved, half of the letters are class 1 com- 
ponents, the other half are class 2 components. Hence, in finding the frequency value of the 
letters it is necessary to apply the weighted frequencies to alternate letters in the sections, as 
shown in figure 70. 

11 12 13 14 I5 I6 17 18 19 20 

III. DAFGGXFDXD 
XI’. DFGGGGFGDD 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 

s s s - s - 2 
f-o a a a 0 I= 1 3 1 4 0 1 

AQmLrn 70. 
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These distributions, when evaluated in accordance with figure 69, “yield a tota. frequency value 
of 126; n-hen evalua,ted in accordance with figure 69 reversed, yield a total frequency value of 
143. The detailed calculations are as follows: 

On the basis of figure 69 normal (odd letters as &‘s, even letters as @‘s): 
0(3)+3(11)+3(3)+3(8)+0(11)+1(6)=72 

72 72 -6=60 

1(4)+3(10)+1(11)+4(5)+0(4)+1(1)=66 =66 
- 

Total= 126 
On the basis of figure 69 reversed (even letters as &‘s, odd letters as &‘s): 

1(3)+3(11)+1(3) +4(8)+0(11)+1(6)=77 
77--11=64 

6 
0(4)+3(10)+3(11)$3(5)+ 0(4)+1(1)=79 =79 

Total= 143 
j. Eow the frequency sums here obt.ained (126 VS. 143) indicate that an alternation of the 

type 92+@+02 is in effect, that is, if a beginning is made with position 11, t,he type of alterna- 
tion is “ - “. Since the type of alternation for the first 10 letters is “+” and for the second 
10 letters “ -“, the reversal in alternation would indicate that column 1 of the transposition 
rectangle ends somewhere near the 10th letter. This same sort of reversal takes place aft’er the 
20th letter, as show-n by the calculation in figure 71. 

21 22 23 24 2r, 26 27 2Q 29 30 

III. FVVXGFXFDX 
XI. FXXDAFDDXG 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 
- : : - - s : s - - s 

f=l 5 2 1 1 3 /=o 2 3 1 1’3 

On the basis of figure 69 normal (odd letters as &‘s, even letters as &‘s): 
1(3)+2(11)+ 2(3)+1(8)+1(11)+3(6)=68 

f&$57 

0(4)+2(16)+3(11)+1(5)+ 1(4)+3(1)=65 =65 

Total= 122 

On the basis of figure 69 reversed (even letters as @,‘s, odd letters as &‘s): 
0(3)+2(11)+ 3(3)+1(8)+1(11)+3(6)=68 

68-?=57 

1(4)+2(10)+2(11)+1(5)+ 1(4)+3(1)=58 =58 
- 

Total=115 
Fmwt 71. 
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Beginning winth the 21st position, the alternation is of type EJ-+&-+@; hence it isof the” f” type. 
Again the reversal in type of alternation occurs in passing from the 2d set of 10 letters to the 3d 
set, and this indic.ates that’ column 2 of the transposition rectangle ends somewhere near the 20th 
letter. But, fortunately, this time the exact location of the break is definitely indicated: The 
simultaneous appearance of V and X in the sequent positions 22 and 23 leads to the idea that the 
22d letter marks the end of column 2 and the 23d letter marks the beginning of column 3. There is 
nothing of an absolute nature in this point: It is merely an indication based upon probabilities and 
does not constitute a conclusive proof by any means. Now if there is this definite break at the 
end of 22 letters it means that columns 1 and 2 must each contain 11 letters. The calculations 
have heretofore been based upon sections of 10 letters and the results are therefore modified as 
shown in the following calculation: 

FIRST SECTION (letters l-11) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

III. D A G A A F G A G V D 
XI. VFDDVAXGDAD 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 
-2 =z-- z - =z - - 

I- 1 5 0 3 2 1 f-5 1 2 1 1 0 

Weighted values of distributions: 
On the basis of figure 69 normal (odd letters as &‘s, even letters as es%): 

1(31+5(11)+ 0(3)+3(8)+2(11)+1(6)=110 
110~+92 

5(4)-til(lO)+2(11)+1(5)+ 1(4)+0(1)=61 =61 
- 

Total= 153 
On the basis of figure 69 reversed (even letters as el’s, odd letters as ~3~‘s) : 

5(3)+1(11)+ 2(3)+1(8)+1(11)+0(6)=51 
51-51, 42 

6 
1(4)+5(10)+0(11)+3(5)+ 2(4)+1(1)=78 =78 

- 
Total= 120 

The type of alternation is 81+8S+8,, or “+“. 

SECOND SECTION (letters 12-22) 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 a0 21 22 

III. AFGGXFDXDFV 
XI. FGGGGFGDDFX 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 

- x s N z N = w 2 =z 
f-0 1 5 3 0 1 f- 1 3 1 4 1 1 
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Weighted values of distributions: 
On the basis of figure 69 normal (odd letters as @‘s, even letters 8s &‘s): 

0(3)-I-1(11)+5 (3)+3(8)+0(11)+1(6)=56 
56-5+= 47 

1(4)+3(10)+1(11)+4(5)+ 1(4)+2(1)=71 = 71 

Total=118 

On the basis of figure 69 reversed (even letters as &‘s, odd let,ters as &‘s) : 
1(3)+3(11)+ 1(3)+4(8)+1(11)+2(6)=94 

94-94, 
6 

78 

0~4)+1(10)+5(11)+3(5)+ 0(4)+1(1)=81 =81 

Total= 159 

Since the distribution here begins with an even-numbered position (l2), and the greatest 
total is obtained on the basis of figure 69 reversed, the type of alternation for tbe second section 
of 11 letters is therefore again 81+8+31, or “ + “. 

THIRD SECTION (letters 23-33) 
23 24 25 26 27 2R 20 30 31 32 33 

III. V X G F X F D X D D A 
XI. XDAFDDXGGAV 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 

ADFGVX ADFGVX 
: s : : 2 - 2 2 . : . . 

f-2 3 0 2 2 3 I- 1 3 3 1 0 2 

Weigh ted values of distributions: 
On the basis of figure 69 normal (odd letters as &‘s, even letters as 0,‘s): 

2(3)+3(11)+ 0(3)+2(8)+2(11)+3(6)=95 
95-T= 79 

1(4)+3(10)+3(11)+1(5)+ 0(4)+2(1)=74 = 74 

Total=153 

On the basis of figure 69 reversed (even letters as &‘s, odd letters as &‘s) : 
1(3)+3(11)+ 3(3)+1(8)+0(11)+2(6)=65 

65-T= 54 

2(4)+3(10)+0(11)+2(5)+ 2(4)+3(1)=59 = 59 

Total= 113 

Since the best values are obtained on the basis of figure 69 normal, the type of alternation for 
the third section of 11 letters is e,+=epel, or “ +“. 
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X-. Sow if columns 1 and 2 contain 11 letters, and the total number of letters is 186, the 
transposition rectangle obviously has 17 columns, there being 16 long columns of 11 letters and 
one short column of 10 letters [ (17 X 11) - 1= 1861. 

1. There is another cryptogram which also contains but one short column, viz, VII, of 254 
letters [17X 15) -1=254]. The columns of this cryptogram contain 4 more letters than the 
corresponding columns of III and XI. Assuming, momentarily, that the last column is the short 
one, cryptogram VII may be added to the superposition of III and XI, provided these sets of 4 
additional letters are accounted for. This has been done in figure i2. In that figure the 4 
extra letters pert,aining to cryptogram VII are shown as falling under the last letters of the col- 
umns of cryptograms III and XI, but this is only an arbitrary placement. It is sufficient’ to 
place these extra letters in such positions as will make the first one of the series begin in an even 
position . 

m. Since the transposition rectangle is now known to be 17 columns wide, the data in figure 
69 may be enlarged to correspond to this information. For example, whereas in originally 
constructing figure 69 the first column of cryptogram I was assumed to have only 8 let.ters (to 
correspond to a key of 25 numbers), it may now be extended to a column of 12 letters, and so on. 
The additional portions used to make the distributions in figure 74 are shown underlined in 
figure 73. 

& p: ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; 

SI.VFDDVAXGDADFGGGGFGDDFX 
VT1.G A F G F F X F V F.G A G G X D X X D D F A 

F X A V G V D D 
23 27 24 2S 26 2x 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 3Y 40 41 42 43 44 

1II.V X G F X F D X D D A G A D D G V A D D V D 
XI.XDAFDDX-GGAVGAGDVDFDFDD 
VII.VDVFFADAVAVADAA.FVFDFVD 

F V G G X F X X 

XI.DGAFAFDAAAGVAVFGGVADDG 
VI1.G D X D D F V D F F X V A D X V A X D V X A 

D V F X F F V D 
&; A” 1; ; ; ; ; ; ;” ;; ; ; ; “d “A’ ; *G “; ; ; ;, 

XI.DDFGFVDDADFGAFDFVDDFVV 
VI1.F D G X F D G F D D F A A F V F F V X D G F 

V D V V D D V A 

XIVADAGDXFXXXFFDXGDFDGFD 
VI1.D D F D D D X F F A G A A G V D G G V D F G 

F X F X G G X D 
111 112 113 114 115 118 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 ID7 129 l?A 131 132 

1II.D A F D A D G G A D D G D X A F V D F D X F 
XI.DFGDAGFAAGGADXDGVDGAVG 
VI1.F D F V A F F G F X G G D G G D D A V D X A 

D A X D D F A F 
FUXJB~ 72. 
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133 134 13;, 13R 137 1s 139 140 141 142 

III. V G D D V A V F D 
D 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1:; 1:; 15; 

XIJ'DFDDFXGAGXFGVFVVDGVDX 
VIWFXDDXVAGDVXDGXXDVFVFD 

V D D F D D D A 
,.5i 1% ii; ,RR I.-9 1RO 161 162 163 IfiJ lfi5 1RR 16; IfIR lr,9 170 171 172 1x 174 1 ; i ,;il 

TTT.DFADGGVFDAVDGXFVDAAVGD 
XI.DFFFXGXGXAGAGVGDVVXGFV 
W.AFDFXDXGDAADVDDVADDVDV 

F V D F A V D G 
17; 178 179 III. x F G 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 

XI.DXDDXFVDDX 
VI1.A F V F X F A A V D 

D F V D 
F~cnse 72.-Continued 

Letters taken 
I cryptogram ii ___ i Length Letters taken 

I 212 VDDGGGVFm I . 
;,‘,I, 

254 
1 

GAFGFFXFVFm 
II 108 VDAAVD 144 DGVVGW 
III 186 DAGAAFGW 
IV 110 ADXVFJ 11 

IX 182 GDDDDXVm 
s 130 DGDDFVJ 

v 202 DFXFDDVWB XI 186 VFDDVAXGDP. 
VI 120 GDGFXAXA ’ XII 224 XFDFXVVDV~~~ 

II 
FIGURE 73. 

The new frequency weights are therefore as follows: 
Odd (lst, 3d, . . . ) letters Even (2d, 4th, . . . ) letters 

ADFGVX ADFGVX 
~BSBXZ 2izisx2 
- 2s s z x s x 2 s = 

: L : % z s 
Total = 4 + 14 + 5 + 11 + 15 + 10 = 59 Total = 9 + 15 + 14 + fi + i + 2 = 55 

FIGCBE 74. 

Since the two totaIs are quite close together, no correction need be made of the nature of that 
made in preceding calculations, where one-sixth was deducted from the total values of odd letters. 

n. Beginning with position 23, in the case of cryptograms III and XI, the next 11 lett,ers, 
and, in the case of cryptogram VII, the next 15 letters are clearly of the “+” type of alterna- 
tion. The data are as follows: 

7.3 24 ?.3 26 37 29 29 30 31 32 33 

III.VXG FXFDXDDA 
XI.XDAFDDXGGAV 

VILVDVFFADAVAV 
FVGG 
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Distribution of odd letters 
ADFGVX 
: : 1 : s x s 

3 

Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX 
: : 2 g 2 : 

/=2 4 1 3 7 3 r- 4 4 5 2 0 2 

Weighted values of distributions: 
On the basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as el’s, even letters as eats): 

2(4)+4(14)+ 1(5)+3(11)+7(15)+3(10)=237 
4(9)+4(15)+5(14)+ 2(8)+ 0(7)$ 2(2)=186 

Total=423 

On the basis of figure $4 reversed (even letters as @i’s, odd letters as W1’s): 

4(4)$4(14)$ 5(5)+2(11)+0(15)+2(10)=139 
2(9)+4(15)+1(14)+ 3(8)+ 7(7)+ 3(2)=171 

Total=alo 

Since the greatest total is obtained on the basis-of figure 74 normal, the type of alternation for the 
third section of letters is 8,+ e2--+ 8,, or “ +“. 

o. Continuing the foregoing process with the 1ett.er-s beyond position 33, the data are as 
follows: 

34 35 36 37 38 39 4Q 41 42 43 4.4 

III. GADDGVADDVD 
XI. GAGDVDFDFDD 

VII. ADAAFVFDVFD 
XFXX 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 
2 . $ - 

s 3 ~$s~~a- 

f-3 s‘ 1 0 3 2 

Weighted values of distributions: 

f-3 5 5 4 2 1 

On the basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as el%, even letters as 8,‘s): 

3(4)+8(14)+ 1(5)+0(11)+3(15)+2(10)=194 
3(9)+5(15)+5(14)+ 4(8)+ 2(7)+ 1(2)=220 

Total=414 

On the basis of figure 74 reversed (even letters as ei’s, odd letters as 8,‘s): 

3(4)+5(14)+ 5(5)+4(11)+2(15)+1(10)=191 
W)+W5)+1(14)+ O(8)+ 3(7)+ 2(2)=186 

Total=377 
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Since the distribution begins here with an even-numbered position (34), and the greatest total is 
obtained on the basis of figure 74 normal, hence the alternation for the fourth sect.ion or column 
is of the type e2-j 8i-+ &, or “ -“. 

p. (1) The data for the letters beyond position 44 are as follows: 
45 46 4; 4x 49 50 51 s2 53 51 55 

III. DGAFGAVGDGX 
XI. DGAFAFDAAAG 

VII. GDXDDFVDFFX 
DVFX 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 
~~‘~~~ s s P 1 

/=4 5 1 3 3 4 /=3 4 8 4 0 0 

Weighted values of distributions: 
On the basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as Gi’s, even letters as e2’s): 

4(4)+5(14)+ 1(5)+3(11)+3(15)+4(10)=209 
3(9)+4(15)+6(14)+ 4(8)+ O(7)+ 0(2)=203 

Total== 

On the basis of figure 74 reversed (even letters as ei’s, odd letters as e2’s): 

3(4)+4(14)+ 6(5)+4(11)+0(15)+0(10)=142 
4(9)+5(15)+1(14)+ 3(8)+ 3(7)+ 4(2)=178 

Total=% 

Since the distribution starts with an odd position (45) and the greatest total is obtained on the 
basis of figure 74 normal, the type of alternation for the fifth section or column is 8,+ e2+ 8,’ 
or “ + “. 

q. The types of alternation for the 6rs.t 5 columns, which are all long columns, is there- 
fore + + + - +. Since cryptograms III and XI contain but one short column, it is advisable 
to be on the lookout for it as the work progresses. It is possible to continue with the process 
detailed above. For example, the calculations for the next or sixth section of 11 letters are 
shown below: 

56 57 58 59 60 6162 63 64 6.5 66 
III. DDDAVFVDDFD 
XI. VAVFGGVADDG 

VII. VADXVAXDVXA 
FFVD 

Distribution of odd letters 
ADFGVX 
$z?S”Z 

J-5 4 4 1 1 2 

Distribution of even letters 

ADFGVX 
-$-‘2- 

s 

J= 1 7 1 2 8 1 
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Weighted values of distributions: 
On t,he basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as elk, even letters as ez’s): 

5(4)+4(14)$ 4(5)+1(11)+1(15)+2(10)=142 
1@)+7(15)+1(14)+ 2(8)$ 8(7)+1(2) =202 

Total=344 

On the basis of figure $4 reversed (even letters as elk, odd letters as es’s): 

1(4)+7(14)+ 1(5)+2(11)+8(15)+1(10)=259 
5(9)+4(15)+4(14)+ l(8)+ l(T)+ 2(2)=180 

Total=439 

‘Since the distribution starts with an even position (56) and the greatest total is obtained on the 
basis of figure 74 reversed, the type of alternation for the sixth section or column is e1+e2-+e1, 
or “ +“. 

T. But perhaps advantage should be taken of the availability .of additional cryptograms. 
For example, cryptogramV, of 202 letters, has 2 short columns [(17X 12)-2=202], whereas the 
cryptograms thus far dealt with each have but one. That is, cryptogram V has one short column 
in common with cryptograms III, XI, and VII,.and one additional short column not possessed 
by the latter. g Can this additional short column of cryptogram V be located? 

s. Suppose coiumn 1 of crypt,ogram V is the additional short column. Then the letters of 
column 2 would be F X F X F F F V A G F D. These letters when evaluated on the 
basis of figure 74 normal yield a total of 77; when weighted on the basis of figure 74 reversed, 
a total of 144. The calculation is as follows: 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 

f-1 0 5 0 0 0 J-O 1 1 1 1 2 

On the basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as e,%, even letters as e2k): 
1(4)$0(14)$ 5(5)+0(11)+0(15)+0(10)=29 
0@)+1(15)+1(14)+ l(8)+ l(7)+ 2(2)=48 

Total=* 

On the basis of figure 74 reversed (even letters as e,%, odd letters as e2%): 

1@)+0(15)+5(14)+ O(8)+ O(7)+ 0(2)=79 
0(4)+1(14)+ 1(5)+1(11)+1(15)+2(10)=65 

Total== 

According to this calculation, column 2 of cryptogram V seems to correspond to the type of 
alternation e2-+e1-+e2, that is “ - “. But from previous work it is fairly certain that column 2 
is of the “ +” type. Hence, cohnnn 1 of cryptogram V is probably not the additional short 
column of that message. Assuming column 2 to be the extra short column, no such contra- 
diction is obtained, for the calculation is as follows: 
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Assuming column 2 to be short. the letters of column 3 are X A V D A G F D V D G F . 
Pistribution of odd letters 

ADFGVX 
- - - = - 

/=l 0 1 1 2 1 

W~~iphtetl values of distributions: 

Distribution of even letters 

ADFGVX 
- - E _ 

/=l 3 1 1 0 0 

On the basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as elk, even letters as e2%): 
1(4)+0(14)+1(5)+1(11j-+2(15)+-l(i0) = 60 
l(9) + 3(15)+1(14)-t 1(8)+90(7)+0(2)= i6 

Tot,al= 136 
On the basis of figures 74 reversed (even letters as &‘s, odd letters as e2'2): 

1(9)$0(15)+1(14)+ l(8)+ 2(7)+1 (2)= 47 
1(4)+3(14)+ 1(5)+1(11)+0(15)+0(10)= 62 

Total= 109 
Since the greatest total is obtained on the basis of figure 74 normal, the type of alternation is 
e1+e2+e, and column 3 is a “ +” column, which is consistent with the formula + + + - + for 
columns 1 to 5, as previously ascertained. 
If all the foregoing reasoning is correct, and column 2 is the additional short column for crypto- 
gram V, it must be the next to the last column of the transposition rectangle. Since it is a 
” +” column, the last column must be a “-” one; therefore, there are 9 ‘(-I’ columns and 
8 ” +” columns. This definitely determines that the “ -” columns are the odd ones, the “ j-” 
columns the even ones, since in an odd-width rectangle there is one more odd column than even 
columns. 

t. The single short column which is common to cryptograms III, XI, a.nd VII is one of the 
columns beyond column 5. Assuming each possibility in turn, there is obtained for the type of 
alternation in each column the distributions of “ +” and “ -” shown in figure 75. 

I I I I 
Asiunptim .-- 

-- I ,-,-_ I - 
1 1 2 3 

COIUlllIl 

(1) 6th short _________ -__- _____ - _____ -__ + 
(2) 7th short _________.________.________ + 
(3) 8th short ..__. ____.._______________ + 
(4) 9th short .______ ____ ---_-_----___-- + 
(5) 10th short _________________________ + 
(6) 11th short _________________________ + 
(7) 12th short __________..__...________ + 
(8) 13th short ______ _ _________ - ________ + 
(9) 14th short ._.._____________________ + 

(10) 15th short ..__......_._____________ + 
(11) 
(12) 

16th short ___..._______ --~----~.-~-,+ 
lith short-. ______________________ )+ 

+t ++ +t +t +t ++ +t ++ +t +I+ ++ ++ 

-i 
-/- 

4 5 6 
--- 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

- 

-. 
7 8/&l 

--:-- 

++-+ 

- +,- t 
--- t 

--+t 
--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

! I 

. 

- - + - - - - 
- -+ +--- 8+, 9- 
- -+++,-- g+, 8- 
- - +/+ +/+ - lo+, 7- 
--+++++ II+, 6- 

I I 

u. The correct assumption must satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) There must be 9 “ - ” and 8 “ + ” columns. 
(b) The short column must be “ -“. 
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Only assumptions (3) and (51, in which column 8 and column 10 are short columns, satisfy these 
conditions. Therefore, column 2 is followed by either column 8 or 10. Testing the combination 
2-8 for monoalphabeticity of bipartite pairs, the distribution shown in figure 76 is obtained. 
1Vhen combination 2-10 is tested, the distribution shown in figure 77 is obtained. Obviously, 
the 2-8 combination is the better. 

2d component 

A D F G V X 
2d component 

A D FGV X 

E (~)=.066iXliX16=18.14 
4 zx 22 

FIG WE 7fi. 

E (~)=.066iXli~lti=18.14 
r#J=4 

FIGURE 7;. 

0. It is possible by introducing cryptograms with additional short columns to determine 
more of the key. Thus, it was found by using cryptograms XII and VI that the first 3 numbers 
of the transposition key are 16-5-7. But the process of anagramming will yield the solution at 
least as rapidly. In this process, of course, advantage may be taken of the fact that the columns 
have been classified into the “ + ” and “ - ” types and no combinations of two “ + ” or two 
I( -“columns need be tested, since only combinations of the type“ + -“or“ - + “are permissible. 

ZC. The final transposition key and the substitution checkerboard are shown in figure i8. 

V 
X 

2d component 
ADFGVX 

VISKNG 
i ! ----,-,- 

7 S C 3iRiO 

WH8TE5 
------ 
LA&BZD 

------ 
4F6J0M 

------ 
PQUXYZ 

Fmum 78. 

x. All the foregoing details concern a case in which the transposition rectangle has an odd 
number of columns. Now if the rectangle contains an even number of columns, this type of 
solution is, of course, still applicable, and in fact is easier, since t,he letters of the text of the re- 
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spective sections do not have to be distributed into odd and even letters. It is only necessary 
to identify a section as being composed of initial components or of final components. This 
analysis then protluces a series of sections correspondin g in number with the number of columns 
in the transposition rectangle. This number will, of course, be even. By a careful study of 
n-here alternations in composition of components (0, or &) occur, the division of the text into 
sections corresponding to long and short columns can be accomplished. The remaining steps 
:IIY obvious and follow the lines elucidated in paragraph 39e-j. 

ZJ. The entire structure upon which this general solution rests is destroyed if the substitution 
checkerbooid has been consciously manipulated to equalize or flatten out the sums of the weighted 
frequencies of the letters in its rows and columns. For example, note the following checkerboard, 
which is not “perfect” but gives approximately similar frequencies in its rows and columns.8 

2d component 
A D F G V X t3lms 

A 

2 
q F e 
: 2 G 

X 

X V J E’B K 
5 15 2 130 10 3 

-~-_____- 

R M F L 

z. If the statistical calculations upon which this general solution is based make use of the 
logarithms of the frequencies instead of the frequencies themselves, much more accurate and 
clear-cut data will be obtained. 

8 The frequencies indicated 88 those given in fig. 3, p. 13, ‘Zkfilitary CryptanalyeO, Part I. 
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Concluding remarks on transposition systems ..__......____.._ ............ .._.___._.__ ... ..- .._.________._....._.._ ........... 56 

44. Review of principles underlying the cryptographic method.-Several bifid fractionating 
systems have been explained in previous texts of this series.’ In certain of these systems four 
basic steps are involved, two of substitution and two of transposition. These steps may be 
briefly described as follows: (1) A process of decomposition (substitution), in which each plain- 
text letter is replaced by two components, 0: and @, of a bifid or bipartite alphabet; (2) a 
process of separation (transposition), in which the 8%; components originally paired together 
are separated; (3) a process of recombination (transposition), in which the separated compo- 
nents are combined to form new pairs; (4) a process of recomposition (substitution), in which 
each new pair of components is given a letter value according to the original or a different bifid 
alphabet. 

45. Example of a simple bifid cipher----u. One of the simplest bifid fractionating systems 
is that exemplified in the following subparagraphs. It will be employed to set forth certain 
principles in the general solution of systems of this and similar nature. 

b. Given the 25-cell substitution checkerboard shown in figure 80, let the message to be 
enciphered be ONE PLANE REPORTED LOST AT SEA. The first step is to replace the plain- 
text letters by the bipartite equivalents, the two elements or components being set down ver- 
tically beneath the plain-text letters. This represents the first two of the four processes re- 
ferred to in paragraph 44, the first being that of decomposition or substitution, the second, that 
of separation or transposition, represented by the manner in which the two bipartite elements 
are set down vertically (instead of horizontally), thus separating the two elements from their 
normal horizontal juxtaposition. 

i See Special Text Ko. 166, Advanced Military Cryptography, sec. XI and Military Cryptanalysis, Part I, 
sec. IX. 
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2d component 

1 2 3 4 5 

4 

5 

A N UIF ---;- 
T R IIG 

----I- 
DlE~H/K 

LiO/P/Q s __ --/- -'- - 
v WlXiY z 

Plain text--..--0 N E P L A N E R E P 0 R T E D L 0 S T A T S E A Components. 1 4 ’ 3 ’ 4 ’ ’ 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 3 3 4442 12 431 

2 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 1252 22 5 3 2 

The third process, that of recombination or recomposition, also involving a transposition, is now 
to be performed and will consist in combining elements standing in diagonal relationship to the 
right, that is, as shown by the arrows below: 

ONE PLANE REPORTED LOST AT SEA 
4 2...;/*; :+;+: 2 3 4 4 2 2 3 3 4442 12 431 

7 
3 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 1252 22 5 3 2 

giving the pairs 21, 33, 34, 34, 11, 21, 33, etc. There are left, at the end of the process, one 
element in the upper line at the extreme left and another element in the lower line at the extreme 
right, yielding the pair 24, which may be placed at the head or tail of the resultant combinations, 
as preagreed. The last or fourth process, that of recomposition or substitution, is to replace the 
new pairs of components by letters from the original or a new checkerboard. If the same 
checkerboard is used, it yields the text shown herewith: 

Plain.--.-----.-.O N E P L A N E R E P 0 R T E D L 0 S T A T S E A 
Components.. 

1 
iF i7 3 4 4 1 1 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 3 3 4442 12 43 l(4) 

3/1 l/* 2p 3/” 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 a 2 1252 22 5 3 2 

Cipher _____ _____ C E H H M C E D E H H T D R E I U I W C T I X ,B I 

c. Another and perhaps more simple way of accomplishing the same process is to set down 
t.he bipartite equivalents horizontally and recombine them as shown below: 

ONEPLANE 
42 13 33 43 41 12 13 33 7r’ * 77 v/* 77 \/* 77 97 %/* 

CEHHMCE 

The results are identical with those obtained from the preceding manner of operation. The 
text is of course sent in 5-letter groups. 

d. Instead of using the digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, as the bipartite components one can use the 
vowels A, E, I, 0, U, or any other characters that are deemed suitable. Perhaps digits are best 
as they are less likely to be confused with letters of the text. 

e. As intimated above, the checkerboard used for the recomposition may be different from 
that employed in the decomposition. But it will be shown that the additional safety afforded 
by using two different checkerboards is somewhat illusory, and is by no means as great as may 
appear on first consideration. 
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46. Principles of solution.--a. Note the following skeleton encipherments, using the 
checkerboard shown in figure 80: 

CENO SEND RENC HENA 
2314 4313 2312 3311 yEy 

/*Pi- 
1 3 3 2 /3/*3’2 3 3 3 1 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 4 

NBH XBE EBD PBB RljK 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

These five encipherments have in common a plain-text digraph EN. The fire cipher versions, 
however, have only a single letter in common, B. This is, of course, a phenomenon already 
encountered many times by t,he student and its cause is easily underst,ood by him: The mechanics 
of the system tend to reduce by one character the lengths of the repetitions in the cipher test, 
as compared with their lengths in the plain text, a trigraphic repetition in t,he plain test mnni- 
festing itself as a digraphic repetition in the cipher text, a tetragraphic one becoming a trigraphic, 
and so on. More will later be stated on this phase of the matter. 

b. But now study the individual cipher letter immediately preceding and succeeding the 
cipher letter which these five encipherments have in common. They are as follo&-s: 

Letters preceding B, ____________ N, X, E, P, R 
Letters succeeding B, ____________ H, E, D, B, K 

Reference to the checkerboard discloses t,he very interesting and important fact that the letters 
preceding the cipher repetition (B,) all come from the same column in the checkerboard, the letters 
succeeding the repetition all come from the same row in the checkerboard. How this phenomenon 
is brought about is quite simple to see. Take the first of the five examples, that in which 
C E N 0, produces N B H,. The N, is the result of combining the second component of the 
bipartite equivalent of C, with the first component bipartite equivalent, of E,, yielding the com- 
bination 13, which is N. No matt,er what the other three letters in the plain-text tetragraph 
may be, if the second letter is E&, the second component bified equivalent of the first letter of 
the cipher trigraph must be a 3. This means that this first letter of the cipher trigraph must 
come from column 3 of the checkerboard. Exactly which row this letter will come from is deter- 
mined by the identity of the second component of the bifid equivalent of the first letter of the 

f plain-text tetragraph. Hence, since the 5 tetragraphs in the example all have the same plain- 
t,ext letter in the second position, the initial letters of the cipher trigraphs all must come from 
the same column of the checkerboard. It is unnecessary to go through the reasoning, which is 
parallel, in the case of the third letters of the cipher trigraphs: these all must come from the 
same row of the checkerboard. 

c. A good understanding of the phenomenon just noted can certainly be employed to 
advantage in solving this and similar types of systems, for it becomes obvious that a careful study 
of the letters immediately preceding and following cipher repetitions should facilitate a reconstruction 
of the checkerboard employed in the substitution.2 Indeed, if there were no other phenomena to 
disturb this very simple relationship, solution would be quite easy. All that would be required 
would be to study the prefixes and auf&es to all the A’s, B's, C's, . . . in the cryptogram, find 
the letters which belong in the same columns and rows of the checkerboard, and the reconstruc- 
tion of the latter would follow very simply. Unfortunately, however, there is a disturbing 
phenomenon which must now be considered. 

1 The principle involved in such recomtruction was, to my knowledge, first pointed out and successfully 
employed early in 1938 by Aaaociate Cq-ptanslyata 5. Kullbsck and A. Sinkov. 
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d. Sote the following encipherments: 
Plain ____________ L P U R 0 R M I 

41 43 14 23 42 23 11 24 

Cipher _________ U B 0 T B A 
(‘3) (‘7) 

Here the B, is preceded by letters (U and T) which not only arc not in thtl sam(~ coll~u:u :IS t’>ose 
in the corresponding positSion in the case of the first fiv(* c~nci~~l,t~rmc~~~~s;. b11t also tl;c+:tb two Icnttcrs 
are themselves in different columns. The, cause of tllis is not tlifhcult to see. It is mtbrc,ly that 
the second component of the P, and the second component of the R, happen to be identical, the 
first component of the U, and the first component of the M, also happen to be identical, thus 
producing the same cipher letter in both cases. This is a phenomenon which must happen by 
chance a certain number of times, a number which is dependent not only upon the mechanics 
of the system but also upon the exact composition of the checkerboard. Disregarding for t.he 
moment the latter factor, it is obvious that if the checkerboard is perfectly balanced, the bifid 
element 3, for example, should occur 20 percent of the time as the first or as the second element 
of a bifid pair, since there are 5 elements and each can t,heoretically appear an equal number of 
times. However, since the checkerboard is not perfectly balanced, the bifid element 5 can, in 
the case of figure 80, appear as a second component of the bipartite equivalent of a cipher letter 
only very rarely, since it corresponds to the first component, of the bifid equivalents of the letters 
V, W, X, Y, and Z, all of which are of low frequency. On the other hand, the bifid element 3, in 
the case of figure 80, can appear very frequently as a first component of the bifid equivalent of 
a cipher letter because it is the second component of the bifid equivalents for the high-frequency 
plain-text letters N, R, and E, which are all in column 3. However, since the exact composition 
of the checkerboard is unknown when cryptograms of this sort are to be solved, frequency 
weights can, of course, not be assigned to any of the components or bipartite elements and it 
will have to be assumed that each one has an equal probability of occurrence, that is, one-fifth. 

e. From the foregoing discussion it is obvious that it would be unwise merely to study the 
prefixes and sufhxes to identical single letters of the cipher text in an attempt to solve crypto- 
grams of this sort, for the disturbing effect of the accidental identities of certain cipher letters 
would be sufficient to retard solution. A few detailed examples of the type of study t,hat must 
be made in connection with repetitions in such systems as this will now be given. 

j. It was stated in subparagraph a that the mechanics of the system tend to reduce by one 
character the lengths of the repetitions in the cipher text. The expression “tend to reduce” 
aptly describes the situation, for not only can it happen that a 3-letter repetition in the plain 
text may appear to remain a 3-letter repetition in the cipher text, but also it can happen that 
a S-letter repetition in the plain text may even appear as a pseudo 4-let,ter repetit’ion in the 
cipher text. St.udy the following examples (based on fig. SO) and note what happens in each case: 

(4 !i : t! : : 
W R P D D R P E C 

ORPK T R P E L 

(1) (2) 
A bletter pIsIn text repetition sppean aa B aletter dpher text rwe- A blotter pIah-text repetition sppean as 8 34etter cipher-text rspe- 

titian. titian because the lst eomponenta of the D. and HP happen to be identical 
(D and H are in same row in checkerboard). 
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T D R P B E T R P B E 

(3) (4) 
A 3-letter plain-teat repetition appears as B 3.letter cipher-text repeti- A B-letter plain-text repetition apye~rs as n 4-letter ctpher-text repe. 

tion because the second component of the ND and RD haptien to be iden- rition because the phenomena of case 2 nnd ~RSR 3 occur slmultsneousl~ 
tical (Rand N are in same column in checkerboard). (0 and Dare in same column; M and N arc in the Enme ror in the checkrr- 

board). 

g. From a study of these phenomena the rule may be deduced that an n-letter repetition 
in the plain text is really reduced to an (n-l)-letter repetition in the cipher text, but it can happen 
fortuitously 3 that the real repet’ition is extended on either or both ends of the repetition by a 
pseudo-repetitious letter. Hence, a 3-letter plain-text repetition may appear as a 2-, 3-, or 
d-letter repetition in the cipher-text. 

h. It is thcrefore possible to make wholly erroneous deductions from some repetitions, es- 
pecially if t.he latter are short. Note for instance the following example, still using Fig. 80 
as a basis: 

F 0 U R D A (YS) S 0 M E D U (TY) 
15 42 14 23 32 12 . . . 45 42 11 33 32 14 . . . 

Y C 0 D C Y C N D C 
Here are 2 sequences of 5 cipher letters, identical save in the central letter, and yet the g-letter 
plain text sequences have only 2 letters in common. This example is cited to show that the 
cryptanalyst must’ be very careful in respect to the deductions he may make in the case of short 
repetit’ions. In the example cited it happens that the accidental repetitions are such as to make 
the sequences as a whole almost appear to be identical. 

i. It is these pseudo-repetitious elements which complicate the solution of what would 
otherwise be a simple system. To illustrate what is meant, note that in case (1) of subparagraph 
f the letters W, and O,, the prefixes to the repetition RP,, do actually come from the same column 
of t.he checkerboard; the letters D, and K,, the suffixes, do actually come from the same row. 
But now note in case (2) that while the prefixes D, and T, come from the same column, the suf- 
fixes C, and L, do not come from the same row. Note also in case (3) that while the prekxes 
L, and T, do not, come from the same column, the stixes, D, and B,, do come from the same row; 
while in case (4) the prefixes turn out to be the same letter, T, (which c,onstitutes an example 
where the two prefixes come from the same column) but, the suffixes, M, and E,, come from differ- 
ent rows. Since the exact length of the real repetition, without its pseudo-repetitious elements, 
does not readily manifest itself in the cipher text (although in favorable cases it may be deduced 
by a careful detailed analysis and comparison with nearly similar repetitions) the nature of the 
dif%culties confronting the cryptanalyst become apparent. 

j. The nature of the detailed analysis and comparison of repetitions referred to above may 
require a few words of explanation. Suppose that a cryptogram shows many occurrences of 
RP, (= THE, in the foregoing examples). It would indicat’e a high-frequency plain-text trigraph. 
A few-repetitions of such cipher trigraphs as RPE,, DRP,, TRPB,, would lead to the surmise that 
the latter are of the type where pseudo-repetitious elements have crept into the picture and there- 

8 Strictly speaking, of course, not really fortuitously. It. depends upon the exact letters which precede or 
follow the plain-text repetition and the exact positiors these letters occupy in the checkerboard. 
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fore the cryptanalyst should be very hesitant to assume that the adventitious prefixed letters 
nrc in the same columns, or that the adventitious suffixed letters are in the same row. In fact, 
he would bc warranted in tentatively assuming the very opposite condition, that they are not 
in the same columns or rows, respectively. The conclusions derivable from a stud>- of short 
repetitions can be carried over to the longer ones. Sate the following four cases from which 
several conclusions may be reached: 

0) ; E ; p, $ i ; I O N s A o ” H H I Y w o T 24 Q 41 c 19 H 4i v 19 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 

c2) ,i 2 f: 0 S I T I 0 N 0 F 
Q y a H 42 I 45 w 24 o 22 T 24 Q 42 c 13 H 42 c I5 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(3); E p z s * T I O y D E 
p H 43 H I 4s w 24 o 22 T 24 Q 4.2 c 15 E 32 R 33 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(4) ,o, E E 0 2 1 T 1 0 N L u 
T H H421 W24022T24P42C13H41M1~ 

First, the i-letter cipher sequence H I W 0 T Q C is common to all four cases; if only the cipher 
text were available, one could conclude that the plain-text repetition consists of 8 letters. Second, 
the letters H and Y probably come from the same column in the checkerboard, but as for 0, P, 
and T, they may or may not come from the same column, most, probably not. (Actually. 0 and 
T do, but P does not come from the same column as these 2 letters.) Third, the letters H and E 
probably come from t.hc same row in the checkerboard, but as for V, C, and M, they may or may 
not come from the same row, most probably not. (Actually, all 3 letters come from different 
rows. ) 

k. Kate the following cases of encipherment: The fact that the 7-letter cipher sequence is 
common t.o all four cases means that the plain-text repetition consists of 8 let’ters. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
NTOPOSITIONSIFTHE 

(1) 13 22 42 43 42 45 14 22 24 42 13 45 24 15 D I I H 22 3t 33 I w o T Q c H w L w R p 

-...- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “_... 

ONTPOSITIONFIFTHR 
(2) 42 c 13 D 22 I 43 H 42 I 45 w 24 o 22 T 24 Q 42 c 13 B 15 w 24 L 1.5 w 22 R 34 o 23 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

WASPOSITIONLIFTIN 
(3) 52 c 12 I 45 y 43 H 42 I 45 w 24 o 22 T 24 

Q 

42 c 13 H 41 A 24 L 15 w 22 T 24 L 13 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

TALPOSITIONTIFLIS 
(4) 22 12 41 43 42 45 24 22 24 42 13 22 24 15 41 24 45 c I u H I w o T Q 

c T L 
D 

Y A Q . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
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DWVRVSDDTI 28 
RWVRVSDDTNULQDUB 1B 

GUHKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAApCWR 1D 
PWVRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTQ 1L 
XWVRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIRNB 2D 

LKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTV 11 
KIRNGSTLBDDTI 2F 
NIRNGSTLBDDTW 1G 

TWAUUIAAQD 1H 

LQDTXDWYIWXNINBDRQ 1H 
WSAVI 1A 
QSAVNIIUHQDTXWI 1E 

TAVNNI 1F 
QAVNI.IUHQDTXDWYIWXNINBDRW 2G 

LQDTXCWSCIVDTNILVN 2H 
DLQDTXWSCLP 1K 

CQDTZ 1J 
NILVNODNULQDUBG 21 

RWVRVSDDTNULQDUBI 1B 
XWVRVSDDTNULQDUHK 2E 

LLQDUK 2c 
-~-.‘~~-....~...‘-.-."..-------------------------------------.-.------------------~------..~--~~~~.~---~---~~~.~.~~~.~~.~~~~--~~..~~..~~~..~~....~..--..----.-..-..... 

TVTININDCUWWDC 1c 
WVTININDCUWWDSNI 1K 

DNBAX 1A 
RNBAYIII 2E 
TEWAYIIL 2E 
IEWAYULQ 1E 

__--.-.-----._.....-.---~~---~.---------------~-.----~~~-.~~~~~~~~~~---~~~-~~~~~--.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~.~~..~~~~~~~~.~......~.~..~..~....~..~........~..~~.~~~~.~~~~~ 
YIIIGTEWAYI 2E 

BIEWAYU 1E 
QVEWCWS 11 

ISDCYIWVEWD.NB 1A 
BGTEWVR 21 

TXDWYIWXNIN 1H 

AINB 1B 
KIND 2A 
WAXL 2A 
BAXW 2A 

Figure 8 1 

15OA 
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The pseudo-repetit,ious lett,ers, I in the third position in cases (1) and (2), and t,he letters 
Y, and U, in corresponding positions in cases (3) and (4) mean that I, U, and Y, come from the 
same column of the checkerboard. The I, in posit’ion 2, in cases (l), (3), and (4) and the D, 
in the corresponding position in case (2) indicates that I, and D, are probably in different columns 
in the checkerboard. In position 11, the H,, BC, and D, give indications of being in the same 
row of the checkerboard. In position 14, WC and Y, likewise give indications of coming from the 
same row, But note now that, from position 1, 3 it may he deduced that W, A. and T come from 
the same column of the checkerboard. These are examples of tlie type of detailed analysis 
that, the student should follow in his att’empt to solve a problem of t.his sort. 

1. In general it may be said that when the repet,itions are numerous and fairly lengthy, that 
is when there is a good deal of traffic all in the same checkerboard, and repetitions of tetragraphs 
and better are plrnt,iful, solution should be relatively easy. In fact, with a fairly large amount 
of traffic, most of the work involved would consist in listing the 2, 3, 4 . . . letter repetitions. 
Then a chart would be drawn up to show the associations which the prefixes make among thcm- 
selves and t.he associations which the sufiixes make among themselves. For example : 

XABQ 
NABR 
ZABT 
NABQ 
LAB1 
ZGT 

Here it is noted that L, N, X, and Z appear as prefixes to repetitions. The letter X is “found in 
company” wit,h N twice; the “association value” of X and N is 2 units. The association value of 
Z and N is, however, 4 units, for the N occurs twice and so does the Z. The association value of 
LX or LZ is 1 unit; that of LN or LZ, 2 units. Thus, the association value for each combination 
can be studied in all the repetitions and, of course, when the value is high for a given combina- 
tion it indicates that the two let,ters really belong together, or in the same column of t,he checker- 
board. 

m. What can be done with but, one or two relatively short cryptograms depends largely 
upon their lengths, the number of repetitions they happen to have, the exact construction of 
the checkerboard, and the ingenuity and patience of the cryptanalyst. Once the letters that 
constitute the columns and the rows of the checkerboard employed in the recomposition arc 
known, the proper assembling of the columns and rows is a relatively simple matter. If a key- 
word has been used as the basis for the distribution or mixing of the letters, naturally the recon- 
struction of the checkerboard is much facilitated. If not, then either the original or an equiv- 
alent checkerboard may be reconstructed. Having the recomposition checkerboard at hand, 
the determination as to whether it is the same as that used in the decomposition follows directly. 
If not the same, the reconstruction of the decomposition checkerboard is a relatively simple 
matter. 
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1 2 3 I .5 8 7 8 0 10 II I? 13 II I.5 16 Ii IS 18 n 2, 12 23 24 ?i 21: 77 z9 ?!I .yI 3, 31 13 3, ai ‘W 7: b 31 ,n 

EWVRVSDDTW 21 
DWVRVSDDTI 2B 
RWVRVSDDTNULQDUB 1B 

GUHKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCWN 1D 
PWVRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTQ 1L 
XWVRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIRNB 2D 

LKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTV 11 
KIRNGSTLBDDTI 2F 
NIRNGSTLBDDTW 1G 

TWAUUIAAQD 1H 

Figure 82 

150B 
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47. Example of solution-c. Suppose the two following cryptograms suspected of being in 
the same key are at hand: 

Line 

A 

B 

C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 

Line 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 

ISDCY 
XLYIW 
UBINR 
WDCVS 
TIWAU 
NIIUH 
TLGWW 
DTWAU 
NINBD 
YIRNG 
ININD 
CLPWV 
NGTIW 

IWILT 
DIWIR 
RVSDD 
TQGTE 
LQDUH 
IILWN 
VTTAQ 
BDRWS 
DTNIL 
DTW 

IWVEW 
DAINB 
KVLQD 
ODCGS 
UIAAQ 
QDTXW 
ALWDS 
UIAAQ 
RQTQV 
TIWAU 
CUWWD 
RVSDD 
AUUIA 

GSIHW 
CVNOD 
TILLQ 
UDVQC 
KIRXY 
KIRNG 
AVNII 
CLPLW 
VNODN 

?i-0. 1 
DNBAX 
DRWVR 
NLQDT 
ISSGU 
CWNBI 
ITAVN 
NSILN 
DGTEL 
EWCWS 
UIAAQ 
SNILV 
TNULQ 
AQCQD 

No. 2 
WAWKI 
NGSLN 
DUKDW 
OIWTX 
IRNBA 
STLBD 
UHQDT 
AHNTL 
ULQDU 

WSAVI 
VSDDT 
VTINI 
HKIRX 
EWAYU 
NINDC 
NIRNG 
QDTXD 
CLPIT 
CQDTZ 
NODLQ 
DUHKI 
TV 

NDCUW 
GIGWL 
SSHXS 
WVRVS 
YIIIG 
DTITI 
XDWYI 
QDTXC 
BGTEW 

WILTK 
NULQD 
NDCUW 
YIRNG 
LQSAV 
UWWCG 
STLBD 
WYIWX 
LKIRX 
IIWVT 
DTXWS 
RXYIR 

WAXLX 
VFDWV 
ENCQD 
DDTNU 
TEWAY 
LUDVL 
WXNIN 
WSCIV 
VRVSD 

b. A careful and detailed listing of significant repetitions is made, these to show the single- 
letter prefix and suffix in each case. A partial list of the many repetitions present in the two 
cryptograms is given in figure 81. 

c. Considerthefirstsetofrepetitionslisted infigure81, asextracted andshown in figure 82. 
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(Letters in came column) 
ABCDEFGHI hLNNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

ABCDEFCHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
l 

Figure 83A 
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According to the principles elucidated in the preceding paragraph, it would seem that the 
following tentative deductions may be made from the data contained in the columns of figure 82: 

(1 j From column 1: E, D, R. P, X belong in the same column of the checkerboard. 
(2) From column 10: W, I, N belong in the same row. 
(3) From column 14: D and G belong in the same column. 
(4) From column 16: B and H belong in the same row. 
(5) From column 16: H and L belong in the same column. 
(6) From column 21: Y, K: N belong in the same column. 
(7) From column 25: G and B belong in the same row. 
(8) From column 27: I and T belong in the same column. 
(9) From column 33: I and W belong in the same row. 

(10) From column 36: C and D belong in the same row. 
(11) From column 37: W and Q belong in the same row. 
(12) From column 40: Q and V belong in the same row. 

It would be most fortunate and unusual for all these tentative deductions to be correct, for the 
disturbing effects of accidental adventitious repetit.ions have not been taken into account as 
yet. But let an attempt be made to assemble the data tlcduced thus far, to st’(’ if they (‘MI all 
be reconciled. 

d. Tentative deduction (1) indicates that E, D, R, P, and X belong in the same column of 
the rccomposition checkerboard. If correct, the complete set of 5 letters of one column is ut 
hand. But tentative deduction (3) indicates that D and G belong in the same column and this 
would mean that the column has 6 letters, which is impossible. Further evidence will be rtl- 
quired to corroborate the hypothesis that E, D, R, P, and X are all actually in the same column. 
or that D and G are actually in the same column. For this purpose, further study must bc mudc, 
and it is convenient to compile an “association table” showing how often certain letters arc 
associated among themselves as prefixes to the repetitions. A similar association table is muclt 
for the suffixes. The tables may be combined in a manner similar to that shown in figure P:(, 
where the prefixes to repetitions appear at the left of the central alphabet, the suffisrs to the 
right. 

Take column 1 of figure 82, having D, E, P, R, and X as prefixes to a long repetition. A stroktl 
is placed in the E, P, R, and X cells of row D; a stroke is placed in the P, R, and X cells of row E; 
a stroke is placed in the R and X cells of row P; and finally a stroke is placed in the X cell of row R. 
Again, take column 16 of figure 82, reading B H H H L. The B need not be considered, since it is 
not a prefix to the repetition beginning K I R X Y . . ., but the H and L may be considcrcd. 
In the L cell of row H t,hree strokes are inserted to indicate that H and L are associated that 
many times. Each time a datum is obtained, it is added to this table. Figure 83 shows the 
appearance of the table after all the data obtainable from the repetitions listed in subparagraph b 
have been inserted. From even this small amount of mat,erial a few deductions can br made. 
For example, it is seen that the B line of the table for prefixes shows 5 strokes at G and 3 strokt>s 
at W, from which it would appear that B, G, and W may be in the same column. The let tctrs 
C and L likewise seem to be in the same column, as do H and L, making C, H, and L appear to 
be in the same column. Studying the table of suffixes, it would appear that B and H are in the 
same row; I and N are in a row. After the entire text has been examined and the prefixes and 
suffixes distributed in this way, the whole table is studied carefully with a view to eliminating 
the effects of the accidental or pseudo-repetitious letters, trying to locate those letters which 
represent the prefixes and suffixes of true repetitions. 
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SUFFIXES 

(Letters in mm rwv) 

ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

: -:--~-~-i-~-l-l-l-~-,-l- 
,-;-‘-‘-;-‘-i-i-i-~-~-‘-i-~-‘-~-~-~-:-:-;-r ; I 

y-1 I I 1 i I I 
Z 

i-i-j-j-i-,-/-j-/-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-i-~_!_ 
--j-~-~-)-I-~-j;-l-l~!~ 

-/-!-/_l_(--(-/-I-I-i-J_i-i-,-i_j 
-,---_ 

I I i 1 j 1 
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

Figure 83B 
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e. Suppose the data have been reduced to the following: 
Letters belonging in same columns Letters belonging in same rows 

(1) D, G, U (1) G, B, H, K 
(2) H, L, C (2) I, I, N, L 
(3) Y, K, N (3) D, C, A, S 
(4) W, Q. S, ‘I’, B (4) Q> V, X, Y, Z 

(5) T, U 
The presumption that Q, V, X, Y, and Z are all in the same roiv Icatls to the assunlption that 
the mixing of the checkerboard is based upon a key word or key phrase. Following up this 
hypothesis, the data are assembled in the following manner: 

2d component 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 

5 

L Ni 

k-i---i-i--i-- 

,f. Only 6 letters remain to be placed in the checkerboard. But there are enough letters 
alrcady placed to warrant an immediate attempt at decipherment. For example, take the 
first few groups of message No . 2 and replace the letters by their bipartite equivalents: 

IWILTGSIHWWAWKIND 
12 11 12 13 21 42 31 12 43 I1 11 34 11 44 12 14 32 

Recombining the bifid elements: 

.1 21 11 21 32 14 23 11 24 31 11 13 41 14 41 21 43 2. 

Substituting by means of figure 84: 
.l 2. ;ll;z~~;~;;l4;;~~~* 

Obviously the decomposition and recomposition checkerboards are different. But, the recon- 
struction of the former is not at all difficult, since the text is now in monoalphabetic form. The 
message begins with a group showing a repeated letter in the first and third positions: is the 
1st word E N E M Y? Probably it is, for message xo. 1 also contains the sequence W I L T. 
.it any rate, a transcription of the cryptograms into the bifid equivalents given by the nearly 
complete recomposition checkerboard (fig. 84) soon yields sufficient monoalphabetic text to 
permit of the complete reconstruction of both checkerboards: 
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h. The two cryptograms may now be deciphered directly from the checkerboards. The 
plain-tests are as follows: 

No. 1 
ISDCYIWVEWDNBAXWSAVIWILTK 
12 31 32 33 54 12 11 52 24 11 32 14 41 34 53 11 31 34 52 12 11 12 13 21 4.4 

ITISREPORTEDTHATTHEENEMYH 
XLYIWDAINBDRWVRVSDDTNULQD 
53 13 54 12 11 32 34 12 14 41 32 23 11 52 U 52 31 32 32 21 14 22 13 51 32 

ASRETIREDTOAPOSITIONWESTO 
UBINRKVLQDNLQDTVTININDCUW 
22 41 12 14 23 44 52 13 51 32 14 13 51 32 21 52 21 12 14 12 14 32 33 22 11 

FNEWCHESTERSTOPONEREGIMEN 
WDCVSODCGSISSGUHKIRXYIRNG 
11 32 33 52 31 15 32 33 42 31 12 31 31 42 22 43 44 I2 23 53 54 12 23 14 42 

TISINVICINITYOFCROSSROADO 
TIWAUUIAAQCWNBIEWAYULQSAV 
21 12 11 34 22 22 12 34 34 51 33 11 14 41 12 24 11 34 54 22 13 51 31 34 52 

NETWOEIGHTANDNORTHWESTTHE 
NIIUHQDTXWITAVNNINDCUWWCG 
14 12 12 22 43 51 32 21 53 11 12 21 34 52 I4 14 12 14 32 33 22 11 11 33 42 

REOFSTOPANOTHERREGIMENTCO 
TLGWWALWDSNSILNNIRNGSTLBD 
21 13 42 11 11 34 13 11 32 31 14 31 12 13 14 14 12 23 14 42 31 21 13 II 32 

NCENTRATINGNEARROADJUNCTI 
DTWAUUIAAQDGTELQDTXDWYIWX 
32 21 11 34 22 22 12 34 34 51 32 42 21 24 13 51 32 21 53 32 11 54 12 11 53 

ONTWOEIGHTFOURSTOPBEPREPA 
NINBDRQTQVEWCWSCLPITLKIRX 
14 12 14 41 32 23 51 21 51 52 24 11 33 11 31 33 13 45 12 21 13 44 12 23 53 

REDTOSUPPORTATTACKONCROSS 
YIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTZIIWVT 
54 12 23 14 42 21 12 11 34 22 22 12 34 34 51 33 51 32 21 55 12 12 11 52 21 

ROADONETWOEIGHTSTOPKEEPON 
ININDCUWWDSNILVNODLQDTXWS 
12 14 12 14 32 33 22 11 11 32 31 14 12 13 62 14 15 32 13 51 32 21 63 11 31 

EREGIMENTINRESERVESTOPATT 
CLPWVRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIR 
33 13 4.5 11 52 23 52 31 32 32 21 14 22 13 51 32 22 43 44 12 23 63 54 12 23 

ACKPOSITIONWESTOFCROSSROA 
NGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTV 
14 42 21 12 11 34 22 21 12 34 34 51 33 51 32 21 62 

DONETWOEIGHTSTOP 
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No. 2 
IWILTGSIHWWAWKINDCUWWAXLX 
12 11 12 13 21 42 31 12 43 11 11 34 11 44 12 14 32 33 22 11 11 34 53 13 53 

ENEMYINFANTRYREGIMENTHASB 
DIWIRCVNODNGSLNGIGWLVFDWV 
32 12 11 12 23 33 52 14 15 32 14 42 31 13 14 42 12 42 11 13 52 35 32 11 52 

EENOBSERVEDINADE-FENSIVEPO 
RVSDDTILLQDUKDWSSHXSENCQD 
23 52 31 32 32 21 12 13 13 51 32 22 44 32 11 31 31 43 53 31 24 14 33 51 32 

SITIONEASTOFGETTYSBURGSTO 
TQGTEUDVQCOIWTXWVRVSDDTNU 
21 51 42 21 24 22 32 52 51 33 15 12 11 21 53 11 52 23 52 31 32 32 21 14 22 

PYOUWILLTAKEUPAPOSITIONWE 
LQDUHKIRXYIRNBAYIIIGTEWAY 
13 51 32 22 43 44 12 23 53 54 12 23 14 41 34 54 12 12 12 42 21 24 11 34 54 

STOFCROSSROADTHREEFOURTHR 
IILWNKIRNGSTLBDDTITILUDVL 
12 12 13 11 14 44 12 23 14 42 31 21 13 41 32 32 21 12 21 12 13 22 32 52 13 

EEA.NDROADJUNCTIONONEMILES 
VTTAQAVNIIUHQDTXDWYIWXNIN 
52 21 21 34 51 34 52 14 12 12 22 43 51 32 21 53 32 11 54 12 11 53 14 12 14 

OUTHTHEREOFSTOPBEPREPARED 
BDRWSCLPLWAHNTLQDTXCWSCIV 
41 32 23 11 31 33 13 45 13 11 34 13 24 11 53 51 32 21 53 33 11 31 33 12 52 

TOATTACKATDAWNSTOPBATTALI 
DTNILVNODNULQDUBGTEWVRVSD 
32 21 14 12 13 52 14 15 32 14 22 13 51 32 22 41 42 21 24 11 52 23 52 31 32 

ONRESERVEWESTOFYOURPOSITI 
DTW 
32 21 11 

ON 
48. Special solution.-u. The preceding example of solution constitutesthegeneralsolution 

for this system, since no special conditions are prerequisite to the procedure set forth. An 
interesting solution, however, is that wherein the same message has been ctiyptographed by two 
different sets of checkerboards. 

b. Suppose, for instance, that in this system two cryptograms of identical lengths and plain 
texts but different cryptographic texts are available for examination. They are superimposed 
and appear as follows: 

~o.l.GCODMGCEGBWILWGMONGBSXOPCNGESFLNI 
No.2.WILTGSIHWWAWKINDCUWWAXLXDIWIRCVNO 
No.l.WTMGETLNCGFMDWGXHMGATACTOMSWBLGAI 
No.2.DNGSLNGIGWLVFDWVRVSDDTILLQDUKDWSS 
No.l.QPFUAQMSAZPHZGNLMSOWOVXGXHMGATAKN 
No.2.HXSENCQDTQGTEUDVQCOIWTXWVRVSDDTNU 
No.1.OMSWCUSHQLSSTMSUWNNEHUASUWNTGELSS 
No.2.LQDUHKIRXYIRNBAYIIIGTEWAYIILWNKIR 
No.1.TMOVCVATAEACOGNLOPHVSVSUNWTWFMSAX 
No.2.NGSTLBDDTITILUDVLVTQAQAVNIIUHQDTX 
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So.l.CGUWGXNWTMSSGASNYSGSPDGFMSAXEGASN 
So.2.DWYIWXNINBDRWSCLPLWAHNTLQDTXCWSCI 
So.1.MTACWOLNIWDNOMSWKPHUAXHMGATAC 
?;o.~.VDTNILVNODNULQDUBGTEWVRVSDDTI 

c. Sow consider the first few superimposed letters in these two cryptograms: 
So. l~~~~~---~-~ G C 0 D M G C E G . . . 
So. 2----------- W I L T G S I H W . . . 

Ta.kr the pair of superimposed letters GW. The G is the cipher resultant of the recombination of 
two bipartite numerical components that apply to the recomposition checkerboard. The actual 
identities of these numerical components are not known, but, whatever they be, the first of 
them determines the first half of G,, the second determines the second half of G,. Therefore, for 
cryptanalytic purposes, the actual, but unknown, numerical components may be represented 
by the symbols G, and Gz, the former referring to the row coordinate of the recomposition checker- 
board, the latter to the column coordinate. Vi&at has been said of the letter G applies also to 
the letter W, the equivalent of G in another checkerboard. It will be found that this manner of 
designating bipartite components by means of subscripts to the letters themselves is a very 
useful method of handling the letters. 

d. Let the first few letters of the two cryptograms be replaced by these same cipher letters 
with their subscripts to indicate components. Thus: 

So. l-~~~~~~-~~~~~~ C G C 0 D M G C E 
Components.._- Cl& G,G, GCz 01% DA MJfz GG GC2 EJ3z 
LhrTo. 2.e..~~~~.-.e--- I W I L T G S I H 
Components._-- III2 W,W, I,I, LL2 TlT2 GIG2 SA2 1112 I-&Hz 

Sow from the method of encipherment it is clear that CzGl and 12W, represent the same plain-text 
letter, since both messages are assumed to contain identical plain texts. That is, C,G, of crypto- 
gram So. 1 =IzW1 of cryptogram x0. 2. Likewise G2C1=W212; C201=12L1; 02D1=L2T1; and so on. 

P. Let all the component pairs of the cryptograms be equated in this manner and let these 
pairs be distributed in a table, such as that shown in figure 86. It will be seen in figure 86 that, 
for example, A& of cryptogram so. l=T,I, and T2N1 of cryptogram So. 2. i’his means that 
I, and N, must represent the same row coordinate of the recomposition checkerboard for crypto- 
gram Xo. 2; in other words I and N must be in the same row in that checkerboard. Again, in figure 
86. it is seen that CzG1=GzWl and D2W1, which means that G and D must be in the same column in 
that checkerboard. Again, A2S, =WsA1=S2C1; this means that A and C are in the same row, W 
and S, in the same column, in the recomposition checkerboard for cryptogram No. 2. All these 
data in figure 86 are studied with the following results: 
In same row: In same column: 

(1) I, N, L, W (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
(2) A, C, S, D T H Y Q U 
(3) Q, V, X, Y W C K B I 
(4) B, G s L D 

R G 
v 
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An attempt is now 
board for message 

made to bring together these results to reconstruct the recomposition checkcr- 
So. 2. This yields the following: 

2d Component 

I I U K ? R T K? ---- 

----- 
V Y? X Q Y? 

Compare this with the recomposition checkerboard shown in figure 85 (B). Enough has bern 
shown to illustrate the procedure. If there were just a little more test, probably all 25 letters 
of the checkerboard could be definitely placed. 

j. By making a reciprocal table for equivalencies between component pairs in crypt’ogram 
No. 2, the data obtained would permit of reconstructing the recomposition checkerboard foi 
cryptogram No. 1. Having t.hese checkerboards completely or at. least partially reconstructed, 
the reconstruction of the decomposition checkerboards is a relatively easy matter and follows 
the procedure described in paragraph 47j. 

g. The complete solution of the two cryptograms, including the decomposition and recom- 
position matrices, is as follows: 

2d Component 

1 2 3 4 5 
No. 1 

2d CompoDent 

12 3 4 5 

‘d 2 
2 
$3 
6 

5 

1 

5 

W/A/S!HiI 
NiG/TiOiD 

CIB/EiF/K 

A 
(Decomposition) 

B 
(Recomposition) 

GCODMGCEGBWILWGMONGBSXOPCNGESF 
22 31 24 25 42 22 31 33 22 32 11 16 41 11 22 42 24 21 22 32 13 53 24 43 31 21 22 33 13 34 

ENEMYINFANTRYREGIMENTHASBEENOB 
LNIWTMGETLNCGFMDWGXHMGATACTOMS 
41 21 15 11 23 42 P 33 23 41 21 31 22 34 42 2.5 11 22 53 14 42 22 12 23 12 31 23 24 42 13 

SERVEDINADEFENSIVEPOSITIONEAST 
WBLGAIQPFU.AQMSAZPHZGNLMSOWOVXG 
11 32 41 22 12 15 U 43 34 51 12 U 42 13 12 55 43 14 55 22 21 41 42 13 24 11 24 52 53 22 

OFGETTYSBURGSTOPYO-UWILLTAKEUPA 
XHMGATAKNOMSWCUSHQLSSTMS~~NNEH 
53 14 42 21 12 23 12 35 21 24 42 13 11 31 51 13 14 U 41 13 13 23 42 13 51 11 21 21 33 14 

POSITIONWESTOFCROSSROADTHREEFO 
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UASUWNTGELSSTMOVCVATAEACOGNLOP 
5, 12 13 51 11 21 23 ?2 33 41 13 13 23 42 24 52 31 52 12 23 12 33 12 31 24 i-2 21 41 24 43 

URTHREEANDROADJUNCTIONONEMILES 
HVSVSUNWTWFMSAXCGUWGXNWTMSSGAS 
14 52 13 52 13 51 21 11 23 11 34 42 13 12 53 31 22 51 11 22 53 21 11 23 42 13 13 22 12 13 

OUTHTHEREOFSTOPBEPREPAREDTOATT 
NYSGSPDGFMSAXEGASNMTACWOLNIWDN 
21 54 13 22 13 43 25 22 34 42 13 12 53 33 22 12 13 21 42 23 12 31 11 24 41 21 15 11 Z 21 

ACKATDAWNSTOPBATTALIONRESERVEW 
OMSWKPHUAXHMGATAC 
24 42 13 11 35 43 14 51 12 53 14 42 22 12 23 12 31 

ESTOFYOURPOSITION 

2d Component 

12 3 4 5 
No. 2 

ad COmpOnBnt 

1 2 3 4 5 

---- ---- 

---- ---- 

-__-- -__-- 

1 
E 'E 2 
$3 
s 
24 

5 

W IiL/N'O 
--.__-- 
T UIR/E M ----- 
S D C A F 

----I- 
B G H K/P 

----- 
Q V X YIZ 

WILTGSIHWWAWKINDCUWWAXLXDIWIRC 
11 12 13 21 42 31 12 43 11 11 34 11 44 12 14 32 33 22 11 11 34 53 13 53 32 12 11 12 23 33 

ENEMYINFANTRYREGIMENTHASBEENOB 
VNODNGSLNGIGWLVFDWVRVSDDTILLQD 
52 14 15 32 14 42 31 13 14 42 12 42 11 13 62 35 32 11 62 23 62 31 32 32 21 12 13 13 61 32 

SERVEDINADEFENSIVEPOSITIONEAST 
UKDWSSHXSENCQDTQCTEUDVQCOIWTXW 
22 44 32 11 41 31 43 53 31 24 14 33 51 32 21 61 42 21 24 22 32 62 51 33 15 12 11 21 53 11 

OFGETTYSBURGSTOPYOUWILLTAKEUPA 
VRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIRNBAYIIIGT 
52 23 62 31 32 32 21 14 22 13 61 32 22 43 44 l2 P ,63 64 12 23 14 41 34 64 12 12 12 42 21 

POSITIONWESTOFCROSSROADTHREEFO 
EWAYIILWNKIRNGSTLBDDTITILUDVLV 
24 11 34 51 12 12 13 11 14 4.4 12 S 14 42 31 21 13 41 32 32 21 12 21 12 13 22 32 52 13 62 

URTHREEANDROADJUNCTIONONEMILES 
TTAQAVNIIUHQDTXDWYIWXNINBDRWSC 
21 21 Z-4 61 34 62 14 12 12 22 43 61 32 21 63 22 11 64 12 11 63 14 12 14 41 32 23 11 31 33 

OUTHTHEREOFSTOPBEPREPAREDTOATT 
LPLWAHNTLQDTXCWSCIVDTNILVNODNU 
13 45 13 11 34 13 24 11 63 61 32 21 63 23 11 31 33 12 62 32 21 14 12 13 62 14 16 33 14 22 

ACKATDAWNSTOPBATTALIONRESERVEW 
LQDUBGTEWVRVSDDTW 
13 61 32 22 41 42 21 24 11 62 23 62 31 32 32 2l 11 

ESTOFYOURPOSITION 
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1‘. It is seen that, the principles elucidated permit of solving this fairly good cipher system 
without recourse to frequency studies and detailed, difficult analytical research. \Vhat can be 
done with complete messages of identical texts will give the student a clue to what might be done 
when fairly lengthy sequences of identical plain texts (but not complete messages) are available 
for study. Alessages with similar beginnings, or similar endings will afford data for such 
reconstruction. 

49. Periodic fractionating systems.--a. Another type of combined substitution-transposition 
system involving fractionation is that in which the processes involved are applied to groupings 
of fixed length, so that the system gives external evidence of pcriodicity. One such system, 
commonly attributed to the French cryptographer Delastelle, is exemplified below. Let the 
bipartite alphabet be based upon the 2%cell substitution checkerboard shown in figure 80. 
Let the message to be enciphered be ONE PLANE REPORTED LOST AT SEA. Let it also be 
assumed that by preagreement between correspondents, periods of 5 lette‘rs will constitute the 
units of encipherment. The bipartite equivalents of the plain-textiett’ers are set dbwn vertically 
below the letters. Thus: 

26 oomponent 
1 2 3 

1 M A N -- 
22 C T R -- 
$3 B D E 8 -- 
24 c L 0 P -- 

5 v w x 

4 5 

FI~UBE 87. 

ONEPL ANERE PORTE DLOST ATSEA 
4 1 3 4 4 1 i “3 i i 4 4 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 2 2 3 3 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 5 2 : ; “5 “3 : 

Recombinaticns are effected horizontally within the periods, by joining components in pairs, 
the first period yielding the pairs 41, 34, 42, 33, 31. These pairs are then replaced by letters 
from the original checkerboard, yielding the following: 

ONEPL ANERE PORTE DLOST ATSEA 
4 1 3 4 4 2 3 a 3 1 : : : i ; : 2 i4 ; z i : : : ; : ; : i : 

LHOEB MDDEE QTERR HQTAW APAGD 
b. A different checkerboard may, of course, be employed for the recomposition process. 

Also, periods of any convenient length may be employed; or, in a complicated case, periods of 
varying lengths may be employed in the same cryptogram, according to some prearranged key. 

50. General principles underlying the solution.-u. It will be noted that the periods in the 
foregoing example contain an odd number of letters. The result of adopting odd-length periods 
is to impart a much greater degree of cryptographic security to the system than is the case when 
even-length periods are involved. This point is worth while elaborating upon to make its crypt- 
analytic significance perfectly clear. Note what happens when an even period is employed: 

ONEPLA NEREPO RTEDLO ,.. 
413441 132344 223344 . . . 
233312 333332 323212 .,. 

LHLREA NRQEED TEQDDA . . . 
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Sow if each &letter cipher group is split in the middle into two sections and the letters are taken 
alternntcly from each section (Ex. L H L R E A=L R H E L A) the results are esactlp the 
same as would be obtained in case a simple digraphic encipherment were 
to be employed with the 2-square checkerboard shown in figure 88. 
For example, ON,=LR,; EP,=HE,, and so on. Encipherment of this 
sort brings about a fixed relationship between the plain-text diprnphs 
and their cipher equivalents, so that the solution of R tncssagc~ of this 
type falls under the category of thr cr~~ptan;d~sis of 21 ~RSC of simplr 
digraphic substitution, once the length of the period has been estab- 
lished.3 The latter step can readily be accomplished, as will be seen 
presently. In brief, then, it may be said that in this system when 
encipherment is based upon even periods the cipher text is purely 
and simply digraphic in character, each plain-text digraph having 
one and only one cipher-text digraph as its equivalent. 

-7 

B D E H’K B D E H’K 

b. But the latter statement is no longer true in the case of odd 
periods. ;“;ote, in the example under paragraph 49a, that the cipher 
equivalent of the first plain-text digraph of the first group, ON, is 
composed of the initial and final components of the letter L,, the 
final component of the letter 0,, and the initial component of the 
letter L,. That is, t.hree different plain-text letters, L, 0, and E, are 
involved in the composition of the cipher equivalent of one plain-text ON EP LA NE 
digraph, ON. Ob serve now, in the following examples, that ZW&&~ LR HE LA NE 
may be produced for the digraph ON,. FIGCEE 83. 

12 34 5 12 34 5 12 34 5 

PR ON G PO NG I AT 42 = 2 2422 
- 

;o 
23 33 1 23 24 3 23 13 4 33 23 5 12 32 4 2 ;5’ : :2’ ;: ; 

POJB MD&P LTAJH OL RD K IA CR I C$J Rlj Y AI1 E 
(1) (2) (3) (4)--- 75) (6) (7) 

c. The foregoing examples fall into two classes. In the first, where the 0 of ON, falls in an 
odd posit’ion in the period, the first letter of the trigraphic cipher equivalent must be an L,, the 
second must be one of the 5 letters in the second column of the substitution checkerboard, the 
third must be one of t,he 5 letters in the t,hird row of the checkerboard. Therefore, L, may 
combine with 5X5 or 25 pairs of letters to form t,he second and t’hird letters of the 3-letter equiva- 
lent of ON,. In the other class, where the 0 of ON, falls in an even position in the period, the 
first letter of the equivalent must be one of the 5 letters in the fourth column of the checkerboard, 
the second must be one of the 5 letters in the first row, and the third letter must be &. There- 
fore, R, may combine wit,h 5X5 or 25 pairs of letters to form the first and second letters’of the 
3-letter equivalent of ON, in this position in the period. Hence, ON, may be represented by 50 
trigraphic combinations; the same is true of all other plain-text digraphs. Now if the system 
based upon even periods is considered as a simple digraphic substitution, the foregoing remarks 
lead to characterizing the system based upon odd periods as a special type of digraphic sub- 
stitution with variants, in which 3 letters represent 2 plain-text letters. 

1 An example of the solution of a cryptogram of this type was given in Military Cryptanalysis, Pat-i I, 
sec. IX. 
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d. However, further study of the odd-period system may show that there is no necessity for 
trying to handle it as a digraphic system with variants, which would be a rather complex affair. 
Perha.ps the matter can be simplified. Referring again to the example of encipherment in 
paragraph 49 a: 

ONEPL ANERE PORTE DLOST ATSEA 
1 3 4 4 

: 3 3 3 1 : : i i: i 
4 4 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 2 1 2 4 3 1 
3 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 5 2 2 2 5 3 2 

LHOEB MDDEE QTERR HQTAW APAGD 
Now suppose that. only the cipher letters are at hand, and that tbe period is known. The first 
cipher letter is L, and it is composed of two numerical bifid components that come from the first’ 
and second positions in the upper row of components in the period. These components are not 
known, but whatever they are the first of. them is the first component of L, the second of them 
is the second component of L. Therefore, just as in paragraph 48c, the actual but unknown, 
numerical components may be represented by the symbols L1 and Lz, the former referring to the 
row coordinate of the substitution checkerboard, the latter to the column coordinate. The 
same thing may be done with the components of the second cipher letter, the third, fourth, and 
fifth, t.he respective components being placed into their proper positions in the period. Thus: 

Cipher _______________________ L H 0 E B 

Components ______________ 1 o E E B B 1 
L1 LI HI Hz 0, 

2 1 2 1 2 

Now let the actual plain-text letters be set into position, as shown at the right in the two dia- 
grams below. 

Plain text ___________________ 0 N E P L 0 N E P L 

1 
4 1 3 4 4 Components _______________ 2 LI La H, HI 01 3 3 3 1 

02 EI Et BI Bz 
Cipher _______________________ L H 0 E B L H 0 E B 

By comparing the two diagrams it becomes obvious that Ll, Hz, and Ol all represent the co0rdinat.e 
4; Hl, El, Ez, and B1 all represent the coordinate 3, and so on. If this equivalency were known 
for all the 50 combinations of the 25 letters with subscript 1 or 2 there would be no problem, 
for the text of a cryptogram could be reduced to 25 pairs of digits representing monoalphabetic 
encipherment. But this equivalency is not known in the case of a cryptogram that is to be 
solved; basically the problem is to establish the equivalency. 

e. It is obvious that the vertical pair of components L 
02 

represents O,, the vertical pair,; 
1 

represents N,, and so on. The complete example therefore becomes: 
Plain _____________________ 0 N E P L ANERE PORTE DLOST ATSEA 

1 
LI L2 H, Hz 01 Components _________ o2 E1 Ez Bl B2 MI Mz DI D2 DI Cl1 Qz TI T2 El H1 Hz Ql Qz ‘I’1 A, Az PI P2 AI 

D2 El Er El Ez E2 R, R2 R, R2 T, AI AZ WI W2 AZ G1 G2 D, Dz 
Cipher __________________ L H 0 E B MDDEE QTERR HQTAW APAGD 

j. Note that a plain-text letter in an odd position in the period has its components in the order 
el@,; in an even position in the period the components of a plain-text letter are in the order 8&. 

For example, note the 0, in the first period and the 0, in the third period * This 

distinction must be retained since the component indicators for rows and columns are not inter- 
changeable in &is system. From this it follows that the vertical pairs of components represent- 
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ing a given plain-text letter are of two classes: 0102 and &el, and the two must be kept separate 
in cryptanalysis. 

g. Sow consider the equivalent of 0, in the first period. It is composed of z’ This is 2 
only one of a number of equivalents for 0, in an odd position in the period. The row of the sub- 
stitution checkerboard indicated by L, may be represented hp 4 other components. sinrc that 
row contains 5 letters. 8, Therefore the upper cornponc~nt of thca F) cquivnlc~nt of 0, rn,ly h13 ;:ny 
one of 5 letters. The same is true of tbc loat~r c*omponent. Henle, 0, in an odd position in the 
period may be represented by any one of 5X5=25 combinations of vertical components in the 
sequence e1+e2. 0, in an even posit,ion in the period may be represented by any one of a, similar 
number of combinations of vertical components in the reverse sequence, ez-Jel. Thus, dis- 
regarding the position in the period, this system may be described as a monoalphabetic sub- 
stitution with variant,s, in which every plain-text letter may be represented by any one of 50 
different component-pairs. But in studying an actual cryptogram in this system, since the 
position (odd or even) occupied by a cipher letter in the period is obvious after t,he length of the 
period has been established, a proper segregation of the cipher letters will permit of handling the 
cipher letters in the two classes referred to above, in which case one has to deal with only 25 
variants for each plain-text letter. Obviously, the 25 variants are related to one another by 
virtue of their having been produced from a single enciphering matrix of but 25 letters. This 
relationship can be used to good advantage in reconstructing the matrix in the course’ of the 
solution and the relationship will be discussed in its proper place. 

h. Now if the foregoing encipherment is studied intently several important phenomena may 
be observed. Note, for i.nstanc.e, how many times either the e1 or the e2 component coincides 
with the plain-text letter of which it is a part. In the very first period the 0, has an O2 under it; 
in the same period the E, has an Ez under it. The same phenomenon is observed in columns 
3 and 5 of the second period, in column 3 of the third period, and in column 1 of the fifth period. 
In column 5 of the third, fourth, and fifth periods the el component’s coincide with the respec- 
tive plain-text letters involved. There are, in this short example, 9 cases of this sort, giving 
rise to instances of what seems to be a sort of self-encipherment of plain-text letters. How does 
this come about? And is it an accident that all these cases involve plain-text letters in odd 
positions in the periods? 

i. If the periods in the foregoing example in subparagraph e are studied closely, the following 
observations may be made. Because of the mechanics of encipherment in this system the first 
cipher letter and the fist plain-text letter in each period must come from the same row in the 
substitution checkerboard. Since there are only 5 letters in a row in the checkerboard the proba- 
bility that the two letters referred to will be identical is l/5. (The identity will occur every time 
that the coordinate of the row in which the second plain-text letter stands in the checkerboard is 
the same as the coordinate of the column in which tbe first plain-text letter stands.) The same 
general remark applies to the second cipher letter and the third plain-text letter; as well as to 
the third cipher letter and the fifth plain-text letter: In these cases the two letters must come 
from the same row in the checkerboard and the probability that they will be identical is likewise 
l/5. (The identity in the former case will occur every time that the coordinate of the row in 
which the fourth plain-text letter stands in the checkerboard is the same as that of the column 
in which the third plain-text letter stands; in the latter case the identity will occur every time 
that the coordinate of the column in which the fu& plain-text letter stands is the same as that 
of the column in which the fifth plain-text letter stands.) The last of the foregoing sources of 
identity is exemplified in only 4 of the 9 cases mentioned in subparagraph h above. These 
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involve the fifth plain-text letter in the third, fourth, and fifth periods. and the first letter in the 
fifth period, wherein it will be noted that the 8, component standing directly under the plain- 
text letter is identical with the latter in ea.& case. 

j. But how are the other 5 cases of identity brought about? Snnl-sis along the same 
lines as indicated above will be omitted. It will be sufficient to observe that in each of those 
cases it is the & component which is identical with the plain-text letter involved. and again the 
probability of the occurr’ence of the phenomenon in question is l/5. 

k. Since the probability of the occurrence of the event in question is 115 for Q1 components 
and l/5 for & components, the total probability from either source of identity is 2,‘5. This 
probability applies only to the letters occupying odd positions in the period, and it may be said 
that in 40 percent of all cases of letters in odd positions in the periods the one or the other of the 
two cipher components will be identical with the plain-t,est letter. 

1. As regards the plain-text letters in even positions, analysis will show why only in a very 
few cases will either of the cipher components coincide with the plain-test letter to which they 
apply, for the method of finding equivalents in the substitution checkerboard is to take the 
first component as the row coordinate indicator and the second component as the column indi- 
cator; a reversal of this order will give wholly different letters, except in those 5 cases in which 
both components are identical. (The letters involved are those which occupy the 5 cells along 
the diagonal from the upper left-hand corner to the lower right-hand corner of the checkerboard.) 
Now in every case of a letter in an odd position in a period the two vertical components are in 
the ele2 order, corresponding to the order in which they are normally taken in finding letter 
equivalents in the checkerboard. But in every case of a letter in an even position in a period, 
the two vertical components are in the order e2Ell, which is a reversal of the normal order. It 
has been seen that in the case of letters in odd positions in the periods the probability t’hat one 
of the components will coincide with the plain-text letter is 40 percent. The reasoning which led 
to this determinat.ion in the case of the odd letters is exactly the same as that in the case of letters 
in even positions, except that in the final recomposition process, since the components in the 
even positions are in the e&, order, which is the reverse of the normal order, identity between 
one of the components and the plain-text letter can occur in only l/5 of the 40 = 8 percent of 
the cases. It, may be said then that, in this system 48 percent’ of all the letters of the plain text 
will be “self-enciphered” and represented by one or the other of the two components; in the 
case of the letters in odd positions, the amount is 40 percent, in the case of letters in even posi- 
tions, it is 8 percent. 

m. Finally, what of the peculiar phenomenon to be observed in the case of the first column 
of the fifth period of the example in subparagraph e ? Here is a case wherein the plain-text 
value of a pair of superimposed components is unmistakably indicated directly by the cipher 
components themselves. Studying the cipher group concerned it is noted that it contains 
2 AC’s separated by one letter, that is, the A’s are 2 intervals apart. This situation is as though 
the plain-text letter were entirely self-enciphered in this case. Now it is obvious that this 
phenomenon will occur in the case of periods of 5 letters every time that within a period a cipher 
letter is repeated at an interval of 2, for this will bring about the superimposition of a el and e2 
with the same principal let’ter and therefore the pl8iIbteXt lett,er is indicated directly. Tbis 
question may be pertinent: HOW many times may this be expected to happen? Analysis along 
the lines already indicated will soon bring the answer that the phenomenon in question may be 
expected to happen 4 times out of 100 in the case of letters in odd positions and only 8 times out 
of 1,000 in the case of letters in even positions. In the latter cases the letters involved are those 
falling in the diagonal sloping from left to right in the substitution matrix. 
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R. Ul of the foregoing phenomena will be useful when the solution of an example is under- 
taken. But before coming to such an example it is necessary to explain how to asctbrtain the 
period of a cryptogram to be solved. 

51. Ascertaining the length of the periods--a. There are several methods available for 
ascertaining the length of the period. The simplest, of course, is to look for repetitions of the 
ordinary sort. If the period is a short one, say 3, 5, 7 letters, and if the message is fa.irly long, the 
chances are good that a. polygraph which occltrs several times within the messagr will fall in 
homologous positions within two different periods and therefore will be identically cnciphercJt1 
both times. There will not be many such repetitions, it is true, but factoring the intervals 
between such as do occur will at least give some clue, if it will not actually disclose the length of 
the period. For example? suppose that a 7-letter repetition is found, the two occurrences being 
separated by an interval of 119. The factors of 119 are 7 and 17; the latter is unlikely to be the 
length of the period, the former, quite likely. 

b. If a polygraph is repeated but its two occurrences do not fall in homologous positions in 
two periods, there will still be manifestat,ions of the presence of repetition but the repeated letters 
will be separated by one or more intervals in the periods involved. The number of repeated 
letters will be a function of the length of the polygraph and the length of the period; the interval 
between the letters constituting the repetition will be a function of the length of the period and 
the position of the repeated polygraph in two periods in which the t,wo polygraphs occur. Note 
what happens in the following example: 
SENDTHR EEMENDO WNTOEND OFENDIC OTTROAD 

5433:;22:32 
3313134 5124313 4 1 3 1 3 2 2 4222413 
3313322 2322332 2533241 2223222 

PN,RG-ETP EN E T V I 8” D RF L $D T X,Q L 0 T L D T D T 

CRYPTOGRAM 

PNRGE TPENN PBETV IBDDR DLBDT XDLOT LDTDT 
Here the plain text contains the trigraph END 4 times. The END, in the first period gives rise to 

1 234567 

the cipher letters . N . . E . . ; in the second period this trigraph also produces 
1 234567 

. . N. .E. The interval between the N, and the E, is 3 in both cases. Two times this 
interval plus one gives the length of the period. In this case the initial let,ter of the repeated 
trigrnph falls in an even position in t,he period in both occurrences. The END, in the third period 

1234507’ 

gives rise to the cipher letters . . B . . . D; in the fourth period it’ also produces 
1 234567 

.B.. .D: The interval between the B, and the D, is 4 in bot’h cases. Two times this 
interval minus one gives the length of the period. In this case the initial let’ter of the repeated 
trigraph falls in an odd position in the period in both occurrences. 

e. The foregoing properties of repetit,ions in t,his system afford a means of ascertaining the 
length of the period in an unknown example. First, it is evident that a repeated trigraph in the 
plain text produces two different pairs of cipher equivalents according to whether the initial 
letter of the trigraph occurs in an odd or an even position in the period. The two letters con- 
st.ituting the repetition in the cryptogram will not be sequent but will be separated by an interval 
of 1, 2, 3, . . . letters depending upon the length of the period. This interval, however, is half 
of the period plus or minus one.’ Conversely, if in a cryptogram there are repetitions of pairs of 

4 The student must remember that the text is here concerned only with cases in which the period is odd. 
In the case of even periods the interval separating the 2 letters is always exactly half of the length of the period. 
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letters separated hy an interval r, it is probable t.hat these repetitions represent repetitions of 
plain-text trigraphs which occupy homologous positions in the period. The interval r (between 
the letters constituting the repetition in the cipher test) then gives a good clue to the length of 
the period: p(length of period) =2rf 1. 

d. A special kind of index is prepared to facilitate the search for repetitions of the nature 
indicated. If tabulating machinery is available, an alphabetically arranged indcs showing say 
10 succeeding letters after each A,, B,, C,, . . . Z, is prepared for the cryptogram. Then this 
index is studied to see how many coincidences occur at various intervals under each letter. For 
example, under A, one looks to set if there are 2 or more cases in which the same letter appears 
2, 3, 4, . . . intervals to t,he right of A, a record being kept of the number of such cases under 
each interval. The same thing is done with reference to B,, C,, and so on. The tallies represtbnt- 
ing coincidences may be amalgamated for all the letters A, B, C, . . . Z, only t’he intervals being 
kept segregated. When tabulating machinery is not available, the search for repetitions may be 
made by transcribing the cryptogram on two long strips of cross-section paper, juxtaposing the 
strips at A, B, C, . . . Z, and noting the coincidences occurring 1, 2, 3, . . . up to say 10 letters 
beyond the juxtaposed letters. For example, beginning with A,, t’he two strips are juxtaposed 
with the first A on one against the first A on the other. Xote is made of any coincidcncrs found 
wit,hin 10 letters beyond the A’s, and a record is kept of such coincidences according to intervals. 
Keeping one strip in position the other is slid along to t,he second A, and again coincidences are 
sought. All the A’s are treated in this way, then the B’s, C’s . . . Z’s. The record made of tile 
coincidences may consist merely of a tally stroke written under the intervals 1, 2, 3, . . . 10. 
That interval which occurs more frequently than all the others is probably the correct one. This 
interval times 2, plus or minus 1 is the length of the period. There are, therefore, only two altcr- 
natives. A choice between the two alternatives may then be made by transcribing the test or 
a portion of it according to each hypothesis. That transcription which will most’ oft,en throw 
the two members constituting a repetition into one and the same period is most likely to be 
correct. 

e. Finally, for ascertaining the period there is one method which is perhaps tllc most lnhori- 
ous but surest. It has been pointed out that this system reduces to one t.hat may be described 
as monoalphabetic substitution with variants. If the cipher text is transcribed into e1 and & 
components according to various assumed periods, and then a frequency distribution is made of 
the pairs of vertical components for each hypothesis, that period which gives the best approsi- 
mation to the sort of distribution to be expected for a system of monoalphabetic substitution 
with 25 variants for each letter may be taken to be correct. For in the case of an incorrect period 
the resultant vertical bipartite components are not the equivalents of the actual plain-test 
letters; hence such repetitions as occur are purely accidental and the number of such cases would 
be rather small. But in the case of the correct period the resultant vertical pairs of components 
are the equivalents of the actual plain-text letters; hence repetitions are causal and fairly frcl- 
quent. Were it not for variants, of course, the distribution would be perfectly monoalphabetic. 
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52. Illustration of solution-u. n-ith the foregoing principles in mind, the following rryp- 
togram will be studied: 

KZFBE ILYYMOCBRBLZDOTGBLPKYWCUC CEPQL 
AMEYLZQXWHLRWQYDRWBMTIZEBELAYE SOBRY 
QVBBLYXNAB QBDOYMQDLWLNACOXCRRGASWQB 
FDDTE BAMFD ETENAKGDFO QDUBNDCLYDVWBAX 
CAUGGXOARTXXTSD AYXHK OLSXABRKRPUZWHO 
MTDHTSGMLSLQPOUNHCICKKAQB DOFLEKAPRG 
SXUPO WALMAVQHLMLAXKPWSTMCXKQVHSIXSL 
LWXLXRSGZDFKLNYBXMRB NADKTTBAEO BHWVL 
YSXMB OWPGXKORZI UCEADYIDBLZMITANHCAI 
DNCIDDOYIB CNOLYUUMCE POTDMGBFUN.AHLBD 
WXNXKKCSCT OXTSD AYXHK CNLDKRRFAYAPMHC 
ANMBVGREZQATCYI MNDLRLGMTWETRCVVKTED 
UFDELXHEQVCBLYUDUGYAFHNQL KFRUC NVDLH 
LZDRE LJXKUPSEMC TNKTKEBOEE PGVQTGWERH 
LZDRE LKFAX IYDAK ZLXXO RRPERRRRNC IE 

b. The long repetitions noted in the text (intervals=210 and 35) indicate a period of either 
5 or 7. By transcribing several lines of test into their 0, and e2 components according to both 
of these alternatives and distributing the vertically superimposed pairs, it is soon found that a 
period of 7 produces many more repetitions than does a period of 5. The entire text is then 
transcribed into its 8, and e2 components according to a period of 7 (see fig. 89) and complete 
distributions of f3162 and e2e1 vertical pairs are made, the distributions being, of course, kept 
separate. They are shown in figures 90 and 91. The individual distributions show many 
repetitions and the distributions as a whole are very favorable for a period of 7. 

1 
KZFBEIL 
KI Kz ZI Z2 F, Ft BI 

B2 E, Et I, I2 L1 Lt 
6 

AMEYLZQ 
A1 A2 MI Mt EI Et YI 

Y2 L L2 z, ZP QI 42 

QVB:LYX 
Q, 42 VI V2 B, B2 B1 

B2 L1 L2 YI Y2 XI Xz 
16 

FDDTEBA 
F, F2 Dl D2 DI D2 TI 

7’2 El E2 I% I32 A1 A, 

2 
YYMOCBR 
Yl Y2 Yl Y2 Ml M2 01 

02 Cl C2 BI B2 RI R2 

7 
XWHLRWQ 
XL X2 WI W2 HI H2 L1 
L2 RI R2 K W2 QI 42 

12 
NABQBDO 
NI Nt A1 A2 B, B2 QL 
Q2 B1 Ba Dl 4 01 0; 

17 
MFDETEN 
MI M2 F1 F2 DlD2 Ei 
Ez T, T2 El E2 NI N2 

3 
BLZDOTG 

4 
BLPKYWC 
B, B2 L L2 PI F-2 I(, 

K2 Y, Y2 Wi W2 Cl C2 
BI B2 L1 Lz Zi Z2 D1 
D2 01 02 T, 7’2 G1 G2 

8 
YDRWBMT 
Yl Y2 D1 D2 R, R2 W1 
W2 B, B2 MI M2 Ti T2 

13 
YMQDLWL 
YI Yi MI M2 Ql Q2 D1 
D2 L Lt WI W2 Lx L 

18 
AKGDFOQ 
AI A2 KI K2 G1 Gz D1 

D2 FI F2 01 02 Q, e, 

9 
IZEBELA 
I, 12 ZI Zz El Ez B1 
B2 EI E2 L I.42 A1 A2 

14 
NACOXCR 
NI Nt AI A2 Cl C2 0, 

02 X1 X2 Cl C2 RI Rr 

19 
DUBNDCL 
DI D2 Ul U2& & I% 
N2 Di Dt Cl C2 h b 

5 
UCCEPQL 
U1’U2 Cl C2 Cl C2 El 
E2 PI P2 Q1 Q2 L, L2 

10 
YESOBRY 
YI Y2 El E2 SI S2 0, 
02 BI B2 RI R; Y, Y, 

15 
RGASWQB 
RI R2 GI G2 AI A2 Sl 
S2 WI W2 QI Q2 B, B2 

20 
YDVWBAX 
YI Y2 DI D2 V1 V2 W, 
W2 Bi B2 A, Az Xi X2 
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21 
CAUGGXO 
C, Cz A1 A? U,U? G, 
G2 G, G2 X,X? 0, 02 

"6 
MTDHTSG 
M, MST, Tz D1 D2 HI 
H, T, T2 S, S2 G, G2 

3 1 
SXUPOWA 
s, s2 XI x2 Ul u2 P* 

P2 0, 02 W, W2 A, A2 
36 

LWXLXRS 
L, L2 w, w2 Xl x2 Ll 

L2 X1 X2 RI R2 SI S2 
41 

YSXMBOW 
Y, Y, S, S2 XI X2 MI 

MP B, B2 0, 02 WI W2 

46 

DNCIDDO 
D, D2 Nl N2 '5 C2 I, 
I2 D1 Dt D1 D2 01 02 

51 
WXNXKKC 
W, W2 XI X2 N, N2 XI 

X2 K, K2 K, K2 Cl Ct 
56 

22 
ARTXXTS 
A, A2 R, Rz ‘I’, T2 XI 

X2 XI X2 T, T, S, S2 
27 

MLSLQPO 
Ml M2 L La SI S2 L, 
Lt Q1 Q2 P, P2 0, 0~ 

32 
LMAVQHL 
L, L2 Ml M2 A1 A2 V, 
V2 Q1 Q2 H, H2 L, L2 

23 
DAYXHKO 
D, D2 A, A2 YI Yt XI 

X2 I-4 Hz K, K2 0, 02 

28 
UNHCICK 
U, U2 N, N2 H, Hz C, 
Cz 11 I2 Cl C2 K1 K2 

33 
MLAXKPW 
Ml M2 L L2 A, A2 XI 

X2 K, K2 PI P2 WI W2 

38 37 
GZDFKLN 
G Gt ZI Z2 DI D2 FI 

F2 KI K2 L, L2 N, N2 
42 

P G X K 0 R--Z 
PI P2 G1 G2 XI X2 K, 

K2 0, 02 R, R2 Z1 Z2 

YBXMRBN 
Y1 YZ b B2 X1 X2 Mi 

M2 R, R2 B, I32 N, N2 

43 
IUCEADY 
I, 12 U, Us Cl C2 E, 
EP AI A2 D, D2 YI Y2 

45 47 
YIBCNOL 
Y1 Yz I, I, BI B2 Cl 

G N, N2 01 02 LI L2 

52 
SCTOXTS 
SI S2 Cl C2 T, T2 0, 
02 X,X2 T1 7’2 SI S2 

YUUMCEP 
Y, Y2 U, U2 UI U2 M, 

M2 C, C2 EI E2 PI P2 

53 
DAYXHKC 
DI D2 A, A2 Y1 Y2 XI 

X2 H, H2 K, K2 C, C2 
58 

ANMBVGR 
A, A2 N, N2 Ml M2 B1 

B2 V, V2 GI Gt RI R2 

61 
UFDELXH 
U, U2 F1 F2 D1 D2 El 

E2 L, L2 X1 X2 HI Ht 

66 
LZDRELK 
L L2 Z, Z2 DI Dt RI 

Rt El E2 L L2 K1 K2 

71 

57 
EZQATCY 
El Et ZI zt Ql 42 A1 
A2 TI 7’2 CI C2 Y, YP 

62 
EQVCBLY 
E, E2 Ql Qz VI V2 Cl 

C2 BI B2 L, Lt Y, Y2 

67 
XKUPSEM 
XI X2 K1 K2 U, U2 P, 
P2 SI S2 El E2 Ml h’2 

IMNDLRL 
11 I2 Ml M2 NI N2 DI 

D2 LI L RI Rs L L2 

63 
UDUGYAF 
U, U2 D, D2 U, U2 GI 
G2 Y, Y2 A1 A2 F1 F2 

68 
CTNKTKE 
'21 C2 T, T2 NI N2 KI 

K2 T1 ‘I’2 KI K2 El E2 

73 
LZDRELK 
L, L2 ZI Z2 D, D2 R, 
R2 El E2 LI L2 K1 K2 

72 
FAXIYDA 
FI F2 A1 A2 XI X2 I, 

I2 Y1 Y2 D, D2 A, A2 

KZLXXOR 
K, K2 Z1 z, L, h XI 
X2 XI X2 0102 RI R2 

Fmvsr W-Continued. 

24 
LSXABRK 
L, L2 SI S2 X1 X2 A, 
A2 BI I32 RI R2 KI K2 

29 

KAQBDOF 
KI K2 AI A2 QI Q2 BI 
B2 D, D2 01 02 FI F2 

34 
STMCXKQ 
Sl S2 T, T2 M, M2 Cl 
C2 XI X2 K1 Kt QI Q2 

39 
ADKTTBA 
AI A2 D, D2 K, K2 TI 

TP T, T2 B, B2 A, A2 
44 

IDBLZMI 
1, 12 D, D? B, B2 L, 

L2 Z, Z? M,M2 I, 12 
49 

OTDMGBF 
0, 02 T, 7’2 D1 D2 MI 

M2 GI G2 B1 I32 F, F2 

54 
NLDKRRF 
NI N2 LI Lt D, D2 KI 

K2 R, R2 R, R2 FI F2 

59 
GMTWETR 
GI G2 MI M2 TI T2 WI 

W2 E, E2 T, T2 R, R2 
64 

HNQLKFR 
HI Hz N1 N2 QlQ2 L, 
L KI K2 FI F2 RI R2 

69 
BOEEPGV 
B, B2 01 Or El E2 El 

Et P, P2 G G2 VI V2 

74 
RPERRRR 
Rr R2 P, Pt E, E2 RI 
R2 RI Rt RI R2 RI R2 

25 
RPUZWHO 
R, R2 PI P2 U, Us Z, 
Z2 WI Wz H, H2 0, 02 

xn 
LEKAPRG 
I-1 L? E, EI? KI K2 A, 
A2 P, P2 R, R2 G, G2 

3.5 
VHSIXSL 
V, V2 H, H2 Sl S2 II 
12 x, x2 Sl s2 L, L2 

40 
EOBHWVL 
E, E2 0, 02 B, B2 HI 

H2 WI W2 VI Vt Lt L? 
45 

TANHCAI 
T, T2 A, A2 N, N2 H, 
H2 Ci C2A, A2 I, I2 

50 
UNAHLBD 
U, U2 N, N2 A, A2 f-h 

Hz L, L? B, B2 D, Dz 
5.5 

KYAPMHC 
K, K2 Y, Yt A, A2 PI 
P2 M, Mz H, H? C, C? 

60 
CVVKTED 
Cl C2 V, V2'V, V2 K, 
K2 T1 T2 E, E2 DI D? 

65 
UCNVDLH 
U, U2 Cl C2 NI N2 V, 
V2 D, D2 L, L2 HI H2 

70 
QTGWERH 
Q1 Q2 T, T2 G, G2 WI 

W2 E, E2 R, R2 H, H2 

75 
NCIE 
Nl N2 C, G 

I, Is El E2 
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c. The test now being transcribed into periods of 7, with the e1 and 8 components indicated 
by the cipher letters in each period, the vertical pairs of components are csamined to locate 
cases in which the basic letters of the e1 and e2 superimposed components are identical, where- 
upon the plain-text letters indicated are at once inserted into position. In this example 10 
such cases are found, one each in periods 14, 22, 26, 35, 36. 52, 59, 68: and two in period i4. 
All of these, of course, involre letters in odd positions in the periods. The plani-test letters 
thus inserted may serl-e as clues for assuming probable wortls. 

d. Sow if only a few equivalencies can be established betucvvl a ftsw of the 8, components, 
or between a few of the e2 components, or between a few 8, and eL components, a long step for- 
ward may be taken in the solution. Perhaps some information can be found by studying 
figures 90 and 91. A consideration of figure 90 will soon lead to thcb itlca that each row- of frc- 
quencies can indicate only 5 different plain-text letters, one of which coincides with the indicating 
letter at the left of the row. Moreover, in this same figure, ahilc there are 25 rows in all, there 
are really only 5 different categories of rows, each category corresponding to a row in the 
substitution checkerboard. 

e. To explain quite clearly what is meant and how the principle can be employed in this case, 
assume that figure 90, instead of applying to an unknown checkerboard, applied to a known 
one, say that show-n in figure 87. The bipartite coordinates and the letters which would occupy 
the cells are as seen in figure 92: 

2112355445113234352412345 
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

1A 
3B 
2 c 
3D 
3E 
1F 
2 G 
3H 
2 I 
3K 
4L 
1 M 

1 N 
40 
4P 
44 
2R 
4s 
2T 
1u 
5v 
5w 
5x 
5Y 
52 
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Kow consider the A row and the F row. The 25 letters in both rows of cells are, from the very 
nature of the system, identical in their sequence and there are only 5 difl’ercnt letters involved, 
each appearing 5 times. Therefore it would seem that frequency distributions corresponding to 
these rows should show definite charscteristics by means of which they could be compared 
statistically. Furthermore, the e1 coordinates applying to these two rows, Al and F1, indicate 
that A and F are in the same row in the checkerboard. What has been said of the A and F rows 
also applies to the M, N, and U rows, for the letters A, F, M, N, and U are all in the same row in the 
checkerboard (fig. 87). Perhaps a statistical test can be applied to ascertain u-hich rows of 
distributions in figure 90 are similar and this in turn may give clues to the letters which fall in 
the same row in the checkerboard applicable to the problem in hand. 

j. Again, consider the columns in figure 90. What has been said of the rows applies equally 
to the columns, and therefore the same sort of test may also be applied to the columns of figure 
90 for clues as to the composition of the columns of the checkerboard applicable to the problem 
under consideration. If there were sufficient test much of the labor of solving such cases would 
be reduced to a matter of statistical analysis. But what sort of statistical test should be used? 
Obviously it should be one based upon “matching” the distributions of figure 90, but specifically 
what should it be? Kate the distributions in rows D and M; they appear to be similar. Is it 
correct to apply the usual x-test for matching two frequency distributions? Consider the com- 
position of the rows of figure 90, and specifically consider the A and F rows, composed as follows: 

A __________________ A M M A N F F U U F M M N A N U N F A U M A N U F 
F . _ . . . _ _ . _ . . . . . . . . . AMMANFFUUFMMNANUNFAUMAKUF 

Here the letters in opposite cells are identical and there are only 5 different letters involved: 
A, M, N, F, and U. Of these only 3 are high-frequency letters in normal plain text; 2 are of medium 
to low frequency. But the high-frequency letters in the A row match those in the F row, the 
low.frequency letters in the A row also ma.tch the low-frequency letters in the F row. Hence, 
if frequency distributions corresponding to these rou-s are tested statistically, they should yield 
a fairly high index of coincidence. But should the constant .0667 (probability of monographic 
coincidence in normal English text) beused in the test? Obviously not, for this constant is derived 
from statistics based upon the normal frequencies of all 26 letters of the alphabet, whereas here 
only 5 letters are involved and the exact 5 involved in any example is determined by the compo- 
sition of the checkerboard. Again, consider the A and C rows of figure 90, composed as follows: 

A. -. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ AMMANFFUUFMMNANUNFAUMANUF 
C ________________ T C C T R G G I I G C C R T R I R G T I C T R I G 

Here is a case where, by chance, high-frequency letters stand opposite high-frequency letters 
(A and T, N and R); medium-frequency letters stand opposite medium-frequency letters (M and 
C, F and G). The only case of fairly ma.rked difference is in that of the pairing of U and I. 
Hence, a statistical matching of frequency distributions applying to these two rows u-ould be 
apt to yield a high index of coincidence. Yet, these two rows do not belong t,ogether and to 
assume that the letters A and C belong in the same row in the checkerboard would block or at 
least retard solution. In spite of the foregoing reasoning, there nevertheless remains the feeling 
that a statistical matching of the rows should be possible or should at least offer some clues as 
to the composition of the checkerboard. 

g. In applying the usual x-test for matching two distributions use is made of the important 
constant .0667, the probability of monographic coincidence for normal English text. This 
constant may be modified to meet the special conditions of the present problem. If it be assumed 
that the mixing of the letters in the checkerboard is fairly good, in normal cases it may be assumed 
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that there will be 1 high-frequency letter, 3 medium-frequency letters, and 1 low-frequency 
letter in each row and in each column of the checkerboard. Suppose the letters in each category 
be as follows: 

High frequency __________________________________ A E 1 N 0 R S T 
Medium frequency ________________ - _____________ BCDFGHLMPUY 
Low frequency ____________________________________ K Q V W X Z 

Adding the squares of the probabilities for separate occurrence s of the letters in each category: 

ii : E 
B .OOOl K .oooo 
C .0009 .oooo 

ii : 2% ; 
.0018 8 .0002 
.0008 .0002 

0 .0057 .0003 I .oooo 
R i .0012 Z .oooo 
G 

: ET 
ihi 

.0013 
.0084 0006 Total=. 0004 

E 
: 0007 Average=. 00007 

Total=. 0575 .0007 
Average=. 0072 Y .0004 

Total=. 0088 
Average=. 0008 

Since each row of figure 90 contains 25 letters, composed of 5 different letters each appearing 5 
times, and it is assumed that each row of the checkerboard contains 2 high-frequency letters, 2 
medium-frequency letters, and 1 low-frequency letter, the rows in figure 90 will be composed of 
10 high-frequency letters, 10 medium-frequency letters, and 5 low-frequency letters. Therefore, 
the sum of the squares of the average probabilities of the letters occurring in each row of figure 
90 is as follows: 

5X.0072=.0360 
15X.0008=.0120 
5x.00007=.0004 

Total = .0484 

This, then, is the constant that should be applied in the x-test for the problem under consider- 
ation. Suppose, for convenience, the approximation .05 is used. This is considerably less than 
the normal constant .0667 and means that in the case of this problem two distributions can be 
considered to “match” even if the number of coincidences (value of x) is considerably less than 
what would be expected in the case of the normal type of frequency distribution. However, it 
must be remembered that even if two distributions give an observed value for x that is close to 
or even greater than the expected, one can still not be certain that the two distributions apply to 
identical rows of lett,ers and indicate two letters in the same row in the checkerboard, since it 
may happen tha,t the composition of the checkerboard is such that two rows have letters of about 
the same frequency values, as pointed out above. 

h. With this reservation in mind, let figure 90 be examined. Take rows D and M, which on 
casual examination look a good deal alike, as seen in figure 93. 

* As given in the table on p. 114 of Military Cryptanalysis, Part 1, Appendix 2, par. 2e (1). 
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N=23 

N=16 

Applying the x-test, the observed value of x=34, the expected value is .05 (23X16)= 18. An 
excellent match is obtained, and the hypothesis that D and M are in the same row in the checker- 
board seems promising. Can any confirmation be found in the cryptogram itself? 

i. It has already been pointed out that this system reduces to monoalphabetic substitution 
with variants. This being the case it should be possible to find manifestations of equivalency 

between some of the variant forms of 01 8 vcrticalpnirsin thecryptogram. If the student will think 
2 

over the matter he will quickly see that this manifestation of equivalency is but a reflection of 
the principle elucidated in paragraph 46, expressed in a little different way. In other words, 
establishing equivalence between two 8, components means that the two base letters involved 
belong in the same row of the checkerboard ; establishing equivalence betweeen two e2 compo- 
nents means that the two base letters involved belong in the same column of the checkerboard. 
Note the following instances of apparent equivalency between D1 and M,: 

Period 16 DP Bi D1 Bz 
20 YzB1 DlBz 
49 TzB1 DlBf 

2 Yt B, M, B2 
3 Zz GI DI G2 

56 Nz G1 M, Gz 
13 QsL DlLz 
37 z,L, DiL, 
58 NzL, DlLt 
66 Z2L IAL 

71 &LI DIL 
6 A2 L1 Yi L2 

13 YrL1 MlL2 
58 I2L1 h&L2 

Period 18 Gt QI Di 42 
32 L2 Ql MI Qz 
16 FsE~ DIE* 
17 FzE1 DIE2 
59 G2 El MI E2 
12 A,B, At Dl B1 D'L 
50 AlBs AsD1 HlDz 

8 DI B2 D2 MI RI Mz 

19 DlNz DtD1 U1D2 
46 DlIt D? D1 Ni D2 

44 D, Zz DtM, BI M2 

43 Ui A2 Us Di C, D2 
67 U1E2 U2M1 P1M2 

It may be assumed D, - --Ml and the two distributions in &me 93 may be amalgamated. 
DI + MI ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

s z--“-x 2 ‘>N. .x.1 3 
3 

The only other row in figure 90 which gives indications of being similar to this distribution is the 
A row. Applying the x-test individually to the Di and M, distributions, and then to the combined 
D, +M, distribution: 

D1 
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

s 2 . N 2 - ---- s-- N=23 
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Expected for plain text: .05 (23X21)=24 
Expected for random text: .038 (23 X21) = 18 
Observed =26 

ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Ml ==--- ‘S - -- -. 

N=16 

Al 
.-. . 
2 2 :c 3 - -. 2s N=21 

Expected for plain text: .05 (16X21)=17 
Expected for random text: .038 (16x21)=13 
Observed =14 

ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY’Z 
D, MI g ~-‘---$ > 4x... .>.- =2 

=z N=39 
a-2 AI - ZQ - -\ a 2% N=21 

Expected for plain text: .05 (39X21)=41 
Expected for random text: .038 (39X21)=31 
Observed =39 

From the foregoing calculations it appears that A1 may be simiiar to the D, and the Ml distribu- 
tions, for the observed values, while not as great as expected for plain text, are higher than those 
expected for random text. Perhaps more conclusive evidence may be found if a search were 
made through the text to see if any equivalences between A,, D,, and M,, appear. 

Note the following cases: 
Period 8 Y2 B1 A1 B2 A2 Ml Period 33 Lz P, A1 P2 A2 W1 

12 N2B1 AlBz AtD1 48 Uz PI MI P2 0, M2 

50 NzB1 AlB2 AzD1 
16 DzB1 DlB2 DzA1 15 GSQI AI Qa A2 BI 
20 Y2B1 Dl& D2 AI 18 C&Q1 DI Qa DI N2 

49 T2B1 DI Ba D2 FI 32 LzQ, MI 42 &I-I, 
2 Y2 BI MI B2 M2 RI 14 N2X1 A,X2 A2C1 

21 CnG1 AlG2 A2X, 61 F2 XI DI X2 D2 Y 
30 K2 G1 AI Ga SI P2 57 Qa YI AI Y2 114 

3 Z2 G DI G2 BI K2 72 F2 Y1 A1 Y2 A2 D1 
56 N,GI MIG, MzR1 63 U2Y1 D1Y2 &A1 
24 X2 K1 A1 K2 RI Z2 
34 T2K1 MI K2 Mz Q1 

It certainly seems as though AI=DI=MI, and that these letters are in the same row in the checker- 
board. This tentatively will be assumed to be correct. 
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j. Among the most frequent combinations is the pair Y2B,, appearing in the following 
sequences: 

Period 2 Y2 C, Y, C2 Y2 B, Ml B2 M2 R, 
8 L, Qa Y, W2 Y2 B, A, B2 A2 M, 

10 B, A2 Y, 02 Y2 B, E, B2 Ez R, 
20 N, Lz Y, Wz Yz B, D, B2 D2 A, 
41 H, L2 Y, Mz Y2 B, S, B2 S2 0, 

Note how Ml, A,, E,, D,, and S, all appear to be interchangeable. Are these the 5 letters which 
belong in the same row ? The probable equivalence among A,, D,, and M, has been established by 
noting cases of equivalency in the text. A further search will be made to see if E, and S, also 
show equivalencies with A,, D,, and Ml. 

Note the following: 
Period 2 1 CZ G, A, Gz 

30 KzG, A,Gz 
3 Z2 G, D, G2 

69 02G1 E,Ga 
56 NzG, M,Ga 
23 D, X, D2H, A,Hz 
32 M, C!z MzH, &Hz 

Period 12 N2 B, A, B2 A2 D, 
10 YzB, E, BZ EzR, 
30 L2 Pl E, P2 & R, 
33 L2 P, A, P2 A, WI 
43 C2 Y, E, Y2 I, Lz 
57 Q2 Y, A1Y2 I,D2 

61 D,X2 DzH, E,Ha 
Here are indications that E, belongs to the same series, but not enough cases where S1 is inter- 
changeable with A, D, E, or M can be found to be convincing. But perhaps it is best not to go 
too fast in these early stages. Let it be assumed for the present that A, D, E, and M are in the 
same row of the substitution checkerboard. In period 16 there is the pair of vertical com- 
ponents D, E2. Since D1=EI this pair may be written E,E2, whereupon the plain-text letter E is 
immediately indicated. All cases of this sort are sought in the text and the plain-text letters 
are inserted in their proper places, there being 7 such instances in all, but these yield the im- 
portant letters, A, D, and E. 

k. In a similar manner, by an intensive search for cases in which components appear to be 
equivalent because they occur in repetitions which are identical save for one or two components, 
it is established that C, 0, M, and W are in the same column in the checkerboard. Note the bracket- 
ing of these letters occurring as G2 components in the 4th column of the first list of sequences 
in subparagraph j. Likewise, B, H, and N are established as being in the same row. Again 
the text is examined for cases in which plain-text letters C, 0, M, W, B, H, and N may be inserted. 
By carrying out this process to the full extent possible, the skeletons of words will soon begin 
to appear. 

1. Enough has been demonstrated to show this line of attack. Of course, if there is a large 
volume of text at hand, the simplest procedure would be to construct frequency distributions 
of the types shown in figures 90 and 91, and use the statistical method to match the individual 
distributions. For this method to be reliable it would be necessary to have several hundred 
letters of text, but this in actual practice would not be too much to expect. 

m. There is, however, another line of attack, based upon the probable-word method. It 
has been pointed out that, in the case of letters in odd positions in the periods, 40 percent of the 
time the plain-text letter involved is indicated by either its 8, or O2 component. This property 
affords a fair basis for assuming a probable word. For example, the cryptogram here studied 
shows the following two periods: 
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Period ______----_-__ 35 36 
Plain text _________ S 

Components---.-. V, V2 H, Hz S,S2 I1 
I Xl x2 Sl s9 L, L2 

Cipher text _______ r. d S I X S L 

L 
Ll L2 Wl w2 x1 x2 Ll 

L2 X,X2 R, R2 S,Sz 
LWXLXRS 

Two letters are quite definite, S, and L,. Suppose the possible plain-text letters be indicated. 
Period ______________ 35 36 
Possible plain- V . H . S . I L . W . X . L 

text letters---- 1 I X L X R S 

Components------ 
( 

V, V2 H, Hz S, S2 I, Ll L2 Wl w2 Xl x2 Ll 
I2 Xl x2 s, s2 Ll L2 L2 X,X2 R, R2 S,S2 

Cipher text-.----- V H S I X S L L 

The word HOSTILE is suggested by the letters H . S . I L . . 
correct and it. will be written out with its components under 

WXLXRS 
This word will be assumed to be 

the cipher components. Thus: 

Period ______________________________________ 35 

Plain t.ext ________________________________ HOST1 

Cipher-text components ____________ VI Vz H, Hz Sl S2 I, L 
1 2 

Plain-text components ______________ Y Or SI TI 1, 
H2 02 S2 7’2 I2 

36 

LE 
Ll LP 

L2 Xl 

L, El 

L2 Ez 

This word, if correct, yields the following equivalencies: Ht=X2=Ol;S1=02; T1=S2; Ll=T2; 12= 
L2=E,; X,=E2. Again the text is examined for cases in which the plain-text letters may now be 
directly inserted; but only one case is found, in period 44, where I, L2=Il 12=Ip. This is un- 
fortunate, so that additional words will have to be assumed. The 14th period shows a C, 
and the components after it suggest that the word CROSSROADS may be present. Thus: 

Period ________________________________________ 14 15 

Plain text ______ -- __________________________ CR0 SSROADS 

Components---.-.. ______________________ 
i 

N, N2 A, A2 Cl C2 0, R, R2 G,G2 A, A2 SI o x X c .c R R 
2121212 S2 WI W2 &I Q2 B, B2 

Cipher text ________________________________ N A C 0 X C R RGASWQB 

Take the first letter R,, represented by C2 Ri. 
Since R,= Ca R,, 

Therefore, R, R2=C2 R1 
Hence R,=C2 and R2=Rl 

Therefore, Rl=R2=C2 

Again, in the case of the fl.rst O,, 
O,=O, R2 

But O,=O, 02=0, R2 
Oz=Rz 

Therefore, R,=R2=02=C2 
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The various equivalencies yielded are as follows: 
C2=R,=O,=S,=Rz=G,=W,=Q 
Sz=Wi=Bz=Tl 
Ht=Xz=Oi=Gz 
02=Q1 
Qz=A*=Di 

Bl=Dz 
Ll=Tz 
L2=12=E1 
X,=E* 

71. Let all the equivalencies found thus far from subparagraphs e, j, and h be collected in two 
tables, as shown in figure 94, one for 8i Ej2 combinations, the other for G2 G1 combinations. 

m ’ AI BI Cl D1 El FI G, HI I, K1 L Ml N1 0, PI Q1 RI S, TI U1 VI WI X, Y1 Z, 
g D, Hi Ai A1 02 Bi Tz A1 Bl Hz Gl GI 02 Sz TI Et 
‘F: El Ni $ R C2 N, D1 h Xs 02 c2 c2 Wl s2 
2 Ml D2 MI MI M2 D2 El D2 Gn C2 02 M2 B2 & 
ga I2 I2 I2 w2 I2 M2 M2 Wz 
EL2 
8 A2 

LL RI L2 W2 W2 RI 
R2 RI R2 R2 

o”Q2 R2 SI G 
6 SI QI Ql 

A2 I32 C2 D2 E2 F2 G2 H2 I2 K2 L2 Mz I-42 02 P2 Q2 R2 S2 7’2 U2 Vz WP X2 Y2 Zz 
Ai Ti M2 B1 Xl 01 x2 L I2 c2 c2 L C2 T1 L C2 Hz 

D, S2 02 HI Hz 01 AI AI 02 M2 I2 M2 W, M2 01 
EI WI W2 Nl x2 G2 4 4 w2 4 Al 02 B2 02 Gz 
Ml RI El El RI Sl D1 W2 Sl 
I* Sl MI Ml Sl RI El Sl Rl 
Ls Rr 

:; :: G”: G”: A”: 2 
R2 

Qz G Gl 
Ql Ql Ql Ql Ql 

Flovnr 94 

A study of the equivalencies indicates that- 
(1) A, D, E, M belong in the same row. 
(2) B, H, N belong in the same row. 
(3) G, R, S, Q belong in the same row. 
(4) R, C, 0, M, W belong in the same column. 
(5) I, L, A, Q belong in the same column. 
(6) X, H, G belong in the same column. 
(7) The coordinates of R and A are identical and hence this letter occupies a cell along 

a diagonal sloping from left to right in the matrix. 

o. Since a row or a column can contain only 5 letters, it is obvious that A, D, E, M; B, H, N; 
and G, R, Q, S, fall in 3 Merent rows; C, 0, M, W, R and I, L, A, Q fall in different columns. A 
start may be made by an arbitrary placement of R in the position l-l, and since R1=01=C2= 
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M2=W2, this means that R, 0, C, M, and W form one column in t,he substitution checkerboard, as 
shown in figure 95-A. The data also indicate that R, G, Q, and S must be in row 1, A, D, and E 

?d component 
1 2 3 4 5 

62 
; 
23 8 
L4 

5 

Rj , 1 1 GS 

ci 1 / / 
-‘---- 
o/ / I I 

M/ j : j 

WJ / ( / 

X- 

ADE 

must be in row 4, H and X must be in column 3. This means that 0, for A, D, and E must be 4, 
and that OS for H and X must be 3. And since MI=12=L2, G2 for I and L must be 4. Substitut- 
ing in the test the coordinates for the known values, additional plain-text words soon become 
evident. For example, taking the periods with the word HOSTILE, it becomes possible to insert 

Period-+ _________ 35 
Plain text---_- HOST1 

36 
LE 

Components-.. VI V2 HI H2 SI S2 II 
I2 x, x2 Sl s2 LI L2 

Cipher text--- V H S I X S L 

L Lt WI w2 Xl x2 Ll 

L XI X’L RI R2 S, Sz 

LWXLXRS 
the letters R, and 0, as the second and fourth letters after E,, suggesting that the word after 
HOSTILE is TROOP. Thisgives W, X2=Tp, which permits of placing T in position 5-3. Since T in 
HOSTILE=& Li, therefore S2=5 and L1=3. Since S is in row 1, and Z&=5, S must go in position 
l-5. Since Lz=4 and L,=3, L must go in position 34. Since 0, (the 1st 0 in TROOP)=X,R2 
and it is known that Op=3-1, therefore X must be in position 3-3. The checkerboard is now as 
shown in figure 95-B. From figure 94, XI=E2. Now X1=3, and since the E must be in row 4, 

e2 
1 2 3 4 5 

8, 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 

2 

6 3 

4 

5 

R S 
---- 
C ---- 
0 x L 
---- 
M 
---- 
W T 1 

G 1 

2 

81 3 

ADE 4 

5 

%I-I-IA 

hl E ----- 
W T I 

G . 

AD 

H I 
Frovm 95-B. 

H I 
ROunX w-c. 
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it is evident that E must occupy cell 4-3, as seen in figure 95-C. There are now only 2 possible 
rows for H, either 1 or 2. It is deemed unnecessary to give further details of the process. Suffice 
it to say that in a few minutes the entire checkerboard is found to be as shown in figure 95-D. 
It will decipher the entire cryptogram as it stands, but speculating upon the presence of W U T V Z 
in the last row, and assuming a key-word mixed sequence has brought this about, a rearrange- 
ment of the columns of the checkerboard is made to give T U V W Z, as shown in figure 95-E. 
The arrangement of t,he rows now becomes quite evident and the original checkerboard is found 
to be as shown in figure 95-F. It seems to be based upon the key phrase XYLOPHONIC BEDLAM. 

e2 
12 3 4 5 

02 
3 2 4 15 

6 
12 3 4 5 

1 

2 

813 

4 

5 

R K G Q S ---- 

--- 

--- 
M D E A F -:--- 

1 

2 

e13 

4 

5 

G K Q R S ---- 
H N I C ---- 
x Y L 0 P ---- 
E D A M F ---- 
T U-V W-Z 

F~cuas 95-D. FIQUB,E 95-E. F~crsa 95-F. 

p. The completely deciphered cryptogram is as follows: 
3 1 

SITUATI 
4255352 
5312313 

KZFBEIL 
7 

5 
THBRIGA 
::i:a2:: 
UCCEPQL 

35 

9 
BATTALI 
2366312 
balltaa 

IZEBELA 
63 

13 
YHASREA 
1284483 
21311413 

YMQDLWL 
01 

2 
ONONFRO 
1212341 
4242544 

YYMOCBR 
14 

NTOFTWE 
2513563 
2145141 

BLZDOTG 
21 

7 
LOWSCOL 

1154211 
3445443 

XWHLRWQ 
49 

11 
SEVENTH 
4353252 
5131211 

QVBBLYX 
77 

15 
SSROADS 
~~::~~~ 
RGASWQB 

195 

6 
DEASFOL 
::3”:::: 
AMEYLZQ 

42 

10 
ONFORTY 
1281451 
4264412 

YESOBRY 
70 

14 
CHEDCRO 
2283241 
4112444 

NACOXCR 
93 

1 

2 

e13 

4 

5 

x Y L 0 P ---- 
H N I C ----- 
E D A M F ----- 
G K Q R ---- 
T U V W Z 

4 
NTYFOUR 
2513154 
2125424 

BLPKYWC 
28 

8 
ONFIRST 
1232445 
4263411 

YDRWBMT 
5s 

12 
INFANTR 
::“5;;!: 
NABQBDO 

34 
16 

EVENFIV 
:35xiz 
FDDTEBA 

112 
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Ii 
ESEVEND 
3 4 3 5 3 2 3 

5 1 3 1 2 2 

MFDETEN 
119 

21 
HREETHR 
2433524 

x;r;Kl 

147 

25 

.SSOUTHW 
4 4 1 5 5 2 5 
5542114 

RPUZWHO 
175 

29 
SIDERAB 

233432 
: 3 2 1 4 3 5 

KAQBDOF 
203 

33 
ERYEFFO 
3413331 
1421554 

MLAXKPW 
231 

37 
SOUTAND 
ixKi2"i 
GZDFKLN 

259 

41 
ONSTOPM 
1245113 

;;;;;;; 

287 

45 
TYMAINT 
zi"3:;: 
TANHCAI 

315 

18 
DASHROA 
3342413 
2351443 

AKGDFOQ 
126 

22 
EEGSTOP 
3344511 

;;i;;;;; 

154 

26 
ESTOFCH 
3451322 
1514541 

MTDHTSG 
182 

30 
LEFORCE 
1331423 

E~iGI;;: 

210 

34 
RTTODRI 
4511342 
4114243 

STMCXKQ 
238 

38 
OCCUPYD 
1225113 
4442522 

YBXMRBN 
266 

42 
YTROOPS 
lb41114 
2144451 

PGXKORZ 
294 

46 
AININGC 
::itii:: 
DNCIDDO 

322 

19 
DJUNCTI 
3252252 

lxzl;;; 

133 

23 

ENEMYHO 
3233121 

;;;;&I 

161 

27 

ARLESTO 
3413451 
3 4 3 1 5 1 4 

MLSLQPO 
189 

31 
STOPWIL 
4511521 
5145433 

SXUPOWA 
217 

35 
VEHOSTI 
53214b2 
3114513 

VHSIXSL 
245 

39 
EFENSIV 
3332426 
lb12133 

ADKTTBA 
273 

43 
HAVINGD 
2362243 
1333212 

IUCEADY 
301 

47 
ONNECTI 
12232b2 
4221413 

YIBCNOL 
329 

20 
ONFIVET 
1232535 
4253311 

YDVWBAX 
140 

24 
LDSWOOD 
1345113 
3254442 

LSXABRK 
163 

28 
WNINCON 
3222212 
4232442 

UNHCICK 
196 

32 
LMAKEEV 
1334335 
3432113 

LMAVQHL 
224 

36 
LETROOP 
1354111 
3114445 

LWXLXRS 
252 

40 
EPOSITI 
::::i:; 
EOBHWVL 

280 
44 

IFFICUL 
2332261 
3b53423 

IDBLZMI 
308 

48 
ONWITHF 
1262523 
4243115 

YUUMCEP 
336 
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49 
0 R T Y.F 1.F 
1 4 5 1 3 2 3 
4412535 

OTDMGBF 
343 

53 
ENEMYNO 
3233121 
1214224 

DAYXHKC 
371 

57 
APTURED 
3155433 
3512412 

EZQATCY 
399 

61 
THATENE 
5235373 
1131121 

UFDELXH 
427 

65 
VINGINT 
::i:;z 
UCNVDLH 

455 

69 
HTPREPA 
::i:::i 
BOEEPGV 

463 
73 

GHTTOMO 
4255131 
1111444 

KZLXXOR 
511 

50 
THINFAN 
5222332 

;I&x;; 

350 

54 
NCOMMIS 
2213324 
2444435 

NLDKRRF 
3% 

58 
NEARCHA 
2334223 
2134413 

IMNDLRL 
406 

62 
MYSEVEN 
3143532 
4251312 

EQVCBLY 
434 

66 
OATTACK 
1355324 
4311342 

LZDRELK 
402 

70 
RATORYT 
4351415 
4314421 

QTGWERH 
4w 

74 
RROWMOR 
4411314 
4444444 

RPERRRR 
518 

51 52 
TRYONNO RTHSTOP 
5 4 1 1 2 2 1 4524511 
1424224 4 1 1 5 1 4 5 

WXNXKKC SCTOXTS 
35; 364 

55 
SIONEDO 
4212331 
5342124 

KYAPMHC 
385 

59 
RLESTOW 
4134515 
4315144 

GMTWETR 
413 

63 
THDIVIS 
5232524 
112333b 

UDUGYAF 
441 

67 
POSIT10 
1142521 
64b3134 

XKUPSEM 
469 

71 
OATTACK 
1356324 
4311342 

LZDRELK 
497 

75 
NING 
2 2 2 4 
2 3 3 1 

NCIE 
522 

56 
FFICERC 
3322342 
5 5 3 4 1 4 4 

ANMBVGR 
392 

60 
NSTATES 
2453534 
2513115 

CVVKTEP 
420 

64 
IONISMO 
2122431 
3423544 

HNQLKFR 
448 

68 
NSTONIG 
2451224 
2514231 

CTNKTKE 
4% 

72 
ATDAYLI 
3533112 
3123233 

FAXIYDA 
504 

Q. The steps taken in recovering the original substitution checkerboard demonstrate that 
cyclic permutations of a correct checkerboard will serve to decipher such a cryptogram just as 
well as the original checkerboard, In other words, a cryptogram prepared according to this 
method is decipherable by factorial 5 (5X4X3X2X1=120) checkerboards, all of which are 
cyclically equivalent. Even though the identities of the components will be different if the 
same message is enciphered by two different cyclically-equivalent checkerboards, when these 
components are recombined, they will yield identical cipher texts, and therefore so far es external 
appearances are concerned different checkerboards yield identical cryptograms. The reason 
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that there are only factorial 5 cyclically-equivalent checkerboards and not factorial 10, is that 
whatever permutation is applied to the row coordinates must be the same as that applied to the 
column coordinates in order that the aforesaid relationship hold true. If two checkerboards 
have identical row coordinates but different column coordinates certain portions of the crypto- 
graphic test w-ill decipher correctly, others incorrectly. For this reason, in working with cryp- 
tograms of this type the cryptanalyst may successfully use a checkerboard which is incorrect in 
part, and correct it as he progresses with the solution. It may also be added that the actunl 
permutation of digits applied to the side and top of the checkerboard is of no consequence, so 
long as the permutations are identical. In other words, the permutation 5-2-1-3-4 will work 
just as well as 3-24-l-5, or l-2-34-5, etc., so long as the same permutation is used for both 
row and column coordinates. It is the order of the rows and columns in the checkerboard 
Rhich is the determining element in this system. Any arrangement (of the letters within the 
checkerboard) which retains the original order as regards the letters within rows and columns 
will work just as well as the original checkerboard. 

f. A final remark may be worth adding. After all, the security of cryptograms enciphered 
by the bifid fractionating method rests upon the secrecy inherent in a 25-tell matrix containing 
a single mixed alphabet. In ordinary substitution, a single mixed alphabet hardly provides any 
security at all. Why does the bifid system, which also uses only a single mixed alphabet, yield 
so much higher a degree of security ? Is it because of the transpositional features involved? 
Thinking about this point gives a negative answer, for after all, finding the length of the periods 
and replacing the cryptographic text by components based upon the cipher letters is a relatively 
easy matter. The transpositional features are really insignificant. Ko, the answer to the 
question lies in a different direction and may be summed up about as follows. In solving a 
simple mixed-alphabet substitution cipher one can attack a few cipher letters (the ones of greatest 
frequency) and find their equivalents, yielding fragment’s of good plain text here and there in 
the cipher text. Once a few values have been established in this manner, say 6 values, the 
remaining 20 values can be found almost from the context alone. And in establishing these 6 
values, the letters involved are not so interrelated that all 6 have to be ascertained simultane- 
ously. The cryptanalyst may establish the values one at a time. But in the case of the bifid system 
the equivalents of the plain-text letters are so interrelated that the cryptanalyst is forced to 
assume or establish the positions of several letters in the checkerboard simultaneously, not one 
by one. In other words, to use an analogy which may be only partially justified, the solution 
of a simple monoalphabetic substitution cipher is somewhat like forcing one’s way into an inner 
chamber which has a number of doors each having a single lock; the solution of a bifld fraction- 
ated cipher is somewhat like getting into a vaultthere is only one door which is provided with 
a complex 5-combination lock and all the tumblers of the lock must be positioned correctly 
simultaneously before the releasing lever can drop into the slot and the door opened. Funda- 
mentally, this principle is responsible for the very much greater security of the bifid system as 
compared with that afforded by the simple monoalphabetic system. It is a principle well worth 
remembering and speculating upon. 

53. Special solutions for bifid systems-o. The security of the bifid system is very con- 
siderably reduced if the situation in which it is employed happens to be such that two or more 
messages with identical beginnings, endings, or internal portions can often be expected to occur. 
For in this case it is possible to establish equivslencies between components and quickly recon- 
struct the substitution checkerboard. An example will be given to illustrate the steps in a 
speci& case. 

b. Here are two cryptograms transmitted by two coordinate units to a superior head- 
quarters at about the same time. They show certain identities, which have been underlined. 
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hro.1. QEBL YXNAB QWY MNDW VUYTE MHQZD QTLKJ EWJPK @LIP QDWC 
x0.2. VBNHYD@G BDOIH OBNWW LYJFW %XDQ VBW BVXDQABCA NXGX - 

c. Apparently these two cryptograms contain almost identical tests. In order to bring the 
identities into the form of superimposed components, it is necessary to transcribe the texts into 
periods of i and to superimpose the two messages as shown in figure 96. 

d. The shifting of the second cryptogram 2 intervals to the right brings about the superim- 
position of the majority of 8, and G2 components and it may be assumed that for the most part, 
the texts are identical. Allowing for slight differences at the beginnings and ends of the two 
messages, suppose a table of equivalencies is drawn up, beginning with the eighth superimposed 

N1 pairs. Thus, Q2= D,, N2* hence N,=N, and Q2=DI. N2 h B =D ; hence N,=H, and B1=D2. Going through 
the text in this manner and terminating with the 4id siperimposed pairs, the results are tabulated 
as shown in figure 97. 

e. From these equivalencies it is possible to reconstruct, if not the complete substitution 
matrix, then at leest a portion of the matrix. For example, the data show that N, H, B, and I 
belong in the same row; E and F belong in the same row, * N, D, U, Y, and K belong in the same 
column, and so on. Experimentation to make all the data fit one checkerboard would sooner or 
later result in reconstructing the checkerboard shown in figure 95-F, and the two messages read 
as follows: 

1. SEVENTH INFANTRY IN POSITION TO ATTACK AT FOUR AM PLAN FOUR. 
2. TENTH INFANTRY IN POSITION TO ATTACK AT FOUR AM PLAN THREEX. 

f. The foregoing gives a clue to what would happen in the case of an extensive traffic in 
which long phrases or entire sentences may be expected to occur repeat’edly. By a proper 
indexing of all the mat,erial, identical sequences would be uncovered and these, attacked along 
the lines indicated, would soon result in reconstructing the checkerboard, whereupon all the 
messages may be read with ease. 

54. Solution of trifid systems.--a. In the t&d fractionating system the cipher alphabet is 
tripartite in nature, that is, the plain-text letters are represented by permutations of 3 com- 
ponents taken in groups of 3’s, thus forming a set of 27 equivalents, such as that shown below: 

A=111 
S=112 
c=113 
D=121 
*122 
F=123 
G=131 
H=132 
I=133 

J=211 
K=212 
L=213 
M=22 1 
N=222 
0=223 
P=231 
Q=232 
R=233 

s=311 
T=312 
u=313 
V=32 1 
W=322 
X=323 
Y=331 
Z=332 
?=333 

b. The equivalents may, of course, be arranged in a mixed order, and it is possible to use one 
tripartite alphabet for decomposition and a wholly different one for recomposition. One dis- 
advantage of such an alphabet is that it is a 27-element alphabet and therefore some subterfuge 
must be adopted as regards the 27th element, such as that illustrated in the footnote to paragraph 
57 of Special Text No. 166, Advanced M&tmy cryptography, wherein ZA stands for Z and ZB 
for the 27th character. 
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V> VI B, 8, N, N, H, A, At BI B, G, G 8, H, Hi 0s 0, 8, & HI Y, Y, ?I TI Ft F, 1, D, D, 9, 4, V, V, L, I, 1. A, A, X, X; D. B> B, C, C, A, A, N 
HI Y, Y% XI XI D, R B, 0, 4 0: 01 I, I, N, I, It VI VI L, k W, Ht H, 4, 4, X; X, h K, K, E, E, 1: 1, a, 4, 9, S, ST At A: N, XI XI C> G X, X, 

So 2 . . . . ..u N H yX D &JGBUI UBNUL yTFWuX MVUW QXDQA BCANXCX 

nul-.l 0s 

% et AT B, C, D, Es F. C> Hi I. K, L; Y, N, 0. P, 4, R, S, T, “, V, “, X, Y, Z, 

:: 
4, F> Eb 41 N, N, 1, E, h N. x: G, V, B, T, z, T, 4 F, 
I, vt vt D, a, U X, 4, B, T, P, P, 

2:: :: 
Y, Y, DI ut 
N, N, A, 4 

II H, A, 81 B: A, Yt 
Y, Kt Y, K, K, I, Kt 

I, I, H, I> 
us ut u. H, 

‘Jr 81 A. & G a, E, F, G H, I, Kr h y, N, 0, P, 4, Rt s, T. Us V, I, XI Yr Z 
AI U, B, L, Zi Yi DI R MI U, N, W, D, XI N, E, K L, B, R, 
e N! X. 4a B, 4, K, H, 2, I, Pi N, F, K> & R P, 
D, Y, Ar Y, D, I, A, B, N, 
h N> h N, Ax Bt h 0, HI 
I, H, At Nt A. U> A, H: u, 
YL K, Y, H, I. D, Y, K! H, 

I, I, K, II K, 
U, U* Y? Y, II 

Figure 97 
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c. The various types of fractionation possible in bifid systems are also adaptable in trifid 
systems. For example, using the alphabet shown above for recomposition as well as dccom- 
position the encipherment of a message in periods of 7 is as follows: 

Plain text _____________________ R E L I E F 0 F Y 0 U R R E G I M E N T T 0 M 0 R R 0 W 
1 

2 1 2. 1 1 1. 2 1 3 2. 3 2 2. 1 1 1 2. 1 2 3. 3 2 2 2. 2 2 2. 3 
Components _______________. 3 2. 1 3 2. 2 2 2 3. 2 1 3.3 2 3 3. 2 2 2. 1 1 2 2. 2 3 3. 2 2 

3. 2 3 3. 2 3 3 3. 1 3 3. 3 3 2 1.3 1 2.2 2 2 3. 1 3 3. 3 3 2 

Cipher text ____________________ K A Q H 0 R R H W F L X I Z B F ? N A T N N N W R 0 I Z 

CRYPTOGRAM 

KAQHO RRHWF LXIZA BFZBN ATNNN WROIZ 

d. The solution of a single cryptogram of this nature would be a quite difficult matter, espe- 
cially if there were nothing upon which to make assumptions for probable words. But a whole 
series of cryptograms could be solved, following in general the procedure outlined in the case of 
the bifid system, although the solution is, admittedly, much more complicated. The first step 
is to ascertain the length of the period, and u-hen this has been done, transcribe the cipher text 
into components, which in their vertical combinations then represent monoalphabetic equiva- 
lents, with, of course, many variants for each letter of the plain text. Then a study is made to 
establish component equivalents, just as in the bifid system. If the text is replete with repeti- 
tions, or if a long word or a short phrase ma.p be assumed to be present, a start may be made and 
once this sort of entering wedge has been forced into the structure, its further. disintegration and 
ultimate complete demolition is only a matter of time and patience. 

55. Concluding remarks on fractionating systems.-a. It goes without saying that the 
basic principles of fractionation in the bifid and trifid systems are susceptible to a great deal of 
variation and complication. For example, instead of having periods of fixed length through the 
message it. is possible to vary the length of the periods according to some simple or complex key 
suitable for this purpose. -Or t,he bifid and trifid systems may be combined into a single scheme, 
enciphering a text by the bifld method and then reenciphering the cipher text by the trifid 
method and so on. Systems of this sort may become so complex as to defy analysis, especially 
if the keys are constantly and frequently varied so that no great amount of traffic accumulates 
in any single key. Fortunately for the crypt.analyst, however, such complex systems as these, if 
introduced into actual usage, are attended by so many difhculties in practice that the enemy 
cryptographic service would certainly break down and it would not be long before requests for 
repetition, the transmission of the same cryptogram in different keys, and so on, would afford 
clues to solution, Could such systems be employed successfully in field service there is no doubt 
that from the standpoint of security, the cryptograms would be theoretically secure. But t,he 
danger of error and the slowness with which they could be operated by the usual cryptographic 
clerks are such that systems of this complexity can hardly be employed in t,he field, and therefore 
the cryptanalyst may not expect to encounter them. 

b. However, the simple bifid system, the ADFGVX system, and the like,are indeed practicable 
for field use, have been used with success in the past, and may be expected to be in use in the 
future. It is therefore advisable that the student become thoroughly familiar with the basic 
principles of their solution and practice the application of these principles as frequently as pos- 
sible. In this connection, the attention of the student is directed to the fact that there is theo- 
retically no reason why the bipartite components of the ADFGVX system cannot be recombined 
by means of the same or a different checkerboard, thus reducing the cryptographic text to a form 
wherein it consists of 25 different letters, and at the same time cutting the length of the messages 
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in half. The matter is purely one of practicability: it adds one more step to the process. But it 
must not be overlooked that this additional step would add a good deal of strength to the system, 
for it would shorten, mask, distort, or entirely eliminate similar beginnings and similar endings- 
the two most fruitful sources of attack on this system. 

56. Concluding remarks on transposition systems.--a. Simple transposition systems hardly 
afford any security at all; complex ones may in the case of individual or single messages afford a 
high degree of security. But just as soon as many cryptograms in the same key are transmitted 
the chances of finding two or more cryptograms of identical length become quite good and the 
general solution may be applied. 

b. Contrary to the situation in the case of substitution, in that of transposition wherein the 
letters of the plain-text itself are transposed (not code) the shorter the cryptogram the greater the 
possibility of solution. For, in the case of a message of say only 25 or 30 letters, one might shift 
.the letters about and actually reconstruct the plain text as one does in the case of the game called 
(‘anagrams.” Of course, several different “solutions” may thus be obtained, but having such 
“solutions” it may be possible to reconstruct the system upon which the transposition was based 
and thus “prove” one of the solutions. 

c. The text has confined itself almost entirely to cases of uniliteral transposition, in order to 
demonstrate basic principles. But there is inherently no reason why transposition may not be 
applied to digraphs, trigraphs, or tetragraphs. If longer sequences are used as the units of 
transposition the security decreases very sharply, as in t,he case of the ordinary route ciphers of 
the Civil War period. 

d. Transposition designs, diagrams, or patterns are susceptible of yielding cryptograms of 
good security, if they are at all irregular or provide for nulls and blank spaces. Such devices are 
particularly difficult to solve if frequently changed. 

e. Transpositions effected upon fixed-length sequences of plain text yield a low degree of 
security but when a transposition is applied to the cipher text resulting from a good substitution 
system or to the code text of cryptograms first encoded by means of an extensive code book the 
increase in the cryptographic security of such cryptograms is quite notable. In fact, transposi- 
tion methods and designs are frequently used to “superencipher” substitution text or code and 
play a very important role in this field. Their great disadvantage is that inherent in all trans- 
position methods: The addition or deletion of a single letter or two often makes the entire 
cryptogram unreadable even with the correct key. 

f. The clues afforded by messages with similar beginnings, endings, or internal portions, 
and by repetitions of incorrectly enciphered messages without paraphrasing the original text 
are often sticient to make a solution possible or to facilitate a solution. For this reason the 
cryptanalyst should note all cases wherein clues of this sort may be applicable and be prepared 
to take full advantage of them. 
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(Numbera in parenthesis refer to paragraph numbers in this text) 
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+ 

I 
817-Fixed (31-33) 

I 
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I 
I I 

722-Incompletely lltled ret- 723-Completely filled ret- 
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Matrix.. ________________________________________--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 
Matrix reconstruction------- _____._.____ --- ________________________________________----------------------------------- 8O-84 
Obligatory sequences- ____________________----.------------------------------------------------------------------------- 14 
Pilot letters ___.__________._________________________---..----------------------------.-------------------------------.----- 14 
Probable-word method of solution .___ -_ _______ --_ ________________________________________---------------- 13-14, 37-39 
Reconstruction of literal key. ________________________________________------------------------------------.------ 15-17, 25 

General solution ________________________________________------------------------------------------------------------------ 18, 51-53 
Incompletely-filled rectangles .____ __ ______________._________________________----------------------------------------------- 18-36 

Alternative method of solution ________________________________________---------------------------------------------- 25-31 
Formula for calculating length and number of long and short columns __________________________________ 18 
General principles underlying solution _________.______________________________-----------------.------------------ 18-24 
General solution .___ _ ________________________________________-------------------------------------------------- .___ 18, 51-53 
Keyword reconstruction diagram ________________________________________------------------------------------------- 15, 25 
Long columns of ________________________________________---------------------------------------------------------------- 18 
Short columns of ____________.___________________________---------------------------------------------------------------- 18 
Special solution of _______________-________________________---------------------------------------------------- 37-38, 40-55 
Width ________________________________________------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 18 

Special solutions __._____________________________________--------.------------------------------ - _________.____________ 37-38, 4O-55 
Cryptograms of identical length in same key ________________________________________---------------------------- 51-53 
Interchanged pair of columns ________________________________________------------------------------------------------ 43-44 
Messages with similar beginnings..... ________________________________________-------------------------------------- 44-47 
Messages with similar endings .________.______________________________----------------------------------------------- 47-49 
Omitted column-.. ________________________________________------------------------------------------- __________________ 42 
Single message containing a long repetition ________________________________________--------------------.--------- 49-50 
Stereotyped phraseology ._.__________________L__________________----------.---------.--------------------------------- 37-39 

Combined substitution-transposition systems ________________________________________-------------------------------.------ 94-96 
Using digraphic substitution ______________________L_________________------------------------------------------------------- 96 
Using fractionating systems ________________________________________-------------------------------------------------------- 96 
Using known alphabets.... ________________________________________---------------------------------------------------------- 94-95 
Using monoalphabetic substitution ________________________________________---------------------------------------------- 94-95 
Using polyalphabetic or polygraphic substitution ________________________________________---------------------------- 96 

Completely-filled rectangles ________________________________________-------------------------------------------------------------- 4 
C-P sequence _________.______________________________------------------------------------------------------.-------------.------ 32, 55-75 
“Crown” diagram -_______________________________________-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 20-21 
Cyclic permutation of transposition key ________________________________________-------------------------------------------- 35, 180 

Double transposition ciphers ________________________________________----------------------------------------------------------- 51-79 
Depth of rectangle a multiple of width ________________________________________---------------------------------------- 78-79 
Enciphering rectangle a perfect square ________________________________________------------------------------------------ 76 
Failure to execute double transposition properly ________________________________________---------------------------- 75-76 
Reconstructing keys ________________________________________------------------------------------------------------------------ 55-75 
Special cases of solution _____ _ ________________________________________------------------------------------------------------- 75-79 
Width of rectangle a multiple of depth ________________________________________----------------------------------------- 76-78 

Encipher sequence .___________.___________________________------------------------------------------------------------------- - ------ 33 
Exact-factor method of solving ADFGVX cipher ________________________________________---------------------------------- 123-124 
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Fractionating systems __________._____.___--..----.-.--.-------.---------------------------..----------------------------._______ 97-184 
ADFGVX ____________________-...--. --.-._-._.- . . .._....._____........._____.. -- ___. _....._._...___.__._._________________ -_.____ 97-143 
Bind _____________ ---- _______..____ -- _.________ ---- ._.. ______ ______.. .___.._.__.__ . . ..___________._____________________ 144-182 
Trifid ________________________________ _ ____ _______ ____ -__-___- .___ _____._.____________---..-- __ ______________________________ 182-183 

“Frame” ________________________________________--- ____.._ -- ______.________._.__--..---.-..--.---------------.----------------------- 2, 4 

General solution ________________________________________---------------.--.--------------------------------- 32, 37-38, 51-53, 124~125 
Geometric designs _____________________ _ ________________________________________----..----------....---.-...---~~~~-~~--~~--~~~-~~~~ 80-84 
Grilles, indefinite or continuous __._...____ --__- __...______ -__-..- ______ --_-___- .___ -_- .._..._.. . ..______ _ ______________________ 91-93 
Grilles, revolving _______________._. -- ______ ---...-._-._- ____ -- ____.....___ ____ _____.._____.._____._ ______ _ ___________ ____ _______ 85-91 

Alpha method ________________._____________ -__.- __________.__.__..______________________--.------------- _ ______________________ 85-91 
Beta method ________________________________________.-------------------------------.-----.------------------------------------ 85 
Principle of exclusion _____________________________ __ ____________._____._____________________------------------- _ _____________ 89 
Principle of sequence ________________________________________--------------.---.---------------------------------------------- 89 
Principle of symmetry __....______________ -- ______ -__-_- ___________________. -_- __________________________ ___________________ 87 

“Hat” diagram ____________________ -.-- ._________________ ._______________________________________-------------------- --- ____________ 20-21 

Inscription ________________________________________......------...---------.---------.---------....-----.--.--.------------------------ 2 
Interchanged pair of columns--- __________ - ____ -- ________________________________________------------ _ __________________________ 43-44 
Interval sequence ______________ - _______ - ______ -- ________________________________________---------------------------------- _________ 5S 
Invariable digrapb ________ - ____________________ - _________-__-_____________ - .___________________________ _ _____________________ 14 
Invariant relationship ________________.__________ _ ________________________________________---------------------------------------- 69 
Inverse sequence _______________.__.....---------------------.-..-------.-------------..--- _ ________________________________________- 32-33 

Keyword reconstruction diagram ____________.__ __________. -____ ___________ _______________________________ ______ ____________ 15 
rp sequence----.--_------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 33 

Limited affinity _______________________________ -__- ________________________________________--- _____.____________ _____.__.___________ 14 
Literal key, reconstruction of _________ _____ --_-__- ________________________________________------------------------- _______ 15-17, 25 
Logarithms of probabilities, use of ____________________-------..-..------------------------------- _ ____________________ 6, 12-13, 143 

Matching distributions ___________________ ___.______..._______--.-..---..-..-----...-.----------.----..--- _________ __________ 170-173 
Matrix ________________________________________-------....--------.--.......--.-.--.------...--..--.----..-------.---.-----------.-.---- 2, 4 
Matrix reconstruction ___________________... .._________ -- _._. ._.... ___.___... --.._-- _____ --- _...___.____ . . . ..__.__._..____.____ SO-84 
Monophase transposition __________________ _ __- _____________. -._ _....____________ .___.. ____________._______----..---------- _ .___ 2 

Nulls (in matrix) ________________________________________----.----.-...---.---..-.-.--.-.-.------.-.-.--.----. : . . . . . . .._.._..__. 1, 31, 184 

Obligatory sequences ______.__.______________________________--...------..-.-----------------...--------.------...------.----------- 14 
Omitted column ________________________________________--------.---.-.---.----------------.---.-..-..-.--.--.---.--.-.------------- 42 

Partial C--*P sequence ________________________________________---------------------------------------------------------------------- 75 
P+C interval sequence ________________________________________--------. -_- ________________________________________--------------- 58 
PdC sequence ________________________________________----------------.---------------------------------------------------------- 32, 55-75 
Pilot letters ________________________________________-- - _____________._...__---.---..--------------.---: _._________...____..____________ 14 
Polyphase transposition ________ -- ______ --- __________________ --..- ..____ -___--._--_--_-_-__-___ ____ -_-- ________ _____ ___________; 2 
Processes, rescriptive ________________ _ .___________________-------..-..------------------------------------------.------------------- 2 
Plain+Cipher sequence ._______________________________________--------------------.---------------------------------. . ..____ 32, 55-75 

Rail-fence writing ________________ -- _______ -- _______...___.....___ . . .._.____ ___.___________________ ._____._____.._________________ 3 
Rescription, process of ____________________________________ ---__- .__.._______.___________________________--------------------------- 2 
Reversed writing ________________________________________------------------------------------------------------------------------ -___ 3, 95 
Route transposition ________________________________________------------------------------------------------------------------------ 3-4 
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Single transposition _______---_..__._.._.-- . . .._.._______._....___ .__.__._..........._....._______ .__......._....-....._. _ _._.... 2 
Solution by superimposition ------.----------.__-.....~~ _ -.____..--..__._.......~...~.....___...__.._...._..__..___..____________ 51-53 
Special solution _.__ _ __.____ _ --._---...-----_--...~~~ _ .______...___.__-.._...-.--....---.._....__._....__._...._._.. 37-38. 40-55. 75-79 
Superimposition, solution b~...........-..-.......---.--~---..-.....--..-.---..-....-...~............~~.......~..~.... .._...._ 51-33 

Term number ___________________ _ ___-________________.-------.----- __ ____... _____ ____...______......_____.__ _ _..___ _ _..._....__.._ 34 
Transcription _____ _ _____._...__...__-__...-..---.---.-----..- _ ____....___...___.........._._._--.~~.~.~~..~..~.. . _ . . ..__ 2 
Transposition: 

Columnar _________--.__--..._..---------------.-.-.-.--------...--...-.--. _ _.....____.__ __.__._....__..___.__. ~__. _. 4 
Double.. ________ _ __.._.._________--._-------.-.. _ .__.____.____ _______ __________..__...___.----..-.--.....___....__......_.....___ jj-79 
Monophase ____________--....__-----...---..... _ _____ __ ___.____________..._------.....--..-..-.--.-..-........-..-............ 2 
Polyphase ______ _ _____._---..__ __ _____...-__.____-._.--~~--.~~~...-----~~----....---~-.----..__.._._.....__..___._..__..__.... 2 
Sequence--_----.._..-------..-------.------------.-----.--~-.--------------.----~------.~----------..-.-~.-------.-.-.---..... 33 
Simple types of --.--.- _ ----.___------__------ __ ----._______.___-.--______________ _-___ ---..________._.._.____._._...__..._-.-.. 3-17 
Single ____________----___--.-------- _ _____.______________----------...-..-----.-..----.. _ _.______._.____....__...._._.___..._.... 2 
Uniliteral route __.-..------_- __ -_______-...-._ _-._ __.._-.._____ __ _____... __ ____.___---.. _ __.__.___ _ .__. . . . ..______..._____.--. 3-4 
Vertical writing .___.. _ _.._.___ _ ________._________.__ _ _______.._________ _ ___.__. _ ____. -- __.______.___ _____._______._..__..-.-.. 3 

Trifid fractionating system, solution of -.__________..._____--.--.-.-- _ ___. _ _..______ _ ____...__ _ __.....__________.._-.-.--.. 182-183 

Uniliteral transposition ._.--.___________.._------. _ _______ _ ________ _ _______.________ _ ______.--_. _ _____..__.________ ____ ______...___ 

Vertical nriting............-~ ___.____--______-___-------.---------------------------- _ ________________________________________------- 
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